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Recent floods in the UK have focused attention on the effects of rural land use and land 
management change on flood risk.  Over recent decades agricultural intensification has been 
widespread across the uplands of the UK, with increases in stocking density, ploughing, reseeding 
and drainage of fields, use of heavy machinery, and the removal of trees from the landscape.  A key 
scientific question is whether or not these changes in land use and land management in the uplands 
are increasing flood frequency and magnitude.  Although land use and land management changes 
have been observed to change local surface runoff, attempts to isolate these responses at the 
catchment scale have failed due to limitations of data sets and modelling capability.  While 
hydrological modelling is a well advanced field of science, a key methodological challenge that 
remains is how to upscale information about local scale changes. 
 
This Thesis evaluates the role of physics based hydrological models for upscaling local scale 
hydrological process knowledge and data to catchment scale flood flow responses.  A model 
upscaling procedure that aims to quantify the changes in peak flows at multiple scales related to 
localised land use management changes is presented.  The procedure divides the catchment into a 
number of runoff generating elements, which are each classified based on soil types and land 
management.  For each runoff generating element, a physics based model is developed, 
incorporating understanding of hydrological processes and properties.  This permits the 
investigation of local scale impacts, but cannot be applied at the catchment scale due to excessive 
computational burden.  Therefore, the outputs from these physics based models are used to train 
simpler “metamodels”, which are then incorporated into a semi-distributed catchment model.  In 
this way, the understanding of local changes in physical properties can be incorporated into a more 
flexible and computationally efficient catchment scale conceptual model.  This procedure has 
previously been tested to a limited extent on a 12km2 experimental catchment in upland Wales, 
which provided multi-scale hydrological data sets.   
 
The applicability of the procedure is now examined for a 25km2 upland subcatchment of the 
Hodder in north-west England for an extended range of land management questions.  This 
catchment is currently undergoing a number of land management changes, including: the blocking 
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of open drains in the peatlands that cover the upper extent of the subcatchment, changes to an 
existing coniferous plantation and extensive deciduous riparian planting.  The catchment does not 
include supporting multi-scale monitoring; without local data, physics based models are developed a 
priori using information from the literature, qualitative field observations and a proxy catchment.  
The significance of the uncertainties due to this lack of data and also uncertainties related to the 
upscaling procedure itself are explored, particularly examining the identifiability of the predicted 
effects at multiple scales. Based on the findings, the strengths and limitations of physics based 
modelling and the upscaling procedure in terms of ability to predict catchment-scale impacts of 
local land management interventions are assessed.  The outputs from the multi scale modelling are 
also used to increase conceptual understanding of the hydrological processes and their relative 
importance under different land use and land management scenarios at the local scale, and also to 
quantify the impacts of land management scenarios at the catchment scale, taking into account the 
limitations of the modelling procedure. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  
1.1. Background 
Recent floods in the UK have focused attention on the effects of rural land use and land 
management change on flood risk (Wheater, 2006).  Since the second World War agricultural 
intensification has been widespread across the uplands of the UK, with increases in stocking 
density, ploughing, reseeding and drainage of fields, use of heavy machinery, and the removal of 
trees from the landscape.  Research concerning the effects of land use and land management 
(LULM) on hydrological processes for lowland arable farming is more readily available than 
comparable research concerning the uplands, despite their important contribution to runoff caused 
by high rainfall rates, and generally flashy responses (Marshall et al., 2009).  Whether or not these 
changes in LULM in the uplands are increasing the frequency and magnitude of flooding remains a 
fundamental scientific question. 
 
LULM changes have been observed to change local surface runoff (e.g. Marshall et al., 2009; 
O'Connell et al., 2004); however, attempts to isolate such responses at the catchment scale have 
failed.  Several reasons have been proposed as explanations for this failure, including: climate 
variability, poorly constrained spatial information about the distribution of LULM types and poor 
historical records of LULM change (Beven et al., 2008).  Despite the lack of evidence that effects of 
LULM changes at the local scale propagate downstream, this does not necessarily mean they do not 
occur (O'Connell et al., 2007). 
1.1.1. The Pontbren experiment and FRMRC 
Recognising that there were serious limitations in the existing evidence of the impacts of upland 
rural LULM change on flooding, in 2004 the Flood Risk Management Research Consortium 
(FRMRC) (Pender, 2011) funded a major experimental and modelling programme in the Pontbren 
Catchment in Wales (Wheater et al., 2008).  The experiment was run over a seven year period, with 
monitoring across scales, from plot scale (~100m2) to small catchment scale (12km2).  The 
monitoring programme was developed to provide evidence and quantification of local and small 
catchment scale impacts of LULM, and to support the development of multi-scale modelling tools. 
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At the plot scale (~100m2), the effects of land use change on hydrological response were 
investigated directly at four sets of manipulation plots, as well as within four tree shelter belts. Data 
from the hillslope scale (~ 0.1 km2) was used to support model development and underpin the 
conceptual understanding of the hydrological response of these clay-rich, relatively impermeable, 
catchments which have been subject to extensive land management intensification and field 
drainage installation.  Catchment-scale (1 to 10 km2) monitoring took place at a number of 
locations, including different land management regimes, in order to better understand the 
integrated effects of LULM on flow peaks at different scales of observation. 
 
A number of important lessons were learned from the experimental programme.  At the local scale, 
large reductions in overland flow were observed following tree planting and the exclusion of sheep 
from previously grazed grassland plots, in as little of one year of tree planting.  Smaller, but still 
significant reductions were also observed from stock exclusion alone.  Associated increases in 
infiltration were observed in the plots, which were strongly correlated to the changes in total runoff 
volumes.  Although these changes were clear, the response for single events and between replicated 
experimental sites demonstrated high levels of heterogeneity, despite apparent similarity between 
plots.  Results were also confounded by the influence of a strong drought in the pre-treatment 
period, demonstrating the importance of climate in controlling runoff response, and the potential 
for non-stationarity in soil properties. 
 
The dominant runoff pathways from the improved grassland hillslope were the drain flow followed 
by overland flow.  The low permeability soils remain saturated for prolonged periods throughout 
the year, resulting in sustained periods of drain flow (from subsurface tile drains), which dominates 
the response from the improved grassland hillslope.  The drain flow was highly responsive to 
rainfall inputs, suggesting that macropores or other preferential pathways were directing water to 
the drains, contributing to the rapid subsurface runoff (Marshall et al., 2009). In larger rainfall 
events, overland flow also provides a significant contribution to the hillslope runoff.  Pore water 
pressure readings show that overland flow is generated as a result of saturation excess.  In only very 
wet antecedent conditions were overland flow rates observed to exceed drain flow rates.  A tree 
shelterbelt planted across the hillslope was observed to intersect overland flow and consequently 
reduce downslope surface runoff.  However, despite the long and detailed monitoring programme, 
the fate of the water under the tree shelter belt remained unresolved (Wheater et al., 2008).   
 
The importance of tree shelterbelt siting was explored using a model conditioned to represent the 
experimental hillslope (see section 1.2.3 for more details about the model).  The simulations 
considered tree shelter belts parallel to the contour at the top or bottom of the field or a shelterbelt 
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perpendicular to the contours (Jackson et al., 2008).  Even with the only 15% of the area planted, 
large reductions in overland flow volumes were simulated for the tree scenarios compared to grazed 
pasture (up to 60%).  The most effective configuration for the reduction in overland flow was to 
have the tree shelterbelt parallel to the contours at the bottom of the field, followed by parallel at 
the top of the field (Jackson et al., 2008; Wheater, 2006).   
 
Evidence for differences in hydrology related to LULM was also observed in the nested stream 
flow records.  The flow gauges within the catchment each represent subcatchments with different 
contributing areas and LULM distributions.  Differences in stream flow response are observed 
between subcatchments with significantly different land use management.  These impacts were 
formally identified by McIntyre and Marshall (2010).  Significant differences in the response time 
were identified between the different flow gauges.  These differences could be explained by the 
proportion of the subcatchment area that was under “improved grassland”, the proportion of the 
subcatchment covered by lakes and ponds, as well as the catchment area.  The analysis is not fit for 
predicting magnitude of responses, but illustrates that such quantification methods are important 
and that signals of LULM can be observed even at the catchment scale. 
 
The results from the experimental programme were used to support the development of a 
multiscale modelling methodology, which is outlined in section 1.2.3.  The work presented in this 
thesis represents a component of the second phase of FRMRC, which aims to build upon the 
evidence and modelling work developed as part of the Pontbren programme to explore impacts of 
a wider range of LULM questions for other upland sites within the UK. 
1.2. Modelling approach 
In their review of the current state of knowledge about the effects of LULM change on flood risk, 
O’Connell et al. (2004) concluded that new modelling techniques will need to be developed in order 
to predict the impacts of LULM on flood risk.  The key methodological challenge is how to predict 
catchment scale effects of local scale LULM changes using hydrological models. 
 
Hydrological modelling is an invaluable tool for developing an understanding of the importance of 
different hydrological processes and ultimately predicting hydrological responses for a range of 
scenarios.  Numerous hydrological models have been developed; however, each model has inherent 
advantages and disadvantages.  To select an appropriate hydrological model structure, it is essential 
to consider the following factors: 
 Modelling objectives:  
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o What are the key responses of interest i.e. flow (peak flows, low flows), water table 
levels? 
 Supporting data - availability and quality: 
o Spatial and temporal observations. 
o Measurements of hydrological properties. 
o Information from literature. 
 Technical requirements: 
o Availability of suitable existing models. 
o Computational power. 
o Modeller expertise. 
 
In this Thesis, the principal modelling objective is to examine changes in high flow responses at the 
catchment scale related to local scale changes in LULM.  It is assumed that ‘supporting data’ will be 
limited, particularly in terms of identifying historic LULM change and monitoring of small scale 
processes, as would be the case for most potential applications. In terms of ‘technical requirements’, 
only standard desktop computers are employed; therefore computational power is limited by 
current computer processor technology.   
 
Hydrological models can generally be classed as metric, conceptual or physics based models 
(Wheater et al., 1993).  Metric models seek to characterise a system response through statistical 
relationships developed from observations.  Because they are observation based, their suitability for 
the current LULM change problem is limited, in that the results cannot be safely extrapolated to 
explore future previously unobserved scenarios; therefore they are not discussed any further. 
 
The structure of conceptual models is defined a priori, based on which processes are perceived to be 
important.  Typically this is done through a series of conceptual stores, for which parameters are 
calibrated based on observations.  The advantage of conceptual models is that they are 
computationally efficient, but still maintain explicit representations of the main process responses.  
However, they are not able to represent spatial heterogeneity explicitly, and the model parameters 
have no physical meaning and must be derived from data (Wheater et al., 1993).  If sufficient data 
are available, it may be possible to map changes in the conceptual model parameters related to 
LULM, or parameter sets may be restricted based on regionalised response characteristics 
associated with different LULM types (e.g. Bulygina et al., 2009). 
 
Physics based models use the fundamental equations of physics in order to determine the system 
response.  Although in reality they are simply more complex conceptual models, as they are based 
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on fundamental physical equations their parameters could theoretically be measured in the field (i.e. 
soil thickness, porosity and hydraulic conductivity).  However, in reality the scale at which the 
physical parameters are applied in these models (typically 100s of metres) is not comparable to the 
scale over which these properties are measured or over which the theoretical bases are developed 
(Beven, 2001b).  Fully distributed physics based models are computationally expensive, and 
although they are theoretically capable of representing landscape heterogeneity, the associated 
parameterisation is generally impractical.  Although physics based models are helpful in order to 
assist our understanding of hydrological systems, their computational burden limits their suitability 
for catchment scale modelling. 
1.2.1. Specific challenges for LULM modelling 
Numerous attempts have been made to investigate and quantify impacts of LULM change on 
flooding using a variety of different modelling techniques (for a comprehensive review see 
O'Connell et al., 2004).  At present there is no consensus amongst the hydrological community as 
to which models are most suitable for traditional hydrological modelling purposes, let alone models 
that are suitable for predicting the impacts of LULM change.   
 
Reviewing attempts at modelling impacts of LULM change at the catchment scale, O‘Connell et al. 
(2004, p 109) identified a number of key unresolved issues: 
 “There is no generally accepted theoretical basis for the design of a model suitable to 
predict impacts 
 It is not known which data have the most value when predicting impacts 
 there are limitations in the methods available for estimating the uncertainty in predictions” 
 
Recognising that there are serious short-comings in most existing rainfall-runoff models for 
assessing the impacts of LULM change, they recommend that “The modelling should be 
distributed and be capable of running continuous simulations.  It should also be partly or wholly 
physically based so that the physical properties of local landscapes, soils and vegetation can be 
represented.”   Despite this, they also note that “there are significant methodological issues with 
extrapolating small scale experimental observations for catchment-scale applications” (O'Connell et 
al., 2004, p 1) 
 
These recommendations strike on two of the most significant challenges facing hydrologists today.  
The first is the utility of physics based models; the role and limitations of this class of models has 
been widely discussed in the literature (e.g. Beven, 1989; Beven, 2001a; Wheater et al., 1993; 
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Woolhiser, 1996).  The dominance of hydrological processes is generally observed to be scale 
dependent (Archer, 2003); therefore the second challenge is how to transfer information across 
scales, both spatial and temporal (Wigmosta and Prasad, 2006).  In fact these challenges are not 
independent; one of the greatest problems for the application of distributed physics based models is 
one of scale, where compromises in resolution are typically made as the simulation scale becomes 
larger.   
1.2.2. A background to physics based modelling 
In order to understand further the specific strengths and weaknesses of physics based models, 
specifically in light of the key challenges for modelling LULM change highlighted in the previous 
section, the following section presents a short background of the development and implementation 
of physics based models in hydrology.   
 
In the late 1960’s Freeze and Harlan  (1969) presented a “blue-print” for a physics based distributed 
hydrological model.  They called for a model that coupled together three-dimensional flow of 
variably unsaturated-saturated flow, two-dimensional overland flow and one-dimensional channel 
routing.  Coupling would be performed through system interdependent boundary conditions, 
allowing the entire model domain to be represented by one (albeit large) system of equations.  Most 
physics based modelling applications in the literature still use this blueprint; however, 
computational and data limitations have generally meant that compromises are made in either the 
resolution (temporal and/or spatial), dimensionality, coupling and/or non-linearity of the process 
representations (Beven, 2001b).   
 
The first field application of the “blue-print” was by Stephenson and Freeze (1974), for an 
approximately 270m long hillslope in Idaho, for which runoff is dominated by subsurface 
stormflow in response to spring snowmelt.  Model node spacing was fixed between 1-4 feet, and 
input data of geology, hillslope geometry, soil hydraulic properties and estimated snowmelt were 
used.  Calibration was through a process of trial and error, based primarily on matching water table 
measurements at three locations in the hillslope.  They found that “no realistic combination of 
parameter values was found that would provide a suitable calibration unless inflow” from snowmelt 
was applied in the model in a way that was inconsistent with “the qualitatively observed upslope 
melting of the snowpack” (Stephenson and Freeze, 1974, p.292).  The results were overall not very 
successful, and the application highlighted a number of challenges that are common to most 
physics based model applications: (1) simulations were sensitive to initial and boundary conditions, 
(2) even with complex subsurface data (geology and hydraulic properties), simulations were still 
poor, (3) computational power limited calibration, validation and sensitivity analysis. 




Numerous physics based models have been developed and applied to various different applications 
(see Singh and Woolhiser, 2002 for a list of many of the common models), and in most cases have 
demonstrated some level of predictive success.  However, as most applications involve calibration, 
it is very difficult to assess the validity of the different model structures (Beven, 1993).  There has 
been significant debate about the validity of physics based models, particularly as “the theoretical 
advantages of physics based models remain unproven in practice” (Beven, 1989 p. 158).    
 
Models are by nature abstractions of reality, and necessarily include approximations and 
simplifications to represent complex natural phenomena (Woolhiser, 1996).  Many of the governing 
equations used in physics based models are highly non-linear and derived from small scale 
observations.  The applicability of these laws to heterogeneous systems, discretised at a low 
resolution (10s to 100s of metres) is uncertain;  it is thus a leap of faith to assume their validity 
(Beven, 1989).  Many distributed model applications try to avoid this limitation by calibrating the 
model to replicate observations, thus deriving effective model parameters.  The effective model 
parameters may be different from point scale property measurements and will only be applicable 
for the specific application minimum scale.  Further, effective parameters are generally found to be 
incapable of replicating the responses of heterogeneous systems, as the non-linear nature of the 
variably saturated subsurface equations means that the response of a heterogeneous system 
(particularly with strong surface/subsurface interactions) is controlled by the extremes of the 
physical properties rather than some sort of average (Binley et al., 1989b).  This then reduces the 
power of speculative simulations using physics based distributed models with parameter values 
from field based data, as the physical meaning of the parameters diverges from a supposed 
“reality”, and suitable methodologies to upscale physical parameters a priori are relatively limited 
(Wigmosta and Prasad, 2006).  There are also challenges with representing processes such as 
macropores, for which Darcy’s law (which relies on the assumption of laminar flow and is the 
general basis of subsurface flow in the models) may not be applicable (Loague and VanderKwaak, 
2004). 
 
The non-linear nature of the variably saturated subsurface equations means that predictions are 
sensitive to both initial and boundary conditions (Beven, 2001a).  Identifying and applying 
appropriate subsurface boundary conditions for physics based models is very challenging, as they 
cannot be readily observed and quantified.  As such, model performance and calibrated parameters 
in any physics based hydrological model will be dependent on the assumed definitions of the 
boundaries (Ebel and Loague, 2006; Stephenson and Freeze, 1974).  In order to reduce the 
dependence of peak predictions on user defined initial conditions, “setting up” periods can be used 
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to allow time for the model to equilibrate prior to an event or period of interest (for example, 
Binley and Beven, 1992, used a 62.5 setting up period of realistic rainfall events) 
 
Physics based models are computationally demanding and highly parameterised.  This causes 
serious problems with calibration, validation, uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis.  
Common calibration techniques, such as Monte Carlo methods or optimisation algorithms are 
generally not computationally practical.  Identifying a single “best parameter set” through manual 
calibration fails to represent the uncertainty in the predictions and is also subjective when 
determined through a trial and error process.  The large number of model parameters also increases 
the likelihood that the same model output could be produced by numerous different parameter 
combinations, the so called problem of “equifinality” (Beven, 1993; Ebel and Loague, 2006).  
Calibration is often only conducted on single events, and for a sub-set of the potential parameters – 
those that are perceived to be most sensitive and these simulations can be highly dependent on user 
defined initial conditions (Beven, 2001a).  Although the number of physics based parameters is 
large, the fact that they are derived from physical relationships already places some constraints on 
the realistic ranges of the parameter values (Loague and VanderKwaak, 2004). However, 
simulations conducted “blind” using the distributed physically based model SHETRAN, have 
shown that even with the restriction that parameter ranges must be physically realistic, that a priori 
predictions have large uncertainty bounds (Parkin et al., 1996). 
 
While there is a perceived danger of  the overselling of the capabilities of physics based models 
(Beven, 1989; Woolhiser, 1996), there is generally a consensus (even with the strongest critics) that 
there are some classes of problem, such as the prediction of LULM change, for which physics 
based models may still be the best approach.  With careful acknowledgement of the limitations, 
restrictions and assumptions used, and realistic estimations of predictive uncertainty, physics based 
models still have great utility in the prediction of hydrological response (Binley et al., 1991; Loague 
and VanderKwaak, 2004; O'Connell and Todini, 1996).  
1.2.3. Upscaling physics based models to investigate impacts of LULM change 
In response to the challenges of applying physics based models described in the previous section, 
and taking into account the recommendations of O’Connell et al. (2004) for suitable rainfall-runoff 
models to predict LULM impacts on peak flows, Wheater et al. (2008) recently proposed a potential 
solution as part of a multi-scale monitoring and modelling programme undertaken in the Pontbren 
catchment (described earlier in section 1.1.1).  The approach aims to combine (1) detailed physics 
based modelling and (2) conceptual semi-distributed catchment modelling, with the objective of 
propagating local scale effects of LULM change to the catchment scale (Wheater et al., 2008).  This 
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approach incorporates an understanding of how physical properties change at the local scale into a 
more flexible and computationally efficient catchment scale conceptual model. 
 
The first step is the discretisation of the catchment into a number of runoff generating elements.   
In the Pontbren catchment, the catchment was subdivided into field units of non-uniform sizes 
(which are assumed to be hydrologically independent).  This discretisation was largely driven by the 
dominance of surface and near-surface runoff and the extensive use of edge-of-field ditches within 
the catchment.  Each of the fields was classified by its soil type and LULM.  Each combination of 
soil and LULM is referred to as a runoff class.  Physics based models, conditioned on detailed 
monitoring data, were developed to represent each of the runoff classes present within the 
Pontbren catchment.  These models were then used to condition simpler “metamodels” 
(conceptual models that are inherently linked to the physics based models).  The metamodels were 
then used in a semi-distributed catchment model (Jackson et al., 2008); local runoff from each 
runoff generating element is approximated based on the runoff predicted by the metamodel 
corresponding to the field runoff class.  Local runoff from the fields is then aggregated using a 
simple stream routing algorithm to give estimates of streamflow at the catchment outlet.  In this 
way, local scale information is “upscaled” in a computationally efficient way, allowing sub-grid 
variability due to differences in LULM to be accounted for in the semi-distributed model runoff 
generating elements.  A schematic representation of the procedure is show in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1: FRMRC 1 modelling approach 
 
Using this modelling approach, catchment scale effects of local LULM interventions were 
quantified for the Pontbren catchment.  Reductions in peak flows were observed for LULM 
scenarios with planting of tree shelterbelts, and increases in peak flows were observed for grazing 
intensification scenarios (Wheater et al., 2008).  Despite the previously mentioned limitations and 
challenges associated with the implementation of physics based models to real complex systems, 
the Darcy-Richards based physics based model employed to replicate the Pontbren hillslope 
response showed a good performance in simultaneously predicting drain and overland flow 
(Jackson et al., 2008; Wheater et al., 2008).  This was in spite of the major simplifications of the 
model, which included: (1) a homogeneous, isotropic, stationary soil, with hydraulic conductivity 
fixed based on field measurements, (2) no representation of complex hillslope topography, (3) no 
explicit representation of macropores and (4) no hysteresis in soil properties.  Although good 
performance was noted for drain flow and overland flow predictions, poorer performance was 
achieved in replicating observed tensiometer records, in particular dry periods, which could be as a 
result of some of the process simplifications (Jackson et al., 2008).  It is also noted that the 
experimental hillslope had relatively simple topography; hence a more complex topographic was 
unnecessary for this particular example. 
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The modelling approach demonstrated at Pontbren was considered to be successful, as the impacts 
of the LULM interventions were identifiable, in that the effects of LULM change could be 
discriminated from model and parameter uncertainty.  However, this tool was developed and 
applied to a data-rich environment, supported by an extensive field programme; in most 
applications this amount of supporting data will not be available.  Therefore, if this modelling 
approach is to be considered as a generic tool to provide strategic policy guidance, it is necessary to 
consider the role of physics based models and the new modelling approach in a data-scarce 
environment. 
 
The lack of small scale data for a catchment causes problems for the modelling approach outlined 
in Figure 1.1, given the need for data to condition the physics based models. However, even in the 
absence of such data, physics based models may still be an effective way to upscale local changes to 
the catchment scale, as our understanding of the impacts of LULM changes is largely restricted to 
changes in small scale processes (i.e. interception and infiltration) and physical properties (i.e. 
hydraulic conductivity and water retention curves).  
 
Even without hydrological measurements for a site of interest, physics based models can be 
developed and tested using a combination of (1) information about small scale hydrological 
processes and properties from the literature, (2) information from surrogate sites, and (3) qualitative 
information about hydrological responses through engagement with field hydrologists.  By using 
such data to parameterise the physics based models, uncertainty in a priori parameters is likely to 
increase. Limited data also implies that there is a greater chance that the model structures will be 
poorly defined (Ebel and Loague, 2006), thereby adding additional uncertainty to the model 
predictions (Butts et al., 2004).  The extent to which uncertainty can be constrained by such data is 
not clear and remains a key question for future research.  It is also noted that physics based models 
may improve understanding of runoff processes and the dominant physical controls by providing a 
mechanism to test the suitability of perceptualisations against observations of real world behaviour 
(either qualitatively or quantitatively).  Such qualitative insights may be of value when: (1) 
considering the effects of LULM change and (2) designing effective monitoring programmes that 
supply supporting data that reduce model uncertainty. 
 
An alternative modelling approach that takes data scarcity into account is proposed and is shown in 
Figure 1.2.  The differences in modelling approach between Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 are shown in 
bold text and dashed boxes in Figure 1.2.  The primary change is that data scarcity no longer 
automatically leads to a bypass of the physics based modelling (stage 3.).   
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Figure 1.2: Data scarce modelling approach 
1.3. Working assumptions 
In order to evaluate the suitability of the upscaling procedure to data scarce environments, a 
number of working assumptions need to be established as a starting point for the research.  As far 
as possible, the procedure employed at the Pontbren catchment is used, with the adaptations for 
data scarce catchments shown in Figure 1.2. 
 
In addition, it is assumed that the catchment discretisation into runoff generating elements can be 
performed using a uniform grid, rather than the irregular cell units used in the Pontbren catchment.   
A uniform grid was deemed to be more achievable for a catchment for which there is little detailed 
information, and particularly when field drainage networks are not present or not explicitly 
identified.   In the catchment application presented in this Thesis, a 200m x 200m grid is applied.   
This scale was chosen to balance the desire to represent localised LULM interventions without 
restrictively increasing the computational burden of the semi-distributed catchment model. 




With this grid discretisation assumption, it then follows that the physics based models for each 
runoff class should represent 200m x 200m hillslopes.  The models need to be representative of all 
runoff class grid cells, and as such will be modelled as idealised uniformly sloping hillslopes. 
 
Other significant assumptions made in the Pontbren application that are used as working 
assumptions in this research include: 
1) Runoff generating elements are independent.  Although this assumption has some physical 
grounding in the case of the Pontbren application, where fields (runoff generating 
elements) are isolated from each other, the validity for a uniform grid discretisation is less 
clear. 
2) Simplified routing is sufficient to aggregate locally generated runoff in order to make 
catchment scale predictions. 
 
These working assumptions are not explicitly examined as part of this Thesis, however, they are 
considered in the final evaluation of the procedure performance (Chapter 8).  
1.4. Aims and Objectives 
In this Thesis the procedure shown in Figure 1.2, with the working assumptions listed in section 
1.3, is applied to a test catchment with scarce supporting data – the Footholme catchment 
(introduced in more detail in Chapter 6).  The modelling application is used to assess whether 
identifiable impacts of LULM change at the local and catchment scales can be predicted using 
physics based models and their upscaled responses, despite data scarcity.  
 
Specific objectives include: 
1) Predict the effects of LULM change at multiple scales and evaluate whether these changes 
can be discriminated from effects of model and parameter uncertainty. 
2) Assess the value of speculative simulation given data scarcity, and determine whether any 
further value can be gained by using information from surrogate sites. 
3) Identify the principal processes and properties associated with LULM change that most 
greatly influence changes in peak flows, and assess their scale dependency. 
4) Identify monitoring strategies to produce data that would most greatly improve the 
structure and predictive power of the local scale physics based models. 
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5) Propagate uncertainty through the upscaling procedure in order to identify the stages of 
the methodology that, if improved, would most greatly assist in the reduction of catchment 
scale prediction uncertainty. 
1.5. Thesis outline 
To achieve the Thesis objectives, a case study site was selected on which to apply the methodology 
outlined in Figure 1.2.  The Footholme catchment is a 25km2 sub-catchment of the Hodder River.  
The Footholme catchment was selected as it is currently undergoing widespread LULM change, 
particularly in regard to: (1) forestry management (forests are located on the mineral soils), making 
changes to both coniferous plantation as well as strategic planting of deciduous trees and (2) 
drainage management of the upper extents of the catchment that are predominantly covered in 
blanket peatland.  Importantly, the LULM and soil type combinations present in the Footholme 
catchment are different from those at the Pontbren catchment, so direct application of the 
metamodels developed for Pontbren is not appropriate.  The two different LULM categories 
(forestry and peatland drainage management) present two different sets of modelling challenges, in 
terms of the representation of change as well as availability of information from surrogate sites and 
literature on which to develop and test the physics based models. 
 
Forestry LULM scenarios are implemented exclusively through model parameter changes, such as 
changes in evaporation, interception and soil structural properties.  There is a significant pool of 
knowledge to draw from in the literature regarding the processes and properties related to forests 
and their hydrological function.  However, supporting knowledge to develop and condition the 
local scale physics based model is limited to information from literature, as data from an 
appropriate surrogate site was not available for this study. 
 
Peatland drainage is implemented through an open ditch drainage network.  Drainage management 
scenarios considered in this Thesis are: intact, drained and blocked drains.  Because of the nature of 
the land management, the different drainage management scenarios must be represented primarily 
through model structural changes.  Knowledge of processes, properties and peak flow responses 
associated with peatland drainage management is relatively limited, particularly in contrast to the 
large amount of information available about forestry LULM.  However, data from a surrogate 
drained peatland site is available to assist in the evaluation and conditioning of the local scale 
physics based model.  
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The development and testing of the physics based models to represent forestry and peatland 
drainage management scenarios are presented in chapters 2-5.  Chapter 2 is a review of hydrological 
processes and responses associated with forestry, leading to the development of a conceptual 
model.  In chapter 3 the conceptual model is developed into a forest hillslope mathematical model 
(FORmod).  The numerical solution procedures are presented along with an analysis of the sensitivity 
to the conceptualisation of some of the key hydrological controls.  Components of the model 
structure are compared against analytical solutions.  Finally a general parameter sensitivity analysis is 
conducted. 
 
In Chapter 4, a review of peatland hydrology is presented, focusing on the primary controls on 
peak flow response.  Based on the conceptual understanding of peatland hydrological functioning 
developed in Chapter 4, a plot scale physics based hydrological model (PEATmod) is developed in 
Chapter 5.  The model has the capability to represent intact, drained and blocked drain peatlands.  
Components of the model structure are compared against analytical solutions, and the complete 
coupled model is then tested and parameter uncertainty estimated using a dataset for a surrogate 
drained peatland site in the Yorkshire Dales, UK.  Finally, a broad sensitivity analysis is conducted 
on the model in order to assess the general agreement of the model with responses quoted in the 
literature, and to identify those processes and properties to which the peak flow response is most 
sensitive.  
 
Chapter 6 describes the Footholme catchment, and both physics based models (FORmod and 
PEATmod) are used to simulate potential local scale runoff responses for combinations of soil type 
and LULM specific to the test catchment.  The sensitivity of the peak flow runoff response to the 
model parameters is assessed, and the identifiability of the local scale changes in runoff response 
related to LULM change is evaluated.   
 
The local scale runoff response developed in Chapter 6 is then used in Chapter 7 to train 
metamodels.   The identification of multiple optimum parameter sets (for each local response time 
series) for a selected metamodel structure is presented.  The uncertainty introduced due to the 
metamodelling procedure is quantified, both for the entire time series, as well as just for the largest 
peak flows and their differences between LULM types.  The catchment scale semi-distributed 
model structure is introduced and the model routing parameters are restricted based model 
performance against the flow observations.   Additional uncertainty introduced by the metamodels 
at the catchment scale is evaluated by comparing simulations from the catchment scale semi-
distributed model, for a range of LULM scenarios, with local runoff generation predictions directly 
from the physics based model outputs against predictions made using the metamodels.  Longer 
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term simulations (14 years) are performed for a selection of possible LULM scenarios for the 
catchment, using the semi-distributed catchment model with local runoff predicted by the 
metamodels.  The identifiability of the predicted effects of LULM change is evaluated taking into 
account the accumulated model assumptions and uncertainties. 
 
Finally, Chapter 8 presents an evaluation of the modelling procedure and addresses the previously 
defined objectives, describes contributions of this work and makes suggestions for areas of future 
research. 
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Chapter 2. Forest hydrology literature review 
Forests cover approximately 30% of the earth’s land area (FAO, 2001); therefore the relationship 
between forests and water has the potential to have major impacts on global hydrologic cycles.  
Forests can regulate flows and reduce sediment production, but they also provide a number of 
other important services, including: habitats, wood products (such as building materials and paper), 
recreation and energy production.  They can be natural, semi-natural, or managed plantations.  The 
trees that constitute forests are commonly split between: softwoods/hardwoods, 
coniferous/broadleaved, evergreen/deciduous.  For common UK species, softwood, coniferous 
and evergreen are synonymous, and hardwood, broadleaved and deciduous are synonymous, 
although globally across all species there are some exceptions.    
 
Both water and forests are important natural resources and they are related through a large number 
of complex feedback mechanisms.  The objective of this review is to examine these relationships, 
and in particular focus on those processes that may be significant in relation to flooding, in order to 
allow well-informed development and evaluation of a forest physics based model.  Hydrological 
responses from the catchment scale down to the field scale will be examined, as well as properties 
of forests and forest soils.  Methods used to model forest hydrology are compared examining 
differences in model structures, scales and applications.  Finally a summary of the key findings of 
the review is presented. 
2.1. Impacts of forestry on catchment scale hydrological response 
One of the earliest studies in the UK of forest hydrology was conducted during the 1950s by Law 
(1957a; 1957b) in the Hodder Catchment (NW England).  The study examined the annual water 
yields of two small catchments, one forested and the other pasture.  Water yields were found to be 
significantly lower from the afforested area in comparison to surrounding grassland.  The results 
were controversial, as forests had (misguidedly) been generally thought to increase water yields, and 
as such it had been government policy to afforest catchments that fed reservoirs (McCulloch and 
Robinson, 1993).  These results raised awareness about the lack of understanding of the impacts of 
forests on hydrology and led to the development of a number of experimental sites in the UK 
uplands to investigate the impacts of forests on the water balance, and more generally on the 
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hydrological and water quality regimes of upland catchments.  These include the paired catchment 
studies at Plynlimon (mid-Wales) (Hudson et al., 1997a; Kirby et al., 1991), Llanbrynmair (mid-
Wales)(Hudson et al., 1997b) and Balquhidder (central Scotland) (Johnson and Whitehead, 1993), 
and the single catchment study at Coalburn (NW England) (Robinson, 1986; Robinson, 1990).   
 
The Plynlimon catchment study began in the 1960s and is still ongoing today.  It is a paired 
catchment study in upland Wales, in the headwaters of the Severn (8.7km2, 70% forest) and the 
Wye (10km2, 100% grassland).  The original intent for the study was to build upon Law’s work and 
examine the impacts of coniferous forestry on water yields.  Analysis of long term timeseries data 
led to results similar to those observed by Law.  Greater evaporation was observed from coniferous 
forests (29-32% of rainfall) in comparison to grassland (15-17% of rainfall), and most of this 
evaporation was from water intercepted by the trees (Kirby et al., 1991).    
 
The Balqhuidder paired catchments are located in the highlands of Scotland.  The catchments 
receive high rainfall, snowfall and winds and generally have low temperatures.  The soils are largely 
thick peat deposits overlying glacial till (Johnson and Whitehead, 1993).  Two catchments were 
selected (each approximately 7km2), one which contained significant areas of coniferous forest 
(34.4%), and the other was moorland.  After a baseline period, much of the forested catchment was 
felled, and tree planting began in the moorland catchment.  The experiment is not typical of paired 
catchment studies, where usually one catchment is left as a baseline and the other manipulated; this 
may have been why the impacts of the LULM changes were generally not found to be detectable in 
the daily flow record (Calder, 1993; Jakeman et al., 1993).  However, the impacts of the baseline 
forestry were visible in the catchment water balance, with differences in total evaporation greater by 
30% in the forested catchment (Hall and Harding, 1993), which is in agreement with the 
observations at Plynlimon. 
 
While the evidence for decreased annual water yield associated with forests is strong at both 
Plynlimon, Balquhidder and other sites around the world (Bosch and Hewlett, 1982), impacts of 
forests on runoff generation and stormflow responses (in particular flood flows) are more difficult 
to identify.  In their review of impacts of forests on hydrology in Europe, Robinson et al. (2003) 
suggest that peak flow reductions of 10-20% are observed following the establishment of 
coniferous forests, although their claim is not specifically substantiated.  Forests can reduce small 
peak flows due to interception, greater soil infiltration and typically drier antecedent conditions 
compared to equivalent areas under other land uses.  However, this buffering capacity of forests 
and forest soils is limited, and while forests may contribute to decreases in small flow peaks, they 
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generally are not thought to contribute to the reduction of extreme events (McCulloch and 
Robinson, 1993).   
 
Flood frequency analysis for the Plynlimon paired catchments does not show a significant 
difference between the afforested areas relative to the grassland; only small events appear to be 
decreased for the coniferous catchment (Kirby et al., 1991).  Subsequent analysis, examining the 
differences for the largest events from the flow record, found no statistically significant trend in 
flood reduction related to forestry; peak flows were only observed to be reduced for events that 
were smaller than 20% of the long term mean annual flood (Robinson and Dupeyrat, 2005). 
 
The Coalburn and Llanbrynmair catchments had significant site preparation prior to conifer 
planting, in particular, the implementation of extensive open ditch drainage systems.  Typically 
before forest planting, some form of site preparation is conducted in order to enhance seedling 
survival, increase wood production and shorten rotation cycles; this is typically done through either 
burning, mechanical, chemical treatments, or some combination of these methods (Chang, 2006).  
The impacts of site preparation in the form of site drainage have been observed at a number upland 
coniferous plantations (e.g. Calder, 1993; Howe et al., 1967; Iritz et al., 1994; Robinson, 1986; 
Robinson, 1990).  At the Coalburn catchment the drainage systems were found to significantly alter 
the runoff response of the catchment, tending to decrease times to peak and increase peak flows 
relative to the original runoff when the site was moorland (Robinson, 1986).  The drainage system 
also increased low flows (Calder, 1993).  It took approximately twelve years following tree planting 
before runoff reduction was observed, when the impacts of the trees began to dominate over the 
impacts of drainage system (Archer and Newson, 2002).  At the Llanbrynmair paired catchments in 
Wales, reductions in runoff following drainage and tree planting occurred after approximately seven 
years, leading the authors to suggest that regional variation could play a significant role in 
determining the time for forest effects to dominate the streamflow response (Hudson et al., 1997b).   
 
The effect of afforestation and deforestation on hydrology is a topic of interest throughout the 
world, and this is reflected in the vast number of international studies, review papers and even 
textbooks on the subject.   In their review of over 94 catchment studies of the impacts of forestry 
on water yield, Bosch and Hewlett (1982) found that in all but one case water yield was observed to 
decrease with an increase in forest cover and increase with a reduction of forest cover.  Based on 
their review they provide estimates of increases in annual catchment water yield associated with a 
reduction of 10% cover to be: 45mm for coniferous forests, 25mm for hardwood forests and 
10mm for brush and shrub.  A more recent review by Sahin and Hall (1996) of 145 catchments, 
suggested lower values, with 20-25mm for coniferous forest and 17-19mm for hardwood forests.   
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Both sets of results are based on regression analysis, and variability in these values is noted due to 
effects of local climate, with the greatest reductions in yield observed in high rainfall regions.  
 
Catchments with a greater percentage area of forest are generally observed to have lower peak 
flows, although regional variation is large (Chang, 2006).  Peak flow increases following forest 
harvesting have been observed to be between 0-330%, although many changes noted in the 
literature are for small to moderate peak flow events (Eisenbies et al., 2007).  Many of the more 
extreme cases are associated with changes in snow melt patterns, or poor forest harvesting 
practices.  Forest management practices such as road construction and site preparation that cause 
soil compaction can have greater impacts on peak flows than the removal of forests (Andréassian, 
2004; Chang, 2006; Eisenbies et al., 2007).  The few studies of reforestation effects on hydrology 
show limited reductions on peak flows, and no effect on large flood flows (Andréassian, 2004). 
 
Quantification of the impacts of forestry management on peak flows can also be influenced by the 
choice of methodologies for processing and analysing experimental results.  For example, very 
different results were obtained in the Pacific North-West when the same data set was analysed by 
two different research groups.  Jones and Grant (1996, p. 959) found that “forest harvesting has 
increased peak discharges by as much as 50% in small basins and 100% in large basins", whereas 
analysis of the same dataset by Thomas and Megahan (1998) found much smaller impacts for small 
basins, and no significant impacts for large basins.  There was also some debate between the two 
groups as to the mechanisms controlling the observed changes, with Jones and Grant (1996, p. 959) 
suggesting increased drainage efficiency due to the road networks associated with logging was the 
primary control, whereas Thomas and Megahan (1998) conclude that insufficient information is 
available to specify particular processes and properties controlling the response.  This publicly 
played out debate (see the comment and subsequent reply:  Jones and Grant, 2001; Thomas and 
Megahan, 2001) highlights the importance of accounting for differences in analysis techniques 
when comparing impact predictions. 
 
In recognition of the detrimental effects of some harvesting techniques, the UK Forestry 
Commission have developed harvesting guidelines in order to attempt to minimise excessive soil 
compaction, loss of nutrients and increased erosion and sediment transport (McKay et al., 1993). 
Changes in peak flows were not observed following clear cutting of forest in the Plynlimon 
catchments, which the authors attribute to the careful procedures employed during logging, with 
brash mats used to protect against soil damage from machinery, riparian areas felled manually, and 
extensive forest litter and smaller branches left at the site (Robinson and Dupeyrat, 2005). 
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Roading networks are an inevitable and necessary part of forestry to provide access and also to act 
as fire breaks; however, roading networks can significantly alter the hydrological response of 
forests, as well as cause severe issues with sedimentation (McKay et al., 1993).  Roading can impact 
on hydrology by (1) reducing local infiltration rates due to compaction, (2) intercepting subsurface 
flow at road cuttings and (3) acting as a rapid conduit for surface water to the stream network (La 
Marche and Lettenmaier, 2001).  At the Coweeta “hydrologic laboratory” in North Carolina, USA, 
differences in peak flows were related to clear felling techniques and the presence and density of 
roading networks.  Compared to clear felling with minimal soil disturbance (mean increases of 7%), 
commercial forestry practices of cable logging and some road construction lead to increases in peak 
flows of 15% and a catchment with tractor skidding and high road density lead to mean increases 
of  30% (Swank et al., 1988).  These relative numbers were also reflected in total volumes of 
quickflow. 
2.2. Impacts of trees and forests on hydrological processes and soil 
properties 
In light of the observed impacts of forestry on catchment hydrological response, this section 
examines the mechanisms that may contribute to these changes.  Forest vegetation is distinguished 
by large canopies, tall stems, deep rooting systems, and increased surface litter.  These 
characteristics impact on the processes and properties that govern the hydrological response of 
forests, such as soil structure (and hence ability of the soils to hold and conduct water), 
evaporation, transpiration, interception and surface runoff rates.  Forestry management may also 
affect flow paths and soil properties.  
 
Although the following review focuses on the impacts of forests on the environment, it is also 
important to note that the environment places a large number of controls on forests, particularly in 
terms of the tree growth and the success of different species.  Tree growth requires sufficient 
sunlight, water supply, and nutrients (Koch et al., 2004). Physical properties of the soil will also 
impact on tree growth; soil thickness, hydraulic conductivity and porosity will affect the storage of 
soil water, and more compact soils can reduce both root and above ground tree growth.  The 
relative degree of impact that tree planting may have on a given environment will be dependent on 
the baseline conditions.  For example a highly porous soil may only have small increases in porosity 
following tree planting compared to a low porosity baseline (Buttle and House, 1997).  The impact 
of climate on the success of different species can be clearly seen by examining the global 
distribution of tree species.   
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2.2.1. Soil structure and hydraulic properties 
Forest soils are generally observed to have lower bulk density, higher porosity, a higher percentage 
of macropores, greater infiltration rates and higher hydraulic conductivities compared to the same 
classes of soil under different land management (e.g. pasture or arable).   However, there is large 
variability in these impacts, dependent on tree species, tree age and soil texture.  In their study of 
over 1850 forest soils in Germany, Teepe et al. (2003) found that 50% of their samples had bulk 
densities less than 1.45 gcm-3 and only 10% had bulk densities >1.65 gcm-3; in comparison to data 
for German agricultural soils, where only 27% of samples were represented in the lower class, and 
27% were in the higher class.  Messing et al. (1997) found similar results for Swedish forest soils, 
but these differences tended to decrease with depth.   
 
Table 2.1: Comparison of ratios of forest to grazed pasture hydraulic conductivity 
(F/G) for different soils and tree species. 
   
F/Ga Soil type Species 
2b Luvisol  Eucalyptus spp.  
2.5b nk  Eucalyptus spp.  
3.41b Gleysol  Quercus robur  
4.8b nk  Pinus insularis  
5.2b nk  Pinus halepensis  
4.5–7.2b Cambisol  Quercus robur  
2.3–12b Ferralsol  Eucalyptus/Gravillea spp.  
14b Nitisol  Hibiscus elatus  
20b Andosol  Podocarp  
23–41b nk  Quercus spp.  
50b Ultisol  Quercus spp.  
17–140b Cambisol  Eucalyptus spp.  
20-35c Gleysol Betula spp. 
2.43 (range: 0.2-65.3)d Gleysol Betula spp. 
   
Notes: ‘nk’ is not known, (a) F/G is the ratio of hydraulic conductivity from forest sites relative to 
pasture on the same soil type; Data sourced from: (b) Chandler and Chappel (2008) and references 
within, (c) Carroll et al.(2004) (differences in infiltration rates), and (d). Marshall et al. (2009). 
 
Differences in porosity between forest soils compared to those under different land uses are 
primarily due to increases in macropores (Gonzalez-Sosa et al., 2010; Messing et al., 1997).  
Differences in properties of the soil matrix are less pronounced, which is evidenced by the 
convergence of water retention curves at lower matric potentials (<-1m) (Teepe et al., 2003).  
Increases in porosity and decreases in bulk density inherently lead to greater conductivity of the 
soil.  In most cases, forest soils are observed to be significantly more permeable than the same soils 
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under different land use.  Table 2.1 is adapted from Chandler and Chappel (2008) and demonstrates 
the variability quoted in the literature for ratios of hydraulic conductivity between forest and 
pasture covers on the same soils.    
 
The differences in soil structure and hydraulic properties in forest soils are caused by a number of 
different mechanisms related to the presence of trees.  The most visible of these is the penetration 
of the roots into the soil.  Compared with grass species, tree roots are significantly more extensive, 
both laterally and vertically (Jackson et al., 2000).  The physical entrance, growth and expansion of 
the root network into the soil can lead to localised soil structure changes due to compression 
(Aubertin, 1971), and hence reductions in porosity and permeability.   However, tree roots are one 
of the most frequently cited causes for the previously noted increased porosity of forest soils (e.g. 
Gonzalez-Sosa et al., 2010; Messing et al., 1997), due to voids created by both dead and living roots.  
These voids act as conduits for rapid subsurface flow (Beven and Germann, 1982), as observed in 
dye-tracer experiments where flow through dead root channels and along live roots has been found 
(e.g. Wheater et al., 2008).  However, the persistence of dead root channels is dependent on soil 
texture, with finer grained soils generally having a greater abundance of dead root channels 
(Aubertin, 1971).  Increases in hydraulic conductivity related to macroporosity, relative to matrix 
hydraulic conductivity, are greatest in low porosity soils and almost no detectable change is 
observed for more porous soils (Buttle and House, 1997).  Uptake of water by tree roots lowers soil 
water content and can increase the propensity for desiccation cracking, which can also act as a 
significant preferential flow pathway in soils beneath trees (Chappell and Lancaster, 2007). 
 
The increased organic content of forest soils due to litterfall is positively correlated with decreases 
in soil bulk density (Gonzalez-Sosa et al., 2010).  Soil fauna play an important role in the mixing of 
soil, which can assist with the redistribution of organic content through the soil column.  Soil fauna 
also contribute to macroporosity in forest soils, due to burrows and tunnels of insects and animals 
(Beven and Germann, 1982); the composition and abundance of these communities are affected by 
tree species (Augusto et al., 2002).  However, the abundance of soil fauna can be negatively 
impacted by soil acidification (which can occur under many tree species).  Soil acidification also has 
a negative impact on soil hydraulic conductivity due to dissolution of minerals (Chandler and 
Chappell, 2008).   
 
Forest harvesting can have detrimental impacts on soil properties, decreasing soil storage and 
infiltration due to compaction caused by harvest machinery (Eisenbies et al., 2007).  Traffic in 
forests can lead to a significant increase in bulk density (up to 10%), with impacts observed to a 
depth of 22cm (McNabb et al., 2001). Forest fires may also change soil properties, leading to the 
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development of a hydrophobic surface crust, making the soil resistant to soil rewetting following 
burning (McCulloch and Robinson, 1993; Moody and Martin, 2001). 
2.2.2. Evaporation, transpiration and interception 
Evaporation is the process of vaporisation of liquid water into water vapour.  There are two main 
sources of water for evaporation in forests: (1) water which is stored on the surface of the forest 
canopy following rainfall (interception) and (2) water that is expelled by the plant leaves related to 
the process of photosynthesis (transpiration).  The potential of the atmosphere to evaporate open 
water is governed by the energy available to vaporise liquid and the aerodynamic resistance of the 
earth’s surface.  Surfaces that are more aerodynamically rough, such as forest, tend to have greater 
potential evaporation rates than those that are aerodynamically smoother, such as short grass 
(Allen, 2006).   
 
Along with the processes governing evaporation from open water (namely energy for vaporisation 
and aerodynamic resistance), transpiration is additionally affected by the plant’s stomatal resistance, 
the nature of the rooting system and the soil water availability.  The first property affects the 
potential rate of transpiration, while the second two provide limits for the actual rate of transpiration.  
Stomata are the pores on the plant leaves that control the transfer of gas and water to the 
atmosphere.  As a by-product of the process of photosynthesis, plants create carbon dioxide, which 
is then expelled, along with water, through the leaf stomata (Jewitt, 2006).  The rate that water is 
lost through the stomata is controlled by the stomatal resistance.  Stomatal resistance varies 
between species, between seasons (for deciduous trees), and with vapour pressure deficit (Roberts, 
2006).  Due to the stomatal resistance, transpiration by trees can be three to five times smaller than 
the (open water) evaporation rate of intercepted water (Rutter et al., 1975).  Because aerodynamic 
resistance decreases with height, taller trees have higher potential transpiration rates than shorter 
trees (assuming stomatal resistance is the same) (Rutter, 1975).  Actual transpiration rates are also 
dependent on soil moisture conditions; low soil moisture contents can limit plant root uptake, and 
will cease entirely at a critical pressure head (commonly referred to as the wilting point) (Feddes et 
al., 1976).  The deeper rooting systems of trees can access soil water at greater depths than grasses, 
allowing them to continue to transpire at potential rates when grass rates begin to be limited due to 
soil moisture deficits (Jewitt, 2006).  Consequently, transpiration from forests is rarely affected due 
to water stress (Roberts, 2006).  Transpiration will also cease in many plants when the roots are 
completely saturated, as oxygen is required for the process (Feddes et al., 2001).   
 
The total amount of water lost due to evaporation of intercepted rainfall depends on the open 
water potential evaporation rate, rainfall characteristics and the storage capacity of the forest 
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canopy.  Interception losses are more significant for events of low intensity and for canopies with 
greater storage capacity (David et al., 2006).  Canopy storage varies between species, but is generally 
greater for coniferous stands compared to deciduous trees (Jewitt, 2006).  Because of this, the 
volume of evaporation of intercepted water from broadleaf trees is generally lower than for conifers 
(Augusto et al., 2002; Swank et al., 1988), with differences between species most pronounced 
during the dormant season (Augusto et al., 2002).  Intercepted rainfall that is not evaporated falls to 
the forest floor or runs down the trunk as stemflow; thus interception plays an important role in 
the timing, spatial distribution and the volume of effective rainfall that reaches the forest soil.     
 
In the uplands of the UK, total evaporation from forests is dominated by interception processes, 
with transpiration from upland forests generally found to be slightly lower than transpiration from 
grassland (Calder, 1977).  In the Plynlimon catchment, transpiration losses from forests only 
accounted for 4-7% of rainfall compared to 15% for grassland, but a total of 25% of rainfall was 
lost due to interception (Hudson, 1988).  However, these values were influenced by data quality and 
when the data from Plynlimon were re-examined, total evaporation losses from the forested areas 
were estimated to be 25% of annual rainfall compared to 19% for the grassland site for the same 
time period (Hudson et al., 1997a).  The reanalysis suggested that the low transpiration rates for the 
forests identified by Hudson (Hudson, 1988) were as a result of an overestimation of the total 
interception, and further, that the apparent large increase in total evaporation from the grass site 
was largely due to corrections to a ground level rain gauge within the catchment (Hudson et al., 
1997a).  Total evaporation from forested areas is also expected to have greater variability than for 
grassland areas, due to the high dependence of interception and rainfall variability (Hudson et al., 
1997a).   
 
Interception and transpiration vary over the lifespan of a forest.  Firstly, as the forest grows total 
evaporation losses tend to increase due to increased aerodynamic resistance and greater canopy 
storage, and then reductions in transpiration are observed in many species after the trees have 
reached maturity (Molchanov, 1963).   Forest stand structure can also influence total evaporation.  
Trees at the edges of forests receive higher radiation, and the air is typically drier.  How these 
processes affect transpiration is dependent on tree physiology.  In a mixed deciduous stand near 
Oxford, UK, Herbst et al. (2007) found that transpiration from trees near forest edges could be up 
to 60% greater than from trees in the forest interior.  The affect of rain shadow on interception 
losses for the same forest was not found to be significant (Herbst et al., 2007). 




Infiltration excess overland flow is infrequently observed in humid-temperate forests due to high 
infiltration capacity.  Runoff in forests tends to be dominated by shallow subsurface flow and 
saturation excess overland flow (Bonell, 1998; Mosley, 1979).  Lateral flow within the top layer of a 
forest soil has been observed to dominate runoff response during a storm in an upland forest in 
Wales (Chappell et al., 1996).   
 
When overland flow is generated in forests, flow velocities are generally slower than those for other 
surfaces.  The presence of forest litter can retard overland flow. Manning’s n roughness values have 
been estimated as 0.23 in a forest, 0.13 for shrub land, 0.07 on pasture and 0.05 on bare land 
(although the experimental procedure used to derive these values is unclear), and a general positive 
exponential relationship is found between forest litter thickness and Manning’s n (Wang and Weng, 
2002).  Similar results were found by Molchanov (1963), who identified an exponential decrease in 
runoff rate with forest litter thickness during sprinkler experiments on small plots.  Estimates of 
Manning’s n roughness values for forests are frequently quoted in textbooks and engineering design 
manuals, with values typically 2-3 times larger for forests compared to pasture (Chow et al., 1988), 
although values vary depending on the source, and whether they are for channel or sheet flow.   
 
Along with litter, large woody debris can also influence the runoff response of forested and recently 
harvested catchments (Eisenbies et al., 2007).  Woody debris can be generated through natural 
processes, such as tree or branch death, or associated with forestry management, such as thinning, 
or removal of branches (either intentionally or not) during forest harvesting.  Large woody debris 
can attenuate floods by creating local dams, or it can exacerbate flooding effects by blocking 
channels and culverts. 
2.3. Modelling hydrological response of forested areas 
Numerous studies have been conducted and reported in the literature that attempt to model the 
impacts of forestry on hydrological response.  They vary in their representation of forests, degree of 
success, level of supporting data and modelling objectives.  In this section, a sample of forest 
modelling approaches will be presented, particularly focusing on the suitability of the approaches 
for representing forests and changes in forestry in regions of data scarcity.   
 
Within the context of the discussion of strengths and weaknesses of physics based models 
presented in Chapter 1, reviews of both hillslope and catchment scales are presented.  Applications 
of catchment scale conceptual models are also examined, in order to allow comparison between 
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modelling types.  While the review focuses particularly on forest applications, it also provides an 
opportunity to examine more generally the strengths, weaknesses and challenges associated with 
different modelling approaches used to address the land use and land management problem.  
Specific mathematical formulations of the processes will be presented in the following chapter. 
2.3.1. Hillslope modelling 
The purpose of hillslope models (from small plots (10s of metres) to small catchments (<1km2)) is 
generally to increase process understanding, rather than to develop models for prediction.  With 
this objective in mind, it is recognised that it is not simply sufficient for a hillslope model to 
“work”, but it must work for the right reasons (Seibert and McDonnell, 2002) in order to make 
useful inferences about processes and their complex interactions.  Matching discharge alone is a 
weak test of model performance (Beven, 2001a), and improvements in model performance and 
calibration can be made using multiple observations (Gupta et al., 1999).  As such, hillslope models 
are generally applied to sites that have a variety of observations of both total discharge and internal 
states (i.e. soil moisture and water table levels) and in some cases chemical signatures in the water.  
The criticism of distributed catchment scale physics based models that their scale of application 
(10s to 100s of metres) is not compatible with the scale over which the fundamental equations were 
derived, is not applicable to hillslope models, which are usually solved with small spatial resolutions 
(1cm to 1m).  However, the suitability of the governing equations to a heterogeneous reality is still 
an important consideration (Beven, 1989).  
 
The Panola hillslope site is a 20m x 48m instrumented forested hillslope in Georgia, USA that has 
been the subject of numerous experimental and modelling investigations (e.g. Freer et al., 2002; 
Hopp and McDonnell, 2009; James et al., 2010; Keim et al., 2006; Tromp-van Meerveld and 
McDonnell, 2006; Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2007; Tromp-van Meerveld and Weiler, 2008).  The 
base of the hillslope is intersected by a 20m long trench (down to bedrock) where subsurface flow 
is collected, and numerous tensiometers and peizometers are located across the hillslope.  The 
hillslope is planted with a mixed deciduous and coniferous stand (Oak, Hickory and Loblolly Pine) 
(Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006), and consists of shallow (0 to 186cm thick) sandy 
loams overlying granite bedrock (Freer et al., 2002).  Leakage into the bedrock is identified as an 
important component of the water balance for this hillslope (Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2007).  
Although the surface is regularly sloping (13o), the bedrock topography is highly variable, and as 
such it significantly affects the hydrological response of the hillslope (Freer et al., 2002).    
 
Physics based models TOUGH2 and HYDRUS (both 2D and 3D representations) have been 
applied to the Panola hillslope (Hopp and McDonnell, 2009; James et al., 2010; Keim et al., 2006).  
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Both models provide solutions of the variably saturated-unsaturated Richards’ equation using finite 
elements.  Neither model contained provisions for overland flow generation.  The model 
parameters were characterised using field observations of hydraulic and physical properties.  All 
applications were only calibrated for a single event, through a trial and error approach.  
Interestingly, none of the applications specifically address the presence of the forest on the 
hillslope.  Presumably, this is because the impacts of the forest on soil structure are assumed to be 
accounted for in the field measurements of soil hydraulic properties.  The TOUGH2 simulations 
generally performed worse than the HYDRUS applications.  James et al. (2010) suggest that this 
could be in part due to the fact that the HYDRUS applications provided a representation of 
decreasing hydraulic conductivity with depth within the soil layer, which is a commonly observed 
relationship in forest soils.   
 
The HYDRUS 2D and 3D representations of the Panola hillslope were both calibrated over the 
same time period (Hopp and McDonnell, 2009; Keim et al., 2006).  However, in the HYDRUS 2D 
model (and the TOUGH2 model for a different event), interception was accounted for (albeit in an 
empirical way) for the calibration storm event (Keim et al., 2006), whereas it was disregarded in the 
3D application (Hopp and McDonnell, 2009).  Hopp and McDonnell (2009) justified the exclusion 
of interception and transpiration as it was a winter event when the deciduous trees had no foliage.  
Both models provide reasonable estimates of both discharge and internal dynamics.  However, 
comparison of the two models to assess if the interception representation was significant is 
difficult; although both models made comparisons against the same observed integrated total 
runoff across the bottom of the hillslope, the 2D model was a representation of a specific slice of 
the hillslope, whereas the 3D model accounted for spatial variability, and the performance was 
assessed by comparing the integrated model response from across the trench against these 
observations.   
 
Keim et al. (2006) went on to use the calibrated 2D HYDRUS model to evaluate the significance of 
evaporation and rainfall intensity smoothing by canopy interception on runoff response, by 
conducting virtual experiments with the model using throughfall and evaporation estimates from a 
surrogate site.  Although they used a summer rainfall event (when evaporation of intercepted could 
be significantly larger than during the original calibration period), significant effects of interception 
were found in the storm runoff response, both in terms of timing and magnitude of peaks (Keim et 
al., 2006).   The evaporation loss from interception had a greater effect than intensity smoothing; 
however, the authors suggest that the impacts of intensity smoothing will be more pronounced on 
steeper, shallower soils (such as those common in the UK uplands).   
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The experimental site at Coos Bay, Oregon, USA, is an 860m2 experimental hillslope, with 223 
tensiometers, 34 piezometers, and a weir at the catchment outlet (Ebel et al., 2007a; Ebel et al., 
2007b).  The site is steep (43o), planted with uniform age Douglas Fir (5-8m height) and has a 
shallow (0.04-1.5m) high permeability surface soil overlying a weathered, fractured bedrock.  
Shallow subsurface runoff is the dominant runoff mechanism.  The results from three sprinkler 
experiments conducted on the hillslope were modelled using InHM (Integrated Hydrological 
Model).  InHM has a 3D finite element Richards’ equation representation of the subsurface (with 
hysteretic soil moisture relationships) and a diffusion wave equation representation of surface 
flows.  Vertical node spacings varied between 0.04m (near the surface) and 1.67m (near the lower 
boundary) and lateral spacings ranged from 0.4m to 2m; the total model domain extended to 50m 
below the surface.  Model parameter values were taken from field observations and limited 
calibration was conducted to define bedrock permeability.  Bearing this in mind, the predicted weir 
flow response was replicated “reasonably well” (Ebel et al., 2007b, p. 724), although quoted Nash 
Sutcliffe efficiencies ranged from 0.33 to 0.71, which many modellers may consider to be relatively 
poor performance.  The model performance in replicating the tensiometers and peizometers was 
more variable, which was attributed to hillslope heterogeneity not accounted for in the model.  Like 
the simulations at Panola, trees were not specifically represented in the model.   As the simulations 
were for a sprinkler experiment, evaporation was not even included in the model.  This assumption 
had the most significant impact on the initial conditions (which were derived by running the model 
for a 40 day warm up period with real rainfall); water table and soil moisture initial conditions were 
generally overestimated.   
 
Hillslope physics based models have been applied to a limited number of UK afforested upland 
areas.  The Tanllwyth catchment, a 0.92 km2 sub-catchment of the Severn catchment from the 
Plynlimon catchment experiment, was modelled using IHDM4 (Institute of Hydrology Distributed 
Model – 4th generation) (Binley et al., 1991; Calver, 1988; Rogers et al., 1985).  The model divides a 
given catchment up into a number of hillslopes, which are then modelled with a 2-d finite-element 
Richards’ equation model that can be empirically adapted to account for hillslope convergence and 
divergence.  Potential evapotranspiration is calculated using the Penman Monteith equation, and 
interception through a modified form of the Rutter model (Rutter et al., 1975).  Surface runoff and 
channel flow are represented by kinematic wave equations (Beven et al., 1987).  For the application 
at Tanllwyth, the catchment was divided into 3 hillslopes sections and a number of channel sections 
(Calver, 1988).  Although technically a distributed catchment model, the scale of the application, the 
spatial resolution of the model as well as the nature of the catchment division into hillslopes, makes 
it more like the hillslope models discussed earlier (e.g. HYDRUS, TOUGH2, InHM), with the 
addition of a streamflow routing function.  Because of the computational demands of the model, 
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limited calibration was performed, either on a single event (Calver, 1988; Rogers et al., 1985) or on 
five events (Binley et al., 1991); in both cases on a trial and error basis.  Calibrated model 
parameters were used to make predictions of validation storm events, which were considered to be 
satisfactory. Although limited calibration and sensitivity analysis were conducted for these forest 
applications, IHDM4 has been used with more formal calibration and uncertainty analysis 
procedures (e.g. Beven and Binley, 1992).   
 
The Loch Chon hillslope experiment in central Scotland is an example of a highly instrumented 
forestry hillslope experiment in the UK.   The experiment included a 0.02ha instrumented plot with 
21 tensiometers and throughflow collected in a pit at the downslope end of the plot.  Koide and 
Wheater (1992) modelled the site using a 2-dimensional finite element Richards’ equation model.  
The model did not include an explicit representation of trees or their roots, or a surface runoff 
mechanism (as no surface runoff was observed on the plot during the experiment).  The model 
used measured throughfall as an input, and excluded evaporation, as the model was only run for 
large events.  The model parameters were determined through inverse modelling, primarily to 
match the tensiometer records, for a limited number of rainfall events using a univariate search 
procedure.  Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis techniques were not employed.  There were 
challenges encountered in identifying model parameters that could simultaneously match the 
tensiometer readings and the throughflow observations.  When calibrated on the tensiometers 
alone, the throughflow was greatly overestimated.  The hydraulic conductivity required to fit the 
tensiometers was much greater than the hydraulic conductivity required to fit the throughflow.  
Koide and Wheater (1992) attributed this to the influence of preferential flow paths; however it is 
unclear whether either optimal parameter set better matched measured field properties.  This 
discrepancy led them to conclude that single continuum porous medium models have limitations in 
representing internal states for forest soils. 
 
The dominant processes in forested UK uplands differ from those of Panola and Coos bay, due to 
differences in climate and soils.  The UK uplands are characterised by shallow, poorly draining soils 
over very low permeability bedrock.  However, Panola and Coos bay both had rapidly draining soils 
over a highly weathered rock.  Sensitivity analysis for Panola showed that the runoff was most 
sensitive to soil porosity, vertical soil hydraulic conductivity and the ratio of soil to bedrock 
permeability (James et al., 2010), whereas, at Tanllwyth, the most sensitive parameters were the 
hydraulic conductivity and the surface roughness (Rogers et al., 1985).  The differences in model 
sensitivities reflect the differences in dominant flow mechanisms.  The models used at Panola did 
not include overland flow representations; therefore if calibrated for Tanllwyth, they would have 
derived a very different optimal parameter set compared to that from IHDM4 (probably hydraulic 
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conductivity would have been much higher) and missed the significance of the overland flow 
roughness.  This highlights the significance of models being right for the right reasons (e.g. Beven, 
2010), and the importance of considering the suitability of any presumptions about processes that 
are included or excluded from a given physics based model before application. 
 
All of the models described to this point have only been applied for event based simulations, had 
manual calibration procedures, limited validation and limited sensitivity analysis and no estimation 
of uncertainty in predictions (with the exception of Binley et al., 1991).  Those sensitivity analyses 
conducted were for a limited number of (user-defined) parameters.  The authors all acknowledged 
that it would be desirable to conduct better calibration, validation and sensitivity analyses, but that 
the computational burden of these more demanding tasks was too great.   James et al. (2010) noted 
that the incorporation of a depth varying hydraulic conductivity into TOUGH2 led to such long 
simulation times that the effort was abandoned.  Based on the sampling grid and total number of 
sensitivity simulations conducted using TOUGH2, it also appears that a number of simulations 
could not be completed, presumably due to model failure.  Taking into account these limitations, a 
number of forest hillslope models reduce the complexity of the subsurface representation in order 
to reduce computational time, allowing simulations of longer time periods and more complex 
calibration procedure and sensitivity analysis. 
 
Sloan and Moore (1984) performed a comparison of the predictive capability of five different 
hillslope subsurface models of varying complexity, from a 2-dimensional finite element Richards’ 
equation model to a simple 1-D kinematic storage model.  The simple models were all coupled with 
a model to represent vertical flow of water in the unsaturated zone.  The models were tested against 
drainage discharge data from a sloping laboratory trough/hillslope.  Although derived from a 
forest, the soils in the experiment had been repacked; therefore, the effects of macropores could 
not be explored.  In terms of predicting drainage discharge, the simple models performed just as 
well as the more complex models, although their performance was strongly influenced by the 
coupled infiltration model.   However, there were significant differences in computational time; the 
simpler models were up to 288 times faster than the more complex models.  Sloan and Moore’s 
simple kinematic storage model was applied to a forest catchment in China and simulated 
observations well when additional depth varying hydraulic conductivity and porosity relationships 
were included to account for observed soil heterogeneity (Tiefan et al., 2005).    
 
Beldring et al. (2000) also used a one-dimension subsurface flow representation (kinematic wave) in 
a model applied to a forested catchment in Norway.  The model also includes overland flow 
(represented by a kinematic wave) as well as simplified representations of the unsaturated zone, 
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interception and actual evaporation.   The catchment is characterised as having shallow till deposits 
over impermeable bedrock (Beldring, 2002).  Although the catchment is 6.4km2, a 300m hillslope 
was modelled, and the outputs from which were scaled to calculate catchment flow (neglecting 
catchment routing).   Because of the reduced complexity of the model, it was possible to conduct a 
very thorough model calibration and sensitivity analysis.  Calibration was conducted using discharge 
and borehole data.  The sensitivity analysis indicated that the simulated discharge was most 
sensitive to (in decreasing order), the saturated hydraulic conductivity, a storage coefficient of the 
unsaturated zone (representing effective porosity), the overland flow kinematic wave exponent, the 
rate of decrease of saturated hydraulic conductivity with depth and weakly to the actual evaporation 
factor.  These results are similar to those presented earlier for the Tanllwyth, in that they highlight 
both subsurface and surface runoff as key mechanisms; however for this application, because there 
were more parameters included in the sensitivity analysis, greater inferences can be made about the 
significance of specific processes.  The model parameter ranges used in the calibration were very 
wide and expected parameter values were not stated in the paper; therefore it is unclear how well 
the model would perform without being calibrated and using only field based measurements. 
2.3.2. Catchment scale modelling 
In this section a select number of catchment scale modelling applications, summarised in Table 2.2, 
are reviewed.  Although the list is not exhaustive, these models represent a range of modelling 
approaches used to examine various aspects of the hydrological response of forestry catchments.  
The review focuses on the mathematical representation of forests and the processes incorporated in 
the models.  Unfortunately, there is no satisfactory way of comparing the model performances or 
even the suitability of various model structures, given that they are all conducted on different 
catchments and with different parameterisations.  There are also issues (particularly with the more 
complex models) of transparency; how the model was truly implemented and the process of 
calibration is sometimes difficult to assess from the publications.   
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Authors Location Area 






Parameters changed to 
represent forests 
SWATmod C D (Fohrer et al., 
2001) 
Germany 82 km2 55.4% (baseline) 
23.8%, 81.9% 
(scenarios) 
0.4 km2 daily Curve number, (possibly: ET, 
rooting depth, LAI, soil 
properties, surface roughness) 
HYLUC C L (Calder, 2003) Nottinghanshire, 
UK 
- 100% Oak and Pine - daily Empirical parameters for 
interception, transpiration 
fraction, drainage half life and 
available water capacity 













1.6-520 ha 0-100% 
Eucalypt, Ash 
- daily Conceptual interception and 
infiltration 
CLASSIC C SD (Crooks and 
Davies, 2001) 
Thames, UK Approx. 10,000 km2 10-12%, 100% 
“woodland” 
20km2 daily Evaporation, interception, 




CE L (Bulygina et al., 
2011) 
Plynlimon, UK 10.55km2  and 8.7km2 1% and 67% 
coniferous 
- hourly Curve number, potential 
evapotranspiration 




149km2 (+ 9 sub-
catchments <25 km2) 
Coniferous 30m 3 hrs Evaporation, interception, forest 
roads 
SHETRAN PB D (Lukey et al., 
2000) 
SE France 86ha and 108ha 32.2%, 87% (not 
specified) 
50m2 hourly Surface roughness, canopy 
cover percentage 
- (no name) PB D (Karvonen et al., 
1999) 
Western Finland 1290 km2 34% (Coniferous 
(10.2%), Deciduous 
(6.1%), Mixed 17.5%)) 
HSUs 10-
100m 
daily hydraulic conductivity, 
rooting depth, surface runoff 
GIBSI PB SD (Lavigne et al., 
2004) 





daily Surface roughness, Rooting 
depth 
Notes: For model type, the following abbreviations are used: D – distributed, SD – semi-distributed, L – lumped, PB – physically based, C – conceptual and E – empirical.  In the final column, items in 
bold are parameters that were explicitly mentioned in the papers as being changed to represent afforestation or deforestation.  
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2.3.2.1. Conceptual catchment scale models 
The first five conceptual models outlined in Table 2.2 are complex conceptual models (10+ 
parameters, with the exception of HYLUC which has 6 parameters) that are comprised of a 
number of conceptual stores to represent, for example: interception storage, soil water storage 
(saturated and/or unsaturated) and channel storage.  The transfer of water between these stores is 
generally based on relationships that are loosely derived from physical principles.  The lumped 
models (HYLUC, IH modified and HYDROLOG), although capable of representing multiple 
LULM changes within a catchment, cannot account for their spatial distribution.  These models are 
all operated at a daily time step and were primarily developed to investigate impacts of water yield 
rather than peak flows.  Although they performed sufficiently well in their documented applications 
(particularly in terms of long term trends) it is unclear how suitable the model structures would be 
at smaller time steps.    
 
The SWATmod model (Fohrer et al., 2001) and the model of Bulygina et al. (2011) both rely on the 
United States Department of Agriculture curve number (CN), which is a number that characterises 
the ratio of rainfall volume to stormflow volume for a variety of soil types, land uses and land 
conditions.  Both models use the CN as the primary mechanism for representing LULM change 
(although Bulygina et al. (2011) also use changes in potential evaporation).  CN values are derived 
from a large number of observed catchment responses from the United States, and were largely 
developed to represent agricultural practises.  The limitation of curve number predictions for large 
flows has been noted particularly due to the assumption of proportional response of runoff to 
rainfall (Eisenbies et al., 2007), and poor performance has been noted in the US when applied to 
forest sites (Hawkins, 1993).  There is also a question of the suitability of the US derived values for 
UK applications.  Although results from Bulygina et al. (2011) demonstrate the potential utility for 
UK catchments, event peaks from their one year testing period were systematically underestimated, 
and it was concluded that further research should be conducted before the CN is routinely applied 
for UK applications, particularly for predictions of peak flows.  
 
The nature of these conceptual models requires model calibration.  All of the examples used flow 
records in order to calibrate the models (with the exception of Bulygina et al., 2011, who used curve 
number fitting).  It is assumed that these conceptual models are computationally more efficient and 
have fewer parameters than the physics based models listed in Table 2.2, which may mean that the 
calibration process is more likely to identify the best possible parameter set(s) to model a certain 
situation with the given model structure.  However, as the conceptual stores are abstract 
representations of their physical counterparts, it is difficult to know how to change, for example, 
the conceptual soil store “maximum depth” to account for changes in soil structure related to the 
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presence of trees.  In order to represent change, the conceptual models require parameter sets that 
are transferred across paired catchments, or from regionalised data, or, for semi-distributed models, 
parameter sets derived from a calibration of a mixed land-use catchment.  This presents limitations 
on the extension of the models to more general applications and predictions in ungauged 
catchments, as the relationships between land use and conceptual model parameters are poorly 
understood (O'Connell et al., 2007).  As such, changes related land use management predicted using 
transferred parameter sets in conceptual models are highly uncertain (Bulygina et al., 2009; Buytaert 
and Beven, 2009).  The papers reviewed also did not present any thorough sensitivity analysis or 
uncertainty analysis (with the exception of Bulygina et al. 2011).  For the more complex conceptual 
model structures, although parameter variability may not have any true physical meaning, sensitivity 
analysis could help identify those processes and properties that contribute the most to the 
variability in hydrological response. 
 
2.3.2.2. Physics based catchment scale models 
The four physics based models in Table 2.2 represent a range of such models, in order of 
decreasing complexity: SHETRAN (Lukey et al., 2000), DHSVM, (La Marche and Lettenmaier, 
2001), Karvonen et al (1999) (the model is referred to in the following text as Karvonen) and 
GIBSI (Lavigne et al., 2004).  It is arguable that GIBSI is no more physics based than SWATmod, 
which was presented earlier as a conceptual model.  However, the distinction between physics 
based and conceptual models is subjective, as the modelling categories are not discrete, but rather 
all modelling approaches can be represented in a continuum where process representations become 
increasingly abstract (Woolhiser, 1996); therefore the inclusion of GIBSI at this point and 
SWATmod earlier is simply based on convenience.  It is also noted that there are alternative 
approaches to distributed process based modelling that have been proposed by various authors (e.g. 
Beven, 2006; Reggiani and Schellekens, 2003), but which are not specifically reviewed in this section 
as they have not been specifically been used to model afforested catchments.  
 
SHETRAN, DHSVM and GIBSI all rely on digital elevation models (DEM) to characterise 
catchment topography, and the model equations are calculated based on a gridded representation of 
the catchment derived from the DEM.  Karvonen discretise a catchment into a number of 
representative hillslope units.  SHETRAN, Karvonen and GIBSI all implement the Penman 
Monteith equations to derive potential evaporation, and actual evaporation is restricted based on 
soil water content.  Karvonen estimates potential evaporation using the Makkink equation 
(Makkink, 1957), but this is a reflection of the data availability at the particular application site.  It is 
unclear whether Karvonen also places restrictions on actual evaporation based on soil water 
content.  In the application of SHETRAN by Lukey et al. (2000), evaporation was also estimated 
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using a more simple relationship that does not incorporate vegetation effects.  SHETRAN 
calculates interception using the Rutter model (Rutter et al., 1971; Rutter et al., 1975), DHSVM 
represents interception from the over and under canopies each by a single store with separate 
evaporation (Wigmosta et al., 1994), Karvonen estimates interception using a empirical rainfall 
correction factor, and GIBSI does not include interception.   
 
SHETRAN, Karvonen and DHSVM have lateral subsurface lateral flow described by Darcy’s law 
with the kinematic approximation.  GIBSI does not have lateral subsurface flow, hence its 
classification as semi-distributed; lateral subsurface fluxes from each grid cell are accumulated with 
overland flow fluxes for stream routing.  SHETRAN and Karvonen both use Richards’ equation to 
represent vertical fluxes in the unsaturated zone, whereas DHSVM and Karvonen represent the 
unsaturated zone with two discrete layers with vertical transfers based on approximations of 
Darcy’s law.  All models also include routines to represent snow processes.  Overland flow is 
routed in SHETRAN using the diffusion wave equations.  GIBSI introduces a simplification that 
the catchment can be divided into “relatively homogeneous hydrological response units” (RHHUs), 
the runoff from which is characterised by a geomorphic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GIUH) 
(derived based on kinematic wave routing of a unit volume of water over each RHHU, Fortin et al., 
2001). For DHSVM, the surface routing mechanism is unclear, but presumably exists, as La Marche 
and Lettenmaier (2001) state that reinfiltration is incorporated in the model.  Karvonen discharges 
surface runoff instantaneously at the bottom of the representative hillslopes.  Streamflow is routed 
by SHETRAN and GIBSI using the diffusion wave equation, by DHSVM using a linear store and 
by Karvonen using an empirical GIUH.    
 
Beckers and Alila (2004) used a variation of DHSVM that incorporates preferential flow in the 
model, through a Green and Ampt style infiltration function that splits infiltration between matrix 
and macropore flow.  Although the formulation led to improved predictions, the additional 
parameters introduced had to be calibrated (for the threshold rainfall depth), or fixed based on 
observations (the slow and fast preferential flow velocities).  This additional characterisation was 
not incorporated for any published forestry applications.   
 
It can be argued that all of the physics based models presented here have shown some degree of 
success in their model applications, although it is noted that limits of acceptability are highly 
subjective.  As they were all applied to different catchments under different conditions, identifying 
any that are stronger or weaker than others is challenging.  Generally, the models all try to balance 
the desire to include as many process representations as possible against computational limitations.  
For models like SHETRAN, heavy computational burden limits the potential for calibration by 
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methods such as Monte Carlo simulations or optimisation algorithms, which, could be argued, 
reduces its potential predictive power, in that optimised parameter sets may not be easily identified 
with limited samples.  The simpler models reduce computational time at the expense of spatial 
resolution and exchange of physics based representations for empirical or simplified relationships. 
 
Changes in soil properties related to the introduction of forests were usually calibrated for or based 
on measurements from the field.  Almost all of the models represented changes in vegetation 
through alterations of the parameters in the Penman Monteith evaporation equations and through 
their representations of interception.  Some of them also varied surface roughness parameters.  
Forestry management practices were only modelled using DHSVM, with an explicit representation 
of a road network, although GIBSI also has the inbuilt facility to represent plant growth, and 
therefore potentially the long term effects of deforestation followed by regeneration.  Interestingly, 
it was the (arguably) slowest model that presented some measure of sensitivity analysis or predictive 
uncertainty (SHETRAN), but computational burden limited potential variations in parameters and 
time periods to assess impacts.  The model structures and applications reviewed within this section 
have been limited to applications for forested catchments, and it is noted that alternative 
applications with the same structures have included more thorough uncertainty analysis (e.g. the 
applications of SHETRAN variants by Christiaens and Feyen, 2001; Ewen and Parkin, 1996; 
Vazquez et al., 2009).  None of the modelling efforts made any critical evaluation of the structures 
and processes that the models represented. 
2.4. Summary 
Based on the information presented in the previous sections in this chapter, a number of 
generalisations about the impact of forestry on hydrological response can be made, in order to 
inform the development and parameterisation of an appropriate physics based model.  These 
include: 
 Forests reduce small runoff peaks, but their impact on large events is considered to be 
minimal. 
 Forests significantly reduce annual water yields through increased evaporation and 
interception. 
 Forest soils are more permeable than the same soils under different land management type, 
primarily due to increases in macropores related to the presence of tree roots. 
 Ground surfaces beneath forests are hydraulically rougher than pastures. 
 Forestry management practises and growth cycles can impact on the magnitude and 
direction of changes in hydrological response. 




Based on the modelling review, a number of conclusions can be made about appropriate 
methodologies and philosophies to incorporate in the model development, including: 
 Change cannot be represented in a meaningful way in conceptual models without 
significant data support. 
 Physics based models have the potential to address the land use change problem, but 
should incorporate appropriate uncertainty quantification. 
 A critical evaluation of the model structure should be conducted, and uncertainty and 
sensitivity analyses should be conducted. 
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Chapter 3. Forest model development  
In the previous chapter (2), a summary of the current state of knowledge of forest hydrology and 
modelling techniques was presented.  This knowledge is used in the present chapter to develop a 
model for afforested hillslopes (FORmod).  FORmod incorporates the important hydrological 
processes and properties identified from process scale and catchment scale observations, and also 
takes into account the approaches, strengths and limitations of previous forest hydrological models.   
 
As the intention is to use the outputs from FORmod to represent locally generated runoff for the 
200m x 200m grid cells in a semi-distributed catchment model application (refer to the upscaling 
procedure detailed in section 1.2.3 and the working assumptions in section 1.3), the model domain 
is restricted to 200m x 200m.  Further, as the model should represent a range of potential forestry 
grid cells for a given catchment, complex hillslope geometry is not accounted for (although it is 
noted that convergence and divergence can play an important role in hillslope hydrological 
response e.g. Beven, 1977); an idealised uniformly sloping hillslope is assumed.  These restrictions 
embody a large number of assumptions; however, the upscaling application necessarily requires a 
tractable model structure and for any typical application there is unlikely to be sufficient detailed 
data to support more complex configurations.  As such, these assumptions provide a starting point 
for the research; they are discussed in more detail later in this chapter (section 3.4), and in the later 
chapters (Chapter 7 and Chapter 8) in light of the results from the semi-distributed catchment 
model with locally runoff generated from FORmod. 
 
The chapter begins with a conceptualisation for FORmod.  This conceptualisation is then converted 
into a mathematical representation in section 3.2, using published equations developed and tested 
to describe the relevant hydrological processes.   The coupling of model components is described, 
followed by details of specific parameterisations in section 3.3.  The sensitivity of the model 
response to some of the key model conceptualisations, numerical procedures and parameterisations 
is presented in section 3.4.  Finally, a generalised sensitivity analysis is conducted, followed by a 
summary of the model development.   
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3.1. A model for forests 
The flow paths and processes that are perceived to play an important role in the hydrological 
response of an afforested hillslope are demonstrated in Figure 3.1.  This includes subsurface 
variable saturated-unsaturated flow (which implicitly includes subsurface preferential flow paths), 
root uptake, overland flow, infiltration, interception and transpiration.  It is assumed that runoff 
generation in upland afforested areas is dominated by downslope flow paths, hence the hillslope is 
modelled as a 2-dimensional slice, where outflows are collected at the bottom of the hillslope from 
the subsurface and from overland flow.    
 
 
Figure 3.1: Forest process conceptualisation - fluxes and internal states 
 
A number of characteristics of forests, forestry and hydrology are not incorporated into this 
conceptual model.   This is because of the desire that the model remains relatively generic and 
computationally efficient, and due to the very site specific information that would be required for 
appropriate parameterisation of these characteristics.  Forestry management practices are not 
accounted for in the model.  This includes representations of forest lifecycles other than seasonality 
(particularly early stage growth), specific ground preparation techniques, influences of roading and 
clear felling practices.  As such, FORmod only considers a fully developed forest with minimal 
disturbances due to forestry management.  FORmod also does not account for hillslope convergence 
or divergence despite the fact that hillslope geometry can play an important role in runoff response 
(e.g. Paniconi et al., 2003).   
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3.2. Mathematical model 
In the following sections the fluxes and states shown in Figure 3.1 are related to one another using 
mathematical equations.  The variables used in the parameterisation of these relationships are 
shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Forest process conceptualisation - parameters 
3.2.1. Subsurface flow 
The two-dimensional flow of water in the subsurface is driven by differences in hydraulic gradient 

















K TTV  Eq. 3.1 
Where: 
 V specific discharge vector (LT-1) 
 K hydraulic conductivity (LT-1) 
 hT total hydraulic head (L) 
 x horizontal coordinate (L) 
 z vertical coordinate (L) 
 
The total head (the difference of which defines the hydraulic gradient), can be decomposed into 














K V  Eq. 3.2 
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Darcy’s law assumes that the flow is laminar, the fluid has constant velocity and unit relative 
density, and that the flow is single phase (neglects air and vapour flows).  The effects of 
temperature, osmotic gradients and other forces are assumed to be negligible (Beven et al., 1987; 
Hillel, 1971).  It is also important to recognise that Darcy’s law and Richards’ equation (the 
extension of Darcy’s law to unsaturated flows) were both derived based on small scale laboratory 
experiments that were homogeneous steady-state (Hillel, 1971; Richards, 1931).  How well the 
relationships derived under these conditions can represent a dynamic reality is unclear.   
 
The highly non-linear nature of the Darcy-Richards equation means that responses can not be easily 
estimated by property averaging, and in a heterogeneous reality, evidence shows that it is the 
extremes that control runoff response, particularly in systems of interacting surface and subsurface 
flow (Beven, 2001a; Binley et al., 1989a).  Consequently, representing heterogeneity through lumped 
effective subsurface parameters in real applications generally cannot simultaneously reproduce 
observed subsurface and surface runoff responses (e.g. Binley et al., 1989b; Koide and Wheater, 
1992). 
 
Although Darcy’s law is not universally valid for flow in porous media, it is still widely used for 
many hydrological soil-water modelling applications, and for want of a more appropriate process 
based alternative, it is used in this Thesis in order to represent subsurface flow.  Darcy’s law can 
potentially represent at least some aspects of preferential flow, either by the use of effective 
parameters or by the used of material property characteristic functions that incorporate explicitly 
dual permeability effects, albeit within a single continuum.  Potential representations of preferential 
flow are explored in section 3.4.3.  
 
Figure 3.3: Elemental control volume for 2-
dimensional flow through a porous medium. 
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Considering a 2-dimensional element of soil with fluxes across all faces (Figure 3.3.), the change in 
storage within the element with time can be described as the difference between the fluxes in and 
out of the element.  Noting that the mass of water within the element can be given by θρw∆z∆x 
(where θ is the soil water content and W is the density of water), the mass balance of the soil 
element can be described mathematically as: 







 Eq. 3.3 
Dividing both sides by θρw∆z∆x, cancelling terms, assuming discrete derivatives can be replaced by 
















 Eq. 3.4 
The variably saturated flow equation of Richards is derived by combining the continuity equation 
(Eq. 3.4) with Darcy’s law (Eq. 3.2), yielding: 
 























































Note, at this point, both the soil water content and hydraulic conductivity are represented as 
functions of the matric potential.  The specific relationships used in FORmod are presented in 
section 3.3.1, and the form of S is presented in section 3.3.2. 
 
In FORmod, Richards’ equation is assessed in a rotated frame of reference (with x’ in the direction of 
the sloping hillslope, and z’ orthogonal to the ground surface): 
 
















































































, where ω is the angle of rotation (in this case 
the ground surface slope angle), Eq. 3.6 can be simplified to:  
 





























































When ω=0, τz =1 and τx =0 and Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.5 are equivalent.   
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3.2.1.1. Numerical Implementation 
As Richards’ equation is highly non-linear with coefficients that are functions of the dependent 
variables, exact analytical solutions are difficult to derive and those that exist are limited to some 
very specific boundary conditions (Feddes et al., 1988).  Therefore, solutions of Richards’ equation 
are generally produced numerically.  However, the numerical procedure employed to solve the 
system of partial differential equations can significantly affect the model performance, both in 
terms of accuracy and computational time (Celia, 1990).    
 
Eq. 3.7 can be solved in either matric potential (), water content (), or mixed forms (following 
appropriate substitutions, see Celia, 1990, for the full equations).  While a solution in terms of 
matric potential is attractive for many typical applications, it has the disadvantage that the numerical 
solution procedure is not necessarily mass conservative, and in some applications can lead to very 
large mass balance errors (Milly, 1985).  On the other hand, solving Richards’ equation for water 
content, although mass conservative, is only valid in the unsaturated zone (as water content 
variation in the saturated zone is very limited).  Mixed form solutions are mass conservative, and 
may also be applied to fully saturated soils. 
 
In FORmod, the subsurface domain is discretised into a grid in the x’-z’ plane; time variable matric 
potential and water content values at each grid node are evaluated with a fully implicit, finite 
differences approximation of the mixed form of Richards’ equation.  The solution scheme is 
implemented in Matlab, and is described in more detail in Appendix A, along with details about 
some of the challenges encountered in the numerical solution scheme. 
 
For all applications in this Thesis, the upslope and lower boundaries are always fixed as no flux.  
The surface and downstream boundaries can be specified as fixed head (Dirichlet) or fixed flux 
(Neuman), or some combination in space or time of these boundary conditions.  For the upper 
boundary condition, fixed head represents surface ponding (due to infiltration excess or saturation 
excess/exfiltration), and fixed flux represents infiltration or soil evaporation.  For the downstream 
boundary condition, only fixed head conditions are used, which can simulate the presence of a 
stream, or a seepage face.  For the seepage face, only fluxes out of the soil are allowed.   The 
numerical implementation of the boundary conditions is described in Appendix A 
 
3.2.1.2. Test against experimental data 
The performance of the subsurface component of FORmod was tested on a transient water table 
mounding problem, for which experimental results are available (Vauclin et al., 1979).  The 
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experiments involved a 6m wide, 2m deep and 5cm thick soil section and constant head boundaries 
were maintained at the vertical boundaries.  Water was applied at a constant rate to the central 1m 
of the apparatus.  Time variant water table levels were collected to capture the development of the 
water table mound.   Because the experiment was symmetrical, only one half of the experimental 
domain was modelled.  Vauclin et al. (1979) provide boundary and initial conditions as well as soil 
water characteristics to accompany the observed water table results.  Good agreement was found 
between the experimental observations and the numerical procedure (Figure 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.4: Comparison of numerical simulation results and experimental results of 
Vauclin et al. (1979). 
3.2.2. Overland flow 
Surface flows can be represented by the Saint Venant equations of gradually varied unsteady flow 



































0  Eq. 3.9 
Where: 
 h flow depth (L) 
 q unit width flow rate (L2T-1) 
 qL lateral inflow rate per unit length (L2T-1L-1) 
 Ux velocity in the x direction (LT-1) 
 So bed slope (LL-1) 
 Sf friction slope (LL-1) 
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 g acceleration due to gravity (LT-2) 
 
Solving the full Saint Venant equations is a numerically demanding procedure and has been the 
focus of extensive research (see Singh, 1996 for examples).  Due to their complexity, a number of 
simplifications can be made to the equations, either through linearization or removing lower order 
terms (Singh, 1996).  Two of the most common simplifications are the diffusion and kinematic 
wave equations.  The diffusion wave equation assumes that inertial effects are negligible, thereby 
removing the first and second terms in Eq. 3.9.  In order to implement the diffusion wave equation, 
initial, upstream and downstream boundary conditions must be defined. By making the assumption 
that all dynamic terms in the momentum equation are negligible, the pressure term can also be 
dropped from the momentum equation, leading to the kinematic wave equation.  This assumes that 
the bed slope is approximately equal to the friction slope (S0 ≈ Sf).  The momentum equation is 
replaced with a steady state depth-discharge relationship and only initial and upstream boundary 
conditions need to be defined for the kinematic wave equation.  
 
The range of validity for the kinematic wave equation has been discussed in a wide number of 
papers (e.g. Singh, 2001).   Flows can be characterised based on two non-dimensional numbers, the 
Froude number (Fro), which is a ratio of the inertial to gravitational forces, and the kinematic wave 
number (kw), which incorporates a measure of the shallowness of the flow as well as the flow 
characterisation. 
gh





LSk sw   Eq.  3.11 
Where: 
 Ls channel or overland flow plane length (L) 
All other parameters are as per previous definitions.   
 
Criteria for the range of validity of the kinematic wave equations based on these non-dimensional 
numbers include: 
(1) As kw approaches infinity, the kinematic wave equation solution converges with 
that of the full Saint Venant equations; although values of kw greater than 20 are generally 
considered to provide a good approximation (Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967).   
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(2)  For values of kw less than 20, the kinematic wave solutions may still be appropriate 
for subcritical flows (Fro<1), providing that the flows are sufficiently shallow; Morris and 
Woolhiser (1980) suggest that SoLs/h should be greater than 5.   
 
The limits of the rainfall intensity in terms of the overland flow plane length can be assessed using 
these two criteria.  Estimating the maximum steady state flow rate as Qmax=qmaxLs, where qmax is the 
maximum rainfall rate, and using the Manning equation (see Eq.  3.42, section 3.3.4) to calculate 
flow depth (h), the kinematic wave number and SoLs/h can be written in terms of slope (So), slope 




























Eq.  3.13 
 
The maximum rainfall rate for which the kinematic wave equation is valid for the current 
application can be estimated by rearranging both equations for qmax and using criteria (1) and (2) 
respectively.   Figure 3.5 demonstrates the upper bound of the maximum rainfall rate, qmax, based 
on the two criteria plotted against the overland flow length.  Upper and lower values of slope and 
Manning’s n roughness were taken as 1-30o and 0.03-1 respectively; all four combinations of these 
values were used to estimate the upper bound of qmax shown in Figure 3.5 
 
Figure 3.5: Range of rainfall rates for validity of the kinematic wave equation. 
 
At low roughness coefficients (n), the rainfall limit is constrained by criterion (1) and at high values 
by criterion (2).  The lowest limit of rainfall intensity is 38 mmhr-1 for a slope of 30o and Manning’s 
n of 1 at an overland flow plane length of 1m.  This is a relatively high rainfall rate, but could be 
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exceeded in flood generating events.  However, it is very unlikely that the overland flow plane 
would be as short as 1m during such large events, runoff would be expected to be generated over a 
larger portion of the hillslope.  The kinematic wave equation is generally considered to be an 
appropriate approximation of the full Saint-Venant equations for most overland flow problems 
(Singh, 2002), and based on the limits presented in Figure 3.5, it is considered to be a suitable 
approximation for the current application.   
 
When the kinematic wave assumptions are applied to represent overland flow in FORmod, the 











 Eq. 3.14 
Where: 
 hOF active overland flow depth (L) 
 qOF unit width overland flow flux (L2T-1) 
 Re effective rainfall (LT-1) 
 EOF evaporation from overland flow (LT-1) 
The specific relationship between hOF and qOF  is presented in section 3.3.4. 
 
The partial differential equations to describe the variation of flow depth with time are discretised in 
space using finite differences. The resulting ordinary differential equations were then solved 
explicitly in Matlab, and iteratively coupled to the subsurface Richards’ equation model. 
3.2.3. Evaporation  
Potential evaporation is modelled using the Penman-Monteith equation.  The equation is termed a 
“combination equation” as it includes the effects of both energy and aerodynamics in the 
calculation of potential evaporation (Chow et al., 1988).  The equation is given by: 























  Eq. 3.15 
 
Where: 
 PE potential evaporation rate (m3s-1m-2) 
 λ latent heat of vaporisation (J g-1) 
 ∆ slope of the saturation vapour curve (Pa K-1) 
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 Rn net radiation (W m-2) 
 G soil heat flux (W m-2) 
 ρa mean air density at constant pressure (kg m-3) 
 cp specific heat of the air (J kg-1 K-1) 
 γ psychometric constant (Pa K-1) 
 rs bulk surface resistance (s m-1) 
 ra bulk aerodynamic resistance (s m-1) 
 (es-ea) vapour deficit of the air (Pa) 
 
In order to implement Eq. 3.15 a number of observations are required.  For the purposes of this 
study, data are available from an Automatic Weather Station (AWS), which collects sub-daily data 
of atmospheric pressure (Pa), temperature (T), wind speed (Ua), relative humidity (rh) and net 
radiation (Rn).  The following section introduces a series of substitutions and approximations that 
are employed to solve Eq. 3.15 using these inputs.  The steps are from the FAO evapotranspiration 
methods (Allen et al., 1998), unless otherwise stated. 
 






  Eq.  3.16 
Where: 
 Pa atmospheric pressure (Pa) 
 εw ratio of the molecular weight of water vapour to dry air (-) 
The right hand side of Eq.  3.16 is achieved by fixing the values of cp, εw and λ, at 1.1014 103 J kg-1, 




c   Eq.  3.17 





  Eq.  3.18 
Where: 
 TKV virtual temperature (=1.01(T+273)) (K) 
 T temperature (oC) 
 Rg specific gas constant (287) (J kg-1 K-1) 
Combining Eq.  3.17 and Eq.  3.18, a relationship where the temperature is the only variable 
parameter is derived: 






c    Eq.  3.19 
 
The vapour deficit of the air (es-ea) can be calculated using the relative humidity (rh) data and an 












Tes  Eq.  3.20 
   rheee sas 01.01  Eq.  3.21 
 
The soil heat flux (G) is typically a significantly lower proportion of the total radiation budget than 















 Eq.  3.22 
Where the distinction between day and night is determined based on annual variations in sunrise and 
sunset.   
 
The influence of vegetation on the potential evaporation rate is introduced through the 
aerodynamic (ra) and surface resistance (rs) terms.  Because wind measurements are typically taken 
by an AWS at 2m above a reference crop, a conversion is required to calculate an equivalent wind 























u  wind velocity at 2m above forest canopy (LT-1) 
 a height of original wind measurements (L) 
 ua wind velocity measured at height a over a reference crop (LT-1) 
 hf forest height (L) 
 df zero plant displacement height (L) 
 z0 roughness length (L) 
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Based on experimental observations, Rutter (1975) suggest that df=0.75hf and z0=0.1hf for leafy 
canopies, and df=0.5hf and z0=0.18hf for leafless canopies.  Using the derived velocity, Rutter (1975) 




















 Eq.  3.24 
Where: 
 κ von Karman’s constant (0.41). (-) 
 
The surface resistance parameter (rs) describes the resistance of the plant to vapour flow.  In plants, 
the greatest resistance is due to the stomata.  Bulk surface resistance is generally correlated to a 
number of environmental factors such as vapour pressure deficit, temperature, light intensity and 
soil moisture (Calder, 1977).  For the purposes of the current application, surface resistances for 
different plants are directly sourced from the literature and seasonal variations are included for 
deciduous trees, to account for leaf loss during autumn followed by regrowth in spring. 
3.2.4. Interception model 
An interception routine is incorporated into FORmod in order to calculate the effective rainfall and 
to determine interception water losses.  Rutter et al. (1971; 1975) were the first to develop a model 
to continuously simulate the water balance of water stored on the tree (in the canopy and on the 
trunk) and the fluxes into and out of these stores (rainfall, evaporation and drainage).  Most models 
of interception are based on this original conceptualisation.  Another notable model is the Gash 
model (Gash, 1979), which is a simplified, events-based, analytical version of the Rutter model.  
The Gash model has lower data requirements than the Rutter model, but does not provide 
continuous outputs of throughfall and evaporation losses that are required by FORmod.  Various 
improvements and adaptations have been made to the Rutter model since its inception to introduce 
more realistic process representations and to simulate a wider range of observed responses (e.g. 
Calder, 1977; Rutter and Morton, 1977; Teklehaimanot, 1991; Valente et al., 1997). 
 
In FORmod, interception is represented through the interception model of Valente et al. (1997), 
which is a reformulated Rutter (1975) model to account for canopy sparseness.  Their model also 
simplifies the representation of dripping from the canopy, and to supply water to trunk storage 
from canopy dripping rather than direct rainfall.  Although there are some subtle differences 
between the models, Valente et al. (1997) found that when their model is used to represent closed 
canopies, that the two models were in close agreement in their predictions. The model parameters 
derived for the Rutter model work well in this Valente model structure (Valente et al., 1997).   
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Figure 3.6, adapted from Valente (1997), is a conceptualisation of the interception and evaporation 
processes used in the interception model.  The model inputs are PEo, the open water potential 
evaporation rate at the canopy height, and R, the incident rainfall.  PEo is calculated from Eq. 3.15, 
by setting the stomatal resistance to zero.  The tree is represented by stores for both the canopy and 
the trunk.  Evaporative potential is split between the two stores by the partitioning parameter ε.  
Incident rainfall (R) on the tree passes through the canopy store.  Until the canopy storage capacity 
is met, water is evaporated from the canopy at the potential rate scaled by the fraction of maximum 
storage capacity filled.  Once capacity is reached, water is firstly evaporated from the store at the 
potential rate and then any excess contributes to the canopy drainage.  Drainage is assumed to be 
instantaneous over a time step, in contrast to Rutter’s (1975) representation, where an empirical 
relationship was used to describe the canopy drainage.  The canopy drainage is split between inputs 
to the trunk and throughfall.  The trunk store is treated in the same manner as the canopy store.  
The outputs from the tree (dripping, stemflow, and interception loss), are scaled by the fraction of 
ground area covered by the canopy, after the canopy calculations are made.  The total throughfall is 
the sum of the dripping from the canopy and the gross rainfall scaled by the fraction of uncovered 
area.  The model is generally found to be insensitive to the new Valente parameters, ε and pd, , as 
well as St (Valente et al., 1997). 
 
The interception component of FORmod is run prior to the subsurface component described earlier.  
Inputs are potential evaporation (PEo) and gross rainfall (R), and outputs are interception loss (I), 
throughfall, stemflow, potential transpiration and soil potential evaporation.  The throughfall and 
stemflow are added together to provide the effective rainfall (Re) used as an input to the surface and 
subsurface models.  The derivation used for the potential transpiration and soil potential 
evaporation is discussed in the next section.   
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Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of the interception model  (adapted from Valente et al., 1997). 
 
3.2.5. Potential transpiration and soil evaporation 
Evaporation can occur from intercepted water, by plant transpiration or directly from the soil. 
However, there is a fixed amount of energy available for all forms of evaporation and a finite 
capacity of the air to hold water vapour.  Therefore, in order to ensure that evaporation is not 
double counted, evaporative potential is firstly used to evaporate from the canopy and trunk of the 
tree (as described in the previous section) and the remainder then allocated to drive transpiration 
and soil evaporation.   
 
The potential transpiration rate (PEt) is calculated using Eq. 3.15  with stomatal and aerodynamic 
parameters for the tree.  The potential soil evaporation (PEs) is calculated as the reference crop 
transpiration (Allen et al., 1998).  This makes the assumption that the area not covered by the 
canopy is covered by a short grass.  When surface ponding is present, this water is firstly evaporated 
at the soil potential rate.  Although the open water potential rate should technically be used, it is 
generally found that for short crops that the two rates are approximately the same (David et al., 
2006).  The split of energy between transpiration and the soil surface evaporation is defined by the 
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previously introduced covered area fraction, c.   The potential transpiration estimates are then 
reduced to account for the energy already used for the evaporation of intercepted water (as per 
Wigmosta et al., 1994), giving the new estimates of potential transpiration (PEt*).  Soil potential 
evaporation (PEs*) is scaled by the fraction of area uncovered by the canopy.  These estimates are 




IPE *  Eq.  3.25 
  ss PEcPE  1*  Eq.  3.26 
Where: 
 I the unit area rate of evaporation of intercepted water (LT-1) 
 c fraction of the ground covered by the canopy (-) 
 PEt potential evapotranspiration of the tree (LT-1) 
 PEs potential evaporation from the soil surface (LT-1) 
 
Although the Penman-Monteith equations were derived for horizontally uniform conditions, the 
procedure described applies them in a mixed way, which may violate some of the assumptions of 
wind speeds, turbulent mixing and humidity distributions inherent in the equations.   However, the 
approach is taken as a best estimate of the distribution of evaporative potential to components of 
the model domain. 
3.2.6. Coupling model components 
The model components are coupled together following a procedure shown schematically in Figure 
3.7.  Inputs and outputs are shown for each of the four core modules (evaporation, interception, 
surface runoff and subsurface flow).  Internal parameters and model states are not shown in the 
figure.  Potential evaporation and effective rainfall are pre-processed using the Penman-Monteith 
and Valente models.  For each implicit time step, surface water is evaporated and then the 
remaining surface water is routed over the surface using the kinematic wave equation, which is 
solved explicitly.  The surface solutions are coupled iteratively to the variably unsaturated/saturated 
zone model as per the IHDM4 model (Beven et al., 1987).  The subsurface flow is then solved 
using an implicit scheme described in Appendix A, where the surface water depth solved from the 
kinematic wave equation is used as the boundary condition (hence allowing iterative reinfiltration).  
The coupled solution procedure was programmed in Matlab by the Author. 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the model coupling procedure. 
3.3. Model Parameterization 
3.3.1. Hydraulic functions 
In order to implement Richards’ equation, it is necessary to define the functional relationships of 
the soil water content () and hydraulic conductivity (K) with the matric potential ().  The 
relationship between the soil water content and matric potential is commonly referred to as the 
water retention curve.  The shape of the water retention curve will vary between soils depending on 
the pore and particle size distributions, and organic content.  A number of analytical relationships 
have been proposed in the literature to describe this relationship, but herein, only the van 
Genuchten (1980) model is presented in detail.  The van Genuchten model has been selected as it is 
simple to apply, since the functional relationship is continuous, and it is perhaps the most widely 
used representation, meaning that fitted parameter values for a wider range of soil types are 
available in the literature.  The van Genuchten water retention relationship is given by: 
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1  Eq. 3.27 








rsS  1  Eq. 3.28 
Where: 
 Se effective water content (or percentage saturation) (-) 
 θs saturated water content (LT-1) 
 θr residual water content (-) 
 α van Genuchten shape factor (-) 
 n van Genuchten shape factor (-) 
 m van Genuchten shape factor (-) 
Although α and n are empirical parameters, they approximately represent the physical properties of 
the air entry pressure and pore size distribution, respectively.  The parameter m is typically set at 
m=1-1/n.   
 
In reality the water retention curve is generally observed to be hysteretic (Hillel, 1971), i.e. the exact 
form of the curves will be dependent on the history and direction (wetting or drying) of change.  
This behaviour is typically difficult to parameterise and to implement numerically, and as such, has 
not been accounted for in FORmod.  
 
The numerical solution of Richards’ equation presented in Appendix A requires a representation of 
the specific water capacity (C), which is the derivative of Eq. 3.28 with respect to the matric 
potential (d/d).  Computational issues arise when calculating the specific water capacity (C) for 
saturated conditions, as C tends to zero as θ tends to θs.  In reality, θ is observed to change with 
pressure head in saturated conditions due to the elastic compression of the soil medium.  Noting 
that the water content can be defined as the effective saturation (Se) multiplied by the effective soil 
porosity ( e), the derivative of water content with respect to the matric potential (specific water 

























C  Eq. 3.29 
In unsaturated conditions, the first term of the right hand side dominates over the second term 
(Clement et al., 1994) and can be assessed numerically as the slope of the functional relationship of 
van Genuchten (Eq. 3.27).  Under saturated conditions, the first term on the right hand side is 
equal to zero and any change in water content is due to the change in porosity with matric 
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 e , is commonly referred to as the specific storage (Ss), the volume of 
water a unit volume of saturated media will produce in response to a unit change in head.  
 
The form of the soil moisture capacity (C) used in FORmod is described by replacing the first term 
of Eq. 3.29 with the derivative of Eq. 3.28: 
 



















 Eq. 3.30 
 
When saturated, soils can be characterised by a constant hydraulic conductivity; however, as the soil 
dewaters, the conductive portion of the soil pore space decreases.  Furthermore, it is the largest 
pores that dewater first, and hence the decrease in hydraulic conductivity with decreasing matric 
potential is non-linear and related to the soil pore size distribution.  An analytical relationship 
between the hydraulic conductivity and the matric potential was derived by van Genuchten (1980), 
by combining  Eq. 3.27 with the Mualem (1976) statistical pore size distribution model, yielding: 








eS SSKK m  Eq. 3.31 
Where: 
 Lm shape parameter describing the tortuosity of the pore 
network 
 
3.3.2. Root distribution and root uptake 
The root density is assumed to decay exponentially with depth in order to utilise the data of Jackson 
et al. (1996) , who provide a summary of root distributions for a large range of  plant species and 
environments.  The cumulative root distribution (Γ) is given by: 
100 zdr  Eq. 3.32 
Where: 
 rd root extinction coefficient (-) 
z is multiplied by -100, as the published coefficients in Jackson et al. (1996) require depth inputs 
(increasing downwards) in centimetres.  Figure 3.8 demonstrates the cumulative root distribution 
for a range of plant types.   




Figure 3.8: Example cumulative root 
distributions rd values: coniferous – 




The rooting distribution is used to control the distribution of the soil water extracted by root 
uptake (Feddes et al., 2001).  The fraction (Γ*) of the potential transpiration (PEt) allocated to each 



















 Eq.  3.33 
The sum of Γ* is one over a column of nodes.  When water is evenly spread through the 
subsurface, Γ* largely controls the distribution of soil water uptake by the roots; however under dry 
conditions, the local soil moisture content controls the distribution (de Willigen et al., 2006).  When 
plants are stressed, transpiration rates decrease below potential.  This may be in response to dry 
conditions, saturated conditions or solute concentrations (Feddes et al., 1974).  Stress levels can be 
defined in terms of the matric potential (ψ), soil water content (θ) or effective saturation (Se).  A soil 
uptake reduction function, rw(ψ/θ/Se) is introduced to account for soil water stress (solute stresses 
are not accounted for).  The function is essentially that proposed by Feddes et al. (1976), but with 
the simplification that the anaerobosis point (the point at which insufficient soil aeration exists for 
plant transpiration) only occurs once the soils are fully saturated, thus reducing the model to two 
variables: the wilting point (ψw, θw  or Se,w) and the critical water capacity (ψc/θc,/Se,c).  The 
relationship is shown in Figure 3.9 (note, the relationships in terms of ψc will be dependent on the 
specific form of the θ(ψ) relationship). 
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Figure 3.9: Plant water stress function 
 
Although the critical head/water capacity/effective saturation (ψc/θc/Se,c) can be modelled as a 
function of the evaporative potential (Feddes et al., 1974), in FORmod it is used as a time invariant 
parameter (e.g. Šimunek et al., 2006).  While there are many alternative models for describing root 
uptake, from complex functions derived from capillary theory, to simpler models such as that 
described above (see reviews by Clothier and Green, 1997; de Willigen et al., 2006), their 
application to field conditions (particularly dry conditions) generally gives poor performance, due to 
the simplifications in the models (Wang and Smith, 2004).  It is also important to note that most of 
these relationships have been developed specifically for agricultural crops; their suitability for trees 
is unclear.  Although arbitrary, the function selected was chosen because the Feddes et al. (1976) 
type of reduction factor (shown in Figure 3.9) is perhaps the most widely used in numerical models 
of the unsaturated zone, and the structure is simple and with a low number of parameters.  How far 
this simple representation remains physically based is uncertain; however, without detailed 
observations of soil moisture this cannot be easily explored further.  The root uptake function S 
can thus be written (either in terms of matric potential, water content or effective saturation) as: 
    dzPESwSS td ere
**0 ////     Eq.  3.34 
3.3.3. Surface boundary condition 
The surface boundary condition was developed to allow rainfall infiltration, groundwater 
exfiltration/saturation excess, infiltration excess, and soil evaporation (which may be limited from 
dry soils). The formulation is largely based on the published surface boundary condition of van 
Dam and Feddes (2000) for the SWAP model, with the extension to a two-dimensional domain.  
The surface boundary is calculated by considering a mass balance for each column of nodes in the 
domain.  Inputs are the effective rainfall (Re), soil evaporation (ETs*) and root uptake (S).  For each 
column, the volume of air (Vair), the lateral fluxes (qs,i-1/2, qs,i+1/2), the potential surface flux (qtop), the 
net inflow (Qin), the maximum infiltration rate (Imax) and the maximum evaporation rate (Emax) are 
calculated as: 
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  Eq.  3.37 
thRETq jpondestop 









































































0  Eq.  3.41 
Where i and k are the x and z node numbers and j and p relate to the iterative implicit solution 
scheme (see Appendix A for more details).   Whether the boundary condition is constant head 
(hpond) or fixed flux (qsur) is determined based on the logic tree shown in Figure 3.10.  The boundary 
condition is calculated for every Picard iteration for every surface node, to account for updating 
lateral fluxes and changes in matric potential conditions.  Thus, the surface boundary can vary 
between head and flux conditions in both time and space.  Following each time step, the ponded 
surface water (hpond) is set as hsur. 
 
Figure 3.10: Procedure to determine surface boundary condition  (following van Dam and Feddes, 
2000) 
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3.3.4. Overland depth-discharge relationships and roughness 
The overland flow depth-discharge relationships are described by the Manning equation: 










  Eq.  3.42 
Where: 
 nOF Manning friction factor (L-1/3T) 
The overland flow depth (hOF) is the difference between the total ponded depth (hpond) and the 
depressional storage (hdep): 
deppondOF hhh   Eq.  3.43 
3.4. Sensitivity analysis 
Before FORmod is used to conduct speculative simulations, it is important to examine the sensitivity 
of the model output to various conceptualisations and parameterisations that are not necessarily 
easily fixed a priori (such as the parameterisations presented in the previous section).  The factors 
considered in this section are: 
 Model domain size 
 Boundary conditions 
 Representation of soil structural changes 
 
Although the model domain size is technically a model parameter, it is impractical to allow it to 
freely vary, as this would require changes in the semi-distributed catchment model grid 
discretisation for each simulation.  As described in section 1.3, one of the working assumptions of 
this Thesis is that the grid size is fixed at 200m.  Hence, the purpose of examining the sensitivity of 
the response to the model domain size is primarily to create an awareness of its significance, which 
may be of importance when considering the performance of the semi-distributed catchment model 
outputs (Chapter 7).  
 
Different conceptualisations of the boundary conditions and soil structural changes cannot be 
represented simply through changes in model parameter values, but in some cases require 
differences in the numerical code.  It is desirable to be able to fix the model structure; therefore the 
purpose of this analysis is to identify whether the model output is sensitive to different 
conceptualisations, and (regardless of the sensitivity) to select the most appropriate 
conceptualisation to implement in FORmod, taking into account both model performance and 
efficiency. 




In order to test these properties, continuous simulations are conducted using soil properties from 
one of the dominant soil types in the test catchment (four soil layers, total 1.5m deep), and tree 
parameters (used in evaporation and interception estimates) for a Corsican pine (from Rutter et al., 
1975).  Simulations are conducted using 15 minute rainfall and weather data from the test 
catchment for a 180 day period from 1 June 2009.  This period was chosen as it includes a range of 
large and small events in both summer and winter periods.  Unless otherwise specified, the 
simulations were conducted for a 200m long hillslope with a slope angle (ω) of 5o, with node 
spacing of dz’=5cm, dx’=10m, and with the downslope boundary set as a seepage face and the 
lower boundary and upslope boundaries set as no-flux. 
 
The differences between simulations due to alternative conceptualisations/parameterisations were 
evaluated using the following measures:  
1) The normalised root mean square error (nRMSE), calculated between the simulation (q)  
and a selected baseline simulation (qbase): 
 

















Eq.  3.44 
2) The mean percentage difference in peak flows between simulations.  The peak flows for 
the five rainfall events  r  that lead to the largest flows  rq  for the simulation period 
under the baseline scenario are extracted.  The mean percentage differences in 
 rq between the baseline scenario and each simulation is referred to as  rq . 
Measure (1) provides a general assessment of the similarity of the entire hydrograph, whereas 
measure (2) specifically evaluates the closeness of the peak flow magnitudes.  The greater the 
absolute values of these measures, the greater the model sensitivity to the specific simulation 
configurations.  Additionally, the computational time for each of the simulations is also considered. 
3.4.1. Model domain length 
Although the model domain length is fixed due to the nature of the semi-distributed model 
application, it is still important to have an understanding of the significance of the domain length 
on the predicted runoff response.  Simulations were conducted for model domain lengths: 20m, 
50m, 100m, 200m, 500m, and 1000m.  The responses were normalised by the domain length 
(yielding flow units of mm hr-1) in order to allow a direct comparison of the unit area runoff.  Table 
3.1 demonstrates the nRMSE and  rq  evaluated with respect to the 200m hillslope simulation 
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(comparing normalised responses in mmhr-1), as well as the normalised simulations time (sm-1) and 
the volume error per unit area (relative to the 200m simulation), where positive values indicate that 
the total runoff is smaller than the 200m simulation.  The table cells are shaded according to the 
magnitude to deviation from the optimal values (nRMSE=0,  rq =0 and minimum normalised 
simulation time). 
 
Table 3.1: Summary of model domain size performance 




Volume error per 
unit area (%/m) 
20 4.84 94.5 5.4 1.72 
50 3.38 33.6 4.5 0.42 
100 1.77 -6.5 5.7 0.46 
200 0.00 0.0 7.7 0.00 
500 1.76 16.8 10.4 -1.60 
1000 2.65 33.8 12.6 -3.53 
 
The 100m simulations lead to the largest peak flows.  For the shorter domain lengths, peak flows 
were attenuated due to relatively increased available subsurface storage; the shorter subsurface flow 
paths allow the hillslope to dewater more rapidly.  For the longer domain lengths, relative 
reductions in flow peaks are due to the longer overland flow paths, which act to diffuse the peak 
flow response.  The relative contribution of subsurface flow to the total flow decreases as the 
model domain becomes longer and the total runoff per area increases.  Figure 3.11 shows an 
example from the time series of the normalised flow response for the largest event during the 
simulation period. 
 
Figure 3.11: Time series of normalised flow response for a range of model domain sizes 
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3.4.2. Boundary conditions (bottom and downstream) 
There are multiple potential configurations that could be used to represent the boundary conditions 
in FORmod (with the exception of the surface boundary which is fixed based on the logic tree shown 
in Figure 3.10).  When selecting the boundary conditions it is necessary to consider not only 
conditions that are representative of a physical reality, but also compatibility with the intended 
semi-distributed model application.  One of the major limitations of the nature of the semi-
distributed model used in this Thesis (as developed by Wheater et al., 2008 and described in further 
detail in Chapter 7), is that water cannot be transferred between cells through any mechanism other 
than stream flow (i.e. subsurface fluxes cannot transfer via a subsurface slow flow path).  It is 
therefore necessary that the boundary conditions are designated such that there is a single outflow 
to a stream network so that the mass balance is maintained for each grid cell.  This excludes any 
representation that incorporates deep groundwater fluxes. 
 
With computational efficiency in mind, it is desirable to have the shallowest subsurface 
representation possible, thus allowing for a reduction in subsurface nodes.  The soils at the test 
catchment are all poorly draining shallow soils (see Chapter 6 for a full description).  The nature of 
these soils suggests that the superficial rock that they sit upon has very low permeability.  
Therefore, assuming a no-flux boundary at the base of the soil layer could be a reasonable 
assumption and would significantly reduce the computational cost of the model.   In order to test 
the suitability of this assumption, a series of simulations were conducted where the modelled 
subsurface was extended by a fixed amount (dr) and characterised as a superficial rock deposit with 
variable degrees of weathering (and hence hydraulic conductivity).  Figure 3.12 demonstrates a 
conceptualisation of the proposed model domain and boundary conditions.  At the downslope 
boundary (C-E) a mixed fixed-head/seepage face boundary is assumed.  Conceptually, this is 
equivalent to setting a fixed depth stream at the base of the slope (at a depth ds below the ground 
surface).  While in reality the stream head will change, this simplification does not require a 
streamflow module to be coupled to FORmod.  Above the height of the stream (D-E), the boundary 
is fixed as a seepage face, and below the stream level, the boundary (C-D) is set as fixed head.  The 
lower boundary (B-C) and upslope boundary (A-B) are set as a no flux boundaries.  The ground 
surface boundary (A-E) follows the procedure outlined in section 3.3.3. 
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Figure 3.12: Boundary condition conceptualisation 
 
Simulations for combinations of four different stream levels (ds), three different superficial rock 
thicknesses (dr) and three different superficial rock hydraulic conductivities (KS,R) were conducted.  
For the purposes of comparison, the simulation with dR=0m and dS=-1.5m  was set as the baseline.   
The variations of the performance relative to the baseline simulation were evaluated based on the 
nRMSE (Table 3.2), the  rq  (Table 3.3) and the simulation run time (Table 3.4).  The tables are 
shaded on a linear scale based on their cell values. 
 
Table 3.2: Boundary condition performance: nRMSE 
KS,R 1 - 0.001 0.01 0.1 
 dR2 
ds3  
0 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 
0 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.50 0.49 0.55 
-0.5 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.34 0.45 
-1.0 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.24 0.52 
-1.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.22 0.39 0.68 
Notes: Units – (1) md-1, (2) m, (3) m. 
Table 3.3: Boundary condition performance:  rq  
KS,R1 - 0.001 0.01 0.1 
 dR2 
ds3  
0 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 
0 -0.001 0.022 0.046 0.081 0.165 0.309 0.538 0.981 1.808 4.278 
-0.5 -0.001 0.022 0.046 0.080 0.165 0.309 0.538 0.982 1.808 4.278 
-1.0 0.000 0.023 0.046 0.081 0.166 0.310 0.538 0.982 1.809 4.279 
-1.5 0.000 0.023 0.046 0.081 0.166 0.310 0.538 0.982 1.810 4.280 
Notes: Units – (1) md-1, (2) m, (3) m. 
 
Table 3.4: Boundary condition performance simulation time 
KS,R1 - 0.001 0.01 0.1 





0 1 2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 
0 528 652 854 1228 633 852 1203 660 754 1225 
-0.5 498 599 778 1141 598 783 1222 528 853 1203 
-1.0 460 564 788 1174 611 802 1163 668 599 782 
-1.5 503 619 718 1039 570 714 1047 498 1038 611 
Notes: Units – (1) md-1, (2) m, (3) m. 
 
Each measure is most sensitive to a different one of the three tested model parameters.  Based on 
the nRMSE, the response is most sensitive to the boundary stream depth (ds).  This is mostly due to 
differences in baseflow.  As ds approaches zero the predicted baseflow decreases.  In contrast, the 
peak flow response is most sensitive to the soil transmissivity (soil depth times hydraulic 
conductivity).  The subsurface makes very little contribution to the total peak flow response, and 
hence the downslope boundary condition does not play an important role.  However the 
transmissivity governs the total amount of storage available at the start of the rainfall event, and 
hence plays an important role in reducing the peak flow runoff.  The simulation time period is most 
sensitive to the soil depth, as this directly controls the number of nodes used in the numerical 
procedure. 
 
As the largest KS,R values are much higher than might be expected in the superficial rock in the test 
catchment, the inclusion of a deeper superficial rock layer was assessed to be unnecessary in terms 
of the prediction of peak flow.  This assumption would need to re-evaluated if the model were to 
be applied to another catchment. 
3.4.3. Representation of soil structural changes 
In the review of forest literature (Chapter 2), the influence of tree roots on soil structure was noted 
to be an important mechanism through which trees influence hillslope hydrology.  However, the 
model representation presented thus far has not taken into account these effects on subsurface 
flow.  Tree roots are likely to impact the magnitude and distribution of: 
1) Hydraulic conductivity and infiltration rates. 
2) Soil porosity. 
3) Presence and density of macropores. 
 
A series of tests have been conducted in order to investigate the significance of these three factors 
on the predictions of peak flows, taking into account the expected uncertainty in values taken from 
the literature used to parameterise these changes.  
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Firstly, it is assumed that the degree of soil structural changes will be proportional to the rooting 
density.  This is in accordance with the field observations of Aubertin (1971), who found that the 
distribution of macropores mirrored the rooting distribution.  Similarly, decay of hydraulic 
conductivity with depth is observed in field surveys of forest soils.  Although reduction in hydraulic 
conductivity is generally expected in soils even without trees present, it is assumed that tree roots 
will enhance this already natural tendency.  In section 3.3.2 the parameter Γ (the cumulative root 
distribution) has already been derived to scale properties according to the rooting density (Eq.  
3.33).  It is assumed that changes in porosity can be represented by a scaled saturated water content 
(θS*), given by: 
   kSS kiki 1,,*  Eq.  3.45 
Where: 
 Ωθ dimensionless θS perturbation parameter (-) 
 i x’ direction node number (-) 
 k z’ direction node number (-) 
 
It is assumed that changes in saturated hydraulic conductivity can be represented by replacing the 
hydraulic conductivity (KS) in the governing equations with a scaled saturated hydraulic 
conductivity: 
 KkSS kiki KK  1,,*  Eq.  3.46 
Where: 
 ΩK dimensionless KS perturbation parameter (LT-1) 
When Ωθ and ΩK are equal to zero, 
kiki SS ,,
*   and 
kiki SS KK ,,
*  .  For the purposes of the 
sensitivity analysis, Ωθ and ΩK  are sampled independently. 
 
Selecting meaningful values of ΩK based on information from the literature is challenging, as the 
methods used to measure in situ hydraulic conductivity, (such as infiltrometers and borehole 
permeameters), are not capable of assessing point values of hydraulic conductivity; the methods 
inherently incorporate some degree of depth averaging.  In order to investigate the increases in 
infiltration observed for different values of ΩK, a series of virtual fixed head infiltrometer tests were 
conducted using the Richards’ equation subsurface model with the baseline soil and site parameters 
described previously.  ΩK was set as the desired fraction increase in infiltration.   For each value of 
ΩK, the modelled steady state infiltration rate was normalised by the baseline infiltration rate; this 
allows comparison against the F/G ratios (forest hydraulic conductivity divided by grazed hydraulic 
conductivity) values from the literature presented in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1).  In theory, the simulated 
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values of F/G should be equal to ΩK.  An alternative hypothesis is that the ratio of F/G is equal to 
















 Eq.  3.47 
 
This alternative hypothesis is only expected to apply in cases with shallow soils, such as those 
observed in the test catchment.  Figure 3.13 shows the results of the virtual falling head tests, 
comparing estimate and simulated values of F/G. 
 
Figure 3.13: expected values of F/G against the simulated 
values of F/G, based on estimates from either ΩK or ΩK*. 
 
In all cases the simulated ratios of steady state infiltration were significantly larger than ratios 
predicted by the values of ΩK, and were more reasonably approximated by ΩK*.  This is because the 
time that the simulations took to reach steady state was sufficient for the shallow soil column to 
become saturated, at which point, the infiltration rate is governed by the lateral fluxes (note, slope 
angle will also play an important role in these cases).  Therefore, the steady state infiltration rates 
reflect the integrated hydraulic conductivity of the soil ΩK*, rather than the properties of just the 
soil surface.  As such, FORmod was adjusted to allow ΩK* to be user specified (based on information 
from the literature, as demonstrated in Table 2.1), and then Eq.  3.47 can be solved for ΩK, which 
can be used in Eq.  3.46 to derive KS*. 
 
Representing changes in soil properties using scaled hydraulic conductivity (KS*) and scaled 
saturated water content (θs*) neglects the fact that the cause of these changes is most likely related to 
increased macropores in the soil.  Macropores affect soil infiltration and the redistribution of soil 
water (Beven and Germann, 1982).  Traditional Darcinian approaches are not sufficient to 
represent these processes; using bulk conductivity values homogenises the response, thus 
overestimating flow responses from the soil matrix (particularly in unsaturated conditions) and 
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underestimating the speed of response in the macropores in saturated and near-saturated 
conditions.  
 
Macropores can be represented in a Richards’ equation subsurface model through a variety of 
different conceptualisations.  These representations range from the simple to complex and 
invariably introduce a number of additional parameters.  Gerke (2006) provides a succinct summary 
of the variety of techniques that are in current use to represent macropores, classifying the 
techniques into the following four classes (in order of increasing complexity): 
Type 1 Single domain models 
Type 2 Double porosity models 
Type 3 Discrete macropore models 
Type 4 Dual/multi-permeability models 
 
Single domain models (Type 1) represent macroporosity through composite water retention and 
hydraulic conductivity functions, the most common of which is the “double hump” type equations 
(e.g. Durner et al., 1999).  This representation requires the introduction of three additional 
parameters for each soil layer: a weighting parameter and van Genuchten α and n values for the 
macropore system.  Equilibrium is assumed between the flow domains, allowing the hydraulic 
functions to be added together through linear superposition.  Double porosity models (Type 2) 
assume water flow only occurs in the macropore domain.  The matrix can retain water and 
exchange with the macropore domain, but matrix flow is not allowed (Simunek et al., 2003).  This 
conceptualisation may be suitable for fracture systems in rocks (Gerke, 2006), or other low 
permeability media; however the conceptualisation is not compatible with macroporous forest soils.  
Discrete macropore models (Type 3) explicitly represent macropores as either tubes or planes and 
use hydraulic equations to describe the flows in these networks and exchanges between the 
networks and the matrix.  While these types of models are conceptually appealing, the level of data 
required to develop a suitable model structure for a given application is generally not available 
(Gerke, 2006) and again this class of models are generally more applicable for fractured rock 
systems.   
 
The most complex representation is a dual/multi permeability representation (Type 4).  Two (or 
more) separate domains are represented, each with their own hydraulic properties, and mass 
transfers between the systems.  Typically the matrix domain is represented by Richards’ equation.  
The macropore region may also be represented by Richards’ equation (e.g. Gerke and van 
Genuchten, 1993), or empirical or dynamic flow relationships such as the kinematic wave equation 
(e.g. Larsbo and Jarvis, 2003).   For a model where both domains are represented by Richards’ 
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equation, an additional six parameters are introduced to describe the macropore hydraulic 
properties as well as a weighting parameter (describing the relative contributions of the two 
domains) and at least one parameter to scale the rate of mass exchange between the two domains.   
 
Due to the unsuitable conceptualisation of the type 2 model and the modelling burden and limited 
data available to implement types 3 and 4, the type 1, single domain structure, has been 
implemented in FORmod in order to conduct a series of conceptualisation sensitivity tests.   
 
The composite water retention functions used to represent macropores as given by Durner et al. 











































































 Eq. 3.49 
Where: 
 i domain number  
 k total number of domains  
 w weighting fact for each domain (between 0 and 1)  
All other parameters are as defined in section 3.3.1. 
 
In order to investigate the relative importance of changes in hydraulic conductivity, changes in 
porosity and the presence of macropores on hillslope runoff response, a series of numerical 
experiments were performed using FORmod.  A baseline scenario was established to which 
successive soil structural changes were added.  The objective of this sensitivity analysis is to assess 
whether a dual porosity representation of macropores should be included in the model. 
 
Three different scenarios were considered and are summarised in Table 3.5, where crosses indicate 
processes and parameters included in the scenario model structure. 
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Table 3.5: Summary of scenarios for soil 























1.  x   ΩK* 
2.  x x  ΩK*, Ωθ 
3. x x x ΩK*, Ωθ,, α2, n2, w2 
 
As the difference between the scenarios will be dependent on the selected parameter values, one 
hundred parameter sets were randomly sampled from prior ranges (shown in Table 3.6) for each of 
the additional parameters shown in Table 3.5.  The rooting extinction coefficient (rd) was fixed at 
0.95 for all simulations. 
 
Table 3.6: Parameter ranges for macroporosity 
conceptualisation tests 
   
Parameter Lower limit Upper limit 
ΩK
* 1 19 
Ωθ 0.05 0.25 
α2 2 30 
n2 2 15 
 
Ranges for ΩK* and Ωθ can be taken from the literature, but values for α2, n2 and w are more difficult 
to define.  Values for α2 and n2 have been sampled from a wide range in order investigate the 
sensitivity of the flow response to these values.  To ensure that at very low suctions the original 







 *1  and 12 1 ww   Eq. 3.50 
The weighting factor (w) is also scaled with depth in the same distribution as the roots, allowing the 
influence of the macropores to decrease exponentially with depth, ultimately tending towards the 
baseline θ(ψ) and K( ψ) relationships. 
 
This macropore implementation assumes that the increase in porosity related to forests occurs due 
to the development of macropores; however it could be expected that along with the increased 
macropores that there will be a general improvement in the soil quality, particularly due to the 
increase in organic material, which would then cause the θ(ψ) and K( ψ) relationships to tend 
towards those that are simply scaled.  As such, the macropore representation is an extreme 
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conceptualisation.  Examples of the θ(ψ) and K( ψ) curves for one of the soil layers, for one of the 
parameter sets, are shown in Figure 3.14.   
 
Figure 3.14: Example composite hydraulic relationships.   KS= 1.38, 
KS*=13.29, θS=0.45,  θS*=0.55, α1=4.35, n1=1.24, α2=8.7 and n2=10.5. 
 
The composite equations represent macropores through increases in water content only at near 
saturated conditions, and K values remain elevated over this same range of matric potential to 
represent the high contribution of macropores to the total hydraulic conductivity.  Note, due to the 
definition of the weighting factor (w) given by Eq. 3.50, the baseline and macropore water content 
converge, but the hydraulic conductivity does not.  This is due to the nature of the composite 
equations (Eq. 3.48, Eq. 3.49).  If the weighting factor were selected to force convergence for the 
hydraulic conductivity, the macropore water content at low matric potential would be lower than 
the baseline water content.   However, the absolute difference in the hydraulic conductivity at low 
matric potential is very small, therefore it is expected that this difference may have less of an impact 
than the difference in water content, if the weighting factor were derived to ensure K convergence.    
 
As each of the different scenarios is represented by an ensemble (with the exception of baseline), 
the nRMSE between each simulation of each of the scenarios was evaluated.  The maximum, 
minimum, mean and median nRMSE values between each of the scenarios are shown in Table 3.7 
and Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.7: Differences soils structural change representations: nRMSE between 
scenario maximum and minimum time series 
  maximum nRMSE  (%) 
  Baseline 1 2 3 
Baseline  4.36 4.49 5.06 
1 1.07  0.74 1.77 












3 1.77 0.24 0.21  
 
Table 3.8: Differences soils structural change representations: nRMSE between 
scenario mean and median time series 
  median nRMSE (%) 
  Baseline 1 2 3 
Baseline  3.79 3.90 4.46 
1 3.46  0.28 1.13 










3 4.12 1.09 0.93  
 
Sample hydrographs of the ensembles for scenario 1 and scenario 3 are shown in Figure 3.15.  The 
ensemble for scenario 2 is not shown, as it is indistinguishable from scenario 3 for the image scale.   
 
Figure 3.15: Times series of ensembles from scenario 1 (black lines) and scenario 3 (grey area) 
 
Figure 3.16 shows scatter plots of the model parameters against the values of nRMSE computed 
against the baseline for each of the scenarios.   The plots show that the variability in nRMSE is 
almost completely explained by ΩK* for all scenarios. 
 
There is strong evidence to suggest that macropores influence forest subsurface hydrology (Koide 
and Wheater, 1992; Wheater et al., 2008), and a macropore representation in the model should be 
included if the dynamics of the response are sufficiently different from a simpler representation 
based only on Ks*.  In order to assess whether the macropore representations are dynamically 
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different from the scaled Ks simulations, each of the macropore simulations (scenario 3) were 
compared individually against each of the Ks* simulations (scenario 1) based on the nRMSE.  For 
values of ΩK* less than 14, the macropore simulations could be well represented by simulations 
from the Ks* simulations where the mapping between simulations was approximately 1.3xΩK*.  This 
suggests that the same dynamic response of the macropore representations can be captured by 
increasing ΩK* in the simpler scenario 1 structure. 
 
Figure 3.16: Scatter plots of soil structural change parameter values 
 
Given the extremely high levels of uncertainty related to ΩK* (recall table 4.1, which suggests that 
ΩK* could potentially be significantly larger than the range tested in these simulations), the 
variability introduced by the macropores is not as significant as the variability introduced due to the 
uncertainty in ΩK*.  Because of this, as well as the lack of identifiability of the macropore 
parameters (w, α2, n2), the full macropore representation is not included in FORmod, and 
macropores are assumed to be represented by variation in ΩK*.  If ΩK* could be more precisely 
defined, it may be necessary to re-evaluate this simplifying assumption.  
3.5. Model limitations 
FORmod has a number of limitations, largely due to the lack of data for model verification and due 
to assumptions made to reduce model complexity.  The appropriateness of the numerous 
assumptions and simplifications noted in the text should also be reconsidered when applying 
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FORmod to sites with different characteristics than those in the test catchment, and also when 
examining responses other than the total model runoff (i.e. groundwater levels).  Most assumptions 
have been made within the context of thin upland soils overlying low-permeability rock.  The 
sensitivities discussed in section 3.4  could be altered under significantly different site conditions.  
Specific limitations include: 
1) Macropores are not explicitly represented, it is assumed that these processes are 
represented by ΩK*. 
2) Following tree planting, changes in infiltration and drainage rates are both assumed to be 
controlled by ΩK*; this assumes that increases in conductivity are isotropic. 
3) Surface roughness coefficients are not allowed to vary with flow depth. 
4) Trees are not individually represented; soil structural changes and effective rainfall are 
evenly distributed to the land surface, whereas in reality differences are observed with 
distance from the tree trunks. 
5) Complex hillslope geometry is not accounted for. 
6) Heterogeneity is not accounted for. 
7) Tree growth and life cycles are not included.  The model assumes temporally stationary 
forest parameters (except for annual cycles for deciduous trees). 
8) Soils are assumed to be isotropic and non-hysteretic, even though the inclusion of 
hysteresis in forest soil simulations has been shown to improve performance (Ebel et al., 
2007b) 
9) Forestry management techniques are not incorporated into the model; these include: roads, 
ground preparation and clear felling techniques. 
3.6. Generalised sensitivity analysis 
A series of simulations have been conducted to explore the hydrological response throughout the 
potential FORmod parameter space.  The purpose of this sensitivity analysis is to identify those 
parameters to which the model response is most sensitive; parameters which are insensitive can 
potentially be fixed for further simulations.  The sensitivity analysis can also provide insights into 
the processes which are the most important in determining the runoff response, and hence provide 
some insight in the hydrological response of forested hillslopes with shallow soils. 
 
The parameter ranges used in these simulations are shown in Table 3.9.  Soil parameter ranges (θS, 
θr, α, n and Ks) were taken from the NSRI soils database, which provides soil hydraulic properties 
for all soil associations within the UK.  Characteristics of trees were selected to represent a range of 
different species (both deciduous and coniferous).  The simulations were tested with seven design 
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storms taken from the Flood Estimation Handbook (Robson and Reed, 1999b), assuming a winter 
profile. The seven events were: 10 year return period with 1 hour duration, 10 year 2 hour, 10 year 
6 hour, 10 year 12 hour, 10 year 18 hour, 2 year 12 hour and 50 year 12 hour.  Synthetic weather 
data were used in order to estimate evaporation potential.  Weather properties (e.g. temperature, 
humidity, and wind speed) were selected based on upper and lower limits typically observed in the 
UK uplands, and were set as constants for the simulation period.  The downslope boundary was set 
as a seepage face.  All simulations had initially saturated soils which were allowed to drain for a 
number of days (represented by the parameter i.c in Table 3.9).  Table 3.9 also contains the 
following additional five simulation variables that are composites of other parameters: 
(1) Effective porosity:  
  rSe    1  Eq. 3.51 
(2) Drainable porosity (difference between θs and θ(-1m))  
      mnrSfree  111    Eq. 3.52 
(3) Transmissivity  
*
KSS dKT   Eq. 3.53 
(4) Potential open water evaporation (PEo) and (5) potential transpiration (PEt) calculated using Eq. 
3.14. 
 
1000 parameter sets (Θ) were randomly sampled from the prior parameter ranges in order to 
sample responses for the potential parameter space.  The sampling procedure does not account for 
any potential correlation between parameters.  As such, some unrealistic parameter combinations 
arise.  The additional combined parameters highlight some of these discrepancies with reality, such 
as 47 PEt values predicted above 10 mmd-1 and 80 effective porosity values simulated below 0.2. 
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Table 3.9: Parameter ranges for generalised sensitivity analysis. 
 






Slope angle ω 0.5 20 o 




initial condition i.c. 0 5 d 
Saturated water content θS 0.375 0.635 - 
Residual water content θr 0.075 0.275 - 
van Genuchten alpha α 3.5 15 - 
van Genuchten n n 1.2 1.6 - 
Saturated hydraulic conductivity KS 0.5 10 md-1 
Hydraulic conductivity scalar ΩK* 1 19 - 
Porosity scalar Ωθ 0 0.3 - 
Root extinction coefficient rd   - 
Critical water capacity Sec 0.2 0.5 - 
Effective porosity φe 0.56 0.12 - 








Transmissivity TS 433 0.2 m2d-1 
Depressional storage hdep 0 3 m Surface 
properties Surface Manning’s n nof 0.035 0.16 - 
Tree height df 6 50 m 
Canopy storage Sc 0.4 2.1 mm 
Trunk storage ST 0.125 0.9 mm 
Dripping to trunk pd 0.04 0.15 - 
Covered area c 0.05 0.8 - 









Bulk surface resistance rs 60 180 sm-1 
Wind speed Ua 0 10 ms-1 
Temperature T -5 30 oC 
Net Radiation Rn 0 800  
Soil heat flux scalar frg 0.1 0.5 - 
Relative humidity rh 40 100 - 
Atmospheric Pressure Pa 970 1040 kPa 





Potential transpiration PEt 22 0.03 mmd-1 
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For each simulation (parameter set and rainfall event) the peak flow, qp, and the time to peak, tp 
were evaluated (note the time to peak was taken from the start of the rainfall event).  Due to the 
large number of samples, scatter plots of each parameter against qP and tP are difficult to interpret.   
The same information can be visualised more successfully using contour plots.  The contour plots 
are created by dividing each parameter set into ten different percentile ranges, Θp(i).  Taking the 
average of qp across all seven events ( pq ) for each parameter set, percentiles of  )(ippq   were 
calculated and are plotted against Θp(i) and are shown in Figure 3.17.   The same procedure was 
conducted for the time to peak and is shown in Figure 3.18.   For each parameter, the correlation 
coefficient (cc) with pq  (otherwise known as Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficients) is 
calculated, where:: 
    

























qcc  Eq. 3.54 
Where: 
 Θj the jth model parameter  
 
pq  the mean peak flow across the seven events  
 
pq  the mean of pq across the 1000 parameter sets  
 N the total number of samples (or parameter sets)  
 k sample index number  
 
The correlation coefficient provides a measure of the strength of the linear relationship between 
each parameter and pq .  Note, this is not a direct measure of sensitivity, as the correlation 
coefficient only indicates the strength of the relationship and not the slope of the relationship.  The 
sensitivity of each parameter can be assessed visually in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18, by looking at 
the how the median values change with changes in the parameter value; the steeper the slope, the 
more sensitive the parameter.  In some cases, (for example the transmissivity), the parameter 
sensitivity changes with the parameter value, and can become insensitive for certain parameter 
ranges; these parameters can be described as locally sensitive.  In most other cases, the relationship 
is almost linear, indicating a consistent global sensitivity. 
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Figure 3.17: variation of  )(ippq   with Θ for FORmod parameters.  Only the 16 
parameters with the largest significant absolute correlation coefficients are shown.   
Shades of grey represent (from lightest to darkest) the 5-95%, 15-85%, 25-75%,35-65% 
and 45-55% percentile ranges. 




Figure 3.18: variation of  )(ippt   with Θ for FORmod parameters.   Notes as per Figure 
3.18. 
 
The initial condition (i.c.) appears to be the most important factor governing both the magnitude of 
both  pq and  pt .  The sensitivity of  pq to i.c. reduces as the initial drainage period (i.c.) 
increases.  Both  pq and  pt  are sensitive to the hydraulic conductivity, with larger values of 
KS leading to reductions in  pq  and increases in  pt .  The significance of this effect appears 
to decrease as KS increases.  The relationship between the transmissivity (TS) and  pq  is strongly 
non-linear.  At the lowest range of TS,  pq  is highly dependent on TS, however, it appears that 
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there is a threshold (approx. TS=50m2d-1) where  pq  becomes independent of TS.   The only 
parameters specifically related to the presence of trees that affect  pq  are c, ΩK* and rd, 
although their effects are not as strong as those of KS and i.c..  Although  pq  is observed to 
decrease with increasing evaporation (both PEo and PEt), the variability in the evaporation is mostly 
explained by the climatic variables, rather than the height of the tree (df) or bulk surface resistance 
(rsc).   
 
The peak flow sensitivities vary with both the magnitude and the duration of the event.  The 
distributions of qp show less variation as the duration becomes longer and the magnitude becomes 
larger.  This is reflected in the correlation coefficients, which generally all reduced as the variance in 
qp reduced.   The sensitivities are more strongly non-linear for the short duration rainfall events.  
For shorter duration events, the tree specific parameters, such as ΩK*, nof and hdep, play a more 
important role, but contribute less to the prediction of runoff from long duration events.   The 
longer the event, the greater the influence of interception on the peak flow response (PEo and c). 
 
The results of the generalised sensitivity analysis suggest that the presence of trees tends to be a 
second order control on peak runoff.   Site factors, such as baseline hydraulic conductivity and 
slope angle, as well as weather patterns (both rainfall event size and duration as well as time 
between events) play a much larger role in determining the magnitude of peak runoff response.  
This highlights the value of conducting continuous simulation models that allow the analysis of a 
variety of realistic rainfall events and initial conditions.  
3.7. Summary and conclusions  
The main processes and responses associated with afforested, shallow soil, hillslopes, as interpreted 
from the literature, have been captured in a custom developed physics based model, FORmod.  
While the model has features of many existing unsaturated zone models, the model is advantageous 
for the current application as it allows full user control, and combines together model features to 
represent the controlling hydrological processes related to afforested hillslopes with thin soils and 
impermeable bedrock.  In particular, the combination of: the SWAP surface boundary condition to 
a 2-dimensional model, the coupling of an overland flow routine, the inclusion of root 
parameterisation and the associated affects on soil hydraulic conductivity, and the integration of the 
Valente interception model, makes the model unique.  Although the model is limited to mature 
forest stands and does not account for particular forestry management practices, it can be applied 
to examine the long-term hydrological implications of mature forested areas. 




Although the model has not been tested against any runoff observations, many of the model 
components, such as the Penman-Monteith equation and the Valente interception model (sections 
3.2.3 and 3.2.4) have been widely tested in field applications and parameter values are well 
constrained.  Greater uncertainty is associated with representations of change in subsurface soil 
properties associated with LULM changes and the representation of macropores, and this will be 
reflected in the scenario applications by wide uncertainty bounds for the prior parameter ranges.    
 
Based on an exploration of the model sensitivity to various conceptualisations, it was concluded 
that a no flux boundary at the interface of the soil layers and the superficial geology could be 
applied.  This significantly decreases computational time, but it is noted that this assumption is 
made in light of site specific knowledge for the test catchment, and would have to be reconsidered 
for applications in locations with different geology (for example, even small losses at the lower 
boundary may have significant influence on the generation of saturation excess overland flow e.g. 
Ahuja and Ross, 1983).  Also, it was concluded that a macropore representation based on the 
double-hump porosity model was not warranted; the additional variation in response introduced by 
the scheme was small compared to the variation associated with the uncertainty in the change in 
hydraulic conductivity associated with the trees.  This assumption would need to be reassessed for 
applications to other soil types, and also if further field information was available in order to 
constrain ΩK*. 
 
The results of the generalised sensitivity analysis indicate that the characteristics of trees have a 
second order control on the magnitude of runoff response, with initial conditions (and parameters 
affecting initial conditions) typically explaining the greatest variability in the simulated responses.  
The sensitivity of the model response to changes in parameter values is also dependent on the 
nature of the rainfall event and initial conditions.  Notably, the sensitivity analysis was only for sites 
with trees; vegetation specific parameters may have greater sensitivity when comparing differences 
between LULM scenarios (i.e. comparing grassland to forests).  
 
This chapter has highlighted a number of challenges associated with a priori model development.  
Without local observations, it is always going to be difficult to constrain some of the model 
conceptualisations (such as boundary conditions and macropores), and the assumptions used to 
construct the final model structure should be carefully considered when applying the model.   
Although some processes associated with forests are well explored by previous researchers, gaps in 
the process understanding, particularly related to the subsurface, as well as the correlation between 
forest properties, are still poorly defined.  Despite these limitations, it is finally concluded that the 
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model is considered suitable for exploring LULM impacts, within an uncertainty framework, and 
with due attention to structural limitations identified during the model development.  
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Chapter 4. Peatland hydrology literature 
review 
Peatlands are distributed across the globe, from the tropics to the high latitudes, and cover 
approximately 3% of the Earth’s surface.  These environments are of particular ecological value due 
to their unique and diverse biodiversity.  Moreover, they store soil carbon and water; it is estimated 
that 10% of the world’s freshwater resources and up to one-third of global soil carbon are stored in 
peatlands (Rubec, 2005). 
 
In the UK, 87 % of peat covered areas take the form of blanket peat.  The UK uplands include 
approximately 2.9 M ha of blanket peatland (Holden et al., 2004), constituting approximately 15% 
of the global amount of blanket peatland (Milne and Brown, 1997).  These regions have 
traditionally been used for low density farming, energy, forestry and game rearing.  In recent times, 
in recognition of the significant ecosystem services provided by peatlands (including biodiversity, 
carbon sequestration, water supply, and recreation,  Bonn et al., 2009), many areas of upland 
blanket peatland have been designated as ‘Sites of Special Scientific Interest’, ‘Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty’, ‘Special Protection Areas’, ‘Environmentally Sensitive Areas’, ‘Special Areas of 
Conservation’ and ‘National Nature Reserves’ (Condliffe, 2009).  Peatlands also generate a large 
proportion of the UK water supply; therefore water quality and colour are also significant 
considerations (Armstrong et al., 2010).  The management of these areas is thus of interest to a 
range of stakeholders, including physical and social scientists, land owners and managers.  Given 
the inherent significance of the upper areas of catchments for downstream flooding, the 
management of upland blanket peatland also has the potential to affect flood risk. 
 
In this chapter a review of a number of studies investigating peatland catchment characteristics, 
peat physical characteristics, the effects of drainage management in peatlands and approaches to 
modelling the hydrology of peatlands is presented.  The review focuses primarily on bog peats, 
which are typically found in the uplands, and in particular for thick blanket peat deposits, but not 
shallow organic soils. 
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4.1. What is peat? 
Peat formation occurs when organic material decomposition is slow owing to anaerobic conditions 
associated with water logging (Allaby, 2008).  In the UK, the deposit must be greater than 40cm 
thick and have more than 50% organic content to be classified as a peat soil (Allaby, 2008; Bradley, 
1996). 
 
Peatlands tend to be classified firstly due to their morphology, and then secondly by their degree of 
fibrosity and degree of humification.  Figure 4.1 presents a summary of peat classification, 
demonstrating the increasingly detailed levels of characterisation.  The diagram is based on 
descriptions provided in Avery (1990).  The first division of peat types is into fens and bogs.  In fen 
peats, dissolved metals in the groundwater neutralise the acidity in the peats, leading to dark 
structureless peat (Allaby, 2008).  Such peats are classified as being minerotrophic because the water 
is supplied from groundwater that contains dissolved minerals.  In contrast, bog peats are highly 
acidic and vary greatly due to the type of plant materials that make up their composition.  The water 
in bog peats is supplied from rain water, therefore they are classified as ombrotrophic (Avery, 
1990).  The further divisions are related to the degree of decomposition (or humification) of the 
organic materials that make up the soil. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: General peat classification diagram(derived from description in Avery, 1990) 
 
Blanket peat deposits are typically found draped over gently rolling terrain in areas with a cool 
climate, high rainfall and impeded substrate drainage.  Typically, peatlands exhibit two major zones: 
the upper layer (acrotelm), which is composed of live and decaying plant material and can range 
from 5 to 50 cm thick, and a lower zone (catotelm), which is denser, usually saturated and anoxic 
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(Evans et al., 1999; Holden and Burt, 2003b; Ingram, 1978; Ingram, 1983).  The boundary between 
the layers is dependent on the mean water table level (Evans et al., 1999).  The dry bulk density of 
peats is typically 85 – 160 kgm-3  and total porosity is typically between 88-92% (Shibchurn et al., 
2005), although the effective porosity (that porosity that contributes to bulk flow) tends to be much 
lower than this (10-50%) (Deeks et al., 2004).   
4.2. General hydrological processes and responses of peat 
catchments 
Although peat itself consists of almost 90% water, much of this water is tightly bound in the 
decaying organic material.  As a consequence, the sponge analogy of peatlands is inaccurate, as 
although they hold a significant volume of water, its movement is heavily restricted, and these areas 
have very little ability to absorb and store additional water. Catchments with high peat coverage are 
observed to have a very flashy response to rainfall events (Bragg, 2002; Evans et al., 1999; Holden 
et al., 2001) and generally low base flows in the catchment waterways.  Peat catchments are 
generally observed to have high water tables that typically coincide with the top of the catotelm.  
Water tables in blanket peats of the North Pennines are observed to vary between 0cm and 40cm 
from the ground surface and are highly responsive to changes in the soil water balance (Evans et al., 
1999). 
 
The low baseflows observed in peat catchments can be attributed to the low hydraulic conductivity 
of the deeper peat layers.  Compared to the acrotelm, the catotelm is more compacted due to 
greater humification of the material and therefore has a greater bulk density (Holden and Burt, 
2002a) and a smaller volume of voids in the substrate, which also leads to reduced saturated 
hydraulic conductivity.  In contrast, the acrotelm generally has a relatively high hydraulic 
conductivity.  Shallow throughflow along the boundary of the acrotelm and catotelm is a significant 
flow mechanism due to the contrast in hydraulic conductivities between the two layers (Holden and 
Burt, 2003a). 
 
Surface runoff in peat catchments is generally observed to be due to saturation excess (Holden and 
Burt, 2002a), where runoff is produced because the subsurface is completely saturated.  With high 
water tables, soil water storage does not contribute significantly to the attenuation of winter floods 
(Bragg, 2002).  However, micro-relief elements (Kellner and Halldin, 2002), and land cover 
(Grayson et al., 2010; Holden et al., 2008; Weiss, 1998) both significantly affect runoff, as they can 
provide local storage and increase the effective roughness of the surface.  Infiltration is also 
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observed to vary with both rainfall intensity and seasonally due to the hydrophobic nature of dry 
peat and the development of cracks in the surface under dry conditions (Holden and Burt, 2002a). 
 
A dominance of macropores in the flows from peat soils has been observed in a number of studies 
(Baird, 1997; Carey et al., 2007; Holden et al., 2001).  Macropores due to voids created from the 
decaying plant material are particularly important in the acrotelm and contribute significantly to the 
high hydraulic conductivity of this layer (Holden, 2009).  Macropores due to cracking are also 
observed in peats after dry periods.  During rainfall events following dry conditions, water seeping 
into the soil is observed to be directed through these desiccation cracks to the lower catotelm, 
leading to a more rapid groundwater response (Holden and Burt 2002; Schwarzel et al. 2002).  A 
strong correlation is observed between the reduction of surface runoff in periods following 
droughts and dry summer periods, which is largely attributed to the development of these seasonal 
macropores (Holden and Burt, 2003a). 
 
Pipeflow has also been found to be a considerable contributor to streamflow in the Moor House 
catchment in the North Pennines of England.  Pipes can couple the shallow acrotelm with the 
deeper catotelm, and can contribute between 10-30% of the total flow, although their relative 
contribution to runoff is lower under saturated conditions, due to the dominance of overland flow 
processes (Holden, 2005).  Soil pipe formation occurs most frequently in impermeable and poorly 
drained soils (Jones, 1997).   Soil pipes in blanket peats have been noted to develop along lines of 
structural weakness and preferential flow paths of water (Holden and Burt, 2003a).  The pipes can 
be made up of several branches and complex tributaries (Holden and Burt, 2002b), which adds 
modelling complexity if these type of networks are to be incorporated into a detailed physics based 
model (Jones, 2010). 
 
It should also be noted that the majority of the literature reviewed examines thick peat deposits 
(>1m deep).  Soils with an organic component of less than 50% may exhibit some of the 
characteristic behaviours of peat, but the effect of the combination with mineral soils, and the 
consequences for hydrological processes are not addressed in this study. 
4.3. Physical Properties and small scale processes 
It becomes clear when reviewing the literature, that the physical properties of peat vary vastly, and 
perhaps normal soil classification systems are insufficient to provide a consistent parameterisation 
of hydrological parameters, given the inherent heterogeneity created by the botanical properties of 
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the organic materials that make up the peat.   In the following section some of the key properties 
and processes that impact peatland hydrological function are reviewed. 
4.3.1. Hydraulic Conductivity 
Significant variations are observed in the hydraulic conductivity of peats and are attributed to: land 
cover, depth and morphology.  Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) is the most varying of the peat 
parameters (Letts et al., 2000) with values ranging from 0.1ms-1 (Ingram, 1983) in the upper layer to 
10-10 ms-1 in the deeper layers (Rycroft et al., 1975).  In their studies in the North Penines, Holden 
and Burt (2003a) found throughout the peat matrix that sudden changes of Ks of up to two orders 
of magnitude occurred both laterally and vertically.  Even more significant changes were observed 
between plots that might, under visual inspection, be considered to be very similar, leading them to 
conclude that hill slope scale variability may be more significant than plot scale. 
 
The saturated hydraulic conductivity is also related to the degree of decomposition of the organic 
material (Lapen et al., 2005; Rycroft et al., 1975) with the highest flows observed in peats that are 
high in fibre and light in colour (Rizzuti et al., 2004).  This is due to the greater abundance of 
macropores in peats with lower decomposition and compaction (Holden and Burt, 2003a).  This 
relationship has also been studied by Rizutti et al.  (2004), who examined the hydraulic conductivity 
and pore size distributions of a number of peat cores from a peatland in South Carolina.  They 
developed a linear best fit relationship between increasing in hydraulic conductivity and increasing 
percentage of macropores, with an R2 value of 0.67.  Variability of hydraulic conductivity is also 
observed when applying different measurement techniques.  Baird et al. (1997) found differences in 
saturated conductivity between lab based and field based measurements, with ratios (lab:field) 
ranging from 0.2 to 27.; the authors postulate that this may largely be the result of trapped air 
influences under field conditions.  
 
The saturated hydraulic conductivity of peat decreases with depth (Holden et al. 2001; Van Seters 
2002; Clymo 2004; Surridge et al. 2005), with decreases of as much as five orders of magnitude by a 
depth of 0.4 to 0.8m (Bradley, 1996).  High compaction and greater humification of the material 
leads to a greater bulk density (Holden and Burt, 2002a) and a reduction of the voids in the 
substrate thereby reducing Ks.  While an exponential relationship of the decay of hydraulic 
conductivity with depth has been observed (Clymo, 2004), the exact relationship cannot at this 
stage be generalised due to the wide ranges of data reported in the literature.  This variation with 
depth has been observed to be more significant for the horizontal hydraulic conductivity than the 
vertical hydraulic conductivity in raised bog peat soils (Beckwith et al., 2003).  The saturated 
hydraulic conductivity has also been observed to follow a log-linear relationship with the dry bulk 
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density (Shibchurn et al., 2005; Surridge et al., 2005) and is also found to decrease linearly with 
compression (Kennedy and Price, 2005), properties that are also dependent on the soil depth.   
4.3.2. Volume Changes 
Volume changes in peat occurs due to a number of processes, some of which are irrecoverable, 
including: 
1) Irrecoverable subsidence due to bio-oxidation (Camporese et al., 2006)  
2) Short-term reversible shrinkage/swelling (mire breathing) due to variations of water 
content (Camporese et al., 2006). 
3) Permanent material change due to excessive drying with reduction in original storage 
capacity  (Holden and Burt, 2002a; Kennedy and Price, 2005) 
 
Evidence of volume changes in peat have been noted in groundwater drawdown tests, where S-
curves around the predicted log-linear response of the head recovery have been observed (Clymo, 
2004; Holden and Burt, 2003a).  Hemond and Goldman (1985) suggest that this type of deviation 
from rigid soil theory is due to the variable nature of the water storage in the peat associated with 
shrink/swell cycles. 
 
Changes in peat thickness have been found to be closely related to fluctuations in the water table 
(Price, 2003), with the greatest volume changes observed near the surface in the unsaturated zones 
(Carey et al., 2007; Price, 2003).  The larger changes observed in the upper layers of peat are 
attributed to the greater effective stress due to the large negative pore pressures (Price, 2003).  In 
contrast, surface elevation changes are found to be relatively small in consolidated and mineralised 
peats (Price and Schlotzhauer, 1999).  
 
The exact nature of the shrinking and swelling of peats may be dependent upon the peat structure.  
In particular, Price (2003) notes that for their study site in Quebec, a bog-poor fen complex, that 
volume change was only manifested as elevation changes, as no significant cracks were observed to 
suggest lateral shrinkage or swelling.  This is in contrast to the Moor House blanket peat (UK), 
where lateral shrinking and swelling was observed to be the dominant volume change mechanism, 
with large cracks forming when water content in the peat became low (Holden and Burt, 2002a). 
 
Peat from different locations can have very different compressibility characteristics, even if 
commonly measured soil parameters are noted to be the same (Price et al., 2005).  This inherent 
variability provides some difficulty in terms of the development of a physics based and general 
model of the compressible behaviour of peat and in turn the relationship between the shrink/swell 
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cycles and the water retention curve. In addition to this variability, a highly hysteretic relationship 
exists between the bulk density and the volumetric water content (Kellner and Halldin, 2002; Price 
and Schlotzhauer, 1999), although a more linear relationship (based on scattered data with R2=0.46) 
has been observed between the matric potential and the bulk density (Price and Schlotzhauer, 
1999). 
 
Classical consolidation theory is based on homogeneous and fully saturated soils, and relates void 
ratios to effective stress (Craig, 1997).  In an attempt to represent peat surface elevation changes 
using consolidation theory, (which assumes that deformation is entirely associated with dewatering), 
Price (2003) found that the relative volume changes considerably over-predicted the observed 
surface deformation.  The observed saturated water content also changed more than might be 
expected if it was due simply to the peat deformation (Price, 2003).  This relationship was also 
observed by Kellner and Halldin (2002), who postulated that it could be due to the effects of 
trapped gases or temperature.   
 
Camporese et al. (2006) incorporated the relationship between shrinking and swelling and peat 
water retention characteristics into a modified Richards’ equation model.  The model includes a 
relationship between the porosity and water content that is incorporated into the specific moisture 
capacity term of the Richards’ equation.  The variation introduces two new parameters  
 δ - Shrinkage Geometry factor  
 θo - Threshold gravimetric water content 
 
Both δ and θo are non-dimensional and must be derived by fitting the proposed porosity water 
content relationship to shrinkage curves.  In the reported trial data, values of θo were found to be 
approximately 9%, and δ ranged from 0.59-0.78, decreasing linearly with depth.  The model is only 
applicable to volume changes in the unsaturated zone.  The 1-dimensional model performed well 
against one data set from a drained peatland located south of Venice, although some issues were 
noted due to the incapability of the model to incorporate variation of the soil water retention 
curves with depth.  In order to implement this type of representation in a physics based model, soil 
compression curves would be required and the volume change characteristics would have to be 
accounted for with variable node spacing, which is not a trivial to implement. 
4.3.3. Water Retention Properties 
The relationship between the soil water content and matric potential (or suction) of peat 
(commonly referred to as the water retention curve) has been parameterised using the van 
Genuchten model in a number of studies; the curves from these studies are plotted in Figure 4.2.  
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The figure demonstrates the wide range of peat properties that are observed in the field.  The peats 
represented in this graph vary in depth (specified as ‘d’ in the legend), bulk density and morphology; 
however, a general trend related to increasing depth of the samples is noted by the purple arrow on 
the image.  The thick black lines in Figure 4.2 are the values from Letts et al. (2000), and they 
represent average values for shallow, mid-range and deep layers of peat, based on averaging of 
properties from twelve different studies, each of multiple samples.  These values are used in CLASS 
(Canadian Land Surface Scheme), a national model with the capability to perform soil-climate 
modelling.  Previously the model simulated peat soils as being a shallow sand layer (the acrotelm) 
over a clay layer (the catotelm).  Using the prescribed van Genuchten parameters (van Genuchten, 
1980), an improved model fit was found for both a fen and a bog peat.  The black curves in Figure 
4.2 enclose most of the quoted van Genuchten parameters found in the literature, and therefore 
they serve as an approximation of the natural variability of peat characteristics.  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Ranges of water retention curves from the literature.   The arrow on the 
diagram indicates the trend related to peat depth. 
 
In some studies, peat water retention curves are observed to be highly hysteretic, with the strongest 
hysteresis found in the acrotelm (Schwarzel et al., 2002).  Possible causes of this behaviour  include: 
peat heterogeneity (Kellner and Halldin, 2002); local separation of loosely bonded peat strata 
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creating artificially elevated conductivity (Hemond, 1985); and shrinking/swelling characteristics 
(Schwarzel et al., 2002). 
 
Published analytical models describing the water retention curve (i.e. the van Genuchten model) 
may sufficiently describe the behaviour of peat if the shape parameters of these curves are 
calibrated to peat soils; however, the original experiments performed to derive these relationships 
were based on mineral soils (Weiss, 1998).  The van Genuchten model (simplified by setting the 
residual water content to zero) provided the best fit (compared to two other proposed relationships 
between soil water content and matric potential) for matric potential values closest to saturation for 
a sample of 38 peats (Weiss, 1998).  The van Genuchten parameters were dependent on the bulk 
density of the samples, as well as the surface cover and a formulation for each of the shape 
parameters used in the van Genuchten equations based on these variables was presented (Weiss, 
1998).  The empirical nature of these relationships makes the applicability to other sites 
questionable. 
 
The incorporation of shrink/swell characteristics into the water retention curves leads to 
substantially higher water content ranges at high water tension, due to the dependence of the water 
content on the sample volume (Schwarzel et al., 2002).  The importance of the incorporation of 
shrink/swell characteristics into the water retention models is thereby highlighted. The behaviour is 
also observed in field observations of seasonally variable water retention relationships of peats 
subject to shrinking and swelling (Kennedy and Price, 2005). 
4.3.4. Overland flow roughness 
Not only do peatlands have large variability in the properties that govern subsurface flow, but the 
roughness characteristics of peatlands are also wide ranging.  The relationship between blanket peat 
vegetation and overland flow velocities has recently been investigated by Holden et al. (2008).  In 
their study, runoff characteristics for four main vegetation covers were identified: 
1) Bare. 
2) Eriophorum (Cotton Grass). 
3) Eriophorum/Sphagnum mix. 
4) Sphagnum and Juncus. 




Figure 4.3: Vegetation Types investigated in Holden (2008), (a) Juncus (b) Eriophorum and (c) 
Sphagnum 
 
Based on plot scale sprinkler experiments and measured velocity values, effective roughness 
parameters were derived for each vegetation type.  The difference in Darcy-Weisbach friction 
factors from the smoothest to the roughest peatland surface was greater than a factor of 10.  The 
effective roughness of the peatland surfaces also decreased with flow depth for all vegetation cover 
types (more details about the specific parameterisaton can be found in section 5.3.1).  Overland 
flow velocities have also been investigated for the blanket peatlands in the upper regions of the 
Plynlimon catchment (Newson and Harrison, 1978).  Quoted velocities were similar to those found 
by Holden et al. (2008); however, insufficient information was provided in order to calculate 
surface roughness parameters.  Differences in vegetation cover have also been observed to have a 
significant impact on the runoff response at the small catchment scale (Grayson et al., 2010).   
4.3.5. Peatland Evaporation  
By their very nature, blanket peatlands only form in regions of high rainfall and low 
evapotranspiration.  In a German fen, Schwarzerl et al. (2006) observed that even with high 
potential evaporative demand, the drying of the soil is largely limited to the upper layers (~10cm) of 
the soil.  In contrast, Evans et al. (1999) found that evaporation was the primary control for 
drawdown in the catotelm of a UK blanket peatland during a strong drought in 1998. 
 
Evapotranspiration from peatlands is significantly controlled by the depth of the water table 
(Ingram, 1983); however the exact relationship is highly dependent on the local soil hydraulic 
properties as well as the properties of local vegetation.  Using radioactive tracers, Boggie et al. 
(1958) observed that Eriophorum accessed water from as deep as 50cm, whereas Calluna (Heather) 
only accessed soil water in the top 15cm.   The presence of non-vascular plants (e.g. Bryophytes 
such as Sphagnum which have the ability to become inactive when dry (Vitt and Wieder, 2001)), 
tends to lead to transpiration rates that are lower than treed or shrub covered peatlands (Lapen et 
al., 2000). 
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4.4. Peatland drainage management 
In the UK, approximately 50% of upland blanket peatland has been drained (Milne and Brown, 
1997), which in England alone amounts to 75,000 ha.  Drainage of peatlands is typically via a series 
of open drains, with the aim of improving vegetation and therefore the production of livestock and 
game (Stewart and Lance, 1983).  The rationale for draining peatlands is that drainage will remove 
excess surface runoff and lower the water table, thereby creating more conducive environments for 
plant species suitable for stock grazing.  However, these predicted benefits have rarely been 
realised, because  blanket peatlands cannot sustain anything above very low sheep densities without 
undergoing severe degradation (Stewart and Lance, 1983); and peatland drainage is also generally 
considered to have adverse effects on the natural environment (Bonn et al., 2009).  
 
An extensive review of previous studies examining the effects of drainage on peatlands was 
performed by Holden et al. (2004).  Their summary found that throughout the literature conflicting 
reports have been presented in regard to the exact effects of peatland drainage management on the 
hydrological response.  These varying behaviours may be partially explained by the time 
dependency of peat behaviour after drainage, however, as the reviewed studies examine different 
scales, peat types and climates, it is somewhat difficult to distinguish the nature of this dependency.  
Few of the studies showed evidence of hydrological process-based measurements, and any 
modelling that was performed was using a ‘black-box’ approach. 
 
The implementation of an open drainage scheme causes two key processes to occur: 
1) Water is drained from the lower layers of the peat directly into the open drains, lowering 
water tables and increasing available storage. 
2) Surface runoff is captured in the drains and transmitted to the catchment outlet more 
rapidly. 
 
How peatland drainage affects peak flows depends on the interaction of these two counteracting 
processes, where process (1) tends to reduce storm peaks by providing additional storage, while 
process (2) tends to increase the flashiness of the peatland response and increase both peak and 
base flows.  The relative importance of each process is likely to depend on a number of factors 
including: 
1) Drainage width. 
2) Drainage density and geometry. 
3) Event size. 
4) Peat hydraulic conductivity. 
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5) Roughness of the drains and the overland flow paths (and their non-stationarity) 
 
Most commonly following blanket peatland drainage, catchment flows after rainfall have a shorter 
lag time, higher response, quicker recession and greater water table fluctuations than in undrained 
peatland catchments (Holden et al., 2006; Robinson, 1986; Stewart and Lance, 1991).  As discussed 
in the previous sections, below the top c.10cm of upland blanket peats, the hydraulic conductivity is 
relatively low.  Therefore, the zone affected by the drawdown due to the drains is quite limited and 
relatively small in these types of peats.  Because the effects of drainage can be quite localised to 
regions directly adjacent to drains (Robinson, 1986; Stewart and Lance, 1983), the spacing of the 
drains and drain density plays a significant role in the short and long term effects of drainage.  This 
effect is not spatially uniform, with the peat on the downslope side of the drain experiencing the 
greatest water table drawdown (Coulson et al., 1990; Holden et al., 2006).   
 
Although less frequent in the literature, some studies have noted a decrease in flow peaks after 
drainage.  In all of these cases, the relative balance between the conflicting processes of increased 
storage and increased conveyance is shifted relative to the majority of observations, due to site 
specific attributes that are atypical of drained peatland sites.  Burke et al.  (1975) studied paired sites, 
comprising drained and undrained blanket peat hillslopes in Ireland.  Flow was more uniform from 
the drained areas with a noticeably reduced water table that was able to buffer the effects of storm 
events.  In this study, the spacing of the drains was only 3.5m (relatively close drain spacing), and 
the drains were parallel to the contours.  These are both extreme conditions that would lead to the 
greatest drawdown of the water table (and therefore greatest increase in storage capacity), and slow 
conveyance of the water in the drains respectively.  The more intensive drainage appears to have 
created a scenario where the additional storage effects outweighed the increased flow transmission 
for the rainfall events observed in the catchment. 
 
Newson and Robinson (1983) found that drainage implemented in a “peaty soil” reduced flow 
peaks.  Although hydraulic conductivity values are not quoted in the research, it is reasonable to 
assume that soils with a partial non-clay mineral content would have a higher hydraulic conductivity 
than the very low hydraulic conductivities observed in the catotelm of blanket peatlands.  The 
higher hydraulic conductivity would lead to more efficient drainage of the lower layers and 
consequently decrease the depth of the water table and increase the storage available to buffer 
storm events.  Although increased hydraulic conductivity may also lead to greater rapid subsurface 
response, so long as the subsurface velocities remain less than the overland flow velocities, then 
reductions in peak flows should be expected.  Hence, peak flow reductions are not only due to a 
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decrease in total drain flow (related to increased storage), but also due to diffusion of the response 
hydrograph. 
 
Drainage has also been observed to be more effective in lower altitude blanket peats.  In a direct 
comparison of a blanket peat at <450m and another >450m elevation, a less flashy flood response 
was observed from the lower of the two (Coulson et al., 1990).  The net increase in storage due to 
watertable drawdown in the two catchments may have been comparable, but, in relation to the 
annual water balance, the increased storage was more significant for the lower catchment.   
 
During experimental investigations at Moor House (North Pennines, UK), Holden et al. (2006) 
found that runoff efficiencies at drained and undrained sites were essentially the same, but that the 
flow paths varied between the two sites, with an increased role of macropores and shallow 
throughflow in the drained site.  The drain transmission efficiency also decreased over a long 
period of time as the drains became vegetated, thereby increasing the drain hydraulic roughness.  
The dominant feature of the drainage was the efficient transmission of water through the drainage 
network, leading to shorter times to peak and larger peak flows.  This tends to indicate that for 
additional storage in the peat to be effective, the water table must be reduced below the highly 
conductive acrotelm, as water in the acrotelm contributes to rapid throughflow.   
 
Not only does peatland drainage cause changes in runoff response, it can also lead to: greater soil 
erosion in these sensitive environments (Holden et al., 2007); changes in local ecosystems; and 
increases in concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in the runoff (Worrall et al., 2007b).  
Because of the numerous problems associated with peatland drainage, activities are now underway 
in the UK to attempt to restore these upland environments.  Beginning in the 1980s, a programme 
of drain blocking in peatlands was initiated (although the practice of draining peatlands still 
continues).   
 
While there is some evidence that drain blocking has benefits for ecosystem services (such as the 
restoration of habitats and carbon sequestration e.g. Wallage et al., 2006; Worrall et al., 2007b) the 
impact on peak flows has not been determined conclusively.  Cases have been noted where the 
frequency of drain flow occurrence is reduced by up to as much as 70% following drain blocking 
(Worrall et al., 2007a) but this is within the drainage channels themselves and not at the catchment 
outlet, and provides no indication of changes in the volume of flow.  Other studies have shown 
that water tables have become closer to the ground surface following drain blocking (Price, 2003), 
and overland flow has increased immediately after blocking (Shantz and Price, 2006). 
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Complete infilling of drains is uncommon, owing to the expense associated with the practice, 
therefore drains are typically blocked at intervals along their course (Armstrong et al., 2009).  There 
are many different methods of doing this, including: peat dams, heather bales, plastic piling, 
corrugated Perspex, plywood, wooden planks, stones or some combination of the above 
(Armstrong et al., 2009).  With the exception of heather bales, all practices aim to create a water-
tight seal at a section or over a short length of the drain.  Although plastic piling is generally found 
to be the most effective drain blocking technique, peat dams are the most commonly implemented, 
due to reasons of cost, aesthetics and the preferences of land managers.  When drain blocking is 
implemented effectively, water from behind the block diffuses over the downslope peat surface 
(Armstrong et al., 2009). 
 
Changes in hydrological response caused by changes in peatland drainage management are likely to 
have impacts on plant species and soil structure, which will influence runoff response.  For 
example, observations have been made that following peatland drainage the prevalence of 
hydraulically rough species (such as Sphagnum) is reduced (Coulson et al., 1990).  It is generally 
assumed that following drain blocking that these species may recolonise.  Following drainage, over 
time drains may become hydraulically smoother due to erosion processes, or rougher if plants 
colonise the drains.  The relative thickness of the acrotelm and catotelm layers may also be affected 
by drainage due to changes in water table level. 
 
Soil structural changes are also observed with changes in peatland drainage management 
(Ramchunder et al. 2009).  Following drainage, subsidence may occur due to the consolidation of 
acrotlem and accelerated mineralisation  (Stewart and Lance, 1991).  This subsidence is associated 
with an increase in bulk density and a decrease in saturated hydraulic conductivity which in turn 
eventually reduces the drainage efficiency (Silins and Rothwell, 1998).  Peat hydraulic conductivity 
has been observed to decrease very rapidly following drainage but then becomes asymptotic to a 
minimum value (Egglesmann, 1975).  The pore size distribution is also altered due to the process, 
with a reduction in total porosity, particularly the medium range of macropores and an increase in 
the micropores (Lundin, 1975; Schwarzel et al., 2002).  Conversely, peatland drainage can also be 
associated with increased macropore activity, propensity for desiccation cracking and soil pipe 
development (Holden et al., 2006).  The recovery of these altered properties following drain 
blocking is unclear and it is postulated that the peat may not fully recover to its pristine state 
following drain blocking (Holden et al., 2006) 
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4.5. Peatland modelling 
Given the uncertainty about best management practices for peatlands, due largely to the complexity 
of process interactions, there is a need for suitable process-based models to aid understanding of 
impacts of management interventions. With limited monitoring data, physics based hydrological 
modelling is a tool that can be used to explore some of these changes and test drainage 
management scenarios.  
 
A few studies are available that attempt to model the effects of peatland drainage on catchment 
runoff, notably a hillslope model using SHETRAN (Dunn and Mackay, 1996), a modified 
TOPMODEL simulation (Lane et al., 2004; Lane and Flood, 2001; Lane et al., 2003) and an 
application of the custom developed MURSAFF model (Geris et al., 2010).  Dunn and Mackay 
(1996) produced a series of simulations of a uniform hillslope to evaluate the effects of drainage 
and drainage density on runoff.  Although the simulations were not verified against any data, the 
behaviour of the model reflected observations from hillslope experiments.  They found that 
drainage impacts could be seen in flow duration curves, with increased flows for exceedances of 20-
80%.  The model also predicted reduction in the time to peak and increased peak flows with 
increased drainage density.  The change in flow paths from surface dominated to subsurface 
dominated, observed by Holden et al. (2006), were also replicated in the model.  The results from 
this more detailed model were then used to determine effective saturated hydraulic conductivity and 
Strickler coefficient (roughness parameter) parameters for a 1km2 lumped grid square, in order to 
represent the sub-grid variability introduced by the local drainage.  This representation of drainage 
was incorporated into a catchment scale SHETRAN model of a 114 km2 subcatchment of the river 
Tyne (NE England).  The original model used parameters from a number of local and regionalised 
data sources and included “very limited calibration” (Adams, 1995 p. 61).  The adaptation was 
found to improve model outputs in relation to gauged flows, with Nash Sutcliffe efficiencies of 
0.72 and 0.8 reported for the original simulation and the simulation incorporating effective 
parameters to represent the drains respectively.  Unfortunately, this study only looked at drains that 
are perpendicular to slope contours, which is an uncommon drainage geometry used in peatlands, 
and the results of the analysis were not validated.  Although the approach is physically based, the 
drainage configurations were limited to alignments with the grid boundaries (due to their 
representation as ‘channel elements’), thereby providing a limited range of potential drain 
configurations. Also, the inter-drain regions were represented by a single grid cell, not accounting 
for the local changes in water table levels. 
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Lane et al.  (2004; 2001; 2003) used a modified version of TOPMODEL to investigate the effects 
of peatland drainage on catchment hydrology.  The study particularly focused on connectivity of 
the drain networks and how drain blocking should be strategically implemented with whole 
catchment responses in mind.  To this extent, the study examined travel times through the 
catchment and the propensity for saturation, in particular the difference in these characteristics after 
drain blocking.  While the technique may yield very useful results particularly for decision makers, 
the authors caution that the results are only indications and require further parameterisation.  The 
concepts of this study have also been used to examine gully blocking in moorlands (Evans et al., 
2005), however only examining surface flows using GIS tools to determine flow accumulation and 
topographic indices.  The criteria that they used to assess improvement following gully blocking 
were the reduction of flows in the streams and gullys, and the increase in topographic index (which 
acts as a proxy for propensity to saturation).  Due to the complex nature of the gully networks, 
blocking was found to have positive, negative and negligible effects depending on the location of 
the blocking, leading the authors to recommend that having access to a tool such as that developed, 
was essential for land management decision makers to make informed and effective decisions. 
While the TOPMODEL simulations can explicitly represent drainage networks (Beven, 1979), the 
conceptual nature of the model does not provide detail about the subsurface behaviour, particularly 
at the sub-drain spacing scale. Although the topographic index concept partly accommodates the 
way a cell may be affected by upslope areas, downslope effects, such as the presence of drains and 
the level of water in them, cannot be simulated.  These studies have not been compared or verified 
against any observed flow or water table timeseries. 
 
The MURSAFF model (Model for Upland Storage And Flow Fields) was developed specifically to 
examine the catchment scale effects of peatland drainage and drain blocking (Geris et al., 2010).  In 
recognition that peatland drainage impacts will be largely influenced by the complex geometry of 
drainage systems, this model focuses particularly on the representation of flow connectivity and 
storage.  The model divides the catchment into a number of flexible irregular polygon cells (to 
accommodate local complex geometry) and calculates fluxes between cells using Darcy’s law and 
the Manning equation, with lumped values of porosity, hydraulic conductivity and Manning’s n 
used to describe each cell.  The model was applied to a 1.7km2 headwater catchment of the river 
Hodder (NW England).  Published results at this stage are preliminary as the model is still in the 
development phase, and measures of performance and estimations of uncertainty were not 
explicitly presented.  However, published simulation hydrographs appear to represent observed 
streamflows reasonably well.  While the model has the potential to provide useful insights 
concerning the significance of the complex and irregular geometry of some drainage networks, it 
requires as input a complete map of these drainage systems and classification of their states, which 
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for larger catchments is unlikely to be available.  Therefore, the suitability of the model for an 
application in a data scarce environment is limited. 
4.6. Summary 
Based on the information reviewed in the previous sections, a number of generalisations about 
peatland hydrological functioning and impacts of drainage management can be made in order to 
inform the model development presented in the next chapter.  These include: 
1) Water tables in intact peatlands are always very close to the surface.  
2) Hydraulic conductivity decreases with depth. 
3) Runoff response is flashy and dominated by overland flow and shallow subsurface flow. 
4) Soil storage is not a major factor in attenuating flows for intact peatlands. 
5) Peak flows are strongly influenced by peatland surface roughness characteristics. 
6) Water table drawdown related to drainage is relatively localised due to the low hydraulic 
conductivity of peatlands. 
7) Impacts of drainage on peak flow response are dependent on site specific attributes. 
8) Impacts of drain blocking on peak flow response are unclear. 
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Chapter 5. Peatland model development  
In the previous chapter (4), a summary of the state of knowledge of peatland hydrology was 
presented and the key land management scenarios for peatlands are indentified as: intact, drained 
and blocked drains.  Building on the understanding developed in the literature review, this chapter 
develops and tests a local scale physics based model (PEATmod) to explore the hydrological 
response for a variety of potential peatland sites with different characteristics under different 
drainage management.  PEATmod has advantages over previous physics based models used to 
represent peatlands as it explicitly represents a variety of drainage configurations and can output 
spatially variable internal states.   Similarly to the case for FORmod, local scale observations of 
runoff are not available within the test catchment (the Footholme catchment) to test the model 
structure.  However, data from a surrogate drained peatland site, with similar physical properties to 
the peatlands in the Footholme catchment, are available.  The data provide an opportunity to 
examine the performance of the model structure in a real context, and potentially re-evaluate the 
model structural assumptions, should there be any significant shortcomings.    
 
 
Figure 5.1: Peatland model domain for (a) intact, (b) drained and (c) blocked drain peatlands 
 
The intention is to develop PEATmod so that it can be used to generate runoff in a semi-distributed 
catchment model of the Footholme catchment (refer to the upscaling procedure in section 1.2.3).  
The semi-distributed model has a number of inherent assumptions (outlined in section 1.3), and it 
is necessary that PEATmod is compatible with these.  The model domain is restricted to the size of 
the grids, (runoff generating elements) used in the semi-distributed model (200m x 200m).  Further, 
as the model should represent a range of potential peatland grid cells for a given catchment, 
complex hillslope geometry is not accounted for; an idealised uniformly sloping planar hillslope is 
assumed.  The model domain is represented schematically in Figure 5.1.  PEATmod  uses a Cartesian 
co-ordinate system oriented with the z-axis vertical, the y-axis aligned to the ground surface 
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contours and the x-axis is orthogonal to the z-y plane.  The vector x’, is the x-axis rotated in the z-x 
plane, parallel the sloping ground surface.  
 
Firstly, a conceptual model of peatlands under the three drainage management scenarios is 
developed, followed by a discussion of an “idealised” model representation.  Arguments are 
presented to simplify the idealised physics based representation to allow the model dimensions to 
be reduced so that they are commensurate with the degree of detail of the available data whilst 
maintaining the physical relevance of the model parameters (e.g. Freeze and Harlan, 1969).  
Assumptions are presented for the three key model regions: subsurface, overland and drain flow.  
The resulting mathematical model is presented in section 5.2.  Further details about the model 
parameterisation are provided (section 5.3), followed by a discussion of the model limitations 
(section 5.4).  The model is tested against a surrogate data set from a drained peatland (section 5.5), 
whereby it is possible to re-examine the validity of the assumptions made in the a priori model.  A 
generalised sensitivity analysis is conducted in order to examine the general significance of the 
model parameters on peak flow generation and also to provide a general verification of the model 
behaviour against observations from the literature (section 5.6).  Finally, a summary of the chapter 
is presented in section 5.7. 
5.1. A model for peatlands 
5.1.1. Conceptual model 
Based on previous studies of peatland hydrology (Chapter 4), the main flow paths that need to be 
represented in the model domains are shown in Figure 5.2.  The flow paths include a subsurface 
component to allow the peat to dry and rewet, an overland flow component, and a drainage system 
that captures both subsurface and surface fluxes and conveys them to the outlet.  Although 
peatland blocking procedures may vary at different sites, current best practice is to construct a 
series of ‘dams’ such that during significant storm events the water overflows from the drain and 
downslope across the vegetated peat surface, rather than overtopping the dams and continuing 
down the drain (Armstrong et al., 2009).  A conceptualisation of this process is shown in Figure 
5.2d.   To ensure that the model outfluxes are directed to the field outlet, both the intact and drain 
blocked simulations have a drain at the downslope end of the model domain.  The main properties 
and parameters used in the following section for the development of the mathematical model are 
demonstrated in Figure 5.3.  The variables are defined as they are introduced in the chapter, as well 
as in the list of notation at the end of this Thesis. 
 




Figure 5.2: Conceptualisation of flow paths in peatlands under different drainage management.   
Where: (a) intact peatland, (b) drained peatland and for blocked drains,; (c) as the blocked drains 
are filling, and (d) as the blocked drains are overflowing.  Black arrows indicate overland flow paths, 
grey arrows are subsurface flow paths and white arrows with black outline are flows within drains.  
Annotated items: (1) hillslope contours, (2) field outlet, (3) collector drain, (4) drain dams, (5) 
overflow from the blocked drains and (6) extent of model domain. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Peatland model parameter schematic 
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5.1.2. Idealised physics based model 
If there were no computational or parameterisation restrictions, an idealised physics based model, 
similar to FORmod, but adapted to represent peatland drainage management scenarios could be 
developed using: 
 A Richards’ equation representation of the saturated and unsaturated zone subsurface flow 
coupled with full Saint-Venant representations of overland and drain flow.  The Richards’ 
equation model could incorporate hysteresis, macropores (through a dual porosity 
representation such as Jarvis, 1991) and shrinkage and swelling parameters (e.g. Camporese 
et al., 2006).   
 Interception, plant root uptake and surface storage would also be explicitly represented.   
 Water levels at the outlet of the drainage system would be defined, and the lower boundary 
of the domain would be taken as the underlying bedrock, allowing for the definition of a 
no flux boundary.   
 Heterogeneity could be introduced to the parameters either in a deterministic way (via field 
sampling) or through a stochastic representation of infield heterogeneity.   
 
While this idealised physics based model could explicitly represent the processes present in drained 
peatlands, it is impractical for the current application, for two reasons: 
1) In order to identify the model parameters extensive monitoring of streamflow and state 
variables (both in space and time) and the measurement of physical properties, including 
their spatial distribution, would be required.  
2) The computational expense, particularly given the need to include a time-variant node 
spacing simulation to account for shrinking and swelling cycles, and the fine grid required 
to effectively simulate the highly non-linear processes described. 
 
In order to address the discrepancies between the idealised physics based model and a more feasible 
modelling approach, a modelling philosophy similar to that of Weiler and McDonnell (2004) has 
been adopted, which places the main modelling effort on the representation of first-order controls 
on hydrological response, where these processes are identified through engagement between the 
modeller and the field hydrologist (or in our case, literature about field observations). In this way, a 
priori model structures are developed where the key hydrological processes are included whilst 
working to maintain an appropriate level of complexity relative to the detail of available 
information concerning the system hydrological processes.  To avoid over-parameterisation, minor 
processes are excluded or treated in a simplified manner.  These simplifications are performed with 
the following specific modelling objectives in mind: 
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1) To replicate peak flow responses. 
2) To output time series of local scale runoff to be upscaled and incorporated into the semi-
distributed catchment model (section 1.2.3) to investigate catchment scale effects of land 
use and land management change. 
3) To identify those processes and properties that the peak flow is most sensitive to, in order 
to provide some guidance for focused future monitoring efforts. 
5.2. Mathematical model 
5.2.1. Subsurface flow 
In the idealised physics based model, subsurface flow is represented using Richards’ equation.  
Richards’ equation is a non-linear partial differential equation that describes the flow of water in 
unsaturated soils.  Applicable analytical solutions of Richards’ equation are not available; therefore 
the solutions must be determined numerically.  Although the numerical solutions require close node 
spacing (~1cm) and a large number of parameters, Richards’ equation modelling has been used 
successfully in a number of applications where detailed data are available to allow parameter 
identification (e.g. Singh and Bhallamudi, 1998; van Dam and Feddes, 2000; Wheater et al., 2008).   
It is also important to note that there are many Richards’ equation model applications that, even 
with detailed monitoring data available in order to calibrate the model response, yield very poor 
performances; this is commonly attributed to inability of the equations to represent preferential 
flow paths in a dynamically realistic way (e.g. Koide and Wheater, 1992), lack of appropriate 
methodologies to account for hillslope heterogeneity (e.g. Freeze, 1975) and the challenges 
associated with implementing appropriate boundary and initial conditions (e.g. Parkin et al., 1996; 
Stephenson and Freeze, 1974). 
 
For the current application, detailed soil moisture data are not available (from the literature or field 
sources); therefore the identification of the model parameters in Richards’ equation would be 
subject to a high degree of uncertainty.  Given that the water table height in blanket peats is 
observed to always be very close to the surface (typically at the level of the acrotelm-catotelm 
interface Evans et al., 1999) and that the acrotelm rapidly dewaters under suction (e.g. Figure 4.2) it 
is possible to develop a case to remove the unsaturated zone representation.  An alternative 
representation of the subsurface storage is a one-dimensional model of the water table height.  By 
removing the unsaturated zone, it is assumed that exchanges between the subsurface and the 
surface (i.e. evaporation and infiltration) occur instantaneously.  This has the added benefit of 
significantly reducing computational time (Paniconi et al., 2003). 




Darcy’s law for two-dimensional flow of water in the subsurface (Eq. 3.1) may be simplified to 
describe one-dimensional saturated flow (by neglecting flow in the vertical direction).  For saturated 
flow, the proportionality constant is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (in this case expressed as 
the depth averaged saturated conductivity over the saturated zone).   Darcy’s law in one-dimension 











hhK TSsxV  Eq. 5.1 
Where: 
 Vx specific discharge in x-direction (LT-1) 
 
SK  depth average saturated hydraulic conductivity (LT
-1) 
 hS depth of the water table above the impermeable bed (L) 
 hT total hydraulic head (L) 
 x is ordinate perpendicular to the contours (see Figure 5.3)  (L) 
 
The change in water table height with time can be described by the one-dimensional continuity 
equation: 









  Eq. 5.2 
Where: 
 
e  effective porosity (L
3L-3) 
 qS unit width subsurface flux (L2T-1) 
 i infiltration (LT-1) 
 Ep evaporation from peat (LT-1) 
 
Making the Dupuit-Forcheimer approximation (Bear, 1988) that the flow lines are horizontal, and 





  Eq. 5.3 
Substituting Eq. 5.3 into Eq. 5.2 gives the Boussinesq equation: 




















  Eq. 5.4 
 
This representation works well for low slope angles where the horizontal extent is significantly 
greater than the depth of flow (Beven, 1981).  For steeper slope angles, it is more appropriate to 
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make the assumption that the flow lines are parallel to the ground surface (termed the extended 
Dupuit-Forcheimer approximation by Wooding and Chapman, 1966).  In this case, the Boussinesq 
equation can be derived in either a gravitational frame of reference, or in a rotated frame of 
reference (both demonstrated in Figure 5.4).   
 
 
Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram showing saturated subsurface flow over a sloping impermeable bed 
with the frame of reference (a) rotated, (b) gravitational. 
 
Although the rotated frame of reference is more commonly quoted in the literature (e.g. Beven, 
1981; Childs, 1971; Henderson and Wooding, 1964; Verhoest et al., 2002), the gravitational frame 
of reference is preferable for the current application, to assist in the coupling between the 
subsurface, overland and drain flows and also as it allows the drain walls to remain vertical.  The 
Boussinesq equation in a gravitational frame of reference for an isoptropic soil is given by: 


























 tan   Eq. 5.5 
Where: 
 ω site slope angle (o) 
In Appendix B, it is demonstrated that, with certain assumptions, the two representations are 
numerically equivalent. 
 
Review of literature provides some support for this simplified hillslope representation.  Paniconi et 
al. (2003) performed a comparison of a Richards’ equation and a Boussinesq equation 
representation of a uniform 5% slope angle.  They assumed that the substrate was a sandy loam, 
with a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 1 md-1.  The water retention curve for the substrate 
indicates that the soil dewaters rapidly under suction.  The only variable soil moisture characteristic 
investigated was the air entry pressure, which for a sandy loam almost completely defines the 
unsaturated zone soil water storage.  A constant recharge of 10 mm d-1 was applied until the models 
reached steady state.  A reasonable match between the simulated water table levels and outflows 
was obtained, with the best matches observed when the air entry pressure was low, the slope angle 
was steep and when the system was draining (rather than recharging).  They concluded that, in 
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these scenarios, the Boussinesq model was able to successfully capture the shapes of the storage 
and outflow profiles.  The wide range of published water retention curves for the acrotelm (Figure 
4.2Error! Reference source not found.) suggest that the air entry pressure on these rapidly 
dewatering soils is low.  Given the success of the Boussinesq model under low air entry conditions 
observed by Pancioni et al. (2003) and the constantly high water tables in peatlands, it is concluded 
that the benefits of reduced parameterisation for the Boussinesq equation are likely to outweigh the 
difference in performance against a Richards’ equation representation. 
 
Using the Boussinesq equation, it is possible to remove z as a dependent variable from the 
problem, with the vertical flow component assumed to be zero.  This assumption generally works 
well, but begins to fail near boundaries as the solution reaches regions of highly vertical flows (Bear, 
1988), such as at a seepage face, as is present at the drain boundaries.  However, given the very low 
hydraulic conductivities of peatlands, the region of inaccuracy caused by this assumption should be 
small.  The peat is assumed to have an impermeable boundary at its base (parallel to the ground 
surface) at the same depth of the drain, which is deemed to be a reasonable assumption given the 
very low Ks values observed at depth in peatlands (Letts et al., 2000). 
 
The numerical code for the Boussinesq equation was tested against an analytical approximation of 
the one-dimensional Boussinesq equation (Lockington, 1997).  The solution is for both recharging 
and dewatering of a homogenous, unconfined aquifer intersected by an open drain.  The solution 
represents half of the peatland model soil block, although only for a soil block with zero slope angle 
and a fixed boundary condition.  At time t=0 the water level in the drain (on the left-hand side of 
Figure 5.5) is the same at the water table in the peat.  The water level in the drain is then raised to 
3m after t=0.  Figure 5.5 shows the water table levels at times 0, 0.5 and 3 days following the 
change in trench water level.  The numerical solution for water tables and fluxes across the drain 
wall agreed with the analytical solution. 
 
Figure 5.5: Comparison of numerical solution and analytical solution for the 
Boussinesq equation.   Lines represent the analytical solution and circles are the 
predictions given by the finite differences approximation of the Boussinesq equation 




Fluxes into the peat, represented by i in Eq. 5.5, are firstly from any surface water, and then directly 
from rainfall (snow is not explicitly represented). The reinfiltration and rainfall infiltration rate is set 
at the smaller of the rate or the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the upper layer, in order to allow 
for the development of infiltration excess overland flow. When the soil is saturated no infiltration is 
allowed, due to the no-flux condition at the lower boundary. Infiltration and saturation excesses are 
added to the overland flow.  The conversion of potential evapotranspiration into actual 
evapotranspiration is presented in section 5.3.4. 
5.2.2. Drain and Overland flow 
In the “idealised” peatland model, surface flows would be represented by the Saint Venant 
equations of gradually varied unsteady flow, which were given earlier in Chapter 3, Eq. 3.18 and 
3.19.  However, for the same arguments presented for FORmod (section 3.2.2), the kinematic wave 
approximation for surface flows is applied to both drain and overland flows. 
 
The continuity equations for overland flow, drain flow and collector drain flow are:  













 Eq. 5.6 
Drain: 


















 Eq. 5.7 
Collector drain: 














 Eq. 5.8 
 
Where: 
 hOF  overland flow depth (L) 
 hd drain flow depth (L) 
 hc collector drain flow depth (L) 
 qOF unit width overland flow (L2T-1) 
 qd unit width drain flow (L2T-1) 
 qc unit width collector drain flow (L2T-1) 
 R rainfall per unit area (L) 
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 EOF evaporation rate from overland flow (LT-1) 
 Ed evaporation rate from drains (LT-1) 
 Ec evaporation rate from collector drain (LT-1) 
 Wd drain width (L) 
 xd drain direction ordinate (see Figure 5.3) (L) 
 qs(end,t,xd) unit width subsurface flux from downslope boundary 
node at location xd along the drain 
(L2T-1) 
 qs(1,t,xd) unit width subsurface flux from upslope boundary node 
at location xd along the drain 
(L2T-1) 
 qd(end,t) unit width outflow from drain (L2T-1) 
 Re Effective rainfall (LT-1) 
The specific relationships used to describe the depth-discharge relationships used in PEATmod are 
discussed in section 5.3.1. 
 
In the case of the blocked drains, the drains are represented by a series of reservoirs.  Given the 
typical length of the reservoirs (12.5m) and the typical input and output resolutions (10-15 
minutes), it is assumed that travel time within the reservoirs is negligible.  It is also assumed that the 
water level within the reservoirs is horizontal and that the dams are infinitely thin, which leads to a 
small overestimation of the storage volume of each reservoir.  Once the reservoirs are full, water is 
assumed to spill down slope (in the x’ direction), rather than overtopping the dams; Figure 5.2(c) 
demonstrates these flow paths.  Except in the special case that the drain bed has zero slope angle, 
the spilled surface water is concentrated near the dams, and spill volumes vary along the length of 
the reservoir.    
5.2.3. Model Coupling 
The resulting model (PEATmod) couples four one-dimensional models that represent respectively 
subsurface, overland flow, drain flow (or dams) and collector drain flow. The one-dimensional 
models are run simultaneously, with feedbacks between the subsurface and surface models through 
the infiltration and evaporation terms, between the subsurface and the drains through the drain 
water depth and peat matrix boundary conditions, and for the blocked drain case between the 
blocked drains and overland flow through the processes of filling of and spilling from the 
reservoirs.  By limiting the model to four one-dimensional models rather than a fully integrated 
three-dimensional model, the computational demands of the modelling procedure are reduced 
(assuming that fewer nodes and fewer equations will lead to reduced computational time) and the 
parameterisation of the model can be better limited to those parameters for which information can 
be taken from the literature (e.g. the saturated hydraulic conductivity and surface roughness).  
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PEATmod uses inputs of rainfall and potential evaporation, and outputs flow and water depths 
throughout the model domain.  
 
The model space is discretised into a number of soil slices (see Figure 5.6), which are bounded 
upslope and downslope by drains.  Each soil slice consists of coupled one-dimensional models of 
subsurface and overland flows.  The slice lengths tested ranged from 5m (close drain spacing) to 
500m (to simulate intact peatland).  Flow depths in the drain act as the boundary conditions for the 
soil slices.  Flows are accumulated along the length of the drain and routed to the collector drain 
(the drain running in the x’ direction on the left of the block diagrams in Figure 5.6), leading to an 
accumulated outflow for the soil section that is bound between two drains.  The accumulated flow 
from the soil section is repeated as the output from all of the drains into the collector drain.  The 
model space domain may include a large number of soil slices and soil sections, depending on the 
application. Although the drains may be at any angle relative to the contours, the soil slices are always 
aligned downslope, meaning that surface and subsurface flow in the block are always perpendicular 
to the contours and parallel to the edge of the block. In this way, flow paths on and in the soil slices 
may be represented by the single dimension and there is no exchange flow between the soil slices. 
This representation neglects any cross-slope flow paths that may be present.  
 
Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram of numerical representation of (a) a drained hillslope and (b) a 
blocked drain hillslope , demonstrating the concepts of soil sections and soil slices and the 
location of repeated fluxes. 
 
This representation is not valid in the case of blocked drains, because the water from the blocked 
drains cascades downslope overland in the x’ direction; the soil sections (as shown in Figure 5.6 a) 
cannot be assumed to be independent of one another.  The blocked drain scenario calculations are 
made for a soil section that is as long as the model domain and one reservoir wide (Figure 5.6 b), 
which consists of a number of sub-sections between reservoirs. The flow input to each sub-section 
includes the cumulative flow from all upslope spilling reservoirs as well as the rainfall directly on 
that sub-section.  For the purpose of simulating the variability of the reservoir water level in the y-
direction, and hence the boundary conditions for the sub-sections, each sub-section is discretised into 
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soil slices (see Figure 5.6 b).  The flow is then accumulated in the most downslope (unblocked) drain, 
where the water is then routed to the field outlet (Figure 5.6 b). 
 
The partial differential equations to describe the variation of flow depths with time for each of the 
one-dimensional models were discretised in space using finite differences. The resulting ordinary 
differential equations were then integrated in time using Matlab’s ODE15s solver (Shampine and 
Reichelt, 1997; Shampine et al., 1999). The solver uses an implicit solution with an adaptive time 
grid, which limits the numerical error associated with each time step to within a user defined 
tolerance. For the soil slice and overland flow calculations, nodes in the x-direction are in a log10 
space, allowing nodes to be more closely spaced toward the boundaries.  By using a varying x-
spacing, computational efficiency can be increased, by focusing nodes in the regions of rapidly 
varying flows.  The sensitivity of the model response to the x-spacing was tested by successively 
increasing the number of drain nodes until model convergence was met (within an acceptable 
tolerance and taking into account computational time); the final spacing used was an average of one 
node per metre, but due to the log10 spacing, gave a minimum spacing of 0.28 m at the boundary.  
The drained model can also be used to describe intact peatlands by omitting all but the drain at the 
downslope end of the model domain.  
5.3. Model Parameterisation 
Physical properties, processes and relationships specific to peatland documented in the literature 
have been incorporated into PEATmod.  These include the surface flow depth-discharge 
relationships and roughnesses (section 5.3.1), a relationship between effective porosity and 
hydraulic conductivity (section 5.3.2), the parameterisation of the depth average hydraulic 
conductivity (section 5.3.3), and the representation of actual evapotranspiration (section 5.3.4). 
5.3.1. Overland and drain depth-discharge relationship and roughness 
The depth-discharge relationship for the drains is represented by the Manning equation, because 
friction factors quoted in the literature are more commonly Manning’s roughness coefficient values. 
The depth-discharge relationship for the drains is described in Eq.  5.9 and for the collector drain in 
Eq.  5.10. 
























Eq.  5.9 
Where: 
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 nd drain Manning roughness coefficient (L-1/3T) 
 ωd slope angle of the drain 
 dd  sinsinsin 1  
(o) 
 βd   drain angle (the angle on the peatland surface between 
the contours and the drain). 
(o) 
























Eq.  5.10 
 
In order to utilise data presented by Holden et al. (2008) that describes depth varying overland flow 
friction factors, the overland flow depth-discharge relationship is calculated using a Darcy-
Weisbach equation: 





,,   Eq.  5.11 
Where: 
 f Darcy-Weisbach friction factor (-) 
Holden et al. (2008) investigated values of f for four different land cover types, which in order of 
increasing roughness were: bare (Ba), Eriophorum (E), Eriophorum/Sphagnum mix (E/S) and Sphagnum 
and Juncus (S/J).  They derived a relationship to describe the variation of f with depth (Eq. 5.12) 
using a scattered data set, with a coefficient of determination for the relationship of approximately 
































 Eq. 5.12 
 
Where: Vegetation Type B2 
A   = 0.005 (1) Bare 1.3 
B1  = 0.01 B2 (2) Eriophorum 0.3 
k   = 0.01 (3) Eriophorum/Sphagnum 0.2 
 (4) Sphagnum or Juncus 0.1 
 
This relationship leads to increasing velocities with increasing flow depth.  The physical explanation 
for this relationship is that at very shallow flow depths, the entire surface may not be fully 
submerged leading to much greater effective roughness.  Additionally, at greater flow depths 
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vegetation elements may be dragged down in the flow, consequently reducing the effective surface 
roughness at greater flow depths (Freeman et al., 2000).   
 
The mathematical relationship between f and flow depth proposed by Holden et al. (2008) (Eq. 
5.12) has a discontinuity in the relationship at approximately 1cm.  This and the non-linear nature 
of the relationship cause numerical difficulties when introduced into the continuous simulations.  
As there is a high degree of uncertainty in the relationship as well the numerical issues related to its 
implementation, an alternative representation that approximates this behaviour is proposed.  A 
continuous polynomial that passes though the origin was identified for each land cover type with 







  Eq. 5.13 
Parameters a and b were optimised to closely recreate the original relationship.  As parameter a 
could be described as a function of b; the final relationship used is:  
 




  Eq. 5.14 
with values of b: (Ba) 20.79, (E) 5.05, (E/S) 3.48 and (S/J) 1.90. Parameter b was used as a proxy for 
f for the purpose of model calibration and sensitivity analysis. As the only available detailed 
information from the literature regarding surface friction for overland flow in blanket peats is in 
Holden et al. (2008), at this stage this is taken as a best possible estimate for peatland surface 
roughnesses. 
 
The new polynomial relationship is shown in Figure 5.7 along with the representation from Holden 
et al. (2008).  The fit was only performed for depths up to 0.05 m, which was the limit of the depths 
measured in the experimental program that lead to the original relationship.  Between 0.01m and 
0.05m, Eq. 5.12 follows an approximately depth squared relationship, and hence the nature of Eq. 
5.13.  However, after 0.05m, the power relationship begins to decrease and the match between Eq. 
5.12 and Eq. 5.13 begins to diverge, with Eq. 5.13 yielding larger velocity estimates.  Nevertheless, 
Eq. 5.13 was still considered to be a reasonable estimate, as overland flow depths over 0.05m are 
not common in these environments, particularly when drains are in place, and the data collected for 
the region below 0.01m was highly scattered, therefore the estimated relationship is considered to 
be sufficiently valid. 




Figure 5.7: Comparison of the Holden et al. (2008) friction relationship with flow 
depth (solid lines) and a simplified polynomial relationship (dashed) 
 
The original and polynomial representations were tested on a soil block model, 1000m long, 1m 
wide and 0.6m deep for a 2 year return interval 12 hour rainfall event.  The responses for the 
simulations from the field outlet for the four plant cover types are demonstrated in Figure 5.8.  The 
polynomial representation (Eq. 5.13) proved to be approximately ten times more numerically 
efficient for a given solution tolerance than the relationship of Eq. 5.12 when implemented in the 
PEATmod.  For these tests, the original relationship (Eq. 5.12) was only applied for flow depths 
greater than 0.001m (which is also approximately the minimum resolution of sampling in the 
experiments used to derive the original relationships).  For depths below 0.001m, the friction factor 
was fixed to the friction factor computed for 0.001m, in order to avoid f1 approaching infinity 
as the depth approached zero. 
 
Figure 5.8: Comparison of friction relationships for a design storm using Holden's (2008) 
friction relationship (solid lines) and a simplified polynomial relationship (dashed). 
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There is a consistent trend for Eq. 5.13 to over predict low flows and under predict high flows in 
comparison to Eq. 5.12, nevertheless the approximation is assessed to be reasonable, particularly 
given the scattered nature of the data that were originally used to derive Eq. 5.12.  The numerical 
solution of Eq. 5.12 leads to some instabilities at low flows, which also provides support for the 
choice of the simpler representation. 
5.3.2. Effective porosity 
The relationship between saturated hydraulic conductivity and peat structure has been observed in a 
number of studies (e.g. Holden and Burt, 2003a; Lapen et al., 2005; Rycroft et al., 1975).  In 
particular, the relationship between the hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity in peatlands 
has been observed to have an approximately log-linear relationship (i.e. Boelter, 1968).  In their 
comprehensive summary of peatland properties, Letts et al. (2000) proposed typical physical 
properties for peat of three degrees of decomposition/depth, based on a wide range of literature 
sources.  A log-linear relationship was fit to these three points (based on hydraulic conductivity 
inputs in md-1): 
    422.0ln0681.0  SSe KK  Eq.  5.15 
Although this is an arbitrary relationship, it achieves the purpose of introducing a realistic 
correlation between saturated hydraulic conductivity and porosity into PEATmod.  Uncertainty in 
this relationship can be introduced by including a random variation term. 
5.3.3. Depth averaged hydraulic conductivity 
Saturated hydraulic conductivity in peatlands is highly variable (e.g. Clymo, 2004; Holden et al., 
2001; Surridge et al., 2005; Van Seters and Price, 2002) and the specific relationship with depth has 
not convincingly been defined, except for the fact that the hydraulic conductivity tends to decrease 
with depth.  The variation of hydraulic conductivity with depth is represented in PEATmod using a 
















Eq.  5.16 
Because the exact relationship between hydraulic conductivity and depth is uncertain, the sensitivity 
of the runoff response from a drained peatland was tested for four different Ks(z) relationships: 
1) Constant. 
2) Linear. 
3) Exponential.  
4) A step relationship.  
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The different KS(z) relationships used in the sensitivity 
analysis are shown in Figure 5.9.  The major change in 
KS(z) for the ‘step’ and the ‘exponential’ relationships 
was introduced at 10cm below the ground surface, an 
average depth of the base of the acrotelm (e.g. Holden 
and Burt, 2003b), which is typically associated with a 
significant change of KS(z).  For all of the depth 
varying relationships, the minimum KS(z) was set at 
0.001 md-1, at 60cm below the surface.  The other 
variables in the relationships were fixed such 
that  acS ddK  was 0.1md-1 (where dc and da are the 
thicknesses of the catotelm and acrotelm). 
 
For these simulations the parameters were set as:  
 W drain spacing 25m 
 ω site slope angle 4o 
 βd   drain angle  30o 
 Lc collector drain length 200m 
 Lc drain length 200/cos(βd) m 
 b Vegetation type (E/S), 3.48 
 nd drain Manning roughness coefficient 0.3 (m-1/3s) 
The effective porosity was assumed to be a function of hydraulic conductivity, following the 
relationship described in section 5.3.2.  
 
It is noted that not only do the KS(z) relationships impact on the  SS hK  used in the subsurface 
Boussinesq equation calculations, but KS at the surface is also used in the calculation of the 
maximum infiltration rate.  This factor also contributes to the observed variations between the 
responses of different KS(z) relationships.   
 
Figure 5.9: Comparison of KS(z) 
representations. SK (dc+da)=0.1 md-1. 




Figure 5.10: Sample of time series for different KS(z) relationships.   Upper: rainfall 
inputs, lower: simulated runoff. 
 
The four KS(z) relationships were compared in a long term simulation using one year of real data 
from an upland blanket peat site as input, with rainfall at 15 minute resolution and daily 
evaporation rates.  The initial condition was set as the steady state solution of 10 cmd-1 rainfall on a 
soil block of 0.1 md-1 constant KS.  A sample of the one year simulation hydrographs is shown in 
Figure 5.10, which demonstrates the small variation between the four KS(z) relationships.  Table 5.1 
shows the root mean square deviations between the different representations and Figure 5.11 
shows the flow duration curves.   
 
 
Figure 5.11: Flow exceedance 
curve for different Ks(z) 
representations. 
 
Table 5.1: Root mean square deviations (mm hr-1) 




















Constant - 0.04 0.06 0.08 
Linear 0.04 - 0.04 0.06 
Exponential 0.06 0.04 - 0.03 
Step 0.08 0.06 0.03 - 
 
The simulations yielded similar results, with the largest root mean square deviation of 0.08 mm hr-1.  
Although this is approximately 0.5% deviation on the peak flow, the dynamics between all 
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simulations are very similar, but with slightly higher base flows and lower peak flows for the 
constant and linear representations. 
 
Along with the depth averaging methodology, simulations were also been performed, where an 
additional one dimensional model is included to represent an upper soil layer.  This representation 
is closer to the actual physical situation often noted in the literature, where the shallow frequently 
unsaturated acrotelm acts as a rapid conduit for water to flow laterally (Holden and Burt, 2003b).  
However, this modelling approach leads to an increase of 50% in the number of nodes in any given 
simulation, thus significantly increasing the computational time.  Due to the small difference 
observed between the step representation and the two layer model as well as the increased 
computational burden, this two layer model was not taken further. 
 
The exponential and step function relationships had similar responses and were both considered to 
be realistic distributions of KS(z).  However, the step function was chosen as the final KS(z) 
relationship used in PEATmod (Eq. 5.17) because it is simpler to parameterise and is slightly less 
computationally demanding than the exponential relationship.  As the model solution is sensitive to 
discontinuities in the hydraulic conductivity, the step function that describes the variation of 
hydraulic conductivity with depth also includes a smoothing function over the discontinuity.   This 
depth-averaging provides an approximation of the dual layer system for application in the one-
dimensional Boussinesq equation.  
        2100tanh1 cScSaScS dzKKKzK   Eq. 5.17 
Where: 
 z coordinate measured vertically from the impermeable 
lower boundary 
(L) 
 KSc saturated hydraulic conductivity of catotelm (LT-1) 
 KSa saturated hydraulic conductivity of acrotelm (LT-1) 
 dc thickness of catotelm (L) 
 
Natural soil pipes are not explicitly represented in the PEATmod, as the data required to 
parameterise a pipe model (e.g. Jones and Connelly, 2002) are unlikely to be available for typical 
model applications; pipe flow contributions are assumed to be accounted for in the acrotelm 
hydraulic conductivity. 




PEATmod is setup to use potential evaporation (PE) as an input.  Actual evaporation from the 
drains and collector drain (Ed  and Ec) is assumed to occur at the potential rate while water is 
present.  For the peat itself, water is firstly evaporated at the potential rate from any surface water 
(EOF), and then from the soil (Ep).  Actual evaporation from the peat matrix is observed to decrease 
as water table levels decrease (Ingram, 1983); however, the exact relationship is unclear.  In order to 
investigate the sensitivity of the runoff response to the representation of actual evapotranspiration 
from the peat (Ep), three different representations were tested: 
1) Actual evaporation equals potential evaporation. 
2) Actual evaporation equals potential evaporation in the acrotelm, then decreases linearly 
with depth (with zero evaporation at the depth of the drains – the impermeable base 
assumed in the model). 
3) Actual evaporation equals potential evaporation when the water table is in the acrotelm, 
and equals zero when the water table is in the catotelm. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Sample of time series for different Ep representations.   Upper: observed 
rainfall, middle: simulated runoff, lower: simulated water mean water for central 2m 
between drains (dashed) and 2m downslope of drain edge (solid). 
 
The same rainfall, potential evapotranspiration and model parameters as used in section 5.3.3  were 
used to examine the sensitivity of the runoff response to the evaporation representations for one 
year long continuous simulations. The step KS(z) relationship was parameterised with: dc: 0.5m, KSa: 
1 md-1, and KSc: 0.05 md-1.  A sample of the one year simulation outflow hydrographs is shown in 
Figure 5.12.  Additionally, Figure 5.12 shows the time series of the mean water table response for 
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the centre two metres between drains, and the two metres downslope of the drain for each of the 
evaporation representations. Table 5.2 shows the root mean square deviations between the different 
evaporation representations and Figure 5.13 shows the flow exceedance curves. 
 
Figure 5.13: Flow exceedance curve 
for different Ep representations. 
 
Table 5.2: Root mean square deviations 















Constant - 0.02 0.05 
Linear 0.02 - 0.04 
Step 0.05 0.04 - 
 
The simulations yield similar results, with the largest root mean square deviation of 0.05 mmhr-1.  
Greater variation is observed between the water table predictions.  Although the difference in 
drawdown varies by 10cm between the highest and lowest prediction, this only corresponds to a 
difference of approximately 2cm in storage, due to the generally low effective porosity of the 
catotelm.  The impact of the additional storage can be seen in the first events (day 250.5) shown in 
Figure 5.12, although all responses converge by the arrival of the largest event (day 251.75).  Both 
the linear and step representations were considered to be potentially realistic representations.  For 
ease of parameterisation, and in order to make conservative estimates, the step function has been 
used in PEATmod. 
5.4. Model limitations 
Both the drained and blocked drain models have a number of limitations, largely due to the lack of 
data for model verification and due to assumptions required for model simplicity. Limitations 
include: 
1) The unsaturated zone is not represented. 
2) Percolation delays are not accounted for. 
3) Macropores, and pipe flows are not included in the model, despite being recognised as 
important subsurface flow mechanisms in the literature.  It is assumed that these processes 
are accounted for in the hydraulic conductivity. 
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4) Soils are assumed to be isotropic, non-hysteretic and stationary (despite evidence to suggest 
that this may not be the case e.g. Section 4.3) 
5) Shrink/swell cycles are not included in the model.  It is assumed that these processes will 
primarily affect long term behaviour and baseflows and have less impact on peak flows. 
6) Drain roughness coefficients do not vary with flow depth. 
7) Reinfiltration from the drain is not allowed. 
8) The Boussinesq equation does not work very well at seepage face boundaries (as flows are 
no longer parallel to the impermeable layer and the validity of the extended Dupuit-
Forcheimer equation is reduced). 
9) Infiltration may be underestimated as the depth of the wetting front is not considered. 
10) PEATmod is setup to solve in terms of flow depths (hd, hOF and hc ).  This helps avoid the 
issue of dividing through by zero for the kinematic wave equation when flow depths are 
zero, but magnifies the errors in the flow estimation (Li et al., 1975). 
11) The drains in PEATmod (other than those that are blocked) do not have a mechanism for 
flows to breach the channel.  However, this only causes a problem in extreme flows.  
12) PEATmod is developed particularly for upland blanket peat; the model assumptions may not 
be valid with other peat soils. 
13) Blocked drains in PEATmod do not have a mechanism for flow around the blocks into the 
downstream reservoirs; therefore the model assumes ideal drain blocking.  All overland 
flow is assumed to run directly downslope (in the x’ direction).   
14) Because the flow spilling out of the drains is concentrated behind the dams, thus producing 
a cross-slope (y-direction) energy gradient due the differences in flow depths, the validity of 
the assumption that the flow gradients follow the direction of the hillslope is reduced.  
15) Across slope flow within the peat soil blocks has not been accounted for.  However, this is 
only likely to be significant on very shallow slopes.   
16) PEATmod only applies to shallow open drains (<1m deep); the needs for remediation for 
large gullies are different from those of typical peatland drains (Armstrong et al., 2009) and 
are not covered in this study.  
5.5. Model testing (against surrogate site)  
In the following section, the drained configuration of PEATmod is tested against flow and water 
table data from a drained peatland site in the UK. Although the parameters derived from the 
calibration against a surrogate site are unlikely to be directly applicable for other blanket peatland 
sites, it is intended that the model performance should provide some insight into the implications 
of the many assumptions that were made in the development of the drained peatland model.  
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Results from the analysis are used to explore the model performance, to identify processes that 
require refinement and the data that would reduce the uncertainties in the model predictions.   
5.5.1. Site description 
Oughtershaw Beck, a tributary of the River Wharfe, is a catchment of approximately 13.8 km2 (Lane 
et al., 2004) located at 54o13’54” N, 2o15’09”W (WGS84), in the Yorkshire Dales, Northern 
England (Figure 5.14).  The average annual rainfall is 1850mm (Wallage et al., 2006).  The 
catchment ranges in elevation from 353m at the outlet to 640m (above ordinance datum), and is 
primarily blanket peatland with an average thickness of 2m.  The catchment is underlain by 
carboniferous limestone and millstone grit that is overlain by a glacial boulder clay deposit (Wallage 
et al., 2006).  Open cut drainage was installed over a large portion of the catchment in the 1960s 
and was not subsequently maintained.  Holden et al. (2007) surveyed the drains in the area and 
found that most had either remained the same dimensions as when cut or had eroded; very few 
drains had naturally infilled or become vegetated.  
 
Figure 5.14: Location map of 
Oughtershaw Beck. (a) 
Location within the British 
Isles (b) Site location within 
the Yorkshire dales, marked by 
the star. Major towns in the 
area are marked with large 
circles; Oughtershaw is a small 
hamlet and marked with a 
small circle 
5.5.2. Observations 
A monitoring programme ran from December 2002 until August 2004.   Six boreholes in a transect 
across a drained peatland site (Figure 5.15a) recorded the depth of the water table below the surface 
at approximately 10 minute intervals over a continuous 419 day period starting on 17th February 
2003. A 25o V-notch weir was located in a drain approximately 32 m downstream of the borehole 
transect (Figure 5.15a); the notch was 28cm above the base of the drain and water level 
measurements were taken at approximately 5 minute intervals. 304 days of reliable observations 
were collected during the 21 month period.  The weir equation, (based on in-situ calibration), is 
QW=0.21 hW2.3, where QW (m3s-1) is weir flow and hW (m) is water level over the crest.  The data 
were collected as part of the PhD Thesis of Dr. Zoe Wallage (Wallage, 2007).  Because the field 
experiment was not originally designed to support the development and application of a physics 
based model, a detailed survey of the site was not completed prior to the removal of field 
equipment; therefore information regarding exact ground surface heights is unknown.  A transect 
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survey across the site in the approximate location of the boreholes indicates that the ground surface 
level fluctuates by up to 10cm around the average slope angle of the site.  The schematic map of 
the site, shown in Figure 5.15a, is based on information from aerial photographs and topographic 
maps.  A rain gauge was located approximately 300m from the site, with measurements made at 15 
minute resolution. As evaporation data were not available for the location, an approximate time 
series of daily potential evaporation was synthesised using the EARWIG weather generator (Kilsby 
et al., 2007).  Despite the absence of some information, the dataset is unique in its simultaneous 
high resolution measurements of rainfall, drain flow and water table in blanket peat and therefore 
provides an important opportunity to calibrate and test the performance of PEATmod. 
 
Figure 5.15: (a) Schematic field site diagram, (b) Model domain and soil blocks. 
5.5.3. Model parameterisation 
The model boundaries were defined by the drains at the top and bottom of the transect, the weir at 
the outlet and the upstream end of the central drain (Figure 5.15b).  Ten soil slices were used in the 
simulation (five upslope and five downslope from the central drain), each with 20 nodes, with 
spacing of these nodes ranging from 40cm near the drain to 3.5m in the centre of the soil slice.  
Borehole locations were explicitly added as nodes, to avoid interpolation errors when comparing 
the model output against observations.  The original PEATmod configuration was altered slightly in 
order to incorporate the routing effect of the weir; the drain upstream of the weir was modelled as 
a reservoir with outflows set by the weir equation measured in the field.  This assumes that the 
residence time in this drain is dominated by the storage effect of the weir, and that travel time of 
the wave is negligible compared to the simulation output time step, which is considered reasonable 
because of the short drain length.  
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5.5.4. Monte Carlo simulations 
PEATmod was calibrated by performing a Monte Carlo analysis. 2000 random samples (the 
parameter set, Θ) were taken from the a priori parameter ranges shown in Table 5.3.  The calibrated 
model parameters were: the acrotelm and catotelm hydraulic conductivities (KSa and KSc), the 
thickness of the acrotelm (da), the angle of the drain (βd), the surface slope angle (ω) and the type of 
land cover (b). Some of the a priori ranges were more easily constrained (i.e. the slope angle and 
drain angle) as there was some knowledge about these parameters from information such as maps 
and aerial photographs. However, these parameters were not fixed, in order to investigate the 
parameter sensitivity and also to reflect the uncertainty in this information. The drain length was 
fixed at 46m based on the results of a long term mass balance, and the acrotelm and catotelm 
porosities were set as functions of their respective hydraulic conductivities, following the 
relationship given in Eq.  5.15. Simulations were then performed for each of the a priori parameter 
sets for a 50 day calibration period from 24 September 2003 with a preceding 50 day model warm 
up period (not used for comparison against the observations) to allow sufficient time for the model 
behaviour to become independent of the user-defined initial conditions.  The simulations took 6-
10s for each day of simulation using an Intel Core 2 Duo Processor (E6850, 3.00 GHz). 
 
Table 5.3: Parameter ranges for Oughtershaw Beck Monte Carlo simulations and general sensitivity 
analysis. 
   
 Ranges for Oughtershaw Beck Monte 
Carlo Simulations 
Ranges for Sensitivity Analysis 
Parameter Lower value Upper value Lower value Upper value 
Acrotelm hydraulic 
conductivity (md-1) 0.1 4 
Catotelm hydraulic 





Acrotelm thickness (m) 0.05 0.2 n/a 
Drain angle (degrees) 10 20 15 60 
Surface slope angle 
(degrees) 5 10 2 14 






Juncus (roughest) Bare (smoothest) 
Manning’s n (m-1/3s) n/a n/a 0.2 1.4 
Drain spacing (m) FIXED 5 500 
 
The observed data points were interpolated to the same time samples as the model output (10 
minutes).  The model performance was determined for each parameter set using the root mean 
square error (RMSE) for observed weir flows (RMSE ranges from 0.078 to 0.177 ls-1), and for water 
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table depths for all six boreholes (RMSE ranges from 0.027 to 0.163 m).  The parameter sets 
considered most consistent with the observed hydrology for each observation record are selected.  
These are referred to here as the behavioural parameter sets for ith observation record (Bi).  The 
sensitivity of the model performance to each of the parameters, for each of the boreholes and the 
weir (the observation records), can be assessed by making comparisons between the frequency 
distributions of the behavioural parameter sets F(Θ|Bi) and the frequency distributions of the a 
priori parameters F(Θ) (following the approach of Spear and Hornberger, 1980).  Arbitrarily 
assuming that the best 100 parameter sets for each observation can be considered as the optimal 
parameter sets (Bi), Figure 5.16 demonstrates the cumulative distributions functions (cdfs) for each 
parameter, for all observation records as well as the a priori parameter distributions.  
 
Figure 5.16: Cumulative density plots of the a priori and behavioural parameter 
distributions for each observation point.   Dashed black line: a priori parameter 
distribution; coloured lines: boreholes and weir flow as per legend. 
 
The differences between the behavioural and a priori distributions for each parameter are quantified 
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (see McIntyre et al., 2003).  The KS test provides a 
summary measure of the relative effect of the parameters on the chosen objective function.  The 
flow record was sensitive to all of the model parameters; the boreholes were all sensitive to the 
acrotelm hydraulic conductivity (KSa) and the acrotelm thickness (da) , and were all insensitive to the 
drain angle (βd) and plant cover (a).  However, none of the sampled parameter sets could 
simultaneously optimise the RMSE for all seven sets of observation records.  Therefore, in order to 
accommodate the multi-objective nature of the problem and also recognising the uncertainty in the 
data and the model, rather than performing verification and predictions with a single “optimal” 
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parameter set, behavioural parameter (B) sets must be defined that are most consistent with all 
observation records simultaneously. 
 
The behavioural parameter sets (B) are selected by firstly taking only the best 5% for the weir flow 
simulations (100 parameter sets), then further reducing this set by keeping only the 50 parameter 
sets that had the best average RMSE for all six boreholes.  Less emphasis is placed on the borehole 
observations in this combined criteria because the primary interest here is to replicate peak flow 
hydrographs, and as there is inevitable uncertainty in the borehole simulations associated with 
heterogeneity as well as the uncertainty related to the inexact datums from which the borehole 
measurements were made.  The selection of the criteria was arbitrary; however it achieved the 
purpose of constraining the model towards the observed behaviour within an uncertainty analysis 
framework.  Figure 5.17 shows the cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of the a priori F(θ) and 
behavioural F(θ|B) distributions for each parameter. All behavioural parameter distributions were 
significantly different from the a priori parameter distributions at the 95% confidence interval. For 
the parameter ranges tested in this example, the parameters are ordered from most sensitive to least 
sensitive, based on their KS test statistic values: acrotelm saturated hydraulic conductivity (KSa), 
acrotelm thickness (da), land cover (b), site slope angle (ω), catotelm saturated hydraulic conductivity 
(KSc), and drain angle (βd). Comparing Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, it can be seen that the behavioural 
distributions are very similar to the distributions of the parameters that led to the best performing 
weir flow simulations, due to the biased strategy employed in selecting the behavioural parameter 
sets.   
 
Figure 5.17: Cumulative density plots of the a priori and behavioural parameter 
distributions.  Dashed black line: a priori parameter distribution; grey line: behavioural 
parameter distribution. 
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Figure 5.18 shows the confidence limits of the predictions obtained using the a priori parameter sets 
and those obtained using the behavioural parameter sets, plotted with observed weir and borehole 
data (at A1, A2 and A3) for the largest event during the calibration period.  This shows that the 
behavioural parameter sets give good performance during the main flow peak and demonstrates 
that non-behavioural parameter sets were typically rejected as they produced soil conditions that 
were too dry in the centre of the peatland between drains (borehole A2) preceding the onset of the 
rainfall event and therefore tended to under predict the flow peaks.  Following the flow peaks, all 
simulations reflect saturated conditions at borehole A2, with the water table at the ground surface; 
the observations reflect a similar water table level, fluctuating between -2cm and the surface.   Prior 
to the peak flow event, the behavioural simulations slightly under predict the water table levels at A3 
and A1, and have a slower water table rise following the rainfall event than that actually observed.  
However, the water table levels predicted following the rain event are contained within the 
prediction uncertainty bounds, although at A3, the model predicts a slightly more dynamic response 
than that observed.  
 
Figure 5.18: Four day sample from the calibration period, showing the largest peak 
and water table (WT) depth at boreholes A1, A2 and A3.   Light grey: 90% 
confidence interval for all simulations; dark grey: 90% confidence interval for 
behavioural simulations; black dots: observations. 
5.5.5. Model performance and uncertainty 
To test the model outside the calibration period, simulations using only the behavioural parameter 
sets were performed for the entire observation period (Figure 5.19).  Regions of missing data are 
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periods when observations were not made, and periods with missing simulations are periods where 
rainfall data were not recorded.  Figure 5.19 demonstrates that ground water levels are generally 
well predicted in the winter time, when evaporation is low and the water table is very close to the 
surface. However, during summer periods, the magnitude of the drawdown tends to be under-
predicted and the time for rewetting tends to be over-predicted. Predictions for the borehole 
located in the centre of the soil block were consistently worse than those at the edges of the soil 
block. 
 
Figure 5.19: Rainfall, flow and upstream water table depth for the verification period.    
Grey area: 90% confidence interval of behavioural simulations; black line or black dots: 
observations. 
 
Figure 5.20 illustrates a period of relatively poor performance during a summer event during the 
verification period.  In this period, the water table levels in A2 are simulated as being at the ground 
surface prior to the arrival of the event.  This has lead to a rapid surface runoff response to the first 
rainfall input, whereas in the observations, the rainfall volume from this event appears to be entirely 
accommodated in the subsurface storage, as evidenced by the rapid response observed in all the 
boreholes.  This rapid response is not predicted in borehole A1, with a more gradual wetting of the 
subsurface simulated.  Following the first event, water table and weir flow predictions are more 
accurately represented by the model predictions, although borehole predictions for A3 are still 
more dynamic than the observations. 




Figure 5.20: Poor performance flow hydrograph and water table (WT) depths for 
boreholes A1, A2 and A3 from verification period.  Grey area: 90% confidence interval 
of behavioural simulations; black dots: observations. 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Good performance flow hydrograph and water table (WT) depths for 
boreholes A1, A2 and A3 from verification period.  Grey area: 90% confidence interval 
of behavioural simulations; black dots: observations. 




Figure 5.21 shows good flow performance in a consistently wet spell in the verification period. 
During this period the water table was always very close to the surface (<5cm) in both the 
observations and the model outputs for borehole A1 and A2.  The mean water table level at 
borehole A3 was also well predicted.  
 
The model sensitivity to the potential evapotranspiration was also tested by running 10 parameter 
sets, randomly selected from the original 2000 parameter sets, each for five different EARWIG 
stochastic realisations of potential evaporation for a 150 day period.  The mean difference in RMSE 
between the simulations for each parameter set was 0.0023 ls-1 for the flow simulations and 0.0036 
m for the water table simulations. This variation was considered to have little significance on the 
selection of behavioural parameter sets. 
5.5.6. Discussion 
High quality data from small scale peatland sites are quite limited, and as model complexity 
increases, there is less likelihood that suitable observational data are available to constrain the model 
parameters (Freer et al., 2004).  Despite the limited complexity of PEATmod, and the fact that the 
dataset used for calibration is unique in the UK for the high level of information that it contains 
about peatlands, there are still challenges in the calibration, in particular, simultaneously optimising 
the model performance against individual observation time series. There are many possible causes 
for inconsistency between model outputs and observations, related to the model conceptualisation 
as well as the quality or suitability of the observations and input data. 
 
The approach used for model calibration takes into account responses that it would be reasonable 
to expect the model to simulate given its relative simplicity.  A spatially homogeneous 
representation of site properties is unlikely to provide consistently accurate representations of 
multiple point estimates of water table levels.  It is also noted that without a detailed topographic 
survey of the site, and only the site averaged slope angle to work from, water table measurements 
made from a ground surface reference level may introduce several centimetres of error.  In the 
field, it is also difficult to precisely define the surface of a peat, as in reality, the change from 
peatland vegetation to acrotelm is gradational rather than a distinct boundary. Therefore, the 
influence of the borehole data was down-weighted in the calibration so that that the simulated 
response was considered acceptable if it was broadly consistent with the general response of the six 
boreholes. Despite the reduced weighting of the boreholes in the calibration, they provided 
important information for the calibration process, particularly in refining the behavioural range of 
the acrotelm thickness. 




Even with these challenges, the longer term behaviour of the water table is generally reliably 
predicted (see Figure 5.19), with seasonal variability represented well. However, Figure 5.19 also 
highlights the relatively poor prediction of the water table in the centre of the peat block (A2), 
particularly during summer periods.  During the calibration period the water table observations in 
borehole A2 were close to the surface throughout the period; it is therefore unsurprising that the 
drawdown observed in the summer of 2003 is not well predicted, particularly for the behavioural 
parameter sets which were selected primarily to replicate the flow response rather than the borehole 
A2.  The behavioural parameter sets for borehole A2 (and to some extent A5, the borehole in the 
centre of the downslope soil block) favoured hydraulic conductivities and slopes that were towards 
the higher end of the sample range, in direct opposition to the behavioural parameter sets for the 
weir (see Figure 5.16).  
 
Despite the inevitable conflict resulting from the desire to accurately represent local scale 
hydrological processes and the requirement that the model should be computationally efficient, the 
model performs consistently well during wet periods (e.g. Figure 5.21).  During drying periods and 
the following recoveries, performance was poorer and uncertainty was higher, although this was 
more evident in the borehole predictions than the flow predictions. It is assumed that the slower 
recovery of the water table is probably related to the exclusion of an unsaturated zone 
representation, as in reality water stored in the unsaturated zone would add to the infiltrating water 
to increase the rate of water table rise. However, it can be suggested that, in the context of flood 
response, the loss of precision for these periods is outweighed by the significant gains in 
computational time (assuming that number of model nodes can be taken as a proxy for 
computational time, e.g. Paniconi et al., 2003).  It is also noted that a poorly constrained complex 
subsurface representation would be unlikely to provide greater precision in these periods.  It is also 
important to note that the calibration period was during winter; therefore it is possible that if there 
had been suitable data to use for a calibration period in the summer time, that drying and rewetting 
of the peat may have been better captured in the behavioural parameter sets. 
5.6. Generalised sensitivity analysis 
The model performance in the case study application suggests that the model captures the key 
processes in drained blanket peatlands under wet conditions. For sites that may be modelled with 
the same structure but different parameter values, the model was used to explore aspects of 
hydrological response throughout the potential parameter space.  This allows a more general 
examination of the sensitivity of the model parameters without the parameter restrictions 
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introduced due to site specific data (such as the restrictions on the slope angle, ω, and the drain 
angle, βd, in the case study of section 5.5).  In these simulations, the original model structure shown 
in Figure 5.3 was used, rather than the version adapted to accommodate the weir used in section 
5.5. It is assumed that all possible surface roughnesses for peatland sites can be represented by 
values of b between the smoothest (Bare) and roughest (Sphagnum/Juncus) land cover types. The 
parameter ranges for this broader exploration are shown in Table 5.3. This allows a qualitative 
validation of the model results relative to responses reported in the literature for a range of sites as 
well as providing a more general picture of the sensitivity of the flow peaks to the model 
parameters.  
 
The model parameter space was quantised and simulations performed for all the possible parameter 
combinations. The model domain was fixed to a 500m x 500m area, and tested with the same seven 
design storms used in section 3.6. As only large design storms were examined, evaporation was not 
included in the model.  Initial water table levels were set as the steady state solution for infinite 
duration rainfall of 0.1 md-1 and drains were assumed to be empty.  The peak flows were found to 
be independent of this choice of initial condition.  In order to reduce parameterisation, the depth 
averaged hydraulic conductivity was assumed to be constant within each simulation, therefore 
removing the acrotelm-catotelm representation.   
 
Following the analysis technique presented in section 3.6, contour plots of the variation of peak 
flow (  )(ippq  ) and time to peak (  )(ippt  ) with Θ were created (Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23, 
respectively).  However, in this case, as the parameter values have been discretely sampled, the 
response percentile ranges are calculated for each of the discrete samples, and hence are not 
averages over a range of Θ as used in section 3.6.  The hydraulic conductivity is shown on a log 
scale on the plots.  This analysis provides a visualisation of the parameter sensitivity, and also allows 
identification of non-linear trends between the peak flow and the sample parameter values. 




Figure 5.22: Variation of  )(ippq   with Θ for the PEATmod parameters.   
Shades of grey represent (from lightest to darkest) the 5-95%, 15-85%, 25-
75%,35-65% and 45-55% percentile ranges.  cc is the correlation coefficient 
between the parameter and pq .  Red dots are the median values for each 
discrete sample of Θ.  Units for the x-axis are those shown in Table 5.3. 
 
 
Figure 5.23: variation of  )(ippt   with Θ for the PEATmod parameters.  
Notes as per Figure 5.22. 
 
The PEATmod behaviour was found to be consistent with observations from the literature. For 
example, at high hydraulic conductivities, drainage is very effective in reducing peak flows; with low 
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hydraulic conductivities (such as in peatlands), drainage increases model peak flows and decrease 
times to peak, with the effects generally larger in systems with closer drains and lower hydraulic 
conductivities (e.g. Holden et al., 2006; Robinson, 1986; Stewart and Lance, 1991).  At very close 
drain spacing, the model peak flows begin to reduce, suggesting that spacing contributes to both 
increased storage and increased conveyance. Examination of the water table profiles also shows 
that the spatial variation in water table depth observed in the field (Coulson et al., 1990; Holden et 
al., 2006) is also replicated in PEATmod. 
 
Based on these simulations, PEATmod parameter to which the peak flow response is globally most 
sensitive is the drain roughness followed by the hydraulic conductivity.  However, at low hydraulic 
conductivities (e.g. typical of UK blanket peats) the peak flow is almost independent of the 
hydraulic conductivity.  The response is non-linearly related to the drain spacing, with a maxima 
occurring at approximately 50m spacing; the drain spacing has the largest local sensitivity of all of 
the parameters, which occurs at small spacings.  The high sensitivity of flow to the roughness 
parameters also reflects their high uncertainty.  Further field investigations of these parameters (e.g. 
Holden et al., 2008) would greatly enhance any hydrological modelling efforts for blanket peatlands. 
5.7. Summary 
The processes and responses associated with drained peatlands have been captured in a new 
simplified physics based model, PEATmod.  PEATmod has advantages over previous physics based 
and lumped conceptual models, as it provides flexibility in the drainage configurations that can be 
represented and can provide outputs of the spatial variability of model internal states.  PEATmod has 
also been extended to incorporate changes in hydrological responses associated with drain blocking. 
 
The model has been tested against a dataset from the UK and has been shown to perform well in 
terms of capturing peak flow responses under saturated or near-saturated soil moisture conditions. 
Poorer performance under drier conditions was explained by lack of an accurate unsaturated zone 
model, which while not of great concern for flood flow applications, could restrict the model’s 
usefulness for the exploration of other peat management impacts on, for example, low flows and 
water quality. Although the unknown surface levels at the boreholes created challenges with the 
simultaneous optimisation of all six boreholes, long term behaviour of water table levels was 
reasonably well predicted, and the general water table behaviour was consistent with observations 
from other studies. The modelling process has helped identify the overland and channel flow 
roughness parameters as being particularly important controls on peak flow response.  Further field 
research towards constraining these parameters is expected to enhance the model performance. 




The results of the generalised sensitivity analysis indicate that peak flows are sensitive to the 
geometric properties of the hillslope and drainage configurations, therefore models that are spatially 
lumped or restricted in their model configuration cannot as accurately distinguish those sites that 
pose the greatest flood hazard.  The model therefore has potential in terms of specifically 
identifying and prioritising areas for flood hazard mitigation measures in terms of potential 
reduction of downstream flood risk (at least at the small scale).  
 
The performance of the model in predicting the responses at the surrogate site provides some extra 
confidence in the otherwise a priori model structure.  All the of model parameters were identifiable, 
suggesting that the model is not over parameterised and that all the parameters have some sort of 
measurable influence on the predicted model response.  Significantly, it was possible to calibrate the 
model using locally measured physical parameters or ranges that were restricted from measured 
values in the literature.  Applying the chosen performance criteria and considering the ranges of 
parameter values perceived to be possible a priori for this site, no evidence was found to suggest 
that the parameters are inconsistent with their true (measurable) physical meanings.  This provides 
support for using this model structure in other peatland sites in speculative simulations where there 
is no supporting data, but some knowledge about the range of potential physical properties. 
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Chapter 6. Plot scale scenarios  
Although some anecdotal evidence is available (see Chapters 2 and 4), it is unclear how local 
conditions, both those related to LULM and LULM independent site characteristics, affect the 
changes that occur in the hydrological response following LULM change.  With limited monitoring 
data, physics based hydrological modelling is a tool that can potentially be used to explore some of 
these changes and test particular LULM scenarios.  In this chapter the physics based models 
described in the previous chapters (FORmod and PEATmod) are used to explore the impacts of 
LULM scenarios on plot scale hydrological responses for a specific test catchment.  The objectives 
of the plot scale modelling are to: 
1) Generate ensembles of runoff responses to represent various combinations of LULM and 
soil types within the test catchment that incorporate parametric spatial variability and 
uncertainty.  These ensembles will form the basis for the local runoff generation in the 
semi-distributed catchment model application described in Chapter 7. 
2) Identify the limits to the conclusions that can be made using the models, given uncertainty 
about local conditions, model parameterisation and model structure. 
3) Assess whether any generalisations about the change in local scale runoff response 
following LULM change can be made in consideration of these limitations.  
4) Identify whether, and which, local conditions affect the magnitude and direction of these 
responses specifically identifying: those sites that are most sensitive to LULM and which 
types of sites and changes in LULM characteristics would lead to the greatest reductions in 
peak flows following particular LULM changes.  
5) Identify field data that would most greatly assist in the reduction of prediction uncertainty. 
 
This chapter begins with a description of the test catchment, including discussion of the 
topography, climate, soils, and current day land use.  In section 6.2 a review of methodologies for 
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis is presented.  Section 6.3 describes the parameterisation of both 
FORmod and PEATmod used in the plot scale scenarios.  Section 6.4 presents the scenario 
continuous simulations and methods used to analyse their outputs.  Sections 6.5 and 6.6 present the 
results from the FORmod and PEATmod simulations, respectively.  Parameter sensitivities are 
compared to the generalised sensitivity analyses conducted in the model development chapters.  
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Section 6.7 presents conclusions concerning simulated local responses and prediction uncertainty 
for the two models. 
6.1. Site description 
The data used in this study are from a multiscale monitoring programme in the Hodder Catchment, 
collected as part of the United Utilities SCaMP programme (Sustainable Catchment Management 
Plan) (Ewen et al., 2008).  Large-scale changes of LULM are being, and have been made 
throughout the upland areas of the catchment, including blocking of peatland drains, afforestation, 
changes in stocking density and changes in heather burning policy.  Although SCaMP is primarily 
focused on water quality and general ‘environmental restoration’, the monitoring information can 
also be used to investigate the effects of LULM on the local and catchment scale hydrological 
response. 
 
The River Hodder drains a catchment area of approximately 261 km2 that ranges in elevation from 
544m to 40m at its confluence with the River Ribble.  Land use in the catchment is primarily 
agricultural, dominated by sheep and, to a lesser extent, cattle farming.  Regions of the catchment 
also include commercial coniferous forestry, some parts of which have recently been clear felled 
and replanted.  In the upper extents of the catchment, there are large areas of moorland and 
peatlands, which are managed for grouse and low intensity grazing.  Annual average precipitation in 
the catchment ranges from 1100mm in the lowlands to 1500mm in the headwaters (Ewen et al., 
2009).  The Hodder catchment is a major source of water, supplying over 6 million people in the 
north-west of the UK, with abstraction ongoing since the early 20th century (Ewen et al., 2008).  
Abstractions are made at a number of locations within the catchment, with Stocks Reservoir, in the 
north-east of the catchment, being the most significant water source.   
 
Regions of the Hodder catchment are nationally recognised for unique ecological and aesthetic 
ecosystem services. The forest of Bowland, an 803 km2 area that includes most of the Hodder 
catchment, was designated as an ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ in 1964 (Yates, 2009).  
Approximately 13% of the forest of Bowland is also designated as a ‘Site of Special Scientific 
Interest’ under UK legislation.  Most of this area is the blanket peatland plateau in the headwaters 
of the Hodder catchment.  This same area is also classified as a ‘Special Protection Area’, in 
recognition of its significance as a breeding ground for upland bird species.  Many of the LULM 
changes being implemented as part of the SCaMP programme are specifically intended to restore 
these environments.  This research evaluates whether or not these changes also impact peak flows 
in the catchment. 









The modelling conducted in the subsequent chapters focuses specifically on a sub-catchment of the 
Hodder, upstream of the flow gauge labelled ‘Footholme’ in Figure 6.1.  The Footholme catchment 
has an area of 25.3 km2 and includes LULM practices that are characteristic of those in the SCaMP 
monitoring area.  In addition to the Environment Agency stream flow and rain gauges located at 
Footholme, a further three flow gauges, plus an automatic weather station and a barometer were 
installed in the catchment as part of the SCaMP programme.  Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 provide 
details of the specific locations, monitoring periods and gauge specific details for the flow gauges 
and climate monitoring sites, respectively.  All gauges collect data on at 15 minute resolution, 
except for rainfall gauge TBB, which operates at a 5 minute resolution.  The rainfall gauge TBB is 
an ARG100 aerodynamic tipping bucket rain gauge with a monitoring resolution of 0.2mm.  The 
streamflow gauges BRE_sap, BRE_rhw and WHI_mid are pressure transducers (Van Essen 
Divers,  Ewen et al., 2010) that measure stage.  Stage is converted to discharge using a stage 
discharge relationship developed using observations and extended for high flows based on physical 
Footholme 
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reasoning (for full details see Ewen et al., 2010).  The Environment Agency flow gauge at 
Footholme is a calibrated flume (shown in Figure 6.2); data provided from the Environment 
Agency is already converted into discharge. 
 
Figure 6.2: Footholme flume. 
 
Table 6.1: Footholme flow gauging information. 
     
Name OS grid reference Elevation (m ASL) Upstream Area (km2) Monitoring period 
BRE_sap SD 62990 55717 360 1.7 5/6/08-31/1/10 
BRE_rhw SD 63136 55751 338 2.8 15/5/08-31/1/10 
WHI_mid SD 66061 54633 205 10 3/6/08-31/1/10 
Footholme SD 653 529 164 25.3 23/10/95-31/1/10 
     
 
Table 6.2: Footholme climate monitoring information. 
     
Name OS grid reference Elevation (m ASL) Data Collected Monitoring period 
TBB SD 63424 55801 354 R 20/5/08-8/12/09 
Footholme SD 653 529 164 R 19/12/90-11/1/06,  
1/12/08-3/2/10 
AWS_mk SD 63131 54971 297 U, T, Rh, Rn 13/8/08-31/1/10 
Baro_ft SD 65336 53218 176 Pa 24/1/08-31/1/10 
     
 
Figure 6.3 shows the relief of the Footholme catchment, based on a digital elevation model (DEM) 
on a 10m grid with +/- 2.5m vertical accuracy, as well as the locations of monitoring sites described 
in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. 




Figure 6.3: Footholme topography and monitoring. 
 
Water supply is abstracted from the Footholme catchment at a number of points throughout the 
catchment.  A maximum of 35 Mld-1 is taken, and daily records are available from United Utilities 
for the total catchment abstraction, but not for the specific internal catchment abstraction points.  
Flow gauges BRE_sap and BRE_rhw are upstream of all abstraction points and the Footholme 
flow gauge is downstream of all abstraction points.    
6.1.2. Soils Data 
The Footholme catchment consists of three soil series: Belmont, Wilcocks and Winter Hill.  Figure 
6.4 shows the distribution of these soil series within the Footholme catchment based on the NSRI 
NATmap soil map (NSRI, 2011).  The Winter Hill series is a blanket peat deposit and is located on 
the low gradient hilltop plateaus.  The Winter Hill series has physical characteristics typical of 
blanket peat, as discussed in Chapter 4.  The Belmont soil series is the most abundant mineral soil 
within the catchment, and typically forms on valley slopes adjacent to the blanket peat hill tops.  It 
is classified as an iron pan stagnopodzol with “a peaty topsoil that is periodically wet, with a faintly 
mottled bleached subsurface horizon, overlying an iron-enriched layer” (p.7 Thompson, 2007).  
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These soils typically overlie hard sandstone.  The Wilcocks soil series is classified as a cambic 
stagnohumic gley soil.  They are “seasonally waterlogged slowly permeable soils” with “humose or 
peaty topsoil” (p.7 Thompson, 2007).  In addition to the spatial distribution of different soil series, 
the NSRI data also provide soil hydraulic and hydrologic properties for all soil series (NSRI, 2011), 
which are used in this study to parameterise baseline soil characteristics. 
 
Figure 6.4: Footholme soils map (NSRI, 2011). 
 
In addition to the soils classification system, the soils in the catchment have been classified 
following the HOST (Hydrology of soil type) classification scheme (Boorman et al., 1995).  Table 
6.3. shows the HOST classes of the three soil series, along with the HOST class average values of 
BFI (baseflow index: fraction of runoff as baseflow) and SPR (standard percentage runoff).  Of the 
29 soils classes included in the HOST classification scheme, the three soils in the Footholme 
catchment represent some of the lowest BFI and highest SPR values, implying that they have 
characteristically flashy runoff responses. 
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Table 6.3: Footholme soils HOST classification (Boorman et al., 1995). 
    
Soil series HOST class BFI SPR 
Belmont 15 0.38 48 
Wilcocks 26 0.24 59 
Winter Hill 29 0.23 60 
    
6.1.3. Land use  
Land cover in the Footholme catchment, as assessed based on the LCM2000 data (Fuller et al., 
2002), through inspection of aerial photographs and local knowledge, is shown in Figure 6.5.  The 
dominant land classification is “grassland”, which for peat soils is modelled as “intact peatland”.  
These areas are managed either for low intensity grazing, for game rearing, or are have complete 
stock exclusion.  Areas of “improved grassland” have higher intensity grazing and have been 
“improved” by drainage and the application of lime/fertilizer (Ewen et al., 2010).  The locations of 
the peatland ditch drainage are based on field surveys conducted by Newcastle University (Ewen et 
al., 2010).  By the start of 2009, all of the peatland drains within the catchment had been blocked.  
There is a small area of commercial coniferous plantation near the catchment outlet, as well as 
scattered pockets of coniferous and deciduous trees. 
 
Figure 6.5: Footholme land surface cover map. 
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6.2. Methodologies used for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis 
The data availability presented in the previous section could be considered to be representative of 
many gauged catchments within the UK.   The data are acquired from national datasets or are 
remotely sensed, and are not supported by any specific field measurements of soil or vegetation.  
The input data are therefore relatively poorly constrained (for example in comparison to the 
Pontbren experimental catchment, Wheater et al., 2008).    
 
Recalling the Thesis objectives from Chapter 1, in particular the desire to assess the utility of 
physics based model in predicting LULM change, the key techniques to deal with these objectives 
are uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis.  In particular, the methods address the following 
general questions: 
 Uncertainty analysis: are the predictions based on highly uncertain model inputs too 
uncertain to make any meaningful inferences about the effects of LULM change? 
 Sensitivity analysis: for which parameters would a reduction in uncertainty lead to the 
greatest reduction in prediction uncertainty? In addition, sensitivity analysis can also 
provide some insight into the model functioning and assist in identifying whether the 
model structure is robust (Saltelli et al., 2008). 
 
Uncertainty analysis can be considered to be the quantification of the output variance given 
uncertain inputs, whereas sensitivity analysis aims to quantify the individual contribution of each of 
the model parameters to the output variance (Helton et al., 2006).  These definitions highlight how 
closely related the two analyses are, both conceptually and in terms of computation. 
6.2.1. Uncertainty analysis 
Uncertainty in the model predictions can arise from three principal sources (Wagener et al., 2004): 
1) Model inputs (i.e. rainfall, weather data and initial conditions). 
2) Model structure (including numerical solution scheme and boundary conditions). 
3) Model parameters. 
 
Uncertainty related to model inputs, such as the weather data, could potentially reduce the ability of 
the model to replicate observed responses, however, in terms of speculative simulations it is 
assumed to not greatly affect the predicted changes related to LULM.   
 
In Chapters 3 and 5, the sensitivity of the model response to a limited number of alternative model 
structures was evaluated.  The uncertainty related to these selected variations in the model structure 
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was assessed to be small (or in the case of the soil structural changes in FORmod, small relative to 
the uncertainty associated with parameterisation sections 3.4 and 5.3).  However, uncertainty related 
to the simplifications and inadequacies of the model in replicating the real world remain and cannot 
be easily quantified without comparisons against observations; this could potentially be quite a 
significant source of uncertainty.   
 
As such, uncertainty related to the model structure and model inputs is not propagated further, and 
prediction uncertainty is only evaluated in terms of the uncertainty related the model 
parameterisation.  This is a major assumption and needs to be borne in mind when making 
conclusions based on the model outputs.   
 
The semi-distributed model application described in section 1.2.3 (and implemented in Chapter 7) 
relies on discretising the catchment into grids, and then categorising each grid into a “runoff class” 
based solely on LULM and soil classes.  Thus, uncertainty in the model parameters can arise from 
three major sources: 
1) The variability of properties within the LULM/soil class group.  For example, site slope 
angle falls into this group, as it can be relatively easily measured and constrained for any 
given grid cell of the semi-distributed model using a DEM, but is sampled to reflect within-
runoff-class variability. 
2) Lack of knowledge of the physical processes for any one site.  For example, properties 
such as the surface roughness for both FORmod and PEATmod have only been quantified in 
very few published studies, generally with highly variable results.  
3) Natural random variability of “known” model parameters (both within site and across 
LULM/soil class groups).   
 
Uncertainty in the model predictions due to parametric uncertainty of type (1) could potentially be 
reduced by further dividing the runoff classes.  However, the introduction of additional 
subdivisions increases computational burden, and eventually leads towards a fully distributed 
model.  Uncertainty of type (2) could potentially be reduced with further process based studies.  
Reductions in uncertainty of type (3) are unlikely, as random variability is an inherent characteristic 
of all natural systems.  It is also noted that parameter uncertainty also interacts with uncertainties in 
conceptualisation and inputs. 
 
A common way to address uncertainty in model predictions is through Monte Carlo analysis.  The a 
priori ranges for each parameter can be defined, from which parameter sets can be sampled.  In the 
cases presented in this Thesis, the a priori distributions are considered to be uniform and are 
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sampled randomly; each set is considered to be an equally plausible physical representation of the 
system of interest.  A deterministic model is run with each of the parameter sets, the ensemble of 
outputs created represents the range of potential predictions given the parameter uncertainty.  
Monte Carlo sampling is used in this Thesis in order to capture the uncertainty in the predictions of 
LULM/soil series runoff at the local scale, which is then propagated into the catchment scale 
analysis presented in Chapter 7.   The a priori parameter ranges used to estimate the uncertainty in 
model parameters are described in section 6.3. 
6.2.2. Sensitivity analysis 
For a hypothetical model: Y=f(Θ), with outputs Y, and N input parameters Θ=(Θ1, Θ 2,…., Θ N), a 
mathematical definition of the sensitivity (S) of the model output to one of the input parameters 






  Eq. 6.1 
The definition of sensitivity given in Eq. 6.1 has units, which can lead to challenges in the 
interpretation of S between model parameters of different units.  For example, imagine two 
parameters from PEATmod, nOF (Manning’s n roughness coefficient, L-1/3T) and W (the drain 
spacing, L) for which sensitivity measures based on Eq. 6.1 are derived.  If both measures have 
S=1, can they be considered to equally sensitive?  In this case, it could be argued that they are not 
equally sensitive, as a variation of 1 for Manning’s n is very large, whereas a variation in 1m in drain 
spacing could be within measurement error.  However, it is not always immediately apparent how 
to evaluate relative sensitivities when the sensitivity measures have different units.  To circumvent 
this problem, parameter values can be standardised.  One common standardisation technique is 
performed by subtracting the parameter mean values and dividing by the standard deviation of the 





















i  is the mean of the ith model parameter  
 
i
  the standard deviation of the ith model parameter  
 
This sensitivity estimate has the same units as Y and would yield sensitivities that represent the 
change in Y associated with a change in one standard deviation in the parameter Θ i.   In some cases 
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the response Y, is also standardised, or alternatively, Eq. 6.1 could be normalised by a coefficient to 
represent an estimate of a percentage change in the parameter value (Turanyi and Rabitz, 2000).  It 
is important to note that while a parameter may be identified by Eq. 6.1 to be sensitive, if it is 
sampled from a well constrained range (and hence σΘ i is small), its variation within this range may 
not have a significant effect of the variability of the model outputs.  Hence measures of the 
sensitivity given by Eq. 6.2 account for variation in response both due to the true parameter 
sensitivity (i.e. Eq. 6.1) as well as the uncertainty in the parameter value (Saltelli et al., 2008). 
 
Based on the mathematical definitions of sensitivity (given by Eq. 6.1, Eq. 6.2) it is possible to 
derive a measure of parameter sensitivity through analytical differentiation of the model.  
Alternatively, if an analytical solution is not readily achievable, models that are solved numerically 
can be adjusted in order to output derivates of the state variables as well as the state variables 
themselves.  Although this type of approach is efficient in terms of computational time, it requires 
considerable programming expertise in order to develop efficient solutions (Saltelli et al., 2008).  In 
most practical cases, parameter sensitivity is evaluated based on some numerical method and 
associated sampling procedure.   
 
The simplest approach is a ‘one-at-a-time’ (OAT) methodology.  This type of approach is 
commonly employed to evaluate the sensitivity of computationally expensive models (the only 
sensitivity analyses conducted on physics based models reviewed in Chapter 2 were of this type) 
and is also typically conducted when some optimised parameter set has been identified, through 
calibration or otherwise.  OAT techniques evaluate Si by selecting a baseline parameter set, 
following which each parameter is individually perturbed by some nominal amount ∆Θi , then 
sensitivities are estimated based on the discrete approximation of Eq. 6.1.  However, OAT 
techniques only provide estimates of local sensitivity, (sensitivity within the immediate vicinity of the 
baseline parameter sets) and are sensitive to the selection of ∆Θi. 
 
There are many different techniques available to estimate global parameter sensitivities in more 
robust ways than the OAT techniques.  Global parameter sensitivities provide an estimate of the 
parameter sensitivity throughout the solution space (Y(Θ)) (Helton et al., 2006; Saltelli et al., 2008; 
Saltelli et al., 2004).  Most of the more widely used approaches can be categorised as either sampling 
based or variance based methodologies (for a more complete review of these methodologies as well 
as others, see Cacuci and Ionescu-Bujor, 2004; Ionescu-Bujor and Cacuci, 2004; Saltelli et al., 2000; 
Saltelli et al., 2008; Saltelli et al., 2004).  Although the range of sensitivity analysis techniques is 
diverse, in most cases sensitivity measures derived from even the most complex procedures will 
reach the same conclusions when the model Y=f(Θ) is linear (Saltelli et al., 2008).  This is because 
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the objective of all the methodologies is to develop an estimate of Eq. 6.1 (or Eq. 6.2).  The more 
complex variance based methodologies are specifically designed to accommodate highly non-linear 
and/or non-monotonic relationships, threshold behaviours as well as account for higher order 
parameter interactions.  However, these methods are very computationally demanding and are thus 
generally impractical for less computationally efficient models (Helton et al., 2006; Saltelli et al., 
2008).  Sampling based methodologies are appealing for the current application, as the same model 
simulations conducted in order to develop the ensemble of model responses (to reflect the 
uncertainty in the model parameters) can be analysed to assess the sensitivity of the responses to 
uncertainty in the parameters.   
 
A typical first step in any sampling based sensitivity analysis is to develop scatter plots (or density 
plots in cases where the number of dots makes it difficult to visualise trends – for example those 
shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 5.22) of each of the variables (Θ i) versus the outputs (Y).  These 
plots are simple and provide an instant qualitative assessment of the relative parameter importance 
and potential non-linearities in the relationships between Θ and Y.  Based on the plots of Θ versus 
peak flows for both FORmod (Figure 3.17) and PEATmod (Figure 5.22), it is clear that the 
relationships between the sensitive parameters and the peak flow response are frequently linear, or 
only weakly non-linear.  The relationships between the median and peak flow response are generally 
monotonic (with the exception of the drain spacing, but this will be addressed later).   
 
Although scatter plots are informative, it is generally desirable to provide quantification of these 
relative sensitivities.  Many methods exist to quantify sensitivity based on Monte Carlo sampling, 
but in this Thesis, regression based methods have been employed and are reviewed below (for a 
wider review of sampling based sensitivity analysis see Hamby, 1994; Helton and Davis, 2000; 
Helton et al., 2006).  The methods are compatible with the uncertainty analysis sampling procedure 
and are simple techniques that can be applied to evaluate first order sensitivity, even with many 
model parameters.  The regression models can also be used to explore some of the more complex 
issues not explored in the original sampling methods, such as parameter covariance and non-
stationarity.  
 
Regression analysis provides a quantification of the relationships between Y and Θ.  For a linear 






ˆ  Eq. 6.3 
Where: 
 Yˆ  predicted values of Y  
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 b0 regression intercept  
 bi regression coefficient of the ith parameter  
 N number of model parameters (Θ)  
 
Which is solved for b by minimising the sums of squares of the residuals: 
         NSk Ni kiikNSk kk bbYYY 1 101 ˆ  Eq. 6.4 
Where: 
 NS number of observations (Y)  
Differentiating Yˆ  in Eq. 6.3 with respect to Θi yields the regression coefficient, bi;, thus, (recalling 
Eq. 6.2), the regression coefficients can act as measures of the parameter sensitivities. 
 




















*  is the standardised regression coefficient with units the 
same as Y 
 
 






R 12  Eq. 6.6 
Where: 






 the total sum of squares  






 the residual sum of squares  
 
When R2 is equal to one, the regression model perfectly describes the relationship Y=f(Θ).  R2 can 
also be interpreted as the fraction of the observed variance that can be described by the regression 
model.  If the R2 value is too small (Saltelli et al., 2008 suggest of a lower limit of 0.7), the 
regressors do not provide a particularly useful representation of the model parameter sensitivities 
and alternative methods of sensitivity analysis should be sought.  For cases where the relationships 
between Y and Θ are non-linear, but monotonic, a regression against the parameter rank can 
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provide a more robust measure of the parameter sensitivities (Helton et al., 2006); however, 
interpretation of the regression coefficients lose some of their physical meaning. 
 
Applying a regression method based on Eq. 6.3 has several limitations when the number of input 
parameters is large and if there is correlation between parameters.  Typically only a few model 
parameters explain the largest amount of variance in the model output; adding all model parameters 
can lead to over fitting of the data, which can generate misleading regression coefficients.  When 
model parameters are correlated, the regression coefficients become unstable and will often become 
sensitive to the specific parameter values sampled, again potentially leading to misleading results 
(Helton and Davis, 2000).   
 
In order to overcome issues related to parameter correlation and over fitting, a common technique 
is to perform a stepwise regression.  In this case, a sequence of regression models are produced, 
where model parameters may be added and removed at each step based on their statistical 
significance in the regression (controlled by user-defined significance limits, pin and pout).  Appendix 
C provides a complete description of the stepwise regression process. 
 
Stepwise regression can provide three measures of relative sensitivity : (1) the order that parameters 
are added into the model, (2) the R2 values at successive steps and (3) the standardised regression 
coefficients (Helton and Davis, 2000).  A number of limitations exist for stepwise regression 
models (in addition to the major assumption of linearity), including: 
 There is potential bias in the method, as parameters are added individually to the model, 
therefore parameter interaction may not necessarily be accounted for if the parameters 
individually do not explain a significant amount of the observed variance (Hair et al., 2006).   
 Stepwise methods also have a higher risk of being affected by individual data points, and 
with greater numbers of parameters the greater the chance that “nuisance” or “noise” 
parameters will be selected for the final model (Whittingham et al., 2006). 
 The iterative nature of stepwise methods and hence repetitive significance testing can lead 
to increased false positives (Whittingham et al., 2006).  This problem is typically avoided by 
selecting values of pin and pout (see Appendix C) that are lower than might normally be used 
in significance tests (Hair et al., 2006).    
 For highly correlated parameters, typically only one of the parameters will be included in 
the regression model, which does not mean that the other correlated parameters are 
insensitive.   
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Many of the criticisms of stepwise regression relate to the development of regression models for 
the purposes of prediction.  However, using sampling based regression techniques to estimate 
parameter sensitivity is widely used and can provide useful inferences about linear and quasi-linear 
relationships (Saltelli et al., 2000). 
 
Sampling based methods also exist to assess parameter sensitivity independently of the assumptions 
of linearity and monotonicity.  These methods all work by dividing the parameter samples into 
intervals.  Non-random patterns of the means, medians or distributions of the various intervals can 
be assessed with various statistical tests; for example: the F-statistic (for comparing means), the χ2 
statistic (for comparing median values) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for comparing 
distributions) (Helton and Davis, 2002).  The method used to test for parameter identifiability in 
Chapter 5, (Section 5.5.4), based on splitting responses between behavioural and non-behavioural 
parameters belongs to this class of non-parametric sensitivity analysis.  Variance based methods, 
such as the Sobol method (Sobol, 2001), can also be approximated using Monte Carlo sampling.   
However, sample sizes typically must be larger than those used in other sampling based sensitivity 
measures, due to the numerical methods used to approximate the integrals that evaluate the 
parameter global sensitivity (Helton et al., 2006).  Saltelli (Saltelli et al., 2008) recommends a 
minimum of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations in order to obtain an accurate estimate of the Sobol 
indices. 
 
Sensitivity analysis in this chapter is conducted using stepwise regression.  Stepwise regression 
sensitivity analysis was chosen as it can be performed using the same ensembles developed for 
uncertainty analysis; hence it does not increase the computational burden of the investigation (as 
the more complex variance based methods would).  It will be shown that the relationships between 
Y and each Θi are not highly non-linear and that high R2 values can be achieved, hence alleviating 
the need to conduct more complex analysis techniques and supporting the choice of the simple 
regression based approach.  The primary purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to develop an 
understanding of the relative sensitivities of each of the parameters.  The regression models can 
also be used to explore some of the more complex issues that cannot be easily tested with the 
ensembles created for the uncertainty analysis, such as parameter correlation and non-stationarity.  
In this way, the regression models are used as a type of “metamodel”; the concept of 
metamodelling is explored in Chapter 7. 
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6.3. Model parameterisation and sampling 
To investigate changes in flow response associated with LULM, simulations were performed using 
FORmod and PEATmod.  Because there is uncertainty in model parameters (as discussed in section 
6.2), a Monte Carlo analysis framework was employed to investigate the flow responses with a 
range of hydrological properties.  100 site parameter sets, ΘS, for each soil series were randomly 
sampled from prescribed ranges (presented in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2), where each set can be 
considered to represent a possible plot-scale site.  These parameter sets are for those parameters 
that are considered to be independent of LULM (e.g. slope).  For the FORmod simulations, because 
LULM is implemented through changes in parameters, 100 parameter sets of the LULM specific 
parameters (ΘL) were also generated for each of the potential LULM types.  For PEATmod, LULM 
is represented through model structural changes, hence, the total model parameter set, Θ, for the 
PEATmod simulations is Θ=ΘS, and for the FORmod simulations Θ=(ΘS, ΘL).   A schematic 
representation of the FORmod parameter sampling is shown in Figure 6.6.  This sampling procedure 
does not account for any natural correlation of model parameters; for example: a tree height might 
be likely to be correlated to rooting depth, and this limitation must be considered when interpreting 
results.   
 
 
Figure 6.6: Schematic diagram demonstrating relationships between 
FORmod parameter sets (Θ).   Grey area indicates the 100 parameter sets 
for LULM1/Soil 2.  Stippled area represents parameter sets between 
which comparisons of LULM change should be assessed. 
 
LULM management scenarios were applied to each sampled site through either parameter changes 
(for the forestry scenarios through the change of LULM parameters, ΘL) or through model 
structural changes (for the peatland scenarios), and the change in flow response assessed using the 
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simulation models.  In this way, the 100 parameter sets for each LULM/soil series are independent, 
but are linked across SOIL/LULM types, i.e. for SOIL1/LULM1 parameter set 1, to assess the 
impacts of changing to LULM2, the comparison should be made against parameter set 1 
SOIL1/LULM2, thus ensuring that parameters independent of LULM are the same.  LULM 
parameters for each set are the same across soil series (e.g. the same types of trees are “planted”).   
6.3.1. FORmod Parameterisation 
In this section the parameterisation used for FORmod to represent different LULMs on the mineral 
soils in the Footholme catchment is presented.  In addition to LULM scenarios for trees (both 
coniferous and deciduous), it is also necessary to implement scenarios for alternative LULMs in 
order to assess changes in runoff response with or without the presence of trees.  Based on the 
typical LULMs observed in the Footholme catchment, scenarios have also been included for 
‘grazed pasture’ and for ‘moorland’.  The ‘grazed pasture’ scenarios represent improved grassland 
with varying degrees of grazing.  The ‘moorland’ scenarios represent land management that ranges 
from stock exclusion to fully developed moorland vegetation.  As such, all scenarios represent only 
land use, and the uncertainty in the parameters includes variability associated with differences in 
potential land management practices.  These additional non-tree scenarios (grazed pasture and 
moorland) are modelled using FORmod, making appropriate adjustments to the parameters that 
represent LULM, such as plant representations for the interception and potential evaporation 
functions, depressional storage, overland flow roughness and soil structural changes.   
 
The removal of stock and planting of trees is generally observed to lead to a reduction in flow 
peaks and volumes, due to an improvement in the structure in the upper layers of the soil and 
enhanced infiltration and evaporation (Carroll et al., 2004; Carroll et al., 2002; Gifford and 
Hawkins, 1978; Greenwood et al., 1998; Greenwood and McKenzie, 2001; Nguyen et al., 1998).  
Stock grazing impacts on the hydrological cycle by reducing vegetation cover (and hence 
interception and evaporation) (Sansom, 1999) and through poaching (of wet soils) and compaction 
(of dry soils) (Greenwood and McKenzie, 2001).  Stock trampling can lead to: the development of a 
thin impermeable layer in the A-horizon (Warren, 1986); reductions in total porosity (mostly due to 
a reduction in macropores); and reduction in root growth due to soil compaction (Greenwood and 
McKenzie, 2001).  In their review of experimental studies investigating the change in infiltration 
rates due to grazing, Gifford and Hawkins (1978) suggested that, as a rule of thumb, light grazing 
reduces infiltration by a factor of 0.75 and heavy grazing by a factor of 0.5.  However, the effects of 
stock trampling are typically confined to the upper layers of the soil (Greenwood, 1997), and the 
effects of grazing on soil structure are highly dependent on soil type (Rauzi and Smith, 1973; 
Warren, 1986). 




Based on this evidence, grazing scenarios are represented in the model through reductions in θS  
and Ks in the uppermost soil horizon, and by applying parameter values representative of short 
grasses for stomatal resistance, rooting depth, plant height (also controlled by animal grazing), 
interception storage, surface roughness and depressional storage.  Moorland scenarios are 
represented only through changes in vegetation; it is assumed that the soil properties for moorland 
sites can be suitably represented by the baseline soil condition. 
 
6.3.1.1. Site parameters (ΘS) 
For each mineral soil series (Belmont and Wilcocks) the site slope angle and baseline soil properties 
are site characteristics that are independent of LULM.  Baseline soil data were taken from the NSRI 
soils database (NSRI, 2011) and ranges of site slope angles were evaluated based on average 200m x 
200m grid cell slopes as determined from the DEM for the Footholme catchment.   
 
The NSRI soils database is a nationally available dataset that provides spatial distributions and 
characterisation of the major soil associations within England and Wales.  The dataset is used in 
two ways in this research, (1) to identify the spatial distribution of soils and (2) to characterise the 
physical properties of these soils.  The sources of the soil characteristics are not made explicit in the 
companion documents to this product, although it is mentioned that the soil hydraulic 
characteristics are “based heavily on laboratory analysis” and that the spatial data is derived “using a 
mixture of measured data and expert judgement” (NSRI, 2011).  Despite the apparent experimental 
evidence that the data are derived from, there is no quantification of the uncertainty associated with 
the estimates.   
 
The soil characteristics in the NSRI database are derived from point scale measurements and it is 
therefore a major assumption that these can be applied at a larger scale, particularly given potential 
issues of macroporosity and the impact of heterogeneity on runoff generation (e.g. Binley et al., 
1989a).  Assuming that heterogeneous systems can be represented as an equivalent uniform 
medium (which in itself is a questionable assumption, e.g. Freeze, 1975), evidence exists that point 
scale hydraulic properties (or the averages accounting for spatial variability) are not equivalent to 
the effective conductivities that might be derived through calibration; typically effective parameter 
values for low permeability soils are lower than mean measured values (Binley et al., 1989b). 
However, as the NSRI data are the only potential source of information on soil properties for the 
test catchment, they represent a best available, albeit uncertain, estimate. 
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Variations in soil properties related to LULM are introduced through LULM specific parameters 
(ΘL, presented in next section).  Table 6.4 provides a summary of the slope angles and soil horizon 
properties (thickness and saturated hydraulic conductivity) for each mineral soil series.  Random, 
independent sampling was performed from the ranges of the site slope angle, for the variability in 
the thickness of each soil (+/- 5cm) and for the variability in saturated hydraulic conductivity for 
each soil horizon (+/- 0.05md-1).  These variability measures are arbitrarily assigned, as no specific 
indication is provided in the NSRI database as to the uncertainty in the soil series properties.  It is 
recognised that the selection of the error bounds could potentially have a significant influence on 
both the uncertainty in the runoff predictions as well as the inferences about dominant hydrological 
processes that may be made from the subsequent runoff ensembles.  Although for most soil series 
in the NSRI soil database soil characteristics are assigned for four different land use types (Arable, 
Pasture, Forest and Other), for the Belmont and Wilcocks soil series, only estimates of “other” are 
provided.    
 
Table 6.4: Slopes angle ranges and soil horizon properties (hydraulic conductivity and 
thickness) for the mineral soils within the Footholme catchment.  
Slope angle, ω (o) 
Soil series Soil horizon 
Horizon 
KS  (md-1) 
Horizon 
thickness (m) Upper Lower 
O 1.67 0.1 
Eg 5.96 0.1 











BC 2.66 0.25 
0.5 18 
O 1.20 0.25 
Eg 1.37 0.25 












BC 0.83 0.75 
1 11 
  
The NSRI soils database (NSRI, 2011) indicates that an ‘iron pan’ may be present between the Eg 
and Bpodz horizons in the Belmont soil series, although no specific information is provided about 
the characteristics of this layer.  Iron pans are accumulations of iron oxide in acidic soils that 
typically develop at the interface between the A and B horizons (Allaby, 2008).  Roots of forests 
planted on iron pan stagnopodzols in Wales have been observed to penetrate through the local iron 
pan when the site had been ploughed prior to planting (Soulsby, 1993).  However, if sufficiently 
coherent, iron pans can significantly impede soil infiltration and lead to the development of 
perched water tables (e.g. Wheater et al., 1991).   




When modelling the response of a small catchment 
including large areas of ironpan stagnopodzols using 
IHDM4, Calver (1988) did not explicitly include an iron 
pan, but still managed to successfully reproduce the 
observed runoff response.  Figure 6.7 is a photograph of 
a soil profile exposure of the Belmont soil series within 
the Footholme catchment, where no clear evidence of 
the presence of a well defined iron pan is visible.  Given 
the lack of information from either the literature or the 
NSRI database available in order to parameterise such a 
layer, and also the considerable uncertainty about the 
presence, strength and continuity of iron pans within 
Belmont soils in the Footholme catchment, they have 
not been explicitly represented.  This is a major 
Figure 6.7: Photograph of a soil profile 
exposure of the Belmont soil series 
within the Footholme catchment. 
assumption and will need to be considered when using the outputs from the Belmont simulations. 
 
The NSRI database also includes data points from water retention curves (WRCs) for all soils 
(apparently derived from laboratory analysis), as well as estimates of van Genuchten soil parameters 
derived from pedotransfer functions developed by Mayr and Jarvis (1999).  The uppermost layers 
of both mineral soils are classified as organic horizons (e.g. Table 6.4); van Genuchten estimates for 
these layers are not provided, as the pedotransfer functions are not applicable to organic horizons, 
however data points for the WRCs are still provided.  As such, the data points for the WRCs are 
used to restrict the soil moisture characteristic parameters.  Recognising that there is uncertainty in 
these data points, as they are national averages for the soil series, van Genuchten parameters were 
randomly sampled from the ranges shown in Table 6.5, and then only kept if the root mean square 
error (RMSE) between the water content data and the water content estimated from the sampled 
van Genuchten parameters was less than 0.05, where: 





NSRI   1 ,  Eq. 6.7 
Where: 
   Parameter samples 
 ψ Sampled matric potential values from NSRI database 
 NSRI  Water contents from NSRI database 
    Water content values estimated based on parameter sample 
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Table 6.5: van Genuchten parameter sampling ranges 
    
Parameter name  Lower value Upper Value 
Saturated water content θS 0.3 0.75 
Residual water content θr 0 0.3 
van Genuchten alpha α 1 15 
van Genuchten n n 1.25 10 
    
 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show graphical summaries of the final sample van Genuchten parameters 
for the Belmont and Wilcocks soil series.  These include the sampled θ(ψ) and K(ψ) relationships, 
and the cumulative distribution functions of the accepted van Genuchten parameters. 
 
 
































Figure 6.8: Belmont soil characteristics.   Left column: water retention curves (layer 1-4 
downwards).  Red dots – NSRI data.  Centre column: K(ψ) relationships (layer 1-4 downwards).  
Right column: cumulative distributions of sampled van Genuchten parameters, layer 1 – dark 
blue, layer 2 – green, layer 3 – red, layer 4 – cyan. 
 




































Figure 6.9: Wilcocks soil characteristics.Notes as per Figure 6.9. 
 
In using these regionalised values of soil properties, a number of critical assumptions about the 
nature of the soils are made; in particular, that the soils are homogeneous, isotropic, stationary and 
non-hysteretic, despite evidence that these characteristics may play an important role in controlling 
the runoff response (e.g. Binley et al., 1989b; Ebel et al., 2007b).  Further, the nature of the errors 
associated with the regionalised values has been arbitrarily applied, as they were not provided with 
the original dataset. 
 
6.3.1.2. LULM parameters (ΘL) 
All remaining FORmod parameters are dependent on LULM; these include parameters that alter 
baseline soil properties, rooting characteristics, ground surface characteristics, interception 
parameters and evaporation parameters.   
 
Following the methodology presented in section 3.4.3, the presence of trees in FORmod is 
represented through the depth integrated Ks root scalar, ΩK*.  Although some ratios of saturated 
hydraulic conductivity between forest and grazed pastures (F/G) have been observed to be up to 
140 (Table 2.1); values this large lead to unrealistically high surface hydraulic conductivities, due to 
the assumed distribution of ΩK with rooting depth (Eq. 3.47).  Also, these values are relative to 
grazed pastures, whereas for the current scenarios, ΩK* will be implemented relative to baseline soil 
properties.  With these considerations in mind, the maximum value of ΩK* was set at 19 (equivalent 
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to an increase of 20x baseline infiltration rate).  Due to the nature of FORmod, changing ΩK* affects 
both infiltration and drainage. The sensitivity analysis in section 3.6 showed that the addition of a 
porosity scalar Ωθ for forest simulations only introduced minor variations in the predicted peak 
flow response relative to the variations due to ΩK*.  As such, and in order to reduce the number of 
free variables in the model, Ωθ  is fixed at zero for all tree representations.  ΩK  values for grassland 
are estimated based on the speculative values from Gifford and Hawkins (1978) for changes in 
infiltration rates.  As variations in ΩK for grazed grassland are not as large as for ΩK* for forests, the 
assumption that the variation in flow response related to Ωθ  is insignificant may no longer be valid.  
Hence, ranges for Ωθ for grassland are estimated by percentage change in bulk density values 
provided by Bird et al. (2003).  Both ΩK and Ωθ are applied uniformly over the uppermost soil 
horizon.   
 
The critical water capacity (the point at which the rate of root uptake is reduced below the rate of 
potential evaporation for drying soils, defined in section 3.3.2) is defined in terms of matric 
potential and is allowed to vary between -4 and -1.5m.  Wilting point was set at -150m for all 
simulations.  Insufficient data were available to specify LULM specific ranges.  Manning’s n ranges 
were taken from a widely referenced hydraulics textbook (Chow, 1959), with grazed grassland 
classed as “pasture with short grass”, moorland ranging between “pasture with short grass” and 
“scattered brush with heavy weeds”, and undergrowth for both tree types as “long grass” to “dense 
brush”.  The depressional storage was arbitrarily set, but follows the general trend that depressional 
storage increases from grazed pasture to moorland to forest.   
 
Although rooting distributions for various plant species are readily available in the literature, these 
are generally only for unconstrained rooting depths.  Tree root development is highly dependent 
upon local conditions, and in particular limiting factors such as water table depth and impervious 
layers.  The mineral soils in the Footholme are shallower than the predicted rooting depths of trees 
based on unconstrained rooting coefficients (rd) (for example Figure 3.8).  As such, an alternative 
method to predict rd is required for these depth limiting soils.   To do this, the same exponential 
decay function is used (as per Eq. 3.32), and a depth at which only some small percentage (%rlim) of 
roots remains is defined (dlim).  This introduces two additional parameters, which can be combined 
to determine rd.  This approach does not account for any influence of properties other than total 
soil depth on the rooting distribution (although sampled ranges differ between LULM types).  For 
example, Soulsby (1993) investigated forestry on iron pan staognopodzols (equivalent to Belmont) 
and  cambic stagnohumic gley soils (equivalent to Wilcocks), and found that the lower permeability 
layers of the cambic stagnohumic gley soils led to a greater abundance of roots in the surface ‘O’ 
horizon in comparison to the ironpan stagnopodzols.  However, this type of feedback between soil 
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structure and rooting distribution cannot be easily generalised from the literature and is therefore 
not included in the parameterisation. 
 
For evaporation calculations, bulk surface resistance values (rsc) were fixed for each LULM type, but 
allowed to vary seasonally.  Values and seasonal variation in rsc were set following the values and 
distribution used in the MORECS model (Hough and Jones, 1997).  Canopy storage ranges were 
taken from Rutter (1975) and forest “covered area” (c) values from Rutter et al. (1975).  Grassland 
and moorland were assumed to have complete cover.  Due to their low sensitivities (as shown in 
section 3.6) and the desire to reduce the number of free variables, trunk storage, dripping from 
trunk and trunk evaporation fraction were all fixed at representative values for the coniferous and 
deciduous scenarios based on values from Rutter et al. (1975).  Grassland and moorland were both 
assumed to have zero “trunk” storage, and hence the Valente interception model (section 3.2.4) is 
simplified to a single bucket.  Table 6.6 provides a summary of the ranges and fixed values used for 
the LULM specific parameters (ΘL).  Parameter sets were sampled randomly from these ranges, 
without taking into account potential parameter correlation. 
 
Table 6.6: LULM specific parameter sampling ranges. 
 Grazed Moorland Coniferous Deciduous  
Parameter name Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Units 
Ks depth averaged scalar 
(ΩK*) 
0 0 1 19 1 19 - 
Ks scalar (ΩK) -0.5 -0.1 0 0 0 - 
θS scalar (Ωθ) -0.35 -0.05 0 0 0 - 
Critical water capacity (ψc) -4 -1.5 -4 -1.5 -4 -1.5 -4 -1.5 m 
dlim  0.2 0.4 0.2 0.5 d d m 
%rlim 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 % 
Depressional storage (hdep) 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 3 m 
Surface Manning’s n (nof) 0.025 0.035 0.025 0.05 0.035 0.16 0.035 0.16 m-1/3s 
Tree height (hf) 0.05 0.2 0.1 1 10 30 6 30 m 






Trunk storage (ST) 0 0 0.9 0.125 mm 
Dripping to trunk (pd) 0 0 0.15 0.05 - 






Trunk evaporation fraction 
(ε) 0 0 0.04 0.02 - 
Notes: W – Winter, S – Summer 
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6.3.2. PEATmod Parameterisation 
In this section, the parameterisation used in the application of PEATmod to the Footholme 
catchment is presented.  The parameter ranges (shown in Table 6.7) were selected to represent 
typical ranges of physical and hydrological properties observed in blanket peatlands, and where 
possible, specifically the peatlands in the Footholme catchment.  The drain depth is fixed at 0.6m 
and the drains were ‘blocked’ at 12.5m intervals (base on typical average dam spacing, Armstrong et 
al., 2009).  The site slope angle, drain angles and drain spacings were sampled from ranges 
representative of the peatland areas in the Footholme catchment.  The acrotelm and catotelm 
effective porosities ( ae,  and ce, , respectively) are set following the functional relationship 
described in Eq.  5.15, plus a random term between +/- 0.05 to account for natural variability and 
uncertainty in this relationship.  Hydraulic conductivity ranges were estimated based on information 
from Letts et al. (2000), Holden and Burt (2003a) and Baird (1997), taking into consideration the 
specific nature of the upland blanket peat deposits in the Footholme catchment.  Due to the 
assumptions made in the PEATmod development, soil properties are assumed to be isotropic, 
heterogeneous, non-hysteretic and stationary (despite evidence presented in section 4.3 that this 
may not be the case in reality). 
 
The range of Manning’s n values for the drain (nd) were estimated based on published stage 
discharge data from peatland drains (Holden et al., 2008).  The blanket peatlands in the Footholme 
catchment are colonised by Cotton Grass (Eriphorum), Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), Heather 
(Calluna), and Hair Moss (Polytrichum commune), with an almost random distribution, except for the 
 
slightly greater prevalence of heather near the grips (see 
Figure 6.10) and also the presence of Sphagnum moss 
in wetter areas (such as near small pools and streams).  
The peatland surface roughness is characterised based 
on the approximations of the relationships derived by 
Holden et al. (2008) (see section 5.3.1).  However, these 
relationships are not for the exact same range of 
species observed in the Footholme catchment.  It is 
therefore necessary to make an assumption that the 
ranges of vegetation tested by Holden et al. (2008) are 
representative of the full spectrum of roughnesses of 
peatland species.  Spatial variability of plant species is 
also not accounted for. Figure 6.10: Peatland drain within the 
Footholme catchment. 
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Potential evapotranspiration inputs for PEATmod were calculated using the AWS data in the 
Penman-Monteith equation (eq. 3.15) assuming a ‘reference crop’ (Allen et al., 1998).  100 
parameters sets were sampled randomly from the ranges shown in Table 6.7, with the exception of 
the drain spacing, which was randomly sampled from the discrete set: [10, 20, 25] in order to ensure 
that the site length (200m) was evenly divisible by the drain spacing.  
 
Table 6.7: Parameter ranges for scenario Monte Carlo simulations. 
     
Parameter name  Upper Lower Units 
Acrotelm hydraulic conductivity Ksa 1 0.05 md-1 
Catotelm hydraulic conductivity  Ksc 0.05 0.001 md-1 
Thickness of acrotelm da 0.2 0.075 m 
Drain angle  βd 25 5 degrees 
Surface slope angle ω 12 2 degrees 
Plant cover  b Eriophorum 
(smoothest, 5.05) 
Sphagnum & Juncus 
(roughest, 1.91) 
- 
Manning’s n of the drain nd 0.6 0.05 m-1/3s 
Drain spacing  W 25 10 m 
     
6.4. Scenario methodology 
The flow responses for each hypothetical site (of each soil type and LULM type) were simulated for 
a one year period with outputs every 15 minutes.  Rainfall (from TBB) and climate data (from 
AWS_mk) were taken for the period 1st December 2008 to 31st November 2009.  The five minute 
resolution rainfall data were summed to create a 15 minute resolution input for the model.  A five 
day warm up period was used so that the responses were independent of the initial conditions.  
Although this is a short warm up period, the soil types are all characterised as being seasonally 
waterlogged, and hence the assumption of initial conditions close to saturation seemed reasonable 
given the start date in mid-winter.  The sensitivity analysis conducted in section 3.6 also suggests 
that beyond five days of drainage (without rainfall) that the model response is relatively insensitive 
to the timing since the previous rainfall event.  Further, the first rainfall event used in the analysis 
(described below), only occurs after 13 days, effectively extending the warm-up period.   
 
To investigate the impacts of LULM change on peak flow, the time series are broken down into 
discrete events using a method similar to that of Pearce and Rowe (1981).  Rainfall events are 
defined as a period of rain lasting less than 4 hours followed by a 1 hour dry period, or a longer 
period of rain followed by a 2 hour dry period.  As this research is particularly interested in high 
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rainfall events, events where less than 5mm of rain was recorded are discarded.  This leads to a total 
of 80 events in the 1 year period.   
 
The analysis focuses on the peak flow responses and in particular the differences in these responses 
between LULM scenarios for each soil series and its 100 hypothetical plot-scale sites.  For each of 
the 80 rainfall events, and for each of the 100 hypothetical sites, the event peak flows for each 
LULM are extracted.  Based on these data, three different analysis techniques were employed to 
investigate various aspects of the impacts of LULM for each of the three soil series.  The first 
analysis technique (1.) is to provide a visualisation of the differences between LULM simulations 
and variability of these differences within scenarios, while the second and third analysis techniques 
(2. & 3.) employ stepwise regression sensitivity analysis to identify the sensitivities of the runoff 
response and the change in runoff response following LULM changes, to model parameters.  For 
both stepwise regressions pin and pout are set at 0.01 and 0.02, respectively, and only the parameters 
are standardised (not the “observations”, Y), and thus the regression coefficients will have the same 
units as Y.  Further details concerning the three analysis techniques are provided as follows: 
 
1. Magnitude and variability in peak flow change for all rainfall events.   
The peak flow changes between each pair of LULMs are calculated (e.g. between a specified 
LULM type 1 and a specified type 2: q12=q1-q2).  For each of these changes, the 8,000 samples 
of q (80 events x 100 sites) are considered together, in order to assess the general impacts 
across a range of event magnitudes.  Results are shown graphically in plots of q1 versus q12.  In 
order to demonstrate the major trend in the relationship between q1 and q, a smoothing 
procedure is employed.  The 8,000 samples are ordered from the smallest to largest events, 
based on the magnitude of q1.  The sorted runoff (q1) is then split into 80 groups (each 
containing 100 events), for which the mean, 5th, 25th, 75th and 95th percentiles of q are 
calculated.  Note that the 80 groups do not necessarily contain events from all of the 
hypothetical sites; nevertheless the plots demonstrate the general trends in peak flow change 
with event magnitude. 
 
2. Sensitivity of peak flow magnitude of the largest events to site and LULM 
characteristics. 
For each of the 100 hypothetical sites, the rainfall events that led to the 10 largest peak runoff 
events (r) were identified (including only the largest peaks in the sample is considered suitable 
in the context of flooding), then the mean peak flow produced by this vector of events was 
calculated (  rq ).  Note: the first large event occurred 19 days after the warm-up period.  The 
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sensitivity of  rq  to each of the model parameter values is quantified by conducting a 
stepwise multiple linear regression for each of the land management scenarios (Eq. 6.3, where 
Y is  rq ).   
 
3. Sensitivity of the differences in peak flow magnitudes of the largest events 
following LULM change to site characteristics and changes in LULM 
characteristics. 
The type of site most amenable to LULM change in terms of potential for reducing 
downstream flow peaks (sensitivity to ΘS), as well as the changes in LULM characteristics 
following LULM change that lead to the greatest reductions in flow peaks (sensitivity to ∆ΘL), 
are also explored using regression. The change in event peak flows (from type 1 – baseline, to 
type 2) associated with LULM for a hypothetical site, (  rq ), is defined as: 










qqq  Eq. 6.8 
The sensitivity of  rq  to the site properties and, in the case of FORmod, the changes in 
LULM parameters, is evaluated using the same regression techniques as outlined for (2) (where 
Y is  rq ). 
 
The function of the regression analysis in methods (2) and (3) is two-fold.  Firstly, it allows the 
exploration of the parameter sensitivities, so that a greater understanding can be gained of those 
processes and properties that most greatly control the response of the systems.  Secondly, the 
regression analysis can be used as a proxy for the model (or as a metamodel), thereby producing a 
computationally efficient model with which to explore some of the more complex issues such as 
parameter covariance and parameter non-stationarity (which is of particular concern for the peat 
scenarios and is explored in section 6.6.4) without the excessive computation burden associated 
with the original more complex model structure for prediction.  
 
Although arbitrary, the averaging of peak flows for the ten largest events works to remove some of 
the response dependence on the nature of the rainfall event and initial conditions, which were 
shown earlier (in section 3.6 and section 5.6) to influence the relative sensitivities of the model 
parameters.  To some extent, the results are sensitive to the number of rainfall events included in (r) 
(assuming they are still sampled from the larger of the 80 rainfall events).  However, the order of 
parameter sensitivity (at least for the most sensitive parameters) generally remains the same, as does 
the sign of the regression coefficients.  Therefore the method is useful insomuch as it provides a 
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general measure of the magnitude and direction of change in peak flows and the importance 
ranking of the parameters. 
6.5. Simulations of LULM scenarios for mineral soils using FORmod 
In this section, the results from the FORmod simulations conducted using the parameterisation 
outlined in section 6.3.1 are presented, and then analysed using the methodology of section 6.4. 
However, prior to more complex analysis, useful information can be abstracted by examination of 
the flow hydrographs.  The responses of grazed, moorland, coniferous and deciduous sites to the 
largest summer event (short duration, high intensity) and to the largest winter event (longer 
duration, lower maximum intensity) in the simulation period are shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 
6.12 for the Belmont and Wilcocks soils series respectively. 
 
Figure 6.11: Hydrographs for the largest summer and winter events for the Belmont soil 
series.   Showing upper and lower flow limits for: Red – grazed, Blue – moorland, Green – 
coniferous, Black – deciduous.  Lower limits for the summer hydrograph are close to 
zero. 
 
Figure 6.12: Hydrographs for largest summer and winter events for the Wilcocks soil 
series.  Notes as per Figure 6.11.  




The uncertainties in the predictions for the summer event are much larger than for the winter event 
for both soil series.  This appears to be mostly related to the wider range of initial conditions for 
this event, which was preceded by a relatively long dry period, whereas November 2009 was a 
particularly wet winter month.  Prediction uncertainties are also greater for both events for the 
Belmont soil series compared to the Wilcocks soil series.  Although shallower, the Belmont soils are 
more permeable and have a wider range of site slopes and as such have a greater potential to drain 
between events, leading to greater variability in initial conditions between parameter sets.   
 
Table 6.8 shows a summary of the median percentage change (decrease) in the event peak flows, 
for the scenario of changing from grazed grassland to each of the other LULM types, for both the 
summer and winter events for the two soil series. 
 
Table 6.8: Median percentage change (decrease) in flow peaks between grazed and 
other LULM types for the largest summer and winter events. 
   
 Belmont soil series Wilcocks soils series 
 Summer Winter Summer Winter 
Moorland 43.8 3.3 33.6 2.3 
Coniferous 82.1 20.7 97.3 17.4 
Deciduous 64.6 18.9 70.0 15.4 
     
 
The variability in the median change predictions between the two events highlights the need to 
explore a wider range of events before any generalisations about the site responses can be made.  In 
the following sections the analysis methods introduced in section 6.4 are applied to the FORmod 
simulations of grazed (g), moorland (m), coniferous (c), and deciduous (e).  The grazed scenario is 
used as the baseline scenario (type 1) for analysis (3) from section 6.4. 
6.5.1. Impact of LULM – influence of event runoff magnitude 
Following analysis (1), Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show plots of event peak flows against the 
difference in event peak flows (q1 vs ∆q) between LULM scenarios for the Belmont and Wilcocks 
soil series respectively.   




Figure 6.13: Increase in peak flow due to LULM change for Belmont soil series.   Light grey 
areas are the 5-95% range, dark grey areas are the 25-75% range, the heavy black line is the 
median difference and dashed black line is the 1:1 line. 
 
 
Figure 6.14: Increase in peak flow due to LULM change for Wilcocks soil series.  Notes as 
per Figure 6.13. 
 
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show that the difference in peak flows between LULM types varies 
with the magnitude of the peak flows.  For both forest scenarios, a threshold for runoff initiation 
appears to exist (at approximately grazed runoff of 1 mmhr-1), following which, the slope of the 
median difference in runoff is approximately zero.  After runoff of approximately 5mmhr-1 (from 
the grazed scenario), the median trend becomes more irregular, but with a positive slope.  It is 
postulated that the threshold could be related to the greater interception of the trees, and that the 
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change in slope could represent a point where the grazed storage capacity is reached, but when the 
forest soils can still absorb further water.  Both the Belmont and Wilcocks soil series show similar 
trends in changes associated with LULM.  For both soils series an almost consistent trend is 
observed, where peak flows for grazed>moorland>deciduous>coniferous LULM.  The differences 
between the two forest types are not as large as between other LULM types, and the difference also 
varies with flow magnitude.  At low flows, deciduous trees tend to produce higher flows, and then 
gradually tend towards equality, with the flows for the largest sampled interval predicted to be lower 
for deciduous trees than for coniferous. 
6.5.2. LULM properties controlling peak flows 
The wide uncertainty bounds in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 indicate the importance of considering 
the site and LULM properties when predicting impacts of LULM.  A sensitivity analysis provides 
an indication of which site parameters (ΘS) and which LULM parameters (ΘL) explain most of the 
observed variability in  rq  for the 100 different parameter sets.  Implementing analysis (2), 
regressions were performed to predict  rq  for each soil/LULM type.  The results from these 
regressions are presented in Table 6.9 and Table 6.10, which show the significant parameters and 
their regression coefficients (in the order they were added to the stepwise regression) as well as the 
R2 values corresponding to the progressive addition of parameters, for the Belmont and Wilcocks 
soil series respectively. 
 
Table 6.9: Regression models for values of  rq  Belmont under different LULMs. 
Grazed Moorland Coniferous Deciduous 
Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 
ω -1.30 0.90 ω -1.19 0.91 ω -1.32 0.75 ω -1.23 0.77 
dLy2 -0.15 0.92 dLy2 -0.13 0.92 ΩK* -0.40 0.83 ΩK* -0.33 0.84 
dLy3 -0.17 0.94 dLy3 -0.12 0.93 rd  -0.22 0.86 rd  -0.23 0.86 
dLy1 -0.13 0.95 nLy3 -0.11 0.94 nOF -0.26 0.90 nOF -0.16 0.88 
θS(Ly1) -0.12 0.95 dLy1 -0.12 0.94 nLy3 -0.13 0.90 αLy1 -0.16 0.90 
dLY4 -0.10 0.96 df -0.10 0.95 dLy1 -0.13 0.91    
n(Ly3) -0.08 0.96 nOF  -0.08 0.95       
   αLy1 -0.07 0.96       
Intercept 6.94 Intercept 6.24 Intercept 3.95 Intercept 4.64 
Notes: * Coeff. is the regression coefficient 
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Table 6.10: Regression models for values of  rq  Wilcocks under different LULMs. 
Grazed Moorland Coniferous Deciduous 
Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 
ω -0.63 0.87 ω -0.60 0.83 ω -1.15 0.71 ω -0.80 0.68 
dLy1 -0.11 0.90 df -0.14 0.88 ΩK* -0.51 0.84 ΩK* -0.39 0.83 
αLy1 -0.08 0.91 dLy1  -0.08 0.89 nOF -0.31 0.89 nOF -0.26 0.90 
nOF -0.06 0.92 nOF -0.08 0.90 rd  -0.13 0.91 dLy1 -0.11 0.91 
   dLy4 -0.06 0.91 Sc  -0.16 0.92 rd -0.09 0.92 
   αLy1 -0.06 0.92 αLy1 -0.13 0.93    
   Sc -0.05 0.93 df -0.11 0.94    
   dLy3 -0.05 0.93       
Intercept 8.02 Intercept 7.36 Intercept 4.98 Intercept 5.60 
Notes: * Coeff. is the regression coefficient 
 
Results from these regressions provide further insight into the dominant flow mechanisms for each 
of the soil series and their respective LULM types.  Consistently, across both soil series and all 
LULM types, the site slope angle is the most sensitive parameter and explains most of the variance 
observed in  rq .  In all cases, the steeper the slope angle, the smaller the peak flows, indicating 
that the strongest influence of slope angle in these scenarios is related to the dewatering of the 
hillslope between events, leading to increased storage capacity at the start of rainfall events, rather 
than rapid runoff production.  It is predicted that this trend may reverse if the events included in (r) 
become sufficiently large that initial condition effects are no longer significant.  After the slope 
angle, the forest scenarios were consistently most sensitive to ΩK*, followed by the overland flow 
roughness (nOF ) and rooting extinction coefficient (rd).  This is consistent with the sensitivities 
observed by Rogers et al. (1985) in a small upland afforested catchment in the UK with similar low 
permeability shallow soils.  The Belmont soil series forest scenarios are sensitive to the rooting 
depth, while the significance for the Wilcocks series is much less; rd plays a more critical role in the 
shallower Wilcocks soil.  After the site slope angle, the variation in response for both the moorland 
and grazed scenarios is mostly related to properties of the soil, in particular soil thickness, although 
for the Wilcocks soils series, the variance in moorland plant height also contributes to the observed 
variance in  rq . 
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6.5.3. Impacts of LULM change - sensitivity to site properties and LULM 
characteristics 
Applying analysis method (3), values of  rmgq  ,  rcgq   and  rdgq   were calculated for 
each of the 100 hypothetical plot scale sites and for both soil series.  Positive values of  rq  
indicate a reduction in peak flow following LULM change.  Table 6.11 and Table 6.12 summarise 
the distributions of  rq  for the Belmont and Wilcocks soil series respectively, showing the 
minimum, maximum and mean  rq , as well as the number of sites where the predicted values 
were smaller or larger than zero.  Values shown in brackets indicate the number of sites where all 
ten of the events had the same direction of change. 
 
Table 6.11 Summary of calculated  rq  for Belmont soils series with changes in LULM. 
 Minimum  Maximum Mean No. q(r)<0 No. q(r)>0 
 rmgq   3.5% 19.8% 10.3% 0 100 (99) 
 rcgq   17.2% 74.4% 44.5% 0 100 
 rdgq   15.5% 66.6% 34.0% 0 100 
 
Table 6.12 Summary of calculated  rq  for Wilcocks soils series with changes in LULM. 
 Minimum Maximum Mean No. q(r)<0 No. q(r)>0 
 rmgq   2.6% 14.8% 8.3% 0 100(94) 
 rcgq   7.8% 64.5% 38.6% 0 100 
 rdgq   8.6% 56.1% 30.5% 0 100 
 
Regressions were conducted in order to predict  rq  using the model parameters (site properties 
ΘS, plus LULM parameters for both LULM types, ΘL(1) and ΘL(2)) as regressors for each LULM 
compared against the grazed scenario and for both soil series.  By including the LULM parameters 
as ΘL(1) and ΘL(2), rather than ∆ΘL, it is possible to assess whether the uncertainty in either of the 
individual LULM types is contributing more to the variation in the simulated  rq .  The 
significant parameters (Θ) and their regression coefficients (in the order they were added to the 
stepwise regression) as well as the R2 values corresponding to the progressive addition of 
parameters into the regression are shown in Table 6.13 and Table 6.14, for the Belmont and 
Wilcocks soil series, respectively.  Distinction between LULM parameters is made by subscripts of 
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the LULM identifiers presented earlier (g,m,c,d).  Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 demonstrate the 
goodness of fit for the regressions for the Belmont and Wilcocks soils series, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 6.15: Belmont soil series regression estimates of  rq  versus the 
corresponding simulated values. 
 
Table 6.13: Regression models for the Belmont soil series to predict  rmgq  ,  rcgq   and 
 rdgq  . 
Grazed minus Moorland Grazed minus Coniferous Grazed minus Deciduous 
Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 
df(m) 1.61 0.26 ω 8.59 0.43 ω 5.57 0.22 
nOF(m) 1.25 0.41 ΩK*(c) 6.80 0.69 ΩK*(d) 5.67 0.60 
df(g) -1.07 0.50 nOF(c) 3.51 0.77 nOF(d) 2.16 0.66 
Sc(g) -0.80 0.56 rd(c) 2.42 0.80 (1-c)(d) 1.63 0.70 
ω 0.61 0.59 Sc(c) 1.79 0.83 rd(d) 1.48 0.73 
   hdep(c) 1.32 0.84    
   ΩK(g) 1.43 0.85    
   KS(Ly2) -1.45 0.87    
Intercept 10.23 Intercept 44.5 Intercept 34.01 
Notes: * Coeff. is the regression coefficient 
 




Figure 6.16: Wilcocks soil series regression estimates of  rq  versus the 
corresponding simulated values. 
 
Table 6.14: Regression models for the Wilcocks soil series to predict  rmgq  ,  rcgq   and 
 rdgq  . 
Grazed minus Moorland Grazed minus Coniferous Grazed minus Deciduous 
Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 
df(m) 1.35 0.31 ω 9.08 0.49 ΩK*(d) 4.95 0.43 
nOF(m) 1.11 0.49 ΩK*(c) 6.39 0.73 ω 4.27 0.70 
nOF(g) -0.63 0.55 nOF(c) 3.78 0.82 nOF(d) 2.96 0.82 
   Sc(c) 1.94 0.85 rd(d) 1.34 0.83 
   df(c) 1.36 0.86    
   rd(c) 1.31 0.87    
Intercept 8.25 Intercept 38.61 Intercept 30.55 
Notes: * Coeff. is the regression coefficient 
 
The regression estimates of  rq  generally have worse fits than the regressions for  rq  
(particularly for  rmgq  ); the process of calculating a percentage difference appears to amplify 
errors and non-linearities.  The R2 value for the regression to predict  rmgq   was very poor 
(0.55 and 0.59) and lower than the limit generally suggested for the use of regression analysis to 
assess sensitivity.  The magnitude of the residuals is similar to that of the other  rq  estimates; 
however as the prediction range is much smaller, the relative difference between the residuals and 
the simulations is larger.  However, general trends can still be assessed from the models proposed 
in Table 6.13 and Table 6.14.   
 
The greatest reductions in peak flows following grazed grassland returning to a more natural 
moorland vegetation occurs when the moorland vegetation is hydraulically rough and tall.  The 
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greatest reductions in peak flows following afforestation of grazed grassland, regardless of forestry 
type, occur when increases in soil hydraulic conductivity related to tree roots are largest (ΩK*), 
when sites are steep and when the new forest floor is rough.  The Belmont soil series is also 
sensitive to rooting depths, with greater reductions in flows observed for larger rooting depths.  
Changes in peak flows for the Belmont soil series are more sensitive to changes in ΩK* than for 
those for the Wilcocks soil series.  Also, changes in peak flows following coniferous afforestation 
are more sensitive to changes in slope angle (ω) and ΩK*  than for those for deciduous afforestation. 
6.5.4. Discussion 
These virtual experiments indicate that afforestation consistently decreases flow peaks, although the 
magnitude of the change is dependent on the site properties (ΘS) as well as characteristics of the 
trees and their impacts on subsurface properties (ΘL).  This is consistent with observations of 
reductions in smaller peak flows following afforestation of grassland (as discussed in section 2.1).  
The range of rainfall events included in the one year sampling period does not include events large 
enough for the effects of forests on peak flows to become insignificant (as predicted by McCulloch 
and Robinson, 1993).  The relative magnitude and direction of the changes in peak flows following 
LULM change are consistent with those which might be inferred based solely on knowledge of the 
hydrological processes used in the model and the LULM specific parameterisation.  However, the 
specific relative parameter sensitivities provide further information about the particular processes 
that are most influential on the variance in the observed changes.   
 
The LULM change from grazed to moorland is most sensitive to changes in the height of the 
moorland vegetation (df).  This infers that the most sensitive process is related to evaporation (note: 
Manning’s n was sampled independently of the moorland vegetation height).  By examination of 
the relative contributions of total evaporation from interception and transpiration for the annual 
water balance, it was found that total interception losses are much greater than total transpiration 
losses, which suggests that it is particularly the process of interception that provides the critical 
difference between the two LULM types.  Sampled moorland canopy storage (Sc) values are 
significantly larger than those for grassland (Table 6.6), but as the sample range is small, it is not 
identified as a sensitive parameter.  Other than interception, the mean change in peak flow 
(  rmgq  ) is also sensitive to the moorland surface roughness and subsurface properties have a 
relatively minor influence on changes in peak flow due to changes in LULM.  These observations 
suggest that peak flows are generally in response to saturation excess overland flow for both the 
grazed and moorland sites tested.   
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The two most sensitive LULM related parameters for the prediction of change related to forests, 
the fraction increase in hydraulic conductivity related to the presence of tree roots (ΩK*) and the 
forest floor surface roughness (nOF), are perhaps those that are most poorly supported by strong 
experimental evidence and hence their sensitivity is most likely a result of their high degree of 
parameter uncertainty.  The wide sample ranges of nOF could potentially be restricted with 
experiments more directly focused at examining forest floor runoff, similar to those conducted by 
Holden et al. (2008) for peatland sites.  Restricting ΩK* (or any other suitable representation of soil 
structural changes related to forests) through experimentation may be more challenging, as it would 
require repetitive paired sampling between forested and unforested sites for a wide combination of 
tree species and soil series.  The positive sign of the ΩK* sensitivity suggests that its most critical 
role is the dewatering of the hillslope and hence it controls the volume of water that contributes to 
overland flow due to its influence on the initial available soil storage capacity, rather than creating 
rapid subsurface runoff that would increase peak flows.  If overland flow was never generated and 
peak flows were only generated by rapid subsurface flow (such as the case in the North American 
afforested hillslopes discussed in section 2.3.1), the sign of the sensitivity might be expected to be 
opposite (negative).  This highlights the importance of the baseline soil properties on the control of 
the relative dominance of runoff processes and therefore the sensitivities to the LULM specific 
parameters.  As such, it is important to note that the results from this study are specific to shallow 
low permeability soils. 
 
A number of tests were also conducted using the regression models in order to assess the impacts 
of potential parameter correlation for the predictions of  rq  changing LULM from grazed to 
forest.  In this case, only the correlations for which strong evidence exists were included, and these 
were all related to plant characteristics.  The forest height was assumed to be positively correlated 
with: rooting depth (rd), depressional storage (hdep), overland flow roughness (nOF), canopy storage 
capacity (Sc) and canopy covered area (c).  Without being able to specifically define the correlation 
relationships, the existing 100 model parameter sets were used, with the samples of the correlated 
parameters reordered to follow the same ranking as the forest height, in order to introduce 
correlation to the parameter set.  These adjusted parameter sets were then applied to the regression 
models shown in Table 6.13 and Table 6.14.  The resulting distributions of  rq  were compared 
against the original  rq  predictions.  Although the prediction ranges of  rq  increased 
slightly, it was not possible to reject the null hypothesis that the samples were from the same 
distribution (based on the Kolomogrov-Smirnov test). 
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6.6. PEATmod scenarios 
In this section, the results from the PEATmod simulations conducted using the parameterisation 
outlined in section 6.3.2 are presented, and then analysed using the methodology described in 
section 6.4. The responses of intact, drained, and blocked peatlands to the largest summer event 
(short duration, high intensity) and to the largest winter event (longer duration, lower maximum 
intensity) within the simulation period are shown in Figure 6.17. 
 
Figure 6.17: Hydrographs for largest summer and winter events for the Winter Hill soil 
series.   Showing upper and lower flow limits for: Blue – intact, Red – drained, Green – 
blocked. 
 
As observed for the hydrographs from the mineral soils (Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12), there is 
greater prediction uncertainty for the summer event compared to the winter event.  However, the 
summer event prediction bounds are not as wide as those for the mineral soils, suggesting that the 
influence of initial conditions on the peak flow response is less significant for the peat soils 
compared to the mineral soils.   Table 6.15 shows a summary of the median percentage change in 
the event peak flows, relative to the drained scenario, for both the summer and winter events. 
 
Table 6.15: Median percentage change in flows between drained 
and other drainage management scenarios for the largest summer 
and winter events. 
 Summer Winter 
Intact 48.6% 16.5% 
Blocked 16.4% 2.2% 
 
In the following sections the analysis methods introduced in section 6.4 are applied to the 
continuous simulations using PEATmod for intact (i), drained (d) and blocked (b) peatland scenarios.  
The drained scenario is used as the baseline scenario (type 1) for analysis (3) from section 6.4. 
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6.6.1. Impact of drainage management – influence of event runoff magnitude 
Figure 6.18 shows plots of the event peak flows against the difference in event peak flows between 
drainage management scenarios.   
 
Figure 6.18: Increase in peak flow due to drainage management change for Winter Hill 
soil series (peat).   Light grey areas are the 5-95% range, dark grey areas are the 25-75% 
range, and the heavy black line is the median difference 
 
The differences in runoff between drainage management scenarios vary with the magnitude of the 
runoff peak.  Peatland drainage is effective in reducing flow peaks for some lower flow events, but 
for most rainfall events it consistently increases peak flows.  Only for the very largest flows from 
drained peatlands are consistent decreases in peak flows observed following drain blocking.  Figure 
6.18 highlights the difference between intact and drain blocked peatlands, suggesting that drain 
blocking does not recreate the hydrological response of intact peatlands: blocked drains consistently 
produce higher peak flows than intact peatland. The reason for this is discussed later in section 
6.6.5.  
6.6.2. Peatland properties controlling peak flows 
The wide uncertainty bounds in Figure 6.18 demonstrate the importance of considering the 
properties of the peatland when predicting impacts of drainage management. A sensitivity analysis 
developed some insight into the important peatland properties.  Three extra regressors were 
included in the analysis based on combinations of the model parameters to represent additional 
physically relevant properties.  These were the transmissivity (T, the hydraulic conductivity 
integrated over the depth), the drain slope angle (ωd, based on the site slope angle and drain angle), 
and the total soil storage (S, the effective porosity integrated over the depth).  Table 6.16 shows the 
significant parameters (Θ) and their regression coefficients (in the order they were added to the 
stepwise regression) as well as the R2 values corresponding to the progressive addition of 
parameters. 
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Table 6.16: Regression models for intact, drained and blocked values of  rq . 
Intact  Drained  Blocked  
Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 
ω 0.41 0.48 nd -0.71 0.51 b 0.45 0.55 
b 0.38 0.85 W 0.39 0.63 ω 0.27 0.67 
nd -0.18 0.94 T -0.35 0.75 T -0.26 0.82 
βd 0.04 0.95 ω 0.32 0.84 W 0.13 0.86 
   βd 0.21 0.87    
   ωd 0.16 0.89    
   KSc -0.12 0.91    
Intercept 4.92  Intercept 6.76  Intercept 6.33  
Notes: * Coeff. is the regression coefficient 
 
The results from these regressions provide further understanding about the dominant flow 
mechanisms in each of the drainage management scenarios.  The peak flow response from the 
intact sites is dominated by the parameters governing overland flow.  As intact peatlands tend to 
have higher water tables (Holden et al. 2004), there is generally very little subsurface storage to 
accommodate large influxes of rainfall.  The excess rainfall runs off the surface, and the magnitude 
of the peaks is related to the travel time along overland flow paths, which is governed by both the 
slope angle and the overland flow roughness.  For the drained scenarios, parameters related to the 
speed of delivery in the drains are important.  In contrast to the intact sites, the response from 
drained sites also has a greater dependency on subsurface properties.  Drawdown caused by drains 
is observed to be quite localised, therefore a combination of closer spaced drains and higher 
transmissivity will lead to a greater increase in subsurface storage between rainfall events, and 
therefore an increased capability to accommodate incoming rainfall and lower flow peaks.  For the 
blocked scenarios, the dominant peak flow path shifts back to being along the peatland surface, 
which is indicated by the sensitivity to both the site slope angle and surface roughness.  However, a 
strong dependence on the transmissivity remains, for the same reasons as for the drained scenarios.  
6.6.3. Impacts of peatland drainage management change - sensitivity to peatland 
properties 
Following analysis method (3), values of  ridq  and  rbdq   were calculated for each of the 
100 hypothetical peatland sites.  Positive values of  ridq   indicate an increase in peak flows 
following drainage of intact sites and positive values of  rbdq   indicate a reduction in peak flow 
following drain blocking.  Table 6.17 is a summary of the response ranges, showing the minimum, 
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maximum and mean  rq , as well as the number of sites where the predicted values were smaller 
or larger than zero.  Values shown in brackets indicate the number of sites where all ten of the 
events had the same direction of change. 
 
Table 6.17 Summary of calculated  rq  for peatland drainage management change. 
 Minimum  Maximum Mean No. q(r)<0 No. q(r)>0 
 ridq   -14.9% 39.9% 26.2% 4 (0) 96 (83) 
 rbdq   -32.1% 24.7% 5.1% 31 (21) 69 (56) 
 
A regression was conducted in order to predict  rq  using the model parameters (and T, βd and 
S) as regressors.  The regression coefficients of the significant parameters and the R2 values 
corresponding to the progressive addition of parameters into the regression are shown in Table 
6.18.  The parameters and their regression coefficients are shown in the order they were added to 
the stepwise regression.  Comparing Table 6.16 and Table 6.18, note that some parameters which 
significantly affect flood peak magnitude for individual drainage scenarios do not significantly affect 




Figure 6.19: Regression estimates of the mean change in 
peak flow (  rq ) versus the corresponding simulated 
values. 
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Table 6.18: Regression models to predict the mean change in peak flow (  ridq   and  rbdq  ). 
Drained minus Intact Drained minus Blocked drains 
Θ Coeff.* R2 Θ Coeff.* R2 
nd -5.36 0.25 nd -9.87 0.67 
W  4.87 0.45 b -3.99 0.77 
T  -3.98 0.58 W 3.64 0.87 
b -3.67 0.69 βd 2.08 0.90 
ω -2.97 0.78    
Kc -1.60 0.80    
Intercept 26.22 Intercept 5.10 
Notes: * Coeff. is the regression coefficient 
 
The greatest increase in peak flows following drainage of peatlands occurs when the new drains are 
smooth and with larger spacing and when the peat itself has low transmissivity, is covered by 
hydraulically rougher plant species and has a low site slope angle.  The low roughness of the drain 
leads to quick drain flows.  Lower transmissivity and higher drain spacing cause the peat drainage to 
be very ineffective, and a low slope angle and rough plant cover indicates that peak flows from the 
site prior to drainage were already well attenuated. 
 
The regression also indicates that the best drains to block in terms of achieving the greatest 
reduction in peak flows are at sites with steeper drain angle, rougher plant cover, smoother drains 
and larger drain spacing.  A steeper drain angle combines with the site slope angle to give a steeper 
drain slope angle.  Along with low hydraulic roughness of the drain, this leads to faster conveyance 
of water in the drain network.  If the peatland surface has high hydraulic roughness, the speed of 
the new flow paths from the blocked drains down the peatland surface can be slower than those in 
the drains.  At larger drain spacing, any additional soil storage capacity produced by drawdown next 
to the drains is minimised, due to the localised effects of drawdown in low hydraulic conductivity 
peatlands.  However, this requirement of larger drain spacing is only applicable for the range of 
drain spacings tested in these scenarios (10-25m).  The earlier generalised sensitivity analysis (Figure 
5.22) suggests that the relationship between peak flow magnitude and drain spacing is non-linear 
(for drained scenarios), with a maxima between 20-50m.  Although closer drain spacing implies 
greater storage in the blocked drain scenarios, the differences in peak flows appear to be more 
greatly controlled by the variability in the drained scenario response; therefore it seems likely that 
the non-linear relationship will also hold true for the differences between scenarios and the best 
drains to block will be between 20-50m drain spacing. 
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6.6.4. Impacts of peatland drainage management - sensitivity to non-stationarity of 
peatland properties 
The peatland analysis to this point has assumed that the drain, soil and vegetation properties do not 
change with drainage management. However, the change in hydrological regime associated with 
drainage management change is likely to have impacts on plant species and soil structure, and 
consequently on the predicted change in runoff response.  In Chapter 4, section 4.4,  a summary of 
observations of potential changes in physical properties following drainage and subsequent drain 
blocking were reviewed. 
 
The potential importance of these physical changes can be investigated by testing the sensitivity of 
simulated flow peaks to expected non-stationarity in parameters. Five of the model parameters are 
assumed to potentially change: drain roughness, surface roughness, acrotelm thickness, and 
acrotelm and catotelm hydraulic conductivities (and therefore implicitly the acrotelm and catotelm 
porosities, the transmissivity and total soil storage).  Table 6.19 indicates the assumed direction of 
change for each of the parameters that may occur following drainage management change. 
 
Table 6.19: Predicted direction of change of parameter values following drainage 
management change. 
Parameter name  Drainage of intact 
peatland 
Drain blocking in 
drained peatlands 
Drain roughness nd ↓↑ ↑ 
Surface roughness b ↑ ↓ 
Acrotelm thickness da ↑ ↓ 
Acrotelm hydraulic conductivity Ka ↓↑ ↓↑ 
Catotelm hydraulic conductivity Kc ↓↑ ↓↑ 
Notes: ↑ increase in parameter value, ↓ decrease in parameter value. 
 
Effects of non-stationarity are addressed here by simulating the effects of parameter non-
stationarity using the regression models developed in section 6.6.3.  The regression models 
specified in Table 6.18 are based on the assumption that the same parameter set applies before and 
after the drainage management change.  However, because the regression models specified in Table 
6.16 simulate the before and after responses independently, they can be used to introduce non-
stationarity into the parameter values.   rq  can be indirectly predicted using the regressions for 
 rq  presented in Table 6.16  (denoted hereafter as  rqˆ ).  This introduces a small additional error 
in the calculation of  rq , increasing the root mean square errors from 3.7% to 3.9% and 4.0% to 
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4.3% for the drained-intact and drained-blocked scenarios respectively, relative to the regression 
presented in Table 6.18. 
 
It is assumed that peak flow response to parameter perturbations can be adequately represented 
with the linear regression model.  The high R2 values achieved using the regressions indicate that 
the linear approximation is useful, at least within the sampled range of flows. 
 
1000 random perturbation vectors were created based on the directions of change shown in Table 
6.19 and absolute values of perturbations (ΔΘ) less than or equal to 10% of the parameter ranges.  
The 1000 perturbed parameter sets (Θ +ΔΘ) were then applied to each of the 100 hypothetical 
sites.  Based on these simulations, the change in  rq  related to non-stationarity in physical 
properties,   rqd  , is calculated as: 
      
 
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qqqd  Eq. 6.10 
 
Note, equations Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.10 have not been simplified, in order to allow comparison 
between them and Eq. 3.2 (the original definition of  rq ).  The variation in   rqd  , plotted 
across the range of  rq , is shown in Figure 6.20. 
 
Figure 6.20:  rq  versus   rqd   following parameter perturbation  when (a) Going from 
intact peatland to drained peatland and (b) Going from drained peatland to blocked drains. 
Light grey areas: 5-95% range; dark grey areas: 25-75% range.  The heavy black line is the 
best fit of the median, the dashed black lines are the best fit of the 25-75% range and the light 
grey lines are the best fit for the 5-95% range. 
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The median value of   rqd   for the drained minus intact scenario is approximately zero, 
potentially suggesting zero effect of parameter non-stationarity.  However, the wide uncertainty 
bounds indicate that the general effect of non-stationarity is unpredictable in this case.  This is 
largely related to the uncertainty in the direction of change of the channel roughness with time, 
which is a particularly important control on the impact of drainage, as explained previously.  For 
drain blocking, the median value of   rqd   is consistently below zero, indicating that peak flows 
from blocked sites are generally overestimated when assuming parameter stationarity and that 
reductions in peak flows greater than those predicted by the regression in Table 6.18 could be 
expected following drain blocking, although the magnitude of median change is within the limits of 
the mean error of the original regression.  This effect decreases with increasing  rq . 
6.6.5. Discussion 
The PEATmod virtual experiments indicate that peatland drainage almost consistently increases flow 
peaks, although the magnitude of the change is variable dependent on properties of both the 
drainage network and the peat itself.  This is consistent with observations of the impacts of 
peatland drainage on peak flows reported in the literature (Ahti, 1980; Conway and Millar, 1960; 
Holden et al., 2006; Stewart and Lance, 1991).  The low hydraulic conductivities of peatlands mean 
that drawdown caused by drainage is small (Robinson, 1986; Stewart and Lance, 1983), and takes a 
long period to develop; therefore drainage of peatlands is only observed to be efficient for 
attenuating very small peak flows that occur after periods without rain.   
 
The virtual experiments also show that peatland drain blocking does not always reduce flow peaks.  
Owing to the low rates of evaporation and high rates of rainfall typical of peatland areas, the 
storage created by the blocked drains is significant only for small events, and/or after long periods 
without rain.  In these cases, the peak flows can be dramatically decreased following peatland drain 
blocking.  The largest events, as defined by simulated peak flow under drained conditions in Figure 
6.18 (middle plot), indicate that drain blocking consistently reduces peak flows, with the main 
exceptions being the very small events on the left of the plot.  However interpretation of Figure 
6.18 is not as straightforward as this: drained sites that were less flashy produced relatively low peak 
flows even for the large rainfall events, and hence are included in the samples towards the left of 
Figure 6.18.  In many of these cases, drain blocking scenarios led to increases in peak flows.  This is 
because the relative speed that water can exit the model domain via the overland and drain flow 
paths governs the difference in response.  When the drains are blocked, flow paths switch (as 
shown in Figure 5.2) and are directed overland, hence the more critical pathway is the overland 
flow path.  Overland flow velocities are dependent on the depth-dependent surface roughness, the 
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depth and slope angle of the site.  Even if overland flow roughnesses are greater than those in the 
drains, the velocities of the overland flow compared with those in the ditches can be greater if the 
drain angle is low such that the drain slope angle is significantly shallower than the downslope flow 
path.  As steeper slopes increase flow velocities both in the drains and for the overland flow, in the 
regression analysis shown in Table 6.18 the slope angle was not found to be a significant parameter.  
The drain angle, however, was significant, as this governs the relative difference in slopes between 
the drains and the overland flow paths. 
 
Comparison between the intact and blocked drainage management scenarios indicates that peatland 
drain blocking does not lead to conditions equivalent to intact peatlands.  This is due to the way 
that the overflowing blocked ditches focus the water spilling onto the downslope peatland.  Deeper 
water tends to move faster (Manning’s equation), and furthermore the hydraulic roughness of 
peatlands is observed to decrease with increasing depth (Holden et al., 2008); therefore this 
concentrated stream can flow more rapidly than natural flows across the surface of an intact 
peatland.  This effect also compounds as the flows cascade downslope.   
 
The parameter sampling initially used in the peatland virtual experiments did not take into account 
the change in the parameter values with time, and therefore could be considered to be indicative of 
the systems immediately following drainage management change.  To explore longer-term effects, 
perturbation analysis was used to investigate the impact of non-stationary drain, soil and vegetation 
conditions.  The factor most affecting the long-term impact of installing drainage is the drain 
roughness value.  If the drains revegetate, the regression equation in Table 6.18 will tend to 
overestimate the increase in peak flows following drainage, and if the drains erode and become 
smoother with time, the equation will underestimate the increase in peak flows.  The variation in 
 rq  following drain blocking is mostly sensitive to changes in peatland vegetation, where 
colonisation by hydraulically rougher species leads to a greater reduction in peak flows.  This 
highlights the importance of actively undertaking activities to support the recolonisation of species 
such as Sphagnum in conjunction with drain blocking. 
 
The results presented in this analysis are based on parameters that were selected independently of 
each other from the prior ranges given in Table 6.7.  However, in reality, correlation of some of the 
parameter values would be expected.  Observations have shown that natural re-vegetation tends to 
occur in drains with shallower slope angles (Holden et al., 2007), and that erosion is more common 
on more steeply sloping drains, thereby suggesting correlation between drain slope angle and drain 
roughness.  At low drain spacings and higher hydraulic conductivities, the effect of water table 
drawdown is more significant, therefore reducing the total cover of the most hydraulically rough 
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plant species (i.e. sphagnum)(Coulson et al., 1990).  There is also likely to be a relationship between 
the peatland surface roughness and the drain roughness; it seems unlikely that the drains would be 
highly vegetated if the surface is not; however, there seems to be no published evidence to support 
this speculation.   
6.7. Summary  
The key results and conclusions from this chapter in relation to the objectives presented at the start 
of the chapter are: 
1) Ensembles of runoff responses that incorporate parametric uncertainty have been 
generated for different combinations of LULM and soil types representative of the 
Footholme catchment, and will be used in the Chapter 7 to explore catchment scale effects 
of LULM change. 
2) LULM changes from grazed grassland to moorland, coniferous forest and deciduous 
forests (for both mineral soil types) as well as for intact to drained peatland showed 
consistent trends in the direction of change of the mean peak flows despite parametric 
uncertainty.  The median values of the distributions of  rq  were assessed to be 
statistically different from zero (based on a t-test with p=0.05), however, it is noted, that if 
parametric uncertainty were reduced, it is possible that the predicted direction of change 
for the drained to blocked change could change sign.  For all the mineral soil cases, the sign 
of change is predicted to remain the same regardless of parametric uncertainty, but large 
variations in the predictions are observed particularly for the changes from grazed to both 
the forest scenarios.  Figure 6.21 shows the distributions of the eight different change 
scenarios presented in this chapter in order to allow an easier comparison of the prediction 
medians and ranges. 




Figure 6.21: Box and whisker plot summarising the distributions of  rq  caused by various 
change in LULM scenarios for the soil series present in the Footholme catchment.   The central 
mark is the median.  The edges of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles.  The notches on 
the box represent the 95% confidence interval of the median value.  The whiskers are the most 
extreme data points (excluding outliers).  Outliers are marked with a ‘+’, and are values that lie 
more than 1.5 of the interquartile range from either end of the box.  
 
3) The greatest reductions in peak flows when changing LULM from grazed are achieved 
with (1) changes to moorland where moorland vegetation is tall and the ground surface is 
rough (2) changes to coniferous and deciduous trees when the sites are steep, increases in 
infiltration under the trees are large and when the forest floor is rough.  The greatest 
increases in peak flows when intact peatlands are drained occur when the drain roughness 
is low, the drain spacing is large, the transmissivity is low and the vegetated surface is 
rough.  The greatest reductions in peak flow when drained peatlands are blocked occur 
when the initial drain roughness is low, the vegetated surface is rough and the drain spacing 
is large. 
4) The greatest reductions in prediction uncertainty could be obtained with further 
information about the way that trees and their roots affect hydraulic conductivity and with 
information about the roughness of overland flow paths for forest, moorland, peatland and 
peatland drains.  It is also noted that a large amount of the uncertainty in the prediction of 
change for the mineral soil simulations is associated with the variability of the site slope 
angle.  Uncertainty in predictions could be reduced if runoff classes were also subdivided 
based on slope angle.  Likewise, much of the prediction uncertainty in the changes in 
peatland peak flows is associated with the drain spacing; drain spacing can easily be 
evaluated for each cell from aerial photographs and hence could also be used to further 
subdivide the grid runoff classes. 
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The principal limitations of the numerical experiments reported in this chapter are: 
1) The results are, by design, generalisations of sites similar to the Hodder catchment, with 
considerable variability over the range of sites considered, and any site-specific analysis 
would need to be supported by sufficient data to estimate suitable model parameter values. 
In particular, there is high uncertainty in the hydraulic roughnesses of the drains and land 
surface for both the peat and mineral soils, and in the increase in hydraulic conductivity 
related to tree roots for mineral soils, which are all critical parameters when predicting 
impacts.  Further, it remains unclear how dependent these sensitivities are upon the 
specific model representation, and whether other parameters may become more important 
for controlling peak flows when more complex processes are included, for example, 
interactions with topographic convergence and divergence. 
2) The assumption of linearity used in the regression models to investigate parameter 
sensitivities appeared to be suitable in this instance.  However, should the parameter ranges 
be changed (either widened or tightened) the sensitivities are likely to change as well.  The 
regressions should therefore not be used for prediction until they have been tested against 
parameter sets not included in the original regression estimates and sensitivities should be 
viewed as indicative rather than strictly quantitative. 
3) A number of structural assumptions are made in both models, such as simplistic 
topography, boundary conditions, limited dimension flow paths, no macropores, 
homogeneity of properties and inputs, as well as the other assumptions listed in Chapters 3 
and 5.  It is assumed that the parameter uncertainty reflects the overall uncertainty, but this 
assumption cannot be validated without comparisons against field observations.  While the 
PEATmod model structure has been validated to a drained peatland site (Section 5.5), 
FORmod has not been tested against any time series of observations.  If such data were 
available, both models should be tested against field observations from a range of sites 
including some that include each of the LULM scenarios tested within this chapter.  
4) In some cases, where little supporting data are available, parameter ranges are applied 
arbitrarily and therefore may not fairly account for the actual site or measurement 
variability.  The sampling methodology also relies heavily on the reliability of the NSRI 
soils database, without a clear understanding of the uncertainty in these values. 
5) The range of analysed rainfall events did not include any extreme flood events, with the 
maximum flood peak having an estimated return period of only 1.4 years. Larger events 
will be explored in the next chapter as part of longer period continuous simulations.  
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6) There is scope for extending the range of land management questions. For example: 
PEATmod could also be used to investigate a range of drain block spacings, in order to 
provide some guidance to practitioners; FORmod could be used to examine the effects of 
more localised land management interventions, such as tree shelterbelts/buffer strips, and 
also extended to explore the significance of topography on changes in peak flows. 
 
Despite these limitations, the range of response simulated using both FORmod and PEATmod are not 
inconsistent with observation from literature or knowledge of the test catchment response.  As 
such, they cannot be rejected as appropriate local scale predictions for the Footholme catchment, 
and will be used to represent local scale runoff in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 7. Upscaling and Catchment 
Modelling  
In this chapter, catchment scale simulations are conducted for the Footholme catchment in order 
to assess the impacts of a variety of catchment land use and land management (LULM) change 
scenarios.  As already noted in the introductory chapter (1), the direct application of FORmod or 
PEATmod, both computationally intensive models, to the catchment scale is not technically feasible.  
It is infeasible as it is desired to examine impacts of LULM change within an uncertainty analysis 
framework, which inherently involves multiple repetitions of the catchment model in order to 
generate an ensemble of runoff responses.  Hence, a development of the upscaling procedure of 
Wheater et al. (2008) is used to transfer information about the local scale response to make 
predictions at the catchment scale. 
 
A semi-distributed model for the Footholme catchment is established based on the discretisation of 
the catchment into a number of grid cells.  Each of the grid cells is characterised based on its land 
use and soil type (derived from the spatial distribution of these properties presented in Chapter 6); 
this follows the classification criteria employed by Wheater et al.(2008).  Locally generated runoff 
from each grid cell is then routed to the catchment outlet through a stream network.   
 
Within the catchment, each of the combinations of land use and soil type is referred to as a “runoff 
class”, and it is assumed that the members of a runoff class have a similar runoff response.  The 
plot scale ensembles (made up of 100 simulations) presented in Chapter 6 form the basis of the 
estimation of runoff ensembles for each of the runoff classes.  The ensembles account for the likely 
parametric spatial variability and uncertainty for each of the runoff classes for the Footholme 
catchment.  Runoff generation can be represented in the semi-distributed catchment model using 
two alternative approaches: 
1) Direct use of the ensembles of runoff generated from the physics based models.   The 
disadvantage being that only a one year simulation period is currently available for each of 
the runoff class ensembles; simulating longer periods by this method would require 
excessive computation. 
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2) Indirect use of the physics based model outputs.  Simple, computationally efficient, 
conceptual models can be “trained” (through optimisation of model structure and model 
parameters) to replicate the outputs from the physics based models.  Following the 
terminology of Wheater et al. (2008), these models are referred to as “metamodels”.  
Longer term catchment scale simulations can then be conducted using the metamodels to 
estimate runoff class runoff generation, with the only limitation on length of time domain 
being the length of the available input data series. 
Both approaches for local runoff generation are implemented in this chapter, primarily so that the 
error introduced by the metamodelling procedure can be evaluated not only for the plot scale but 
also for the catchment scale simulations.   
 
The ultimate objective is to use the semi-distributed catchment model with metamodel generated 
local runoff to produce long-term ensembles of catchment runoff for various catchment LULM 
scenarios in order to evaluate impacts of LULM change for a wider range of events and for realistic 
LULM scenarios. Specific objectives of this chapter are to: 
1) Identify the limits of the conclusions that can be made using the catchment model, given 
uncertainty about local conditions, physics based model parameterisation and model 
structure, and metamodel parameterisation and model structure. 
2) Assess whether any generalisations about the change in catchment scale runoff response 
following LULM change can be made in consideration of these limitations.  
3) Identify the principal processes and properties associated with LULM change that most 
greatly influence changes in peak flows at the catchment scale. 
4) Identify improvements to the metamodelling procedure that could potentially lead to a 
reduction in prediction uncertainty. 
5) Assess whether the parameter sensitivities at the plot scale are transferred to the 
metamodels and to the catchment scale. 
 
In section 7.1, the concept of metamodelling is introduced, explaining a general procedure of 
transferring information from more computationally intensive models to more parsimonious and 
efficient model structures and associated parameter sets.  In section 7.2, following the selection of a 
suitable metamodel structure, the metamodel parameter sets that lead to the closest replication of 
each of the simulations presented in Chapter 6 are determined.  Verification of the metamodels and 
parameter sets is presented, followed by the development of a functional relationship to relate the 
metamodel parameter sets back to the original physics based model parameter sets.   
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In section 7.3 the semi-distributed catchment model structure is presented, including details of the 
streamflow routing.  The catchment model is run with present day LULM distribution, with local 
scale runoff estimated by both the physics based models and metamodels; predicted runoff is 
compared against observations.  In section 7.4, various LULM scenarios for the catchment are 
defined and catchment scale simulations are conducted, again with both physics based model and 
metamodels.  Comparisons are made of the error introduced by the metamodelling procedure 
across spatial scales.  In section 7.5, catchment LULM scenarios are simulated for a 14 year period 
using only runoff generated by the metamodels.  Impacts of the various LULM scenarios are 
quantified and evaluated in light of the accumulated errors and uncertainty.  Section 7.6 provides a 
summary of the key findings in this chapter, and directly addresses the objectives of this chapter. 
7.1. Background to metamodelling 
A metamodel can be broadly defined as a model of a model.  Specifically, a metamodel 
characteristically has fewer parameters and is more computationally efficient than the original 
model (Barton, 1998).  As noted in the previous chapters, the greatest limitations for the application 
of physics based models to catchment scale applications are computational time and 
parameterisation constraints, which make their application to large scales prohibitive.  Metamodels 
can be used as substitutes for the more complex physics based models, allowing for more 
computationally intensive or time limited analyses to be performed, such as sensitivity analysis, 
model optimisation or real time decision support (Piñeros Garcet et al., 2006).  Beyond this general 
definition, specific applications of metamodels vary significantly.   
 
Already in this Thesis, two metamodel applications have been discussed.  The first was by Dunn 
and Mackay (1996) in Chapter 4, who approximated sub grid variability in a SHETRAN model due 
to the presence of peatland drains through effective model parameters, which were conditioned 
based on a fine grid simulation.  This type of metamodel involves replication of a time series of 
output, which will be the objective of the metamodelling in this chapter; this type of metamodelling 
is often referred to as emulation (Young and Ratto, 2009).  The second was the application of the 
regression models in Chapter 6 (used primarily for the purposes of sensitivity analysis) to predict 
the mean peak flow response, which were then used to explore effects of non-stationarity and 
parameter correlation.   Metamodelling of this second type is more commonly conducted, where a 
single response characteristic (in this case the mean peak flow) is modelled.   
 
A general mathematical definition of metamodelling (based on Piñeros Garcet et al., 2006) can be 
presented by considering a general numerical model fN: 
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 NnNNN fY  ,...,1  Eq. 7.1 
Where: 
 N  numerical model parameters  
 YN predictions based on the numerical model  
 n total number of numerical model input parameters  
 
A metamodel structure, fM, can be defined as: 
 MmMMM fY  ,...,1  Eq. 7.2 
Where: 
 M  metamodel parameters  
 YM predictions based on the metamodel   




The metamodel parameters are selected in order to minimise the error (e): 
   MMNN ffe   Eq. 7.3 
 
It is also desirable to relate the metamodel parameters back to the numerical model parameters 
through a transfer function, g: 
 NM g   Eq. 7.4 
 
These relationships are shown graphically in Figure 7.1. 
 
Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of 
metamodel definition(adapted from 
Piñeros Garcet et al., 2006, p. 632).  
Black dots – parameter samples, red 
dots – metamodel predictions, blue 
dots – numerical model predictions. 
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The form of fM used in different applications varies depending on the nature of YN and the 
characteristics of the problem.  When YN has one component (for example the mean peak flow 
estimations), fM is typically estimated by parametric polynomial response surface approximations 
(Barton, 1998); for example: regressions (as per chapter 6), splines, kriging, neural networks and 
radial basis functions (Piñeros Garcet et al., 2006).  In many cases, time series outputs from highly 
non-linear numerical models are temporally aggregated to produce Y with one component (e.g. 
Forsman and Grimvall, 2003), the advantage of which being that the aggregation can suppress 
some of the highly non-linear response features, allowing the construction of simpler response 
surface approximations.  When Y is a time series, possibilities for defining the structure of fM 
include: 
1) Simplifications of the original model numerical structure (for example through coarsening 
of grids, O'Hagan et al., 1999). 
2) Data-based mechanistic modelling, which attempts to identify dominant response 
mechanisms in the data (or in this case, the output from the numerical model) in order to 
produce lower order parsimonious models that produce the same outputs (Young, 2001; 
Young and Ratto, 2009). 
 
In the metamodelling procedure employed in the original Pontbren numerical experiments the 
form of fM is that of a commonly used rainfall-runoff conceptual model structure, and fN is a 
physics based model structure (Wheater et al., 2008).  Using the upscaling concepts of Ewen (1997), 
the metamodel structure incorporates conceptual stores to account for soil storage and fast and 
slow routing.  In this way, although conceptual in nature, the model still incorporates some of the 
physical relationships inherent in the original physics based simulations.  The metamodel structure 
could thus be considered to be a simplification of the original structure/conceptualisation.  The 
advantage of this approach, rather than a purely statistical (or metric) model, is that some of the 
dangers of using the metamodel structure with driving inputs (rainfall and potential evaporation) 
that are beyond the range of those used in the original physics based model simulations can be 
minimised, as the structure is expected to behave in a physically realistic manner (Jackson et al., 
2011).  Wheater et al. (2008) evaluated metamodel parameter sets based on least-squares fit criterion 
for the entire time series.  A single metamodel structure was used for all runoff classes, which was 
selected after “significant trials” (Jackson et al., 2011), although the nature of the structures trialled 
was not specified.  In the following sections, the original Pontbren methodology will be expanded 
in order to evaluate: 
1) Methods to evaluate the “best” metamodel parameter sets (and structures) in order to 
maintain not only the original response characteristics of an individual runoff class, but also 
differences between classes. 
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2) The possibility of parameter mapping (identifying the form of the function g). 
3) Quantification of the error (e) for not only the individual runoff classes, but also for 
differences in runoff classes and catchment scale applications of the metamodels. 
7.2. Runoff generation: model selection and parameterisation 
A suitable metamodel structure was identified after trialling 15 different alternative structures.  The 
general model structure follows that of Wheater et al. (2008), with a moisture accounting module 
coupled with a routing algorithm.  The aim was to identify a metamodel structure that is most 
capable of replicating the plot scale responses presented in Chapter 6 of different LULM/soil 
combinations (each of which had 100 simulations to account for uncertainty in the physics based 
model inputs).   
 
The metamodel uses input of gross rainfall (R) and potential evaporation (PE).  The rainfall input 
time series is the same as that used in the physics based models.  Five different PE estimates are 
used, corresponding to each of the four mineral soil land uses and one PE estimate for the peatland 
models.  A single time series of PE for each mineral soil LULM was created by averaging over the 
ensemble of PE estimates created as input for the physics based models (section 6.3.1).  Full details 
of the testing and selection process to identify the optimum metamodel structure are provided in 
Appendix D. 
 
No single structure could simultaneously achieve the best emulation of all physics based models.  
Certain runoff classes also showed greater variance in performance between the alternative 
structures, in particular the forest simulations on the more conductive Belmont soils.  Although it is 
feasible to select a different metamodel structure for each runoff class, for the purposes of 
simplicity, the metamodel with the largest likelihood over all runoff classes was chosen.  This also 
has the advantage that changes in metamodel parameters following LULM change can be directly 
quantified.   
 
The final model structure selected is a combination of the Catchment Moisture Deficit (CMD) 
model and three parallel linear reservoirs, shown in Figure 7.2.  The CMD model is a bucket that 
drains at a linearly increasing rate as the catchment moisture deficit approaches zero, at which point 
the drainage rate is equal to the maximum drainage rate Dmax.  When the CMD is greater than hm, 
drainage ceases.  When CMD is negative, excess rainfall (U1) is added directly to the outflow.  The 
actual evaporation is calculated as the potential evaporation multiplied by a scalar (εm).  
Mathematical descriptions of the relationships can be found in Evans and Jakeman (1998).  In the 
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original model of  Evans and Jakeman (1998) the actual evaporation is restricted based on the 
magnitude of the CMD (to represent reductions in evapotranspiration due to water stress), this 
function has been excluded from the current application.  The outflow is split firstly between fast 
and slow flows by the splitting parameter αm, and then slow flows are split between medium and 
slow flows by the splitting parameter βm.  The flow from each of the reservoirs is governed by the 
storage coefficient of the reservoir.  The Matlab numerical implementation of the model is from the 
Rainfall Runoff Modelling Toolbox (RRMT) (Wagener et al., 2004).  Mathematical details of the 
structure are provided in Appendix D. 
 
Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the metamodel structure used in this chapter.   Model 
parameters are shown in red, internal/state variables are shown in blue and inputs and outputs 
are annotated in black.   Definitions of the symbols are provided in Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1: Metamodel internal/state variables and parameter descriptions. 
  Description Units 
R Rainfall mm∆t-1 Inputs 
PE Potential evaporation mm∆t-1 
quick Quick flow runoff mm∆t-1 
slow Slow flow runoff mm∆t-1 
Outputs 
AE Actual evaporation  mm∆t-1 
CMD Moisture deficit mm 
U1 Storage overflow mm∆t-1 
U2 Runoff from storage mm∆t-1 
Sf Stored water in the fast store mm 
Sm Stored water in the medium store mm 
Internal/State 
Variables 
SL Stored water in the slow store mm 
Dmax Maximum storage capacity mm∆t-1 
εm Evaporation scalar (-) 
hm Maximum CMD before drainage ceases mm 
αm Fast flow splitting parameter (-) 
βm Slow flow splitting parameter (-) 
Kf Fast flow storage coefficient ∆t 
Km Medium flow storage coefficient ∆t 
Metamodel 
Parameters 
KL Slow flow storage coefficient ∆t 
 
The structure is compatible with the physics based conceptualisations.  Considering an example of 
the forest hillslope model, the maximum CMD before drainage ceases (hm) is a proxy for the total 
soil storage.  The maximum drainage rate (Dmax) is analogous with the depth averaged hydraulic 
conductivity, the reduction in drainage as the soil dries out is also consistent with the seepage face 
representation used in the physics based models.  The fast flow reservoir represents overland flow 
routing, while the medium and slow flow stores represent subsurface routing, where medium flows 
are from the highly conductive root zone or acrotelm, and slow flows are from the lower 
conductivity deeper soils.  Interestingly, the structure is almost identical to the one identified by 
Wheater et al. (2008), despite many alternative structures having been tested.   
 
With the final model structure selected, a series of Monte Carlo simulations were conducted in 
order to identify optimised metamodel parameter sets for each physics based realisation for a 150 
day period from 16 June 2009.  50,000 parameter sets were sampled, using a Latin hypercube, from 
the ranges shown in Table 7.2.  The ranges were selected based on guidance from the Rainfall 
Runoff Modelling Toolbox (RRMT) user manual (Wagener et al., 2001).  Initial conditions were set 
as CMD equals zero (as the start date is in winter) and a warm period of five days was used before 
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comparison between metamodel and physics based model outputs.  The metamodels initial 
conditions were selected to reflect the close to saturated initial conditions used in the physics based 
model, hence reducing the need for an extended warm up period. 
 
Table 7.2: Sampling ranges for the metamodel parameters. 
 Lower limit Upper limit units 
Dmax 0 0.2 mm/15min 
hm 50 100 (-) 
εm 0.5 2 mm 
αm 0 1 (-) 
βm 0 1 (-) 
Kf 1 15 15min 
Km 15 60 15min  
KL 60 1000 15min  
 
Each of the 50,000 metamodel parameter sets was used to create time series outputs of runoff.   
The simulations were conducted five times, each with a different PE estimate (grazed, moorland, 
coniferous, deciduous and reference crop/peatland).  The simulations were compared against each 
of the physics based simulations from the corresponding LULM.  Along with the Nash Sutcliffe 
Efficiency, an additional performance measure was employed to particularly focus on the 
performance of peak matching.  Based on the physics based simulations, rainfall events were 
identified following the same methodology employed in the scenario analysis (Section 6.4).  A 
vector of the 10 largest rainfall events in the six month simulation, (r), that lead to the 10 largest 
simulated runoff events, qP(r), for each physics based simulation was identified.  Although this 
sample includes events smaller than those used in Chapter 6 (which used 10 events per year rather 
than per 6 months), the larger sample number makes the comparison less prone to the influence of 
outliers.  The magnitudes of the peaks for the same events (r) were then extracted from each of the 
proposed metamodel simulations qM(r).  The mean square error (MSEP) of these vectors is used as a 
measure of the closeness of fit between the physics based and metamodel peak predictions: 









p rqrqMSE  Eq. 7.5 
 
Not only is it desirable that the metamodels replicate the physics based models well, it is also 
necessary that the differences in flows between different LULM simulations are maintained.  If the 
metamodels were perfect matches of the physics based models, this would not be an issue, 
however, as some error is introduced due to the metamodelling procedure it is possible that these 
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errors could be amplified when evaluating differences in flows.  Therefore, rather than selecting 
optimal metamodel parameter sets based on MSEP alone, an alternative procedure is used, and is 
outlined below. 
Consider the 1st (of 100) set of physics based simulations of the peatland model, which includes a 
time series of drained, intact, and blocked LULM scenarios.  This set can be characterised 
individually by the vectors of peak flows,  rq Pdr ,  rq Pi  and  rq Pb  (where the superscript 
indicates that they are values derived from the physics based models).  MSEP provides a measure of 
goodness of fit between the metamodel parameter sets and these vectors.  However, characteristics 
of this set of simulations also include the differences in peak flows:  rq P idr ,  rq P bdr  and 
 rqP bi .  Taking the 20 metamodel parameter sets that best fit each of the individual time series 
(based on MSEP), there are 203 potential combinations of the drained, intact and blocked 
metamodel parameter sets that can be used to estimate all three differences in peak flows.   
Although other combinations were trialled, the best final selection was achieved if the 20 best sets 
were assessed based on MSEP alone.  A parameter set that contains metamodel parameters for each 
of the potential land uses for a given soil type is referred to as a total metamodel parameter set.   
For each of the 203 potential total metamodel parameter sets,  rq M idr ,  rq M bdr  and  rq Mbi  
are calculated and compared against the physics based predictions using a mean square error.  The 
average (in this case across three estimates) of the mean square errors of these difference vectors is 
calculated (referred to as MSE∆P).  The total metamodel parameter set that minimises MSE∆P is 
taken as the final metamodel parameter set to represent the first set of physics based simulations of 
the peatland model.  The same process is conducted for each of the 100 simulations and for each of 
the soil types, hence the total number of parameter sets remains the same from the physics based 
model simulations through to the metamodel simulations.  It is noted that this approach does not 
take into account the problem of “equifinality” (Beven, 2001a), where multiple parameter sets can 
give equally good approximations of the observations, and methods could have been employed in 
order to select and carry forward multiple parameter sets in order to represent each physics based 
model simulation (e.g. Beven, 1993).  
Figure 7.3 shows the distributions of the optimal metamodel parameters for each runoff class.  
Figure 7.4 is an example of the hydrographs produced by the optimised total parameter set for the 
Belmont soils, parameter set #1.   
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Figure 7.3: Cumulative density functions (cdfs) of the optimal metamodel parameter sets.   On the x-
axis is the sample parameter range (units are provided in Table 7.2), and the y-axis is the cumulative 
density.  Columns are for different soil series and rows for different metamodel parameters.   
Coloured lines are the cdfs of different land uses: Red – grazed, Orange – moorland, Blue – 
coniferous, Dark green – deciduous, Pink – drained peatland, Light green – intact peatland and 
Purple – blocked peatland.  The black line shows the sample prior distribution. 
 




Figure 7.4: Examples of metamodel hydrographs compared against the original physics based model simulations.   The example shown is for the first 
parameter set of the Belmont soil series, showing all four LULM types.  Red line - metamodel, blue line - physics based model. 
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The most consistently strongly identifiable parameter was the drainage rate (Dmax).  The magnitudes 
of the drainage rate for each runoff class largely follow a pattern that could be predicted based on 
knowledge of the subsurface permeability.  Between soil types, the median drainage rates are ranked 
in the same order as the soil hydraulic conductivity.  For mineral soil types, the tree scenarios have 
higher rates than the grassland sites, and drained peat has higher drainage rates than the intact and 
blocked scenarios.  The splitting parameter (αm) and the fast flow residence time (Kf) were the next 
most identifiable parameters.  Again, differences between soil types and LULM types generally 
follow predicted patterns.   It is also important to note that each simulation has a different input of 
potential evaporation, and also that quite strong parameter interaction is observed, particularly 
between ε, α and Kf, which may explain some of the deviations of the patterns of the parameter 
values from an order that might be expected based on runoff observation alone (such as the 
drainage rate from the deciduous trees consistently being higher than that for the Coniferous 
forest). 
7.2.1. Comparison of metamodel and physics based ensembles – plot scale 
In this section, the performance of the metamodel parameter sets in terms of ability to replicate the 
plot scale response characteristics of the physics based models is evaluated.  Characteristics of the 
complete hydrograph are considered, as well as the ability to maintain the relationships in the 
change in peak flows following LULM change.  A set of comparison tests is established that will be 
used not only for the plot scale scenarios, but also for the catchment scale scenarios (Section 7.4).  
Following the approach used in Section 6.4, the peak flows (q) generated from independent rainfall 
events are identified.  The goodness of fit of the metamodels is evaluated qualitatively and 
quantitatively through four steps: 
1. Magnitude and variability in peak flow change following LULM change for all 
rainfall events.   
Create plots of q versus ∆q for all rainfall events (following the method 1, section 6.4).  Ranges 
for both the physics based and metamodel predictions will be plotted to allow comparison of 
the responses. 
2. Goodness of fit of the peak flow magnitude 
The goodness of fit of the metamodel predictions of the physics based mean peak flow  rq is 
evaluated.  
3. Goodness of fit of the change in peak flow magnitude 
The goodness of fit of between the metamodel change in mean peak flow  rMq  and the 
physics based change in mean peak flow  rPq  is evaluated.    
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4. Consistency of model sensitivity 
Both  rPq  and  rMq  are regressed against the physics based model parameters 
(following the same methodology as used in section 6.4).  The sensitivities derived from the 
stepwise regression are used to assess whether the model functioning remains consistent 
following the metamodelling process. 
 
Due to the number of figures and tables associated with steps 1-4, only representative figures are 
provided within the text, and supplementary figures are presented in Appendix E. 
 
The goodness of fit in steps (2) and (3) is assessed firstly by calculating the normalised root mean 
square error (nRMSE) over the 100 simulations for each runoff class: 
    




















  rq P  Mean peak flow prediction (  rq ) of the physics based models  
  rq M  Mean peak flow prediction (  rq ) of the metamodels  
 
The nRMSE indicates the magnitude of the mean square error as a fraction of the physics based 
model range of  rq  (where nRMSE=0 indicates a perfect match).  Systematic errors in the 
predictions are assessed by calculating the prediction Bias (Eq. 7.7) and ratio of the physics based 
model standard deviation to the metamodel standard deviation of  rq  over the 100 simulations 
(σP/σM).  Positive Bias indicates an under-prediction by the metamodels. 
    
100
100




i rqrqBias  Eq. 7.7 
 
The nRMSE is recalculated firstly with a bias correction (nRMSEb, Eq. 7.8) and then with both a 
bias correction and a standard deviation correction (nRMSEb,σ, Eq. 7.9).  Improvements in nRMSEb 
compared to the original nRMSE, suggest that the bias is systematic.  Improvements in nRMSEb,σ 
compared to the nRMSEb  suggest that the linear relationship between  rq pi  and  rq mmi  has a 
linear best fit with gradient different to 1 (a perfect fit) and that is proportional to the ratio of the 
standard deviations.  The same measures are calculated for  rq . 
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The Kolmogorov Smirnov test (KS test) is used to assess whether or not the characteristics of the 
predicted ensembles are maintained (either  rq  or  rq ), where the null hypothesis is that the 
two ensembles are from the same continuous distribution.  The specific pairing of the simulations 
is no longer considered and the significance test assesses only the equality of the two distributions.   
The KS test is performed on the raw ensembles and also following bias correction and bias and 
variance correction. 
 
7.2.1.1. Magnitude and variability in peak flow change for all rainfall events – plot scale 
Following methodology (1), Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, and Figure 7.7 demonstrate the magnitude and 
variability of the change in metamodel event peak flow for the Belmont, Wilcocks and Winter Hill 
soil series respectively.  To assist with comparison, the same results from the physics based models 
(as determined in Chapter 6) are superimposed on the plots in red. 




Figure 7.5: Increase in peak flow following LULM change for Belmont soil series.  For 
the metamodel simulations: Light grey areas are the 5-95% range, dark grey areas are the 
25-75% range, the heavy black line is the median difference and dashed black line is the 
1:1 line.  For the physics based simulations: dashed red lines are the 5-95% ranges and the 
solid red line is the median. 
 
 
Figure 7.6: Increase in peak flow following LULM change for Wilcocks soil series.  Notes 
as per Figure 7.5. 
 
 
Figure 7.7: Increase in peak flow following LULM change for Winter Hill soil series.  
Notes as per Figure 7.5. 
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For both mineral soil types, the metamodels predict larger peak flows than the physics based 
models for all LULM types, as indicated by the range on the x-axis.  There is also a consistent 
increase in the variability of the difference in peak flows for the largest flow events.  Although for 
the largest flows there is a tendency to over predict the median (however this sample is influenced 
by the large range over which the median is calculated), the median is otherwise well replicated by 
the metamodels.  The predictions of the Winter Hill soil series generally capture the flow response 
characteristics better than those for the mineral soils, although the variability in the predictions in 
slightly lower than in the original physics based models. 
 
7.2.1.2. Goodness of fit of the peak flow magnitude – plot scale  
The mean of the largest ten peak flows, (  rq ), was calculated for the metamodels (following 
method 2, Section 6.4).  Figure 7.8, Figure 7.9, and Figure 7.10 show plots of  rq  predicted by the 
physics based models against  rq  predicted by the metamodels for the Belmont, Wilcocks and 
Winter Hill soils respectively.  
 
 
Figure 7.8: Comparison of metamodel and physics based model 
plot scale predictions of  rq  for the Belmont soil series. 
 




Figure 7.9: Comparison of metamodel and physics based model 
plot scale predictions for the Wilcocks soils series. 
 
 
Figure 7.10: Comparison of metamodel and physics based model plot scale 
predictions for the Winter Hill soil series. 
 
Table 7.3 provides a summary of the goodness of fit statistics for the predictions of  rq .   nRMSE 
values shown in bold are those for which the null hypothesis of equality between the physics based 
and metamodel distributions could not be rejected at the 95% confidence level.  Without the bias 
correction, the null hypothesis was only rejected for the Wilcocks grazed scenario.  This is primarily 
due to a systematic over-prediction; following a bias correction, the null hypothesis could no longer 
be rejected.  Bias correction produced the most significant improvements in nRMSE for the Winter 
Hill soils series (where metamodels consistently under predicted physics based simulations), and 
variance correction produced the most significant improvement for the Belmont soil series (where 
metamodels consistently had a greater standard deviation than the physics based simulations). 
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Table 7.3: Summary of metamodel prediction performance of plot scale  rq . 
Soil type Land use bias  
(mmhr-1) 
PM   nRMSE  bnRMSE  ,bnRMSE  
Belmont Grazed -0.28 1.08 0.13 0.12 0.11 
 Moorland -0.34 1.24 0.19 0.17 0.15 
 Coniferous -0.69 1.14 0.17 0.13 0.11 
 Deciduous -0.43 1.17 0.14 0.11 0.10 
Wilcocks Grazed -0.26 1.02 0.19 0.16 0.16 
 Moorland -0.13 1.06 0.21 0.21 0.20 
 Coniferous -0.33 1.00 0.12 0.11 0.11 
 Deciduous -0.27 1.01 0.11 0.09 0.09 
Winter Hill Drained 0.22 0.91 0.06 0.04 0.04 
 Intact 0.25 0.89 0.10 0.05 0.05 
 Blocked 0.36 0.94 0.14 0.08 0.08 
 
7.2.1.3. Goodness of fit of the change in peak flow magnitude – plot scale 
The same performance comparison was conducted for the difference in the mean peak flows 
(  rq ) between each of the land use types.  Figure 7.11, Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 show plots 
of  rq  predicted by the physics based models against  rq  predicted by the metamodels for 
the Belmont, Wilcocks and Winter Hill soils respectively. 
 
Figure 7.11: Comparison of metamodel and physics based model predictions of the 
mean change in peak flow (  rq ) for the Belmont soil series. 





Figure 7.12: Comparison of metamodel and physics based model predictions of the mean 
change in peak flow (  rq ) for the Wilcocks soil series. 
 
 
Figure 7.13: Comparison of metamodel and physics based model predictions of the 
mean change in peak flow (  rq ) for the Winter Hill soil series. 
 
A summary of the metamodel plot scale prediction performance for  rq  is shown in Table 7.4.   
By calculating percentage differences, (as opposed to considering the time series independently) the 
standard deviation ratios for the mineral soils have all dramatically increased, particularly for the 
Grazed-Moorland pairing.  Even with the bias correction, the null hypothesis of equality was still 
rejected for the distributions of the Grazed minus Moorland  rq  for both mineral soil types.  
This is related to the greatly increased variance in the metamodel predictions, rather than a 
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systematic bias.  The null hypothesis of equality could not be rejected for all other soil type/land 
use combinations following bias correction.   
 
Table 7.4: Summary of metamodel prediction performance of  rq  at the plot scale. 
Soil type Baseline Land use bias (%) PM   nRMSE  bnRMSE  ,bnRMSE  
Grazed Moorland 1.53 4.14 0.81 0.81 0.25 
Grazed Coniferous 7.80 1.38 0.25 0.21 0.16 
Grazed Deciduous 3.57 1.59 0.21 0.20 0.13 
Moorland Coniferous 6.11 1.57 0.24 0.22 0.15 
Moorland Deciduous 2.53 1.55 0.21 0.20 0.14 
Belmont 
Coniferous Deciduous 0.57 1.54 0.17 0.17 0.12 
Grazed Moorland -0.97 3.19 0.64 0.64 0.25 
Grazed Coniferous 2.29 1.09 0.15 0.14 0.13 
Grazed Deciduous 1.13 1.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 
Moorland Coniferous 1.66 1.27 0.17 0.16 0.14 
Moorland Deciduous 1.25 1.36 0.15 0.15 0.11 
Wilcocks 
Coniferous Deciduous 4.18 1.40 0.20 0.20 0.15 
Drained Intact -1.52 0.83 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Drained Blocked -1.11 1.10 0.08 0.08 0.07 
Winter 
Hill 
Intact Blocked 0.78 0.84 0.11 0.11 0.11 
 
7.2.1.4. Consistency of model sensitivity – plot scale 
Stepwise linear regression was performed to assess how well the relationships between  rq  and 
the physics based model parameters were maintained following the metamodelling process.   The 
results from the regressions are shown graphically in Appendix E (Figure E.1); the main 
observations and conclusions from the analysis are summarised below.    
 
In most cases, the rank and the sign of the significant regression coefficients remain the same 
between the physics based models and metamodels (i.e. the relative magnitude and direction of the 
influence of the parameters is consistent).  The best transfer of the relationships is achieved for the 
Winter Hill soil series, where the regressions against the metamodels have, in some cases, higher R2 
values than the physics based models for the mineral soils (R2 of 0.66-0.83).  The grazed to 
moorland scenario for both mineral soil types no longer retains any of the parametric relationships 
from the physics based models; however this is not entirely surprising given the very poor 
performance demonstrated in Table 7.4.  The other mineral soil LULM types show a significant 
reduction in predictive power of the regressions for the metamodels compared to the regressions 
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for the physics based models.  38-66% reductions in R2 values were observed for the Belmont soil 
series and 23-36% for the Wilcocks soils series, compared to 0-10% reductions for the Winter Hill 
soil series. 
7.2.2. Parameter mapping 
It is frequently desirable to be able to relate metamodel parameters (ΘM) back to the original model 
parameters (ΘN) through some functional relationship (e.g. Eq. 7.4).  In this way, new metamodel 
parameter sets can be made in order to increase the parameter sample size and also potentially the 
parameter ranges. 
 
Multiple linear stepwise regressions were used in order to map the physics based model parameters 
to the metamodel parameters for each soil/LULM combination.  The results from the regressions 
are shown graphically in Appendix E (Figure E. 2); the main observations and conclusions are 
discussed below.  In no cases were statistically significant relationships found for the slow flow 
storage coefficient (KL).  For the mineral soils, most of the variance observed in the metamodel 
parameter values is explained by the variability of the slope angle in the original physics based 
model parameters, rather than any LULM specific characteristics.  The regressions generally have 
very poor fits; hence their utility for extending the parameter space sample is questionable. 
 
The poor regressions alone do not necessarily mean that the metamodel parameter space is not well 
defined for each LULM type.  Strong differences in median values of metamodel parameters 
between runoff classes were already observed in Figure 7.3.  Predictions of the metamodel 
parameters have been made (1) by the mean value alone and (2) using the regression estimates 
(where the mean is the intercept of the regression equations).  The quality of each prediction was 
assessed using the normalised root mean square error (where in this case, the RMSE is normalised 
by the original sample ranges – Table 7.2).  For a perfectly uniform distribution of a given 
metamodel parameter, the nRMSE for a prediction based on the mean alone is 0.29.  The nRMSE 
values are demonstrated graphically in Figure 7.14.   The regressions reduced the nRMSE most 
notably for: Dmax and hm for the Belmont forest scenarios; αm for the Belmont grazed and moorland 
scenarios; εm and αm for the Wilcocks tree scenarios; and Kf for all Winter Hill scenarios. 
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of improvement in identifiability in metamodel parameters  from 
predictions based only on the mean sample (A.) and predictions based on the regression 
against physics based models (B.) (colour scale L.1).  Subplot C. demonstrates the 
magnitude of the difference between the two plots (colour scale L.2).   
7.3. Catchment model structure and baseline simulations 
The runoff predictions from both the physics based models and the associated metamodels are 
now used to represent grid cell runoff generation in a model of the Footholme catchment.   In this 
section the semi-distributed catchment scale model is described.  Firstly, the catchment is 
subdivided into 200m x 200m square units.  The grid cells are modelled in a semi-distributed model 
framework, using the RRMT-SD software (Orellana et al., 2008).  Each of the catchment model 
grids was assigned proportions of runoff classes based on soil and LULM maps (Figure 6.4 and 
Figure 6.5).  The runoff from a single cell is calculated as the weighted sum of the flows from the 
runoff classes represented within that cell.  The runoff from each cell is then routed through a flow 
network (derived based on the DEM) to the catchment outlet.   
 
The grid cells that contained each of the four flow gauges (shown in Figure 6.3) were identified, the 
timeseries of flow from which are then extracted from the catchment scale simulations.  An areal 
correction is applied to each of the flow time series, as the contributing area for each gauge cell is 
not exactly the same as that of the true gauge contributing area (as assessed from the DEM).  The 
differences between the model and the true catchment area were more significant for the smaller 
sub-catchments (Bre-sap and Bre-rhw).   
 
Uncertainty in the semi-distributed model is represented by the variability in the stream routing 
parameters (discussed in the next section), and through the uncertainty in grid cell runoff 
generation (Chapter 6).  For each catchment scale simulation, each runoff class is only represented 
by one sample from the 100 parameter sets for that runoff class.  Hence, 100 catchment scale 
simulations are conducted for each LULM scenario, where for the ith simulation each of the grid 
cells was assigned the ith runoff time series from the physics based model simulations 
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corresponding to the grid runoff classes.  An ith catchment parameter set (ΘC) is a parameter set 
that contains the ith parameter set from each of the runoff classes represented within the catchment.  
In this way an ensemble of catchment scale runoff generation is generated.  This sampling 
methodology will tend to overestimate catchment scale uncertainty, as variability across a class is 
neglected, but has the advantage that cause and effect relationships between the model parameters 
and the change in runoff response will be more easily identifiable.    
 
Due to inconsistencies between the land use and soil maps (for example surveyed peatland drains 
located on areas identified by the NSRI database as mineral soils) a number of runoff classes 
identified by the overlaying of land use and soils maps that are not feasible are manually reassigned 
to an alternative runoff class (from those already generated in Chapter 6).  These include mineral 
soils that have some type of peatland drainage management (which are fixed as Winter Hill soils) 
and Winter Hill soils where forests are grown (which are fixed as Wilcocks series soils).  These 
approximations affect less than 1% of the baseline scenario. 
7.3.1. Stream routing 
In the original semi-distributed catchment model application of Wheater et al. (2008), constant 
celerity routing was employed, based on the network width function (Kirkby, 1976).  This simple 
routing was effective on the relatively uniform slopes in the Pontbren catchment.  An optimal 
constant celerity was identified based on calibration against observed flow records (Jackson et al., 
2011).  For the current application, an alternative routing strategy was employed as, even when 
calibrated, the constant celerity routing method gave consistently poor predictions.  It is postulated 
that the approximation of constant celerity becomes increasingly less valid as the size of the 
catchment increases, due to greater variability in mean stream velocity.  Further, the alternative 
discretisation of the catchment (as grid cells rather than fields) is not compatible with constant 
celerity routing;  the “stream” network used to route flows from each grid cell is denser than the 
true stream network of the Footholme catchment.  Hence, many of the stream elements are not 
true “streams”, but represent inter-grid flow paths (either subsurface or overland flow).  These 
paths are expected to have much lower flow velocities than in the true stream network. 
 
Alternative routing methods were investigated, including: spatially distributed constant celerity 
(accounting for slope angle and contributing area e.g. Maidment et al., 1996); linear reservoirs; and 
combinations of both.  As this Thesis is primarily focused on local scale runoff generation, the 
routing algorithm was selected to achieve the most reasonable approximation of the observed 
streamflow with the least number of additional parameters.  This was achieved with a routing 
algorithm where each channel element is represented by a single linear reservoir.  The flow inputs 
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are the outputs from upstream channel elements and the outputs are the flow from the reservoir 
(defined by the storage and the storage coefficient) combined with the contribution of locally 
generated runoff from the given grid cell.  Two categories of storage coefficient for the linear 
reservoirs were defined, one each for the major channel network and the minor channel network.   
The distinction between major channel network and the minor channel network elements was 
assessed based on a critical contributing area.  Hence, the routing algorithm introduces three new 
parameters: 
 
 Ka Storage coefficient for minor channel network elements. 
 KA Storage coefficient for major channel network elements. 
 Acrit Critical area, above which routing cells are classified as major channel network 
elements. 
 
It is assumed that the channel routing parameterisation is independent of LULM change, thus 
neglecting impacts of LULM change on channel roughness and geometry, through properties and 
processes such as sediment transport, woody debris and channel bank vegetation. 
 
The stream network routing parameters were restricted based on observed streamflow data for the 
baseline conditions using outputs directly from the physics based models to represent local runoff 
generation.  Simulations were conducted for a 3 month period starting from the 1st of September 
2009.  The range of appropriate values for Acrit was fixed based on physical limitations to range 
between 0.04-0.2 ha (1-5 grid elements).  Initial trials used Ka and KA values sampled randomly from 
0-20 (15 min).  A number of iterations were conducted, where at each stage the ranges of Ka and KA  
were restricted based on performance of the ensemble in predicting the observed flow response at 
the Footholme gauge (based on the NSE).  These were conducted until the runoff performance no 
longer demonstrated any obvious trends with either Ka or KA.  In total this required three iterations.   
The process resulted in the final routing parameter ranges given in Table 7.5. 
 
Table 7.5: Optimised sample range for catchment routing. 
Parameter Units Lower limit Upper limit 
Ka 15min 4 10 
KA 15min 0.3 0.55 
Acrit ha 0.04 0.2 
 
For the catchment LULM scenario applications in the following sections, 100 sets of the routing 
parameters were randomly sampled from the ranges shown in Table 7.5, and were randomly 
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assigned to each of the 100 catchment parameter sets (ΘC).  Alternative calibration procedures 
could have been employed, for example optimising Ka, KA and Acrit for each of the 100 catchment 
simulations, or identifying a single routing parameter set that gave the best mean performance of 
the ensemble and applying it to all 100 simulations; alternative performance measures could also 
have been employed.   However, the approach described ensures that the routing parameters are 
independent of the variability in runoff for each grid cell, and also represent the parametric 
uncertainty in the routing scheme.   
7.3.2. Baseline performance 
Two sets of catchment scale simulations were conducted with runoff generation predicted by (1) 
the physics based models and (2) by the metamodels, to allow a comparison of the error introduced 
by the metamodelling procedure at the catchment scale.  Simulations were performed for a 1 year 
period starting from the 1st of December 2008 (the same period as the original physics based 
simulations).  The same random sample of catchment routing parameters was applied for both sets 
of simulations.   
 
Figure 7.15 shows an extract from the simulation period of the physics based and metamodel 
prediction ensemble hydrographs in comparison to the observed hydrograph.  In general, the flow 
peaks are well predicted; however there is a tendency for low flows to be under predicted.  This is 
not entirely surprising, given that the focus of all stages of the modelling has been to replicate flow 
peaks.  The differences between the ensembles predicted by the physics based and metamodels is 
not immediately obvious.  On close inspection, differences in the low flows and recession periods 
can be seen, with the metamodel simulations typically having steeper recessions and lower low 
flows.  There is also a tendency for the metamodels to make slightly lower predictions of the peak 
flows compared to the physics based model predictions.   
 
In order to quantify the differences in performance, the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) was 
calculated for each of the 100 simulations and at each of the four catchment gauges (Footholme, 
Bre-sap, Bre-rhw and Whi-mid – as shown in Figure 6.3).  Figure 7.16 shows the cumulative 
distributions of the ensemble NSEs at all four of the observation gauges and for both the physics 
based and metamodel predictions.  
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Figure 7.15: Physics based and metamodel derived hydrographs at the Footholme flow gauge.   Top: Rainfall time series. Middle: Catchment 
simulations generated with physics based grid runoff.  Bottom: Catchment simulations generated with metamodel grid runoff.  Grey areas 
represent the maximum to minimum range of the prediction ensemble.  Red dots are observations and the blue line is the median of the prediction 
ensemble. 




Figure 7.16: Cumulative density functions (cdfs) of the observed flow 
prediction performance for both the physics based and metamodel catchment 
models, measured based on the Nash Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE). 
 
 
Figure 7.17: Comparison of catchment scale predictions from both physics 
based models and metamodel against observations of  rq .  The red dots are 
the values for the observed flows. 




Although the NSE tends to be biased towards peak flows, the performance of the catchment scale 
models in predicting the observed mean peak flow,  rq  (as defined in Section 6.4), was also 
evaluated, both to assess the consistency of the predictions with the observations, and also to assess 
the error in catchment scale predictions between the different methods of grid cell runoff 
generation.  Figure 7.17 shows plots of  rq  of the physics based models against  rq  of the 
metamodels for each of the four flow gauges.  As a reference point,  rq  of the observations is 
also shown as a red dot. 
 
The most immediately concerning aspect of Figure 7.17 is the very poor prediction performance at 
Bre-rhw.  After some deduction, the apparent cause of the problem is the rating curve used to 
derive flow from the stage measurements at Bre-rhw.  As the monitoring period for Bre-rhw has 
been relatively short, the rating curve is poorly defined, and only extends to a maximum flow rate 
of 3.5 m3s-1, and the data that are available are quite scattered.  The rating curve was artificially 
extended for higher flows (Ewen et al., 2010).  The anomalous behaviour is also clear when the 
time series of the four gauges are plotted with units normalised by the catchment area.  The other 
three gauges show very similar responses, with a general trend for higher peaks, quicker recessions 
and higher baseflows as the catchment size decreases.  However, the normalised peaks for Bre-rhw 
are consistently much larger than Bre-sap (which is less than half the size but with similar land use, 
soil type and topography).  Although the rating curve explanation appears likely, the error remains 
unresolved.  Peak flows at the other three gauges appear to be well captured, and as such the 
discrepancy at Bre-rhw is not investigated further.   
 
A comparison of how well the metamodels replicated the predictions of the physics based models 
is presented in Table 7.7 (following the same approach used in section 7.2.1).  A summary of the 
predictions of  rq  for the physics based models and metamodels relative to the observed values 
of  rq  is presented in Table 7.6.   
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Table 7.6: Comparison of catchment model simulations against observed values of  rq , for both 





 rq  (m3s-1) 
Observed mean minus 
lower limit (m3s-1) 
Observed mean minus 
upper limit (m3s-1) 
Footholme -1.30 21.05 5.87 -2.42 
Bre_sap -0.01 1.66 0.35 -0.29 
Bre_rhw -1.75 4.32 2.21 1.35 
Physics based 
models 
Whi_mid -0.33 8.33 2.21 -1.36 
Footholme -1.41 21.05 6.37 -1.75 
Bre_sap -0.06 1.66 0.40 -0.21 
Bre_rhw -1.84 4.32 2.32 1.49 
Metamodels 
Whi_mid -0.41 8.33 2.52 -1.08 
 
Table 7.7: Comparison of catchment model predictions of  rq  between physics based models and 
Metamodels.   
Gauge bias  
(m3s-1) 
PM   nRMSE  bnRMSE  ,bnRMSE  
Footholme -0.04 1.00 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Bre-sap 0.04 0.99 0.10 0.06 0.06 
Bre-rhw 0.07 1.08 0.14 0.07 0.06 
Whi-mid 0.02 1.03 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Notes: nRMSE values shown in bold indicate distributions where the null hypothesis of equality can not be rejected 
at the 95% confidence interval. 
 
A strong bias is observed in the metamodel predictions at Bre-sap and Bre-rhw, but once corrected 
for, the null hypothesis of equality of the distributions of the physics based and metamodel 
predictions could not be rejected.  
7.4. Catchment LULM scenarios 
With a baseline catchment scenario established, six different catchment LULM change scenarios are 
proposed, leading to a total of seven different catchment scenarios: 
1) Baseline. 
2) Complete deciduous afforestation of mineral soils. 
3) Riparian planting. 
4) Complete coniferous afforestation of mineral soils. 
5) Extension of existing coniferous plantation near the Footholme gauging site. 
6) Returning all peatland blocked drains to functioning drains. 
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7) Changing all peatland blocked drains to intact peatland. 
 
These scenarios involve changes to between 3 and 30% of the catchment area.  Comparisons of the 
effects of scenarios (2-7) will be made against the baseline scenario.   Scenarios 2-5 primarily 
involve changes from moorland to trees, and 6-7 changes from blocked drains to intact or drained 
peatland.   Note, for the purposes of comparison, these “baseline” cases are different from those 
used in chapter 6, where plot scale LULM change was assessed relative to grazed and drained 
scenarios for the mineral and peat simulations respectively.  Figure 7.18 shows the spatial 
distribution of LULM over the catchment for each of the scenarios, and Appendix E, Figure E. 3 
provides a summary the percentage area of each runoff class within each the Footholme and its 
three sub-catchments for the seven scenarios.  The semi-distributed catchment model was run 100 
times for each of the scenarios for the same 1 year period as the baseline scenario.    
 
    
Scenario 1 - Baseline Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 




Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7  
Figure 7.18: Schematic land use maps demonstrating the seven different land use scenarios 
represented in this study.  Scale is approximate. 
7.4.1. Comparison of metamodel and physics based ensembles – catchment scale 
In this section, the performance of the metamodel parameter sets in terms of ability to replicate the 
physics based model predictions of flow and the change in flow following LULM change is 
evaluated.   The goodness of fit is evaluated using the same measures used to assess the plot scale 
performance (Section 7.2.1). 
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7.4.1.1. Magnitude and variability in peak flow change for all rainfall events – 
catchment scale 
Scenario 2 - Footholme Scenario 3- Footholme 
  
G:↓2.7%,  M:↓24.4%, D:↑28.7%,  I: ↓1.6% G:↓0.5%,  M:↓8.8%, D:↑9.1%,  I: ↓0.4% 
Scenario 4 - Footholme Scenario 5 - Footholme 
  
G:↓2.7%,  M:↓24.4%, C:↑28.7%,  I: ↓1.6% M:↓1.8%, C:↑2.8%,  I: ↓1% 
Scenario 6 - Footholme Scenario 7 - Footholme 
  
Dr: ↑8%,   B:↓8% I: ↑8%,  B:↓8% 
Scenario 6 – Bre-sap Scenario 7 Bre-sap 
  
Dr: ↑17.2%,  B:↓17.2% I:↑17.2%,  B:↓17.2% 
Figure 7.19: Increase in peak flow relative to baseline following LULM change scenario for the 
Footholme and Bre-sap gauging points.  Text below each subplot indicate the direction and 
magnitude of change in LULM for each scenario, where: B – Blocked, C- Coniferous, D – 
Deciduous, Dr – drained, G – Grazed and I – Intact. 
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7.4.1.2. Goodness of fit of the peak flow magnitude – catchment scale  
The mean of the largest ten peak flows, (  rq ), was calculated for each of the catchment LULM 
scenarios for both the metamodels and physics based models   Figure 7.20 shows plots of  rq  
predicted by the physics based models against  rq  predicted by the metamodels across the four 













































Figure 7.20: Comparison of mean peak flow predictions from metamodels and physics based 
models for all scenarios and all gauges.   Gaps in the table are where specific scenarios do not 
influence the response at the noted gauges.  
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Table 7.8 provides a summary of the goodness of fit of the metamodel predictions to the physics 
based mean peak flow,  rq .  In all cases the nRMSE is smaller than that of the most equivalent 
plot scale scenario (for scenarios 2-3: Belmont Moorland – deciduous, for scenarios 4-5: Belmont 
moorland – coniferous, Scenario 6: Winter Hill blocked minus drained, Scenario 7: Winter Hill 
blocked minus intact).  However, this is most likely related to the fact that only a small proportion 
of the catchment for any one of the scenarios experiences any change.  A strong bias is observed in 
the small peatland catchments (Bre-sap and Bre-rhw), with metamodels consistently under 
predicting the physics based estimates of  rq . 
 
Table 7.8: Summary of metamodel prediction performance of catchment scale  rq . 
Scenario Gauge Bias  
(mmhr-1) 
pmm   nRMSE  bnRMSE  ,bnRMSE  
Footholme 0.03 0.95 0.07 0.07 0.07 2 
Whi-mid 0.03 0.96 0.07 0.06 0.06 
Footholme 0.00 0.97 0.06 0.06 0.06 3 
Whi-mid 0.02 0.98 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Footholme -0.03 0.96 0.08 0.08 0.08 4 
Whi-mid -0.02 0.97 0.08 0.07 0.07 
5 Footholme -0.01 0.99 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Footholme -0.01 1.01 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Bre-sap 0.07 1.02 0.10 0.05 0.05 
Bre-rhw 0.09 1.10 0.13 0.07 0.06 
6 
Whi-mid 0.00 1.03 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Footholme 0.01 1.01 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Bre-sap 0.16 1.00 0.17 0.06 0.06 
Bre-rhw 0.17 1.09 0.24 0.07 0.07 
7 
Whi-mid 0.03 1.04 0.08 0.07 0.07 
 
7.4.1.3. Goodness of fit of the change in peak flow magnitude – catchment scale 
The same performance comparison was conducted for the difference in the mean peak flows, 
 rq , between each of the catchment land use scenarios.  Figure 7.21 shows plots of  rq  
predicted by the physics based models against  rq  predicted by the metamodels.   
 









































Figure 7.21: Comparison of mean peak flow predictions from metamodels and physics based 
models for all scenarios and all gauges. 
 
A summary of the metamodel catchment scale prediction performance for  rq  is shown in 
Table 7.9.  In all cases the normalised root square error (after bias and variance correction) is larger 
than that of the most equivalent plot scale scenario.  The catchment scale application has amplified 
the errors in the prediction of change. 
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Table 7.9: Summary of metamodel prediction performance of  rq  at the catchment scale. 
Scenario Gauge Bias (%) PM   nRMSE  bnRMSE  ,bnRMSE  
Footholme -1.70 1.78 0.40 0.35 0.23 2 
Whi-mid -1.18 1.91 0.39 0.37 0.22 
Footholme -0.40 1.95 0.41 0.39 0.24 3 
Whi-mid -0.41 2.04 0.41 0.39 0.23 
Footholme 1.50 2.02 0.40 0.37 0.20 4 
Whi-mid 1.62 2.13 0.41 0.38 0.20 
5 Footholme 0.35 1.43 0.30 0.22 0.17 
Footholme 0.10 2.00 0.24 0.24 0.11 
Bre-sap 0.19 2.43 0.50 0.50 0.24 
Bre-rhw 0.12 1.86 0.45 0.45 0.30 
6 
Whi-mid 0.10 2.05 0.25 0.25 0.12 
Footholme -0.83 0.74 0.27 0.17 0.19 
Bre-sap -3.08 0.82 0.49 0.21 0.23 
Bre-rhw -3.24 0.72 0.54 0.21 0.24 
7 
Whi-mid -1.06 0.74 0.28 0.17 0.18 
 
7.4.1.4. Consistency of model sensitivity – catchment scale 
Stepwise linear regression analysis was performed to predict catchment scale predictions of both 
 rq  from the physics based models and from the metamodels with the physics based model 
parameters as the regressors.  The purpose is to: 
1) Assess whether sensitivities of the plot scale physics based models are transferred to the 
catchment scale 
2) Assess how well the physics based sensitivities have been transferred to the metamodel 
catchment runoff predictions. 
 
The results are presented graphically in Appendix E, Figure E.5 following the same approach used 
in section 7.2.1 and are summarised below.  Although reasonable R2 values were achieved for the 
regression analysis to predict the change in mean peak flow  rq  for catchment simulations that 
used direct physics based runoff generation, for the forestry scenarios, the physics based parameters 
explained very little of the observed variance in the predicted  rq  for the catchment simulations 
that used metamodels (R2 values ranged from 0.28-0.54).  For the deciduous planting scenarios (2 
and 3), the sign of the influence of the Belmont soil series slope changes from positive to negative.  
Erroneous sensitivities also appear in many of the metamodel regressions, for example, the 
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dependence in scenario 5 (coniferous plantation extension) on the depressional storage of the 
deciduous trees.  This highlights the limitations of the regression based sensitivity analysis approach 
and the small sample size.  The relationships are better transferred for the peatland drainage 
management scenarios (6 and 7), although the strengths of the sensitivities differ slightly between 
the physics based models and the metamodels.  In general, the transfer of information from physics 
based models to metamodels is further reduced following implementation at the catchment scale. 
 
Comparing the results from the catchment scale simulations with physics based runoff against the 
equivalent plot scale analysis (Section 7.2.1 and Appendix E, Figure E.1), the most notable 
differences are those for the tree planting scenarios; the sensitivity to the slope angle has reduced 
and the sensitivity to the change in soil hydraulic conductivity (ΩK*) has generally increased.  For 
the peatland drainage management scenarios, the sensitivity to the surface roughness has reduced 
relative to the other parameter sensitivities.  This demonstrates how the influence of local scale 
parameters on predicted changes in peak flow can change once locally generated runoff is 
aggregated in catchment scale simulations.  The specific catchment configuration (distribution of 
LULM and routing procedure) can amplify or reduce the influence of factors that are significant to 
plot scale response. 
7.4.2. Summary of performance of metamodels for catchment scale simulations 
Table 7.11 provides a comparison of the minimum, median and maximum predictions of the 
ensembles of  rq  for the six catchment scale LULM simulations using both physics based 
models and metamodel local runoff generation.  In general, the median predictions are well 
maintained between the two modelling methods, however, the errors introduced in the 
metamodelling process leads the metamodels to predict greater median reductions in peak flows for 
the deciduous trees compared to coniferous trees, and decrease in peak flows following reversion 
of blocked peatland to intact peatland; both predictions are opposite to those predicted by the 
physics based models.  However, the absolute error that leads to these discrepancies (approximately 
 rq  of 3%) is small. 
 
Based on information from the plot scale scenarios, it would be predicted that changing from 
blocked to intact peat should lead to a reduction in peak flows.  However, the catchment 
simulations (for Bre-sap and Bre-rhw) with runoff generated directly from the physics based 
models, predict the opposite behaviour.  It is postulated that this is related to the distribution of 
land management change within these small catchments, which all takes place close to the gauging 
points.  When rapid runoff generation occurs near a gauging location, there is potential for 
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reductions in flow peaks, as the locally generated flows can desynchronise from the main flow peak 
of the catchment, allowing the locally generated peak flows to pass the gauging location prior to the 
arrival of the catchment peak flow.  Flows are resynchronised when the runoff generation near the 
outlet is slowed (in this case changing from blocked to intact); this appears to be a likely reason for 
the prediction of increased peak flows.  The same behaviour does not occur in the metamodel 
predictions; this is presumably because the metamodelling procedure reduced the difference in 
predicted runoff between these two LULM types (in particular under-predicting peak flows for the 
blocked scenarios) and hence the same degree of desychronisation is not observed for the baseline 
scenario.  This issue highlights the potential importance of the distribution of LULM change, and 
also the significance of peak flow timing (which has largely not been addressed in the current 
analysis). 
 
Table 7.10: Minimum, median and maximum reductions in mean catchment peak flow,  rq , 
predicted by both physics based and metamodel predictions for LULM scenarios 2-7. 
  Physics based Metamodels 
Scenario Gauge Minimum Median Maximum Minimum Median Maximum 
Footholme 0.45 4.33 9.25 -5.15 6.36 14.36 2 
Whi-mid 0.43 4.31 9.36 -5.45 5.93 14.81 
Footholme 0.08 1.58 3.26 -2.21 2.08 5.39 3 
Whi-mid 0.25 1.92 4.05 -2.51 2.49 6.70 
Footholme 2.78 7.03 13.11 -5.26 5.52 18.16 4 
Whi-mid 2.28 6.71 12.89 -5.71 5.07 17.39 
5 Footholme -0.11 0.92 1.59 -0.62 0.54 1.97 
Footholme -0.89 0.01 1.61 -1.86 -0.21 2.88 
Bre-sap -1.21 -0.10 1.98 -3.61 -0.35 5.32 
Bre-rhw -1.41 0.12 1.86 -2.41 -0.18 4.37 
6 
Whi-mid -1.05 0.01 1.85 -2.14 -0.19 3.35 
Footholme -2.05 0.24 1.89 -1.55 1.01 2.05 
Bre-sap -5.85 -0.96 1.06 -3.26 2.02 4.02 
Bre-rhw -6.03 -1.93 0.54 -3.19 1.47 2.74 
7 
Whi-mid -2.55 0.10 2.10 -1.84 1.16 2.34 
Note: Values in bold indicate ensembles where the reduction in mean is statistically different from zero. 
 
The most significant gains in uncertainty reduction for the metamodel predictions will be achieved 
through improvement of the metamodel and the identification of its model parameters.  Despite 
the metamodels appearing to match the physics based model hydrographs well (e.g. Figure 7.4), 
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small errors in the prediction are inflated once differences in flow between LULM scenarios are 
calculated.  It should be noted, that earlier trials of metamodel parameter identification (not 
reported in this Thesis) that did not include selection of parameters in consideration of the 
maintenance of differences, provided significantly worse results (particularly in terms of biases in 
predictions).  The errors in the predictions of change, excluding influences of bias and standard 
deviation differences (in terms of ,bnRMSE ), are also larger at the catchment scale than at the 
plot scale. 
 
Further reductions in uncertainty can be made through restriction of the a priori parameter ranges 
for some of the key physics based parameters.  In most cases, the parameters that most greatly 
explain the observed variance in the plot scale predictions also explain a significant amount of the 
variance in the catchment scale predictions; however, there are some slight changes in the relative 
contributions of the different sensitive physics based parameters.  The greatest reduction in 
uncertainty for the forest scenarios could be achieved through further information to constrain a 
priori parameter ranges of the increase in soil hydraulic conductivity associated with tree planting 
(ΩK*).  The greatest reductions in prediction uncertainty for all peatland scenarios would be 
achieved through further information about the drain and surface roughnesses and the peat 
transmissivity.  Significant reductions in uncertainty could also be achieved through 
parameterisation and catchment discretisation schemes that could allow known properties of each 
grid cell (e.g. site slope angle and peatland drainage spacing) to be fixed. 
7.5. Examining more extreme events through long periods of 
simulation 
In this section the semi-distributed model with metamodel runoff generation is used to generate 
long term simulations of runoff for the Footholme catchment under the same land use scenarios 
presented in section 7.4.  As the rain gauge TBB and the AWS in the catchment have only short 
records, alternative inputs were used.  Rainfall data were sourced from the Footholme rain gauge 
(shown on Figure 6.3) and daily potential evaporation (corresponding to the relevant land use 
types) was estimated by MORECS (Hough and Jones, 1997).  The Footholme rain gauge has an 
almost continuous rainfall record from January 1992 to December 2006.  A gap of approximately 2 
months occurred at the end of 1995, and as such the entire year has been excluded, leaving a total 
period of 14 years.  The data prior to the gap were included, primarily to extend the record.  
Following the analysis methods used earlier in this chapter, the magnitude and variability in peak 
flow change for all rainfall events is visualised by plotting of q (scenario 1) versus ∆q (Figure 7.22 
and additional plots in Appendix E, Figure E. 6). 
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Scenario 2 - Footholme Scenario 3- Footholme 
  
G:↓2.7%,  M:↓24.4%, D:↑28.7%,  I: ↓1.6% G:↓0.5%,  M:↓8.8%, D:↑9.1%,  I: ↓0.4% 
Scenario 4 - Footholme Scenario 5 - Footholme 
  
G:↓2.7%,  M:↓24.4%, C:↑28.7%,  I: ↓1.6% M:↓1.8%, C:↑2.8%,  I: ↓1% 
Scenario 6 - Footholme Scenario 7 - Footholme 
  
Dr: ↑8%,   B:↓8% I: ↑8%,  B:↓8% 
Scenario 6 – Bre-sap Scenario 7 Bre-sap 
  
Dr: ↑17.2%,  B:↓17.2% I:↑17.2%,  B:↓17.2% 
Figure 7.22: Increase in peak flow following LULM change for the Footholme and Bre-sap 
gauges based on 14 years of simulated flows.   Light grey areas are the 5-95% range; dark grey 
areas are the 25-75% range; heavy black lines are the median differences. Dashed black line is the 
1:1 line.  For comparison the metamodel predictions for the 1 year simulation are also shown: 
dashed red lines are the 5-95% ranges; solid red line is the median. 
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The long term simulations increase the range of observed flows by approximately 50%.  For the 
lower ranges of peak flow magnitude, where there is an overlap of the one year simulation and the 
14 year simulations, the predicted median response and uncertainty ranges are well matched.  For 
the forest scenarios (2-5), the median difference in peak flows appears to plateau after stream flows 
of approximately 3 mmhr-1.  This indicates that the percentage change in peak flows related to the 
LULM change is reducing as the flows become larger.  The trend of increasing variance with 
increasing flow magnitude observed for the one year simulations is continued through to the larger 
flows.  Approximately 25% of the forest scenario simulations predict increases in peak flows 
following afforestation (differences in flow less than zero).  From the comparisons of the physics 
based models and metamodel catchment predictions (Figure 7.22), it is expected that these negative 
predictions are an artefact of the metamodelling process, rather than some occurrence related to the 
selection of physics based model parameters and the semi-distributed catchment model.  This 
highlights the importance of identifying appropriate metamodelling strategies. 
7.5.1. Extreme events 
As the ultimate interest of this research is to understand the impacts of LULM change on flood 
flows, further analysis has been conducted on just the largest events from the 14 year sampling 
period.   A peaks-over-threshold sampling method was used, where the threshold was set so that 
the sampling frequency is three events per year (following Robson and Reed, 1999a), leading to a 
sample of 42 events for each of the 100 simulations of each LULM scenario.  The probability of 
non-exceedance is estimated based on Gringorten formula (Gringorten, 1963).  Figure 7.23  and 
Appendix E, Figure E. 7 show plots of the predicted percentage change in event peak flow for the 
largest events.  Averaging is performed over three events in order to assist with the visualisation of 
the plots.  The x-axis of Figure 7.23  is the Gumbel reduced variate (Robson and Reed, 1999a), 
which is used primarily to help visualise the data; a scale demonstrating the return periods of events 
is also shown.     
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Scenario 2 - Footholme Scenario 3- Footholme 
 
G:↓2.7%,  M:↓24.4%, D:↑28.7%,  I: ↓1.6% G:↓0.5%,  M:↓8.8%, D:↑9.1%,  I: ↓0.4% 
Scenario 4 - Footholme Scenario 5 - Footholme 
G:↓2.7%,  M:↓24.4%, C:↑28.7%,  I: ↓1.6% M:↓1.8%, C:↑2.8%,  I: ↓1% 
Scenario 6 - Footholme Scenario 7 - Footholme 
 
Dr: ↑8%,   B:↓8% I: ↑8%,  B:↓8% 
Scenario 6 – Bre-sap Scenario 7 Bre-sap 
Dr: ↑17.2%,  B:↓17.2% I:↑17.2%,  B:↓17.2% 
Figure 7.23:  Plots of estimated return period versus percentage change in peak flows for LULM 
scenarios at the Footholme and Bre-sap gauges.   Light grey area – 5-95% ranges, dark grey area: 25-
75% range, black line – median, green line – mean. 
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For previous analyses, responses have been evaluated based on averaging over 10 events.  In Figure 
7.23 averaging is only over three events (for each plotted point); with the smaller sample the 
variability of the specific events can be observed more clearly in the responses. However, general 
trends are clear:   
1) The percentage change in peak flow is slowly decreasing as event size increases.  
2) For the blocked-intact peatland scenarios, there is a distinct increase in peak flow 
reductions in the middle of the sample. 
3) For all cases, the median peak flow changes are much smaller than those predicted by the 
mean change in peak flow,  rq , for the one year event, which is a measure that averages 
over a range of smaller events.  This also supports the observation that the effects of 
LULM changes reduce as the events become larger.  
 
In order to provide some average estimate of the effects of the LULM scenarios on the reductions 
in peak flow relative to the baseline scenario, for each simulation, the average reduction for the 
largest 10 flows was calculated, Q ; these events span return periods of 3 to 53 years.  Averaging 
over a number of events reduces the influence of antecedent conditions and rainfall event 
characteristics.  Table 7.11 provides a summary of the maximum, minimum and median predictions 
of the ensembles of Q .  For each of the scenarios, the distributions of the differences in flow 
( Q ) were tested to see if the mean value was statistically different from zero using the Z-test.  
The Z-test assumes that the distribution is approximately normal and has a null hypothesis that the 
distribution has zero mean.    
 
The median predictions, although in some cases are statistically significant, are in general, practically 
insignificant (i.e. it is unlikely that legislators would change policies for a predicted 2% reduction in 
peak flows).  However, if the actual reductions were closer to the outer limits of the prediction 
ranges for some of the scenarios (i.e. a 12% reduction for scenario 4), perhaps the changes would 
have some practical significance.    
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Table 7.11: Minimum, median and maximum % reductions in peak flows for 
the largest events, Q , from the 14 year simulation period.   
Scenario Gauge Minimum Median Maximum 
Footholme -12.41 1.21 9.49 2 
Whi-mid -13.47 1.00 9.03 
Footholme -4.99 0.26 3.49 3 
Whi-mid -5.99 0.36 3.92 
Footholme -11.45 1.03 12.18 4 
Whi-mid -12.12 0.58 12.57 
5 Footholme -1.07 0.11 1.38 
Footholme -0.82 -0.13 1.23 
Bre-sap -2.56 -0.48 2.92 
Bre-rhw -1.20 -0.14 2.41 
6 
Whi-mid -1.08 -0.18 1.52 
Footholme -0.08 0.65 1.95 
Bre-sap -0.02 1.90 3.71 
Bre-rhw -0.13 0.96 2.74 
7 
Whi-mid -0.16 0.77 2.34 
Note: Values in bold indicate ensembles where the change is statistically different 
from zero at the 95% confidence interval. 
 
The predictions shown in Table 7.11 may have been different if the 14 year scenarios had been run 
with predictions from the runoff generated from the physics based models.  Bias and variance 
corrections identified earlier were applied to the distributions of Q .  These estimates are shown 
in Table 7.12.  Although not rigorously valid, this achieves the purpose of providing an 
approximation of the predictions and uncertainty ranges that may have been achieved based on 
using the physics based models directly, or what could be achieved if the metamodelling procedure 
could be improved. 
 
Median values in Table 7.12 do not vary significantly from those shown in Table 7.11; the greatest 
differences lie in the uncertainty bounds, particularly for the tree planting scenarios, where the 
minima are less negative.  All scenarios are now statistically significant, with the exception of the 
riparian deciduous tree planting scenario.  Although values are approximate, the analysis provides 
an estimate of the level of uncertainty associated with the physics based model predictions alone. 
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Table 7.12: Approximated physics based minimum, median and maximum 
% reductions in peak flows for the largest events, Q , from the 14 year 
simulation period.   
Scenario Gauge Minimum Median Maximum 
Footholme -3.92 1.22 5.22 2 
Whi-mid -4.67 1.40 4.76 
Footholme -1.98 0.46 1.80 3 
Whi-mid -2.24 0.62 1.69 
Footholme -3.58 1.54 11.85 4 
Whi-mid -4.33 1.53 11.41 
5 Footholme -0.87 0.27 1.30 
Footholme -0.82 -0.11 0.77 
Bre-sap -1.97 -0.37 1.86 
Bre-rhw -0.98 -0.12 1.28 
6 
Whi-mid -1.01 -0.12 1.21 
Footholme -0.08 0.50 1.95 
Bre-sap -0.02 0.67 2.58 
Bre-rhw -0.13 0.12 1.56 
7 
Whi-mid -0.16 0.55 2.34 
Note: Values in bold indicate ensembles where the change is statistically different 
from zero at the 95% confidence level. 
7.5.2. Parameter sensitivity dependence on event size 
The long term datasets were also used to assess whether the sensitivity of the change in peak flow 
to the physics based model parameters remained the same over different sized runoff events.  This 
aims to identify the types of hillslopes which can contribute most to flood mitigation through 
LULM change and whether this varies with flow magnitude.  In this case, for each of the 100 
simulations, the 100 largest runoff events were abstracted from the 14 year simulations.   Following 
sorting in descending order, averages over sequences of ten events are calculated, thus providing 
ten different estimates of a mean percentage change in peak flow ( Q ).  For each of the ten 
samples of Q , a regression was conducted against the original physics based model parameters in 
order to assess whether any of the variance in the predictions could be related back to the original 
parameter samples.  Appendix E, Figure E. 8 shows plots of the partial R2 values plotted against the 
rank of the averaged peak flow.   
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For all of the forestry scenarios (2-5) linear relationships with the original physics based model 
parameters only explain a small portion of the observed variance (R2 values ranging from 0.08-
0.45).   This is consistent with the regressions conducted for the one year simulations (Appendix E, 
Figure E. 5).  As the events become larger, the sensitivity to the increase in hydraulic conductivity 
related to the presence of trees (Ωk*) decreases for all forest scenarios, although starting at a lower 
flow rate for the deciduous trees.  An increase in sensitivity to the slope angle is observed, although 
with an opposite sign to those observed for the physics based models averaged over smaller events.  
It is postulated that although the slope angle plays an important role in creating greater storage at 
the start of small events (indicated by the positive relationship between reduction in flow and slope 
angle shown in Appendix E, Figure E. 5), for larger events, this behaviour becomes insignificant 
and the main role of the slope angle is the transmission of overland flow, and hence a negative 
relationship with reduction in flow is found.  Trends with event magnitude are not easily observed 
for the peatland drainage management scenarios.  This is presumably because, even for small runoff 
events, the variability in response is explained largely by those parameters that are related to 
overland and drain flow, which are the same regardless of event magnitude. 
7.6. Summary 
In this chapter plot scale estimates of runoff have been upscaled for application to a 25.3 km2 
catchment in order to assess the impacts of LULM change at the catchment scale.  The focus of the 
chapter has been on examining the sources, characteristics and propagation of the uncertainty 
introduced by the upscaling process.  Simulations over a longer period of time have allowed an 
exploration of the variability of LULM change impacts with event magnitude.  The total simulation 
uncertainty has been quantified and specific areas of research that would most greatly reduce 
uncertainty in the predictions (both in terms of sources from the physics based models and the 
upscaling procedure) have been identified. 
 
The key results and conclusions from this chapter in relation to the objectives presented at the start 
of the chapter are: 
1) The metamodel based simulations provide physically reasonable median predictions in 
peak flow change for catchment scale LULM change scenarios, all of which suggest 
changes in flood peaks related to LULM change to be small (<2%), and possibly of no 
practical significance.  However, the uncertainty bounds associated with the predictions of 
change in runoff for extreme events are large and almost symmetric (Table 7.11).  Based on 
these results alone, without knowledge of the nature of the uncertainty introduced by the 
metamodelling procedure (i.e. bias and variance), it would be difficult to use these results 
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to provide meaningful guidance for legislators.  Figure 7.24 shows a summary of the ranges 
and median predicted percentage change in peak flows for an equivalent 10% areal change 
in LULM.  Values are derived from the one year long plot scale simulations, one year long 
catchment scale simulations and 14 year long catchment scale simulations, from both 
physics based models and metamodels. 
 
 
Figure 7.24: Summary of reductions in peak flows associated with a 10% areal LULM change, 
derived from simulations in this chapter.   Bars indicate upper and lower bounds for predictions 
(includes all sinulation samples).  Blue filled bars are physics based estimates.  Pink filled bars are 
metamodel estimates.  Black outlined bars are from plot scale estimates of  rq .  Green outlined 
bars are averages of catchment scale estimates of  rq .  Red outlined bars are averages of 
catchment scale estimations of more extreme events ( Q ).  Thick horizontal lines show median 
predictions. 
 
2) Multiple linear regression suggests that the greatest reductions in catchment scale peak 
flows due to tree-planting for small to medium sized events occur when the increase in 
infiltration under the trees is large (Section 7.2.1).   However, as events get larger, the 
influence of the increased soil storage generated by the presence of trees is reduced and 
runoff is governed entirely by surface flow (Section 7.5.2).  The plot scale generalisations 
for the forest scenarios made in Section 6.7 are only relevant for smaller events.  The 
greatest reductions in catchment scale peak flows (for all magnitude of events) following 
drain blocking are achieved when the pre-existing drains are hydraulically smooth, the 
peatland surface is rough and the drain spacing large (Section 7.2.1).  Changes predicted in 
small peak flows for the peatland scenarios are unrelated to subsurface storage; hence the 
parameters that explain the variance in the predicted changes in peak flows do not change 
as the flow magnitudes increase (Section 7.5.2).  The generalisations about peatland 
drainage management are consistent with those observed at the plot scale (e.g. Section 6.7). 
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3) The catchment scale predictions based on metamodels are highly uncertain.  Close to half 
of the uncertainty in the predicted changes in flows related to LULM change is due to 
errors introduced by the metamodelling process (e.g. Figure 7.24).  The most immediate 
improvements that could be made to the entire upscaling strategy would be to investigate 
ways to transfer information more effectively from the physics based models to the 
metamodels.  This could be through improvements in the metamodel structure itself as 
well as improvements in the sampling strategy.  It should be noted, that if the performance 
of the metamodel parameter sets had only been assessed based on the ability to replicate 
the individual plot scale simulations (e.g. Figure 7.4, which suggest good replication of the 
physics based hydrographs), then it may not have been immediately apparent that the 
metamodelling process was introducing so much uncertainty to the catchment model. 
4) Further reductions in prediction uncertainty could be made by reducing the ranges of the 
most sensitive physics based model parameters.  In particular, further information about 
the increases in infiltration rates beneath forests, peatland drain roughness and peatland 
transmissivity, which could reduce the parameter sampling ranges, and hence could 
significantly contribute to the reduction in prediction uncertainty.  A larger portion of the 
uncertainty in the physics based catchment predictions also derives from parameters that 
theoretically could be known for any grid cell (i.e. the slope angle).  Adding a further 
classification measure for the grid cells based on slope angle could help in the reduction of 
the prediction uncertainties (although it would be at the cost of having to run the physics 
based models for a larger number of runoff classes). 
5) It was not possible to define simple stream flow routing parameters a priori without 
excessive uncertainty in the model predictions and completely obscuring impacts of land 
management.  The fact that some sort of stream flow parameter restriction is necessary to 
produce useful results limits the application of this technique to sites where at least some 
flow observations are available.  In order to make predictions in ungauged catchments, 
routing algorithms that can be parameterised a priori need to be developed. 
 
The principal limitations of the procedures and numerical experiments presented in this chapter 
include: 
1) The catchment scale results are specific to the Footholme catchment.  The predicted 
changes are not only related to the changes in LULM but also to the spatial distribution of 
LULM within the catchment, the catchment relief and the stream network.  
Generalisations about the impacts of the LULM scenarios for application at other sites 
should be made with caution. 
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2) The nature of the semi-distributed model includes a number of structural assumptions, in 
particular the independence of grid cells and the stream routing scheme employed.  
Introducing interactions between grid cells would significantly increase the computational 
burden of the model (as it would approach a fully distributed model); the assumption of 
independence may be a reasonable approximation for surface water dominated catchments, 
but would have to be reconsidered for catchments with significant groundwater 
contributions.  With regard to the stream routing, it is possible that different prediction of 
LULM impacts as associated ranges of uncertainty could have been produced using a 
different routing algorithm.  The impact of routing on the expression of LULM change 
should be further investigated in future research. 
3) The model relies heavily on the national data sets of land cover and soils.  However, local 
knowledge already identified a number of locations where either incorrect soil types or 
LULM types were identified within the catchment.  The extent to which errors in these 
datasets impacts on flow predictions is not accounted for, and should be investigated in 
future research. 
4) The methodology to identify the optimal metamodel structure employed a different 
performance criteria than that used in the final parameter selection.  This occurred because 
the issue of accuracy in peak matching was only identified after a significant number of 
tests using the selected metamodel structure.  Using a peak focused selection criteria may 
have led to an alternative metamodel structure being employed. 
5) All of the limitations inherent in the physics based models and all of the modelling stages 
described in early chapters of this Thesis are propagated through to the final catchment 
model.    
6) There was no comparison of the modelled changes in plot or catchment peak flows with 
observations. Future research should identify existing plot or catchment scale experiments 
that could be used to test both the model prediction capability, with a particular emphasis 
on peak matching.  
 
Despite these limitations, the catchment models with inputs from metamodels predict the direction 
and approximate magnitude of change similar to those of the catchment models with inputs from 
physics based models, although with higher uncertainty.  The predictions are also relatively 
consistent with general observations of the impact of LULM change on flooding.   This research 
has identified that significant reductions in the uncertainty of the predictions of impacts of LULM 
change can be achieved through improved metamodelling procedures (which are relatively low cost 
improvements) and through focused field measurements. 
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Chapter 8. Summary and Conclusions  
The path that this Thesis has followed may be summarised as: motivation and rationale (Chapter 1), 
background knowledge of hydrological processes and responses associated with land use and land 
management (LULM) change as well as a review of previous modelling approaches (Chapter 2 and 
4), development of plot scale physics based models (Chapters 3 and 5); investigation of plot scale 
impacts of LULM change (Chapter 6) and upscaling and application to long term catchment scale 
simulations (Chapter 7).  As a whole, the Thesis presents a first iteration of an assessment to 
determine whether identifiable impacts of LULM change at the local and catchment scales can be 
predicted using physics based models and their upscaled responses, despite data scarcity. In this 
Chapter, the main findings from the key stages of the Thesis are evaluated both individually (as 
previously summarised at the end of each chapter), but also in light of the knowledge obtained 
from the application as a whole and the objectives of the Thesis. 
 
The specific objectives identified in the first chapter of the Thesis were to: 
Obj.1)  Predict the effects of LULM change at multiple scales and evaluate whether these changes 
can be discriminated from effects of model and parameter uncertainty. 
Obj. 2)  Assess the value of speculative simulation given data scarcity, and determine whether any 
further value can be gained by using information from surrogate sites. 
Obj. 3) Identify the principal processes and properties associated with LULM change that most 
greatly influence changes in peak flows, and assess their scale dependency. 
Obj. 4) Identify monitoring strategies to produce data that would most greatly improve the 
structure and predictive power of the local scale physics based models. 
Obj. 5) Propagate uncertainty through the upscaling procedure in order to identify the stages of 
the methodology that, if improved, would most greatly assist in the reduction of catchment 
scale prediction uncertainty. 
In this chapter, key conclusions that relate back to the Thesis objectives are noted with the 
objective number in parentheses, e.g. (Obj. 1).   
 
In section 8.1 the implications of data scarcity on the physics based model development are 
summarised.  Section 8.2 provides a discussion of the implications of data scarcity on model 
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parameterisation and local scale uncertainty.  In section 8.3 the main conclusions from the 
upscaling and catchment modelling are presented.  Section 8.4 provides a summary of user focused 
results in the context of previous simulation work. Section 8.5 presents recommendations for 
future work, both in terms of supporting field work (section 8.6.1) and further modelling 
investigations (section 8.6.2).  Finally, section 8.7 provides some concluding remarks about the 
research. 
8.1. Implications of data scarcity on physics based model 
development 
In chapters 3 and 5 a priori physics based models were developed to simulate hydrological responses 
from idealised plot sites for forestry (FORmod) and peatland drainage management (PEATmod), 
respectively.  The model structures were developed a priori based on: data available in the literature 
(reviewed in chapters 2 and 4); knowledge of the test catchment; and, in the case of PEATmod, 
supporting information from a surrogate site (section 5.5).  Scarce supporting data made it 
necessary to make a number of structural assumptions in the models, particularly for processes that 
were either not explicitly examined in any field investigations, or were observed, but with highly 
variable results and hence poor process understanding.  A number of structural simplifications were 
also made, such as neglecting complex surface and subsurface topography.  Although the 
significance of many of the assumptions was examined within the body of this Thesis, a number of 
issues remain unresolved.   
 
Structural simplifications were employed with the rationale that more complex representations 
could not be justified given the data scarcity, which implies that model improvements could be 
made if sufficient supporting data were available.  Some of the (perceived) major assumptions are 
reviewed below, and reconsidered in light of the results from the plot and catchment scale 
simulations for the Footholme catchment. 
 
Considerable uncertainty exists in the conceptualisation and parameterisation of the impacts of 
forests on soil and the way that forest soils conduct water.  Although evidence exists that 
infiltration rates are higher under trees, there is uncertainty about why and how much these rates 
can increase, and how this is related to the nature of the trees planted (e.g. species type) and the 
existing soil structure.  The physics based model FORmod represents this impact by increasing soil 
hydraulic conductivity proportionally to the density of roots, where the proportionality factor is 
constrained based on observations in the literature of increases in infiltration rates due to the 
presence of trees.  Although the increases in infiltration rate observed in situ, which drive the 
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parameterisation of this process, inherently account for the presence of macropores, the model 
structural representation may not accurately represent the dynamics of the soil response.  At least 
for smaller peak flows, the proportionality factor used in FORmod explained a large amount of the 
variance in the simulated response at both the plot scale and the catchment scale, which by 
implication, suggests that the response will also be sensitive to the conceptualisation of this process 
(Obj. 3). 
 
PEATmod represents impacts of peatland drainage management through model structural changes.  
There remains some uncertainty in the conceptualisation of blocked drains.  The configuration is a 
representation of an ideal drain blocking system, but alternative methods are also employed where 
overflow from the reservoir created by the drain block spills not downslope, but into the 
downstream dam (or some combination of the two).  In many cases, the drains are blocked using 
peat excavated from the side of the drains; the excavated peat is used to block the drains 
immediately downstream of the excavation.  This leads to increased storage of the newly created 
reservoir (and will also affect the spilling process), which is not accounted for in the present model.  
The sensitivity of the reservoir spilling process to variability in the elevation of the top of the drain 
is not well understood.  High variability in the elevation of the top of the drain may lead to more 
diffuse spilling on to the downslope peat, and hence reduced flow velocities.  Observations from 
drained sites could assist in reducing the conceptual uncertainty in the blocked drain PEATmod 
scenarios (Obj. 4). 
 
The good performance of PEATmod in predicting the flow responses at a surrogate site provides a 
degree of confidence in the otherwise a priori drained peatland model structure (section 5.5).   All of 
the PEATmod parameters were identifiable within the a priori parameter ranges; there was no 
evidence to suggest that the optimised parameter sets were inconsistent with their true physical 
meaning.  Although the use of a surrogate site to explore the performance of PEATmod did not lead 
to any reductions in parametric uncertainty, it provided an important opportunity to test the model 
structure; which in turn provided support for applying this model structure to other peatland sites 
where there is no supporting data but some knowledge about the range of potential physical 
properties (Obj. 2).   
 
Structural assumptions in both FORmod and PEATmod were also implemented to account for the 
working assumptions inherent in the semi-distributed model (presented in section 1.3).  In 
particular, the assumption that grid cells are independent requires that all of the plot scale runoff is 
routed into a stream network that has no feedback to the grid cells.  To accommodate this in 
FORmod, the downslope boundary condition was set as a seepage face; in PEATmod, artificial drains 
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had to be included at the downslope grid boundary for the intact peatland.  Primarily, these 
assumptions were made to conform to the pre-existing semi-distributed modelling framework, 
rather than any particularly strong physical justification.  The artificial presence of drains on the 
mineral hillslopes and intact peat could lead to overestimation of the soil drainage.  The suitability 
of these assumptions can only be rigorously evaluated by comparing model outputs to plot and 
small catchment scale observations for each of the runoff classes (Obj. 4). 
8.2. Implications of data scarcity on model parameterisation and 
local scale predictions  
In Chapter 6 the FORmod and PEATmod models were parameterised a priori to represent potential 
conditions for different LULM/soil conditions within the Footholme catchment.  The parameter 
ranges were restricted based on a combination of knowledge from the literature, information from 
regionalised data sources (NSRI soil data and DEM topography) and limited local site knowledge.  
Based on the plot simulations presented in Chapter 6, it was possible to assess for the local scale: 
(1) the uncertainty in the predicted impact of LULM change, and (2) the parameters that most 
contributed to the prediction uncertainty.  A number of limitations to the parameterisation 
procedure related to the scarcity of data sources were also noted. 
 
The uncertainty ranges for the one year plot scale predictions were summarised in Figure 6.21.  The 
most uncertain predictions were for changes from grazed to coniferous for the mineral soils and 
changes from drained to blocked drains for the peat soils.  These simulations had a range from the 
lowest to highest prediction of approximately 60%.  Although it is ultimately decision makers who 
must assess the utility of predictions with such high uncertainty ranges, in all likelihood these 
uncertainty ranges would be difficult to rigorously defend as useful, particularly if it is proposed to 
incentivise LULM change.  Although most scenarios indicate a constant direction of change, which 
could at least allow indicative legislation, the blocking of peatland drains has uncertainty bounds 
that span from -30 to 25% reduction in annual peak flows (Obj. 1).   
 
The parameters that explained most of the variance for the grazed to coniferous mineral soil 
scenarios were the slope angle, increase in infiltration rate due to the presence of trees, and the 
forest floor surface roughness (Obj. 3).  Although the a priori ranges for each of these parameters 
were the same for both the coniferous and deciduous tree planting scenarios, they result in a larger 
variance in the predictions.   
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The parameters that explained most of the variance for the drained to blocked peatland scenarios 
were the roughnesses of the drains and peatland surface as well as the drain spacing (Obj. 3).  The 
drain roughness parameter sample range was poorly constrained, based on highly scattered stage-
velocity data from a single paper (Holden et al., 2008).  The peatland surface roughness was 
characterised based on a modified form of a depth-roughness relationship presented in the same 
paper, where the roughness was found to be dependent on plant species.  Significant differences in 
the roughness parameters for each ground cover type were observed in the experimental 
investigation.  Challenges with implementing this depth-roughness relationship at the Footholme 
catchment include: (1) that it is only prescribed for three different plant species and bare peatland; 
(2) the experiments did not include experiments of some of the peatland species within the 
Footholme catchment (e.g. Heather – Calluna sp.); and (3) the peatlands in the Footholme 
catchment are frequently covered by a combination of different peatland species.  
Recommendations for experimental programmes to reduce this uncertainty are presented in section 
8.6.1.   
 
According to FORmod, those sites that would most greatly reduce the ten largest annual peak flows 
at the plot scale following tree planting are those that are steep, have large increases in infiltration 
rate due to the presence of trees and have rough ground surfaces.  Tree planting on steep slopes 
also has the advantage that trees can enhance slope stability and that steep areas are often areas of 
low value for agriculture.  With additional benefits and relatively low costs this method to reduce 
peak flows has the potential to get “buy-in” from land managers.    
 
According to PEATmod, those drained sites that if blocked would most greatly reduce the ten largest 
annual peak flows at the plot scale are those where the pre-existing drains are smooth, the vegetated 
surface is rough and the drain spacing is large (25-50m).  After drain spacing of approximately 50m, 
the benefits of drain blocking on peak flow reduction are likely to decrease.  This knowledge could 
help prioritise drain blocking activities; in particular, there is little reduction in peak flow (and 
potentially an increase) related to blocking drains that are already heavily vegetated. 
 
The prediction uncertainty in both models was partially due to the distributions of known 
characteristics within each runoff class for the Footholme catchment.  Particularly sensitive for the 
FORmod applications was the site slope angle, and for PEATmod, the drain spacing.  Uncertainty is 
thereby introduced into the simulations by limiting the runoff class discretisation to criteria only 
based on soil type and LULM (Obj. 5). 
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When data are available from representative sites for each runoff class, it is possible to make an 
evaluation of the suitability of the model structure, as was done for the drained peatland model in 
section 5.5.  If this data were available for other runoff classes, it would allow comparisons that may 
identify particular misconceptions and could lead to improvements in the model structure in order 
to better represent local scale responses (Obj. 4).  Recommendations for suitable plot scale 
experiments are included in section 8.6.1. 
 
A number of simplifications in the model parameterisation had to be implemented for both the 
forestry and the peatland LULM change scenarios.  Parameters are assumed to be stationary 
(although in some cases with seasonal variations) and independent.  There is some evidence in the 
literature to suggest that this is not the case, although it was deemed insufficient to justify the 
implementation of parameter non-stationarity and/or correlation.  The soils in both models were 
assumed to be stationary, homogeneous and isotropic; how far these assumptions influence 
predictions of land use change should be examined in future research.  Restricting parameter ranges 
from multiple literature sources also presents the danger that the parameter ranges are 
incompatible, and hence part of the parameter space may not even be physically possible.  
Reductions in prediction uncertainty could potentially be achieved through incorporation of 
suitable parameter correlations and non-stationarity trends (Obj. 4).  Recommendations for field 
surveys to identify correlations and trends in non-stationarity are listed in section 8.6.1. 
8.3. Implications of upscaling and catchment modelling 
In Chapter 7 an upscaling procedure was presented, whereby metamodels, which were trained to 
replicate physics based model responses, were used to predict local scale runoff generation in a 
semi-distributed catchment model.  The performance of the metamodels in emulating the physics 
based model responses was evaluated not only based on the goodness of fit of the entire time 
series, but also based on peak flow magnitude matching, and ability to predict impacts of LULM 
change.  By running the semi-distributed model with runoff generated (1) by the physics based 
models and (2) by the metamodels, it was possible to evaluate how and whether the error 
introduced due to the metamodelling procedure is inflated once the metamodels are used to 
generate runoff in the catchment model. 
 
The upscaling procedure identified the need to carefully consider the metamodelling approach.  
Small uncertainties in the metamodel predictions at the plot scale can inflate once differences in 
peak flows between scenarios are calculated and also once the models are applied as local scale 
runoff generation within the semi-distributed model.   For the forestry scenarios, increases in 
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variance (and hence total prediction uncertainty) were the main error types, whereas for the 
peatland scenarios, systematic bias was the main error type (Obj. 5).   
 
Strong spatial patterns of LULM change have the potential to lead to inflated bias in the catchment 
scale metamodel predictions, as evidenced by the predicted behaviour in the small peatland 
catchments (Bre-sap and Bre-rhw) for changes of LULM from blocked to intact peatland.  In this 
case, the catchment model (with physics based locally generated runoff) predicted increases in 
median peak flows, while the equivalent metamodel predictions predicted reductions in median 
peak flows.  This is in contrast to the plot scale predictions, where both physics based models and 
metamodels predicted decreases in median peak flows.  It is postulated that, for the physics based 
simulations, the increased runoff near the catchment outlet due to the LULM change leads to a 
desynchronisation of the peak flows from the catchment; however, as the difference in peak flows 
between the blocked and intact peatlands is underestimated by the metamodels (the previously 
mentioned bias), the same desynchronisation does not occur (section 7.4.2).  This suggests that the 
spatial distribution of LULM changes and the configuration of the drainage network could, in some 
cases, be very important when evaluating the impact of LULM changes on peak flows and also for 
inflating the error in the plot scale metamodel predictions.  For other LULM changes, which were 
less strongly spatially distributed, predicted directions of change were the same for the physics 
based, metamodels, and plot scale predictions.  In most cases, the median predictions of peak flow 
change for each catchment scale scenario were reasonably predicted by the plot scale predictions 
scaled by the fraction of area under LULM change (Obj. 5).    
 
Simulations conducted using the semi-distributed catchment model with runoff predicted from the 
metamodels for a 14 year simulation period provided insight into the impacts of LULM change on 
more extreme flow events.  Although the fact that the metamodels are applied outside the range of 
calibration and the error introduced by the metamodelling procedure restricts the conclusions that 
can made from these simulations, some general observations can be made.  Firstly, the impacts of 
LULM change decrease as the flow events get larger (Obj. 1).  Particularly for the forestry 
scenarios, there appears to be a maximum possible absolute reduction in flow that can be achieved 
(possibly related to the capacity of the soil storage and total interception loss).  Secondly, the site 
and LULM related properties that control the change in peak flows related to LULM change are 
variable with event size for the forestry scenarios.  As the event size gets larger the variance in the 
predictions of LULM change impacts are explained less by the increased infiltration due to the 
presence of forestry and more by the site slope angle (Obj. 3).  For the small events, steeper slopes 
led to greater decreases in peak flows after afforestation, whereas for large events, shallower slopes 
led to greater decreases in peak flows after afforestation.  There appears to be a threshold event size 
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where the runoff response ceases to be controlled by the additional storage created in the 
subsurface by the presence of trees, and begins to be controlled by surface runoff.  This threshold 
event size is higher for coniferous trees than deciduous trees, but in both cases is less than a 2 year 
return period event. 
 
The greatest gains in uncertainty reduction for the semi-distributed catchment model applications, 
when using metamodel locally generated runoff, could be made through procedures to reduce the 
error accumulated in the metamodelling procedure.  A number of suggestions of how this could be 
achieved are presented in section 8.6.2 (Obj. 5). 
8.4. Implications for stakeholders 
The following section provides a brief summary of the impacts of LULM predicted in the body of 
this thesis.   
1) In general, the direction of change predicted by the models was consistent with observed 
impacts discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4: planting forests reduces peak flows and 
draining peatland increases peak flows.  Whether peatland drain blocking increases or 
decreases peak flows remains unresolved, and appears to be influenced strongly by the 
condition of the drains prior to drain blocking.   
2) The absolute value of the change in peak flows generally reduces as the events become 
more extreme.  Hence, the potential for LULM to be used to reduce flood risk is primarily 
for the reduction of more frequent flooding events. 
3) When the spatial distribution of the LULM change is not evenly distributed, but is strongly 
localised, the distribution can influence the magnitude and even direction of the predicted 
change, due to synchronisation and desynchronisation of flood peaks.   
4) The average median reductions in flow for four different land use changes demonstrated in 
the catchment scale application in Chapter 7, and scaled to give an equivalent impact of a 
10% change in area are shown in Table 8.1 for the mean of the 10 largest peak flows in one 
year (  rq ) (both at plot and catchments scale), and the mean of the ten largest peak 
flows in a 14 year period ( Q ) at the catchment scale. 
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Table 8.1: Summary of predicted median reductions in peak flows associated 
with LULM change 
 Plot scale Catchment scale 
  rq /10% area change Q /10% area 
change 
Moorland to Deciduous 2.3 (-1.2:6.3) 2 (-1:4.6) 0.5 (-1.9:1.8) 
Moorland to Coniferous 3.0 (-1.3:7.3) 2.3 (-0.8:5.8) 0.7 (-2:4.3) 
Blocked to Drained -0.6 (-3.8:2.3) -0.1 (-1.5:2.5) -0.1 (-1:1.1) 
Blocked to Intact 2.2 (0.2:3.5) 0.4 (-2.7:1.8) 0.4 (-0.1:1.9) 
Notes: (1) Numbers in parentheses are the upper and lower uncertainty bounds for the estimates (including all simulation 
samples) (2) calculated by averaging over physics based and metamodel simulations, and across scenarios in the case of the 
tree planting scenarios. 
8.5. Interpretation of the results presented in this Thesis 
The summary of results presented in Table 8.1 and Figure 7.24 should be considered as preliminary, 
as they are highly dependent on: (1) the model assumptions (described throughout this thesis), (2) 
the averaging procedure used over events of different characteristics, and (3) the specific 
characteristics of the Footholme catchment.  They have been included primarily to demonstrate the 
potential predictions and associated uncertainty bounds that could be produced by the modelling 
methodology described within this thesis, but as noted within the previous and following sections, 
further research is required to examine the validity of the small scale physics based models, and the 
extrapolation of the metamodels to larger events. 
 
It is also important to note that changes in peak flows for specific runoff events may fall outside 
the uncertainty ranges for average changes quoted within this Thesis.  Although averaging over 
many events is a very useful technique for sensitivity analysis (particularly in order to identify those 
processes and properties that are controlling changes in runoff response), in terms of predicting 
impacts of change the approach does not account for the variability between events.  For example, 
the plot scale predictions for a short duration high intensity summer rainfall event (Figure 6.11, 
Figure 6.12, Figure 6.17) demonstrate much wider uncertainty bounds than those based on averages 
across events.  It is also noted that the return periods of the larger events in the 14 year longer term 
simulation period (e.g. section 7.5.1 and Figure 7.23) are uncertain, as they are based on only a short 
period of rainfall data they are more likely to be influenced by short term climate variability. 
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8.6. Recommendations for future work 
8.6.1. Field work 
Two major types of field work would most greatly improve the upscaling methodology presented in 
this Thesis, both in terms of model conceptualisation and reduction in prediction uncertainty.   
 
The first type of field work is detailed process based studies in order to further restrict the 
parameter ranges of the most sensitive model parameters of both PEATmod and FORmod, (Obj. 4), 
specifically: 
 Investigations into peatland surface roughness and drain roughness (for example, through 
sprinkler experiments) that could assist in refining the parameter ranges would lead to 
significant reductions in the model prediction uncertainty.  Such studies may also assist 
with the conceptualisation of the surface runoff processes.  In particular, the field 
investigations could build on the study of Holden et al. (2008), to include a wider range of 
peatland plant species, as well as estimates for mixed species sites.  Particular emphasis 
should also be placed on the drain roughness, for which the Holden et al. (2008) study only 
collected a limited data set.  
 Investigations into the effects of trees on soils that could lead to refinements in both the 
model structural assumptions and the a priori model parameter ranges would lead to 
reductions in prediction uncertainty.  It would be particularly useful to identify whether any 
relationships exist between the magnitude of changes, the species of trees and the soil type 
and whether these impacts are isotropic.  This could be achieved through targeted 
infiltration tests over a wide range of sites with different soils and tree species. 
 Surveys could be conducted at peatland and forest sites to identify potential correlations 
between model parameters.  These surveys could be focused on those parameters that were 
identified as sensitive in the analysis in Chapter 6. 
 Information about non-stationarity in peatland properties following drain blocking could 
assist in reducing prediction uncertainty, as well as provide useful information to 
stakeholders about the ecological impacts of drain blocking.  This type of information 
could be obtained through long term monitoring at drain blocked sites. 
 
The second type of field work is multiscale catchment monitoring, similar to that conducted at 
Pontbren, where flows generated at multiple scales can be used in order to calibrate both the locally 
generated runoff and the catchment routing.  Although the data set from the Footholme catchment 
was across multiple scales, as the smallest scale was 1.8 km2, it was still not possible to separately 
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evaluate the performance of the local scale runoff and the stream routing.  One of the possible 
dangers of the current procedure is that the catchment routing employed could be compensating 
for incorrect local scale runoff.  Multiscale monitoring would minimise this possibility and may 
identify further components of the model that require improvement (Obj. 4).   
8.6.2. Modelling 
Based on the results presented in this Thesis, a number of further modelling studies could be 
conducted to improve the modelling procedure and also to explore a wider range of LULM 
questions.  The recommendations for further modelling are categorised below into physics based 
models, metamodels and catchment model as well as some more general aspects that arose during 
this Thesis. 
 
8.6.2.1. Physics based models 
 While the PEATmod model structure has been validated against a drained peatland site 
(Section 5.5), FORmod has not been tested against any time series of observations.  Ideally, 
both models should be tested against field observations from a range of sites including 
some that include each of the LULM scenarios tested within this Thesis (Obj. 4). 
 Simulations could be conducted with the physics based models for extreme events in order 
to test the performance of the metamodels for runoff events larger than those included 
within the one year sample used for calibration in section 7.2 (Obj. 5). 
 The physics based models could be simplified based on the knowledge of the processes 
that govern peak flow response.  Simplifying the model structure could make the models 
more efficient and allow a greater number of physics based simulations to be conducted.  
This process itself could be considered to be a metamodelling procedure.  Further, by 
fixing insensitive model parameters, a more effective sampling of the restricted parameter 
space could be achieved (Obj. 5).  
 
8.6.2.2. Metamodels 
Potential avenues to explore in order to reduce the uncertainty in the semi-distributed model 
predictions (Obj. 5) due to errors introduced by the metamodelling procedure include: 
 Investigate alternative metamodel structures.  Potentially optimisation techniques that do 
not require an a priori model structure definition could be employed (for example, through 
data-based mechanistic modelling e.g. Young, 2001; Young and Ratto, 2009). 
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 In this Thesis a single metamodel structure was applied to all runoff classes.  Alternative 
approaches that may improve the prediction performance include retaining several 
metamodel structures for each runoff class or identifying and employing the best 
metamodel structure for each runoff class. 
 Once an optimised model structure(s) is identified, improvements could also be made for 
the parameter value identification strategies.  Many of the optimised metamodel parameter 
sets had correlations between some of the metamodel parameters.  This knowledge could 
be used to develop a more targeted sampling procedure. 
 In this Thesis, parameter sets were chosen based on a secondary criterion to maintain the 
differences between LULM scenarios for given soil types.  However, many of the pairs of 
LULM were not implemented in the catchment scale scenarios.  By removing the 
dependence on these additional LULM pairings, the remaining differences may be more 
accurately represented.   In other words, the metamodel parameter selection could be 
tailored to the relevant LULM scenarios. 
 In the 14 year long simulation the metamodels were applied for rainfall events larger than 
those observed within the calibration period.  Tests should be conducted to assess how 
well the metamodels replicate the response of the physics based models for more extreme 
events. 
 
8.6.2.3. Catchment application 
 This Thesis did not compare the changes in peak flows with catchment scale observations. 
Future research should identify existing catchment scale experiments that could be used to 
test the model prediction capability, with a particular emphasis on peak flows (Obj. 4) (e.g. 
the paired catchment experiment in Plynlimon,  Kirby et al., 1991).  
 The semi-distributed model structure relies on a simplified routing regime.  It would be 
desirable to develop a routing methodology that could be parameterised a priori;  this would 
allow the modelling methodology to be applied in ungauged catchments.  Such a routing 
algorithm is currently being developed at Newcastle University for the Hodder catchment 
(Ewen et al., 2010), and future work will integrate the locally generated runoff from this 
Thesis into the physically based routing algorithm.  However, this Newcastle algorithm is 
very complex; scope still remains to develop a simple routing alternative.  The sensitivity of 
the predicted change in peak flows to the routing algorithm should also be investigated. 
 The catchment model relies heavily on the national data sets of land cover and soils.  
However, comparison of national data sets to site observations already identified a number 
of locations where either incorrect soil types or LULM types were identified within the 
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catchment.  The extent to which errors in these datasets impacts on flow predictions is not 
accounted for, and should be investigated in future research. 
 The limited number of scenarios conducted within this Thesis did not allow generalisations 
about the impacts of catchment area and the spatial distribution of LULM change to be 
effectively explored.   Through further simulation and analysis of a wider range of 
scenarios, it could be possible to used the semi-distributed model to identify regions within 
a catchment where, if changed, would create the greatest change in catchment peak flows. 
 The existing simulations could be further interrogated without the averaging procedure 
used in Chapters 6 and 7 to try to identify particular characteristics of rainfall events and 
sequences of rainfall events that interact with land use change. 
 
8.6.2.4. General questions 
A more general issue to arise from the Thesis was what kind of metrics to use in order to evaluate 
change in peak flows.  For the analyses conducted for the one year data set (used in Chapter 6 and 
sections 7.2 and 7.3), the change in the mean of the largest 10 flows over a one year period was 
used as a metric of change.  For the 14 year analysis (section 7.5), the change in the mean of the 10 
largest flows for the entire 14 year period was used as a metric of change.  These metrics are 
arbitrary, and were selected primarily due to the limited sampling periods and also because of the 
need to perform some sort of averaging to average out the effects of initial conditions and rainfall 
event characteristics.  There is very little consistency in the literature about the metrics used to 
describe the impacts of LULM on flood flows.  It is therefore a recommendation of this Thesis that 
guidelines for the communication of the results from models to predict the impacts of LULM on 
flooding should be developed (Obj. 1).  This would facilitate comparison between alternative 
models and approaches and ultimately advance the science more efficiently and rapidly. 
 
It would be valuable to discuss with legislators and other stakeholders the acceptable level of 
uncertainty in change predictions and the minimum predicted change that would be considered to 
be practically significant.  For example, of the LULM scenarios presented in this Thesis, all of the 
peatland scenarios showed changes for the 14 year simulations that lay between -3 to 4% decrease 
in peak flow.  These outer ranges are still not very far from zero.  Due to the non-linear nature of 
stage discharge relationships, a decrease in 4% in flow is generally less in terms of water level; it is 
possible that this change in water height may be of no practical significance and within the error of 
standard stage measurement techniques.  Defining acceptable limits for end-users would assist 
scientists to identify those LULM change questions that require the greatest focus, both in terms of 
more intensive experimental investigations and modelling programmes.   
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8.7. Concluding remarks 
From the model development and applications presented in this Thesis, what can be said about the 
value of physics based models for predicting the impacts of LULM change?  Many of the 
arguments for and against physics based models (as discussed in section 1.2) are supported by the 
findings in this Thesis.  Despite best programming efforts, the highly non-linear nature of the 
FORmod  and PEATmod models, as well as the coupling between processes that occur on different 
temporal scales (in particular surface and subsurface flows), means that the simulations are 
significantly less computationally efficient than other hydrological modelling methods (i.e. metric or 
conceptual models).  A number of interesting lessons have been learned about the parameterisation 
and structural assumptions made in the models once they were upscaled and applied to a catchment 
application.  The fact that there was no iteration to update the physics based models to account for 
these lessons learned, is a reflection of the computational burden of these simulations.  Although 
each one year simulation takes typically less than ten minutes for FORmod and 30 minutes for 
PEATmod to compute, once there are 100 samples, then 11 runoff classes, the total computational 
time rapidly adds up to over two weeks.  Furthermore, the small sample of simulations (100 for 
each runoff class), which is directly related to the computational burden, has led to limitations in 
sensitivity analysis and metamodel calibration and subsequent parameter mapping.  This 
computational burden remains an unresolved limitation of the physics based model simulations, 
although there is potential for this to become less of a constraint with the increasing use and 
availability of distributed high performance computers (Kollet et al., 2010). 
 
Despite these limitations, the use of physics based models has specifically identified a number of 
crucial gaps in both our understanding of hydrological processes as well as the modelling 
procedures.  Had physics based models not been employed, it may not have been immediately 
apparent how the uncertainty of specific physical properties contributed to the uncertainty in the 
prediction of change related to LULM.  Although the properties identified, particularly surface 
roughnesses and increases in infiltration under trees seem logical, the physics based models provide 
some evidence of their relative importance.  The very fact that there is so little information in the 
literature about these properties suggests that, although obvious in retrospect, that these properties 
were not recognised as playing such a critical role in the peak flow response; the physics based 
models therefore provide useful information to guide future targeted field studies.  In this way, the 
physics based models provide valuable insights into the hydrological functioning of sites under 
different LULM, which would not have been identified if simpler, more conceptual model 
structures had been employed.  However, it is noted that these inferences about causal mechanisms 
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are dependent on the chosen model structures employed within this Thesis, but they provide a 
useful starting point for the focus of more detailed experiments and modelling programmes. 
 
Although the metamodelling procedure provides a conceptually appealing way around this 
excessive computation, the fact that no successful parameter mapping could be achieved limits the 
general applicability of the upscaling procedure.  Non-parametric approaches could have been 
employed to increase the size of the sample in this application (e.g. Young, 2010); however, 
interpolation techniques cannot increase the size of the sample space and mean that the mapping is 
not easily transferable to other users.  Ideally, a library of metamodel structures, with parameters 
that could be derived by functional mapping from measurable physical properties could be created 
to cover a wide range of potential runoff classes.  In this way, the semi-distributed modelling with 
metamodel produced runoff could be efficient enough for practitioners to implement.  However, as 
already identified in this study, where only a limited number of runoff classes were simulated, the 
development of such a library is by no means a trivial task. 
 
Looking forward to the future of modelling the impacts of LULM, it seems that physics based 
models can provide a significant contribution to understanding and prediction.  However, the way 
in which fully distributed physics based models are applied in many current catchment applications, 
with large grid scales and in a deterministic manner, is unjustified.  Rather, the role of physics based 
models should be for applications at small scales (i.e. plot to hillslope scales), using solution mesh 
sizes that are compatible with the scales over which the fundamental equations were developed.  
For applications in data scarce environments, the models can draw on the vast collective knowledge 
of the hydrological community available in the literature, thus accessing a host of information that 
is otherwise inaccessible for simpler model structures, without violating the assumption of their 
fundamental equations.  Limiting the size of the model domain also reduces computational burden 
and therefore allows the models to be used within an uncertainty analysis framework, which is 
generally recognised as a critical component of hydrological modelling.  Further efforts in physics 
based modelling should therefore be focused on capturing some of the more complex aspects of 
hillslope response, such as macroporosity, complex topography, heterogeneity and (particularly in 
the case of peatlands) shrink/swell cycles and investigating whether these processes significantly 
influence model response. 
 
The challenge then remains of how to amalgamate hillslope scale information to make predictions 
at the catchment scale.  Rather than upscaling by coarsening grids and retaining the same physical 
equations, it seems that upscaling efforts in the future should focus on limiting the catchment 
model complexity through methods such as metamodelling and by taking advantage of hydrological 
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similarity of hillslopes within the catchment.  Thus, in data scarce environments, the role of physics 
based models should be to create outputs that can act as a proxy for observed response, which can 
then be used to condition and develop simpler catchment model structures.  How to achieve this 
transfer of information without significant degradation of the response (as occurred in the example 
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List of Notation 
Parameter Name 
a Height of original wind measurements 
b Peatland surface roughness proxy 
C Specific water capacity 
c Covered area 
Cc Canopy storage 
cc Correlation coefficient 
Cmax Metamodel maximum storage capacity 
cp Specific heat capacity of air 
Ct Trunk storage 
CMD Catchment moisture deficit 
d Soil thickness 
da Thickness of acrotelm 
dc Thickness of catotelm 
Dc Canopy drainage 
df Zero plane displacement height 
Di Canopy dripping 
dlim Depth limit for roots 
Dmax Metamodel maximum drainage rate 
dr Superficial rock thickness 
ds Depth from soil surface to stream level 
Dt Trunk drainage 
E Total canopy evaporation 
Eb Total trunk evaporation 
Eb Trunk actual evaporation 
Eb,c Unit area trunk evaporation 
Eb,c Unscaled trunk actual evaporation 
Ec Canopy evaporation 
Ed Actual evaporation from Drain 
Emax Maximum soil evaporation rate 
EOF Actual Evaporation from overland flow 
Ep Actual Evapotranspiration from Peatland 
(es-ea) Vapour deficit of the air 
f Darcy Weisbach friction factor 
FN Time step adjustment factor 
frg Soil heat flux scalar 
Fro Froude number 
g Acceleration due to gravity 
G Soil heat flux 
h Water depth 
hd Water depth in drain 
hdep Depressional storage 
hf Forest height 
LIST OF NOTATION 
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hm Metamodel maximum drainage depth 
hOF Depth of overland flow 
hpond Ponding depth 
hs Depth of water table above impermeable bed 
hT Total hydraulic head 
hw Height of water above weir crest 
i Infiltration rate 
I Interception loss 
i.c. Initial conditions (time for draining) 
Imax Maximum infiltration rate 
K Hydraulic conductivity 
Kf Quick flow residence time 
Kl Slow flow residence time 
Km Medium flow residence time 
KS Saturated hydraulic conductivity 
KS* Scaled saturated hydraulic conductivity 
Ks,R Saturated hydraulic conductivity of superficial rock 
KSa Saturated hydraulic conductivity of acrotelm 
KSc Saturated hydraulic conductivity of catotelm 
kw Kinematic wave number 
Lc Length of collector drain 
Ld Length of drain 
Lm Mualem tortuosity shape factor 
Ls Surface flow plane length 
m van Genuchten fitting parameter 
n van Genuchten fitting parameter 
nd Drain manning’s n 
Nit Number of iterations 
nOF Overland flow manning’s n 
P Fixed head at boundary 
Pa Atmospheric pressure 
pd Trunk input fraction of Canopy drainage 
PE Potential evapotranspiration 
PEo Open water potential evaporation 
PEs Soil potential evaporation 
PEs* Reduced potential soil evaporation 
PEt Potential transpiration 
PEt* Reduced potential transpiration 
q Unit width flux 
q  Mean of ten largest peak flows for 1 year simulations 
qd Unit width flow in drain 
Q  Mean of ten largest peak flows for 14 year simulations 
Qin Total soil column fluxes 
qinlat Lateral influx to soil column 
qL Lateral inflow rate per unit length of channel 
Qmax Maximum steady state flow rate 
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qmax Maximum rainfall rate 
qOF Unit with overland flow rate 
qoutlat Lateral outflux from soil column 
qp peak flow 
qS Unit width subsurface flux 
qsur Surface flux 
Qw Weir flow 
R Rainfall 
r Rainfall event vector 
R Gross rainfall 
ra Bulk aerodynamic resistance 
rd Root extinction coefficient 
Re Effective rainfall 
Rg Specific gas constant 
rh Relative humidity 
Rn Net radiation 
rs Bulk surface resistance 
rw Root uptake reduction function 
S Sink flux 
Sc Maximum canopy storage 
Se Effective saturation 
Se,c Critical effective saturation 
Se,w Wilting point (effective saturation) 
Sf Friction slope 
So Bed slope 
SS Specific storage 
St Maximum trunk storage 
t Time 
T Temperature 
TKV Virtual temperature 
tmax Maximum time step 
tmin Minimum time step 
tp Time to peak 
Tp Potential transpiration 
Ts Transmissivity 
U Velocity in x-direction 
U1 Metamodel drainage 
U2 Metamodel storage excess flow 
ua Wind velocity measure at height over a reference crop 
uhf+2 Wind speed at 2m above forest canopy 
Ux Surface velocity in x direction 
Vair Volume of air in soil column 
W Drain spacing 
w Weighting between macropores and matrix 
Wd Drain width 
x x-direction 
x’ Direction parallel to sloping surface 
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xc Direction of collector drains 
xd Direction of drain 
y y-direction 
z z-direction 
z’ Direction perpendicular to sloping surface 
zo Roughness length 
%rlim Percentage of roots at depth dlim 
α van Genuchten shape parameter 
αm Metamodel splitting parameter 
βd Angle of drains 
 Slope of saturation vapour curve 
γ Psychometric constant 
Γ Cumulative root distribution 
q  Mean change in ten largest peak flows for 1 year simulations 
Q  Mean change in ten largest peak flows for 14 year simulations 
Γ* Root uptake reduction vector 
δ Shrinkage geometry factor 
δθ Absolute error of water content limit 
δψ Absolute error of matric potential limit 
ε Rainfall partitioning parameter (between dripping and trunk) 
εm Metamodel evaporation scalar 
εw Ratio molecular weight of water vapour/dry air 
θ Soil water content 
Θ Parameter vector 
ΘC Parameter vector for catchment simulations 
θc Critical water content 
ΘL Parameter vector of land use specific parameters 
θo Threshold gravimetric water content 
θr Residual water content 
ΘS Parameter vector of site specific characteristics 
θS Saturated water content 
θS* Scaled saturated water content 
θstd Standardised parameter vector 
θw Wilting point (water content) 
κ von Karman’s constant 
λ Latent heat of vaporisation 
ρa Mean air density at constant pressure 
ρw Density of water 
τx Derivative of z with respect to z’ 
τz Derivative of x with respect to x’ 
e  Effective porosity 
free  Freely draining porosity 
ψ Matric potential/Pressure head 
ψc Critical head 
ψw Wilting point (head) 
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ω Site slope angle 
ωd Slope angle of drains 
ΩK Dimensionless Ks perturbation factor 
ΩK* Depth integrated hydraulic conductivity factor 
Ωθ Dimensionless s perturbation factor 
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Appendix A : Numerical solution of  Richards’ 
equation 
In this Appendix, the numerical solution procedure employed in FORmod to solve Richards’ 
equation is described.  Figure A. 1 demonstrates the spatial discretisation used in the solution, i and 
k are the node numbers in the x’ and z’ directions respectively. Note, the z’ node numbers increase 
downwards (opposite direction to z’), this is to allow consistency with the matrix element 
numbering scheme used in Matlab.   
 
Figure A. 1: Schematic representation of spatial 
discretisation used to solve the 2-d Richards' equation 
 
In FORmod, Richards’ equation is solved using a Picard iteration scheme.  The Picard iteration 
scheme makes successive estimates of the matric potential for a given time step, where, after each 
iteration the functional coefficients are updated based on the previous estimate of matric potential 
(as per Celia, 1990; Clement et al., 1994; van Dam and Feddes, 2000).  Using the discretization 
scheme shown in Figure A. 1, Richards’ equation (in a rotated frame of reference accounting for 
Picard iterations with explicit linearization of K and S) can be written as: 
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Eq. A. 1 
Where: 
 j time level number  
 p iteration number  












  Eq. A. 2 
Arithmetic averaging of K (ψ) can lead to the prediction of more dispersed wetting fronts 
(Vanderborght et al., 2005), however, van Dam and Feddes (2000) found that for field applications, 
that the arithmetic mean provided better predictions than the geometric mean.  The arithmetic 
mean is also used in widely implemented unsaturated zone models such as MACRO (Larsbo and 
Jarvis, 2003) and HYDRUS (Šimunek et al., 2006).    
 
Following Celia (1990), the term 1,
j
ki  can be approximated using a truncated Taylor series (with 
respect to the point pjki
,1
,
 ) by: 































specific water capacity, referred to from here on as C (L-1) 
Ignoring all terms higher than linear, Eq. A. 3 can be substituted into Eq. A. 1; the solution of 
which is referred to commonly as the modified Picard iteration method (Celia et al., 1987).  The 
iteration process is generally very sensitive to the way that the water content derivative with respect 
to time is discretized (Šimunek et al., 2006), and the introduction of Eq. A. 3 is now generally 
applied in Richards’ equation numerical applications (Vanderborght et al., 2005) as it leads to stable 
solutions that maintain mass balance.  Rearranging all terms in the combined equation leads to the 
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Applying Eq. A. 4 to each node, then reshaping all matrices into vectors, leads to a series of 
equations that can be represented in matrix notation by: 
fAψ  pj ,1  Eq. A. 5 
Where: 
 A square matrix containing the coefficients of Eq. A. 4  
 pj ,1ψ  vector of the matric potential values  
 f solution vector  
For application to a 2-dimensional rectangular grid, the matrix A contains only 5 non-zero 
diagonals (the vectors A1-A5).  At each iteration, Eq. A. 5 is solved for pj ,1ψ  in Matlab using the 
‘mldivide’ function, which solves the equation using Gaussian elimination.   
 
Iterations are conducted until a convergence criterion is met.  Convergence criteria may be based 
on water content or matric potential.  Although Huang et al. (1996) found that a criterion based 
purely on convergence of water content increased computational efficiency, this criterion has been 
found to lead to poor predictions in clayey soils, or soils near saturation (Vanderborght et al., 2005).  
Issues with this criterion were also found when the model was applied to the test catchment 
scenarios outlined in the Chapter 6.  Therefore, iterations were continued until both of the 



















Eq. A. 6 
Where: 




  maximum absolute error of the water content (-) 
 
  maximum absolute error of the matric potential (L) 
In the FORmod,   was fixed as 0.001 and  at 0.001m.  K(ψ) and S(ψ) have been explicitly 
linearised in the solution (Larsbo and Jarvis, 2003; van Dam and Feddes, 2000), and as such are 
only evaluated at the start of the time step and not at each iteration level.   
A.1. Boundary conditions 
In order to solve Richards’ equation, boundary conditions must be defined throughout time.  Three 
main boundary conditions exist, Dirichlet (fixed head), Neumann (fixed flux) and fixed gradient.  
Time variable boundary conditions may also be defined, where the condition varies based on the 
model states and inputs.  The specific configurations of boundary conditions applied in the current 
application are discussed in more detail in sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.2. 
 
Boundary conditions are implemented through changes to the coefficients in Eq. A. 5.  The default 
boundary condition on all faces is no flux (as the solution code fixes the matrices of averaged 
hydraulic conductivities as zero when averaged across the boundaries).  For an N x M rectangular 













































Eq. A. 8 
Where: 
 qsur surface flux (LT-1) 
 hpond ponded water depth at the surface (L) 
 




































Eq. A. 9 
Where: 
 P fixed head at the boundary (L) 
As the total fluxes out of the model domain are required to estimate total runoff, following each 



























  Eq. A. 10 
A.2. Time control 
The time is discretized in the model based on three controls: (1) limits of the numerical procedure, 
(2) timing related to boundary condition implementation (e.g. rainfall data frequency) and (3) 
desired output times.  Types (2) and (3) are generally at fixed times steps, whereas (1) can vary to 
enhance numerical performance.  An initial time step is set by the user (∆t1), and time steps are also 
limited between upper (∆tmax) and lower (∆tmin) limits.  For successive time steps, time steps derived 
for (1) must be coincident with those for (2) and (3).   The time step is also adjusted by a factor, FN, 
based on the number of iterations (Nit) required to reach convergence of the previous time step 
using the following rules : 
Nit <2:            FN = 1.25 
≤Nit<8           FN=1 
≤Nit<20         FN=0.8 
Nit≥20            FN=0.33 
Eq. A. 11 
These values were derived from guidance in van Dam and Feddes (2000), Groenendijk et al. (2006) 
and Simunek et al. (2006), as well as experience from the modelling simulations.  Not only can the 
exact selection lead to slow performance, but it can also lead to non-convergence and model failure 
(Groenendijk et al., 2006; Vanderborght et al., 2005).  For the current application ∆tmax was set at 
the smaller of the input or output timestep, and ∆tmin was set at 0.5 s.  
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A.3. Node spacing 
The node spacing used in the simulations plays an important role in the stability of the model, the 
total computational time and the ability of the model to represent the desired model features (i.e. 
soil layers and tree spacing).  A series of tests were conducted examining the differences in runoff 
response and computational time associated with variation of the subsurface node spacing (using 
the conditions described in section 3.4).  Vertical spacing (dz) was sampled at 2, 5 and 10cm and 
horizontal spacing (dx) was sampled at 2, 5, 10 and 20m.  The simulation with the finest node 
spacing (dz=2cm, dx=2m) was selected as the baseline flow (qbase).  By coarsening the grid, it is 
expected that the predicted flow will deviate from that of the fine mesh, but that the computational 
time should also decrease.  Table A.1 demonstrates the RMSE,  rq  (for definition see section 
3.4) and the computational times for each of the simulations; the cells are shaded using a linear 
scale to demonstrate the difference between the most deviate (dark grey) and least deviate (white) 
simulations for the RMSE and  rq , and from slowest (dark grey) to quickest (white) for the 
simulation time. 
 
Table A. 1 Summary of grid spacing performance. 






2 5 10 20 2 5 10 20 2 5 10 20 
0.02 0.00 0.13 0.28 0.38 0 0.02 0.48 2.40 6293 1673 583 572 
0.05 0.01 0.28 0.30 0.38 -0.02 0.55 0.56 2.38 3392 2296 409 330 
0.1 0.05 0.28 0.38 0.41 -0.06 0.51 2.43 2.42 2684 1155 1025 238 
 
There is a general trend that the greater the number of nodes, the smaller the deviation from the 
finest resolution simulation and the longer the simulation time.  Based on these results, the 
maximum grid spacing that was considered to be acceptable was dz=5cm and dx=10m, beyond 
these ranges  rq  the deviations in  rq  were considered to be too large.    
A.4. Lessons learned from the numerical implementation of FORmod 
The numerical implementation of the highly non-linear Richards’ equation has been approached in 
the literature in a variety ways (see Vanderborght et al., 2005 for a comparison of five Richards' 
equation models with a variety of different numerical implementations).  It is clear that without 
linearization of some parts of the solution or the soil moisture characteristics, or the use of adaptive 
time stepping, that it is not possible to ensure convergence of the numerical solution. 
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In the initial stages of the FORmod development, the model was programmed in Matlab and solved 
using an inbuilt Matlab ODE solver (the same as that used in PEATmod).  Although the solver uses 
an implicit solution scheme, there were frequent problems with non-convergence.  Attempts to 
remedy this included trialling alternative forms of the specified Jacobian matrix as well as 
adjustments to the absolute and relative error tolerances.  It is noted that when using the Matlab 
ODE solver that the model equations (including boundary conditions) are coded as though they are 
applied explicitly; it is possible that the non-convergence of the ODE solver could be related to the 
way that Matlab interprets these boundary conditions (as it was later found that the boundary 
conditions played a critical role in ensuring convergence and mass balance).  However, it is not 
possible to interrogate the internal workings of the solver and hence this is purely speculation.   
 
Given the lack of user control in the Matlab solution scheme it was decided to programme from 
scratch an implicit solution scheme with an adaptive time step.  As previously mentioned in section 
A.2, the selection of the limits for adaptive time steps can seriously influence the speed and 
convergence of the model solution.  Under rapidly varying conditions (such as infiltration into 
unsaturated soils) the adaptive time step reduces, whereas under non-rainfall conditions the time 
step was generally limited only by the maximum time step.  The minimum time step played an 
important role in the solution convergence.  If the value was too large, then problems were 
encountered when the solution would oscillate around the maxima of C (the slope of the water 
retention curve); however, if the time step was too small, then problems were encountered with the 
division by Δt on the left hand side of eq A.1.  The final lower limit was determined based on trial 
and error.    
 
The time stepping rules (as per eq A.11) were originally set based on van Dam and Feddes (2000); 
however, the scheme did guarantee convergence for the range of scenarios explored in this Thesis.   
Subsequent publications about the SWAP model (van Dam and Feddes, 2000) suggested that 
variations on the original published values were required (those shown in eq A.11) to ensure 
convergence in soils that rapidly dewatered (and consequently had a highly non-linear C(ψ) 
relationship).  In order to ensure convergence, it was necessary to incorporate a limit for the 
maxima of C into the sampling scheme employed for the van Genuchten parameters for FORmod of 
10 m-1 (note, this value was much larger than the slopes suggested by the published NSRI water 
retention curves).  
 
In the FORmod  application, explicit linearization of both K and S were employed (following van 
Dam and Feddes, 2000).  Trials were conducted where K was no longer explicitly linearised and was 
updated at each iteration based on the estimate of water content in the previous iteration.   
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Following numerous trials, it was generally found that under infiltrating conditions that the FORmod 
solution was unable to converge and that the matric potential of one or more nodes near saturation 
(and near the maxima of C) would oscillate infinitely.  Commonly this was a node located at the 
upslope boundary at the interface between two soil layers.   
 
Based on the experiences in developing and testing FORmod it appears that the stability of the 
model will be dependent not only on the numerical solution scheme but also on the specific 
scenarios (both soil characteristics and rainfall inputs).  Hence, caution must be taken when 
applying solutions from other models that may not have necessarily been tested over a complete 
range of soil and boundary conditions. 
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Appendix B : Rotated Boussinesq equation proof   
The following Appendix is a proof demonstrating the equivalence of the rotated and non-rotated 
frame of reference Boussinesq equation.  Firstly the derivation of the Boussinesq equation for steep 
slopes in a rotated frame of reference is presented (based on Beven, 1981).  Figure B. 1 
demonstrates the parameter definitions used in the rotated frame of reference derivation.   
 
Figure B. 1: Schematic diagram identifying 
the parameters used to derive the 
Boussinesq equation in a rotated frame of 
reference. 
 
Based on the parameter definitions in Figure B. 1, an expression to describe the change in total 
head (∆hT) over a distance ∆x’ is given by: 
 cossin'cos ' )0(
'
)1( SST hxhh   Eq. B. 1 






SSS hhh   Eq. B. 2 
Dividing both sides of Eq. B. 2 by ∆x’ and assuming that the discrete differential equation is a 
suitable approximation of the continuous derivative, an expression of the change of total head with 















h ST  Eq. B. 3 
Substituting Eq. B. 3 into Eq. 5.1 and multiplying by the water table height yields an equation for 
the unit width subsurface flux in a rotated frame of reference (equivalent to Eq. 5.3): 














hhKVhxtxq SSSSxSdS  Eq. B. 4 
An expression for the change of the head (perpendicular to the impermeable surface) with time in a 
rotated frame of reference (the Boussinesq equation) is obtained by substituting Eq. B. 4 into the 
continuity equation (Eq. 5.2) 
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  Eq. B. 
5 
Where i’ and Ep’ represents infiltration and evaporation perpendicular to the impermeable surface.   
 
The same steps and assumptions can be followed, assuming a gravitational frame of reference, with 
parameters as defined in Figure B. 2. 
 
Figure B. 2: Schematic diagram identifying 
the parameters used to derive the 
Boussinesq equation in a gravitational frame 
of reference 
 
The change in total head over the distance ∆x is given by: 
)0()1( tan SST hxhh    Eq. B. 6 
Following the same steps as for the derivation of Eq. B. 2 and Eq. B. 3, an expression to quantify 
the unit width subsurface flux is given by: 












hhKxtxq SssSdS  Eq. B. 7 
Which can be substituted into the continuity equation (Eq. 5.2) to derive the Boussinesq equation 
for steep slopes in a gravitational frame of reference:  


























 tan  Eq. B. 8 
Comparing Eq. B. 8 and Eq. B. 5 it can be shown that they are equivalent by using the 
transformations: cos' sS hh  , cos' xx   , cos'  ii .and cos'  pp EE  
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Appendix C : Stepwise regression procedure 
Stepwise regression is an automated regression procedure the aims to identify the subset of all 
potential regressors that provide statistically significant explanations of the variance in the 
observations.  Figure C. 1 is a schematic representation of the procedure. 
 
Figure C. 1: Stepwise regression flow chart (adapted from Hair et al., 2006, Fig 4-7, p211) 
 
The numbered stages in Figure C. 1 are explained in further detail below (based on Hair et al., 
2006): 
1.  Select initial Θ 
 The first regression is conducted with only one parameter.  The first parameter selected is 
the parameter with the largest absolute value correlation coefficient (cc). 
 
2. Is variation explained statistically significant? 
 The statistical significance of the single variable (Θ1) regression model is assessed using an 
F-test, where the null hypothesis is that the regression coefficient is equal to zero.  The F-
test statistic (F) is determined by Eq. C. 1:  




























reg Θ  
Eq. C. 1 
 Where:  
  r the number of variables included in the regression (for the first step, 
r=1) 
  rΘ  The vector of the r parameters currently included in the model 
  
The probability that a randomly sampled value from the F-distribution with (p,N-p-1) 
degrees of freedom (p) is evaluated.  When the probability is lower than a critical value (pin), 
the variation explained by the model is assessed to be statistically significant (and the flow 
chart proceeds to “yes” from step 2).  It should be noted that the assumptions made for the 
F-test are not satisfied by sampling-based sensitivity analysis of deterministic models; 
therefore the statistical significance inferred by p should be treated a “a form of guidance” 
for the inclusion or exclusion of model parameters in the regression (p.595, Helton and 
Davis, 2002), rather than strictly as a significance test. 
 
3. Are other Θ able to make a statistically significant contribution? 
After removing the linear effect predicted by the regression model at the previous step (Y-
Y(Θr)), the correlation coefficients are calculated for the remainder of the parameters.  The 
parameter with the largest absolute correlation coefficient is then added to the regression 
and a new estimate of Yˆ  is made.  Whether the (r+1)th parameter makes a statistically 
significant contribution to the regression is assessed based on the partial F-test statistic (Fp), 
which is given by Eq. C. 2. 


































Eq. C. 2 
 
The p value is calculated as per in stage 2, but using Fp, and if p<pin the additional parameter 
is added to the model 
 
4. Is variance explained by all variables now significant? 
 Following each parameter addition to the regression model, the partial F-test statistic is 
calculated for each of the parameters already in the model.  If the p values for any of the 
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parameters is greater than a critical value (pout), then these parameters are removed 
 
The steps 3-4 are continued until there are no further parameters that can make a statistically 
significant contribution to the regression. 
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Appendix D : Metamodel Structure Identification 
This Appendix describes the method used to select an optimal metamodel structure to emulate the 
responses from the physics based models.  The specific moisture accounting modules tested are 
introduced in section D.1 and the routing algorithms in section D.2.  The Matlab numerical 
implementations of these models are from the Rainfall Runoff Modelling Toolbox (RRMT) 
(Wagener et al., 2004).   
D.1. Soil Moisture Accounting Modules 
Three different alternative soil moisture accounting modules were investigated: 
1) The probability distributed soil moisture model (PDM) (Moore, 1985; Moore, 2007) with 
quick flow/slow flow splitting of runoff. 
2) The catchment moisture deficit model (CMD) (Evans and Jakeman, 1998) with quick 
flow/slow flow splitting of combined runoff. 
3) The catchment moisture deficit model (CMD) with drainage to slow flow and storage 
excess to quick flow. 
The model structures are shown schematically in Figure D. 1.  These model structures were selected 
based on consideration of how well the conceptualisation related to the process representation in 
the physics based models (for the CMD model), and the previous good performance of the PDM 
model in simulating upland UK catchments, albeit at larger scales (e.g. Calver et al., 2005). 
 
Figure D. 1: Schematic representation of the PDM effective rainfall generator (left) and the CMD 
effective rainfall generator (right), demonstrating two potential runoff splitting options.  Model 
parameters are shown in red, internal/state variables are shown in blue and inputs and outputs are 
annotated in black.  Definitions are provided in Table D. 1 and Table D. 2. 




The PDM model generates runoff quantities that are dependent on the water store depth (Cm) 
through a Pareto distribution (F(Cm)) described by the shape factor bm (Moore, 2007).  In this way, 
the model approximates variability in the runoff source area, despite being a lumped model.  Actual 
evaporation is the potential evaporation scaled by the relative soil moisture content and by a fixed 
scalar (εm).  When the maximum storage capacity is exceeded, storage overflow (U1) is added 
directly to the outflow.  Mathematical descriptions of these relationships can be found in Moore 
(1985).  The model inputs, outputs, internal/state variables and model parameters for the PDM 
model are shown in Table D. 1. 
 
Table D. 1: PDM model structure components: inputs, outputs, internal/state variables and 
metamodel parameters. 
  Description Units 
R Rainfall mm∆t-1 Inputs 
PE Potential evaporation mm∆t-1 
quick Quick flow runoff mm∆t-1 
slow Slow flow runoff mm∆t-1 
Outputs 
AE Actual evaporation  mm∆t-1 
Cm Water store depth mm 
S Total volume of storage mm2 
F(Cm) Function describing the cumulative distribution of the 
storage capacity 
- 
U1 Storage overflow mm∆t-1 
Internal/State 
Variables 
U2 Runoff from storage mm∆t-1 
mCmax  Maximum storage capacity mm 
bm Shape parameter used in F(c) - 
αm Flow splitting parameter - 
Metamodel 
Parameters 
εm Potential evaporation scalar - 
 
A full description of the CMD model is provided in the Section 7.2.  In the structure tests, two 
alternative runoff splitting functions were used, as shown in Figure D. 1, where case A combines 
the excess rainfall and drainage runoff then splits them between quick and fast flows using the 
splitting parameter αm, and for case B, the quick flow is estimated as the excess rainfall and the slow 
flow by the surface drainage (thus reducing the number of metamodel parameters by one).  The 
model internal/state variables and metamodel parameters for the CMD model are shown in Table 
D. 2.  
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Table D. 2: CMD model structure components (case A and case B): internal/state variables and 
metamodel parameters. 
  Description Units 
CMD Moisture deficit mm 
U1 Storage overflow mm∆t-1 
Internal/State 
Variables 
U2 Runoff from storage mm∆t-1 
Dmax Maximum drainage rate mm∆t-1 
εm Evaporation scalar - 
hm Maximum CMD before drainage ceases mm 
Metamodel 
Parameters 
αm Flow splitting parameter - 
Note: input and output are the same as for the PDM model and as such are not repeated 
D.2. Runoff Routing Modules 
The runoff routing algorithms tested include various combinations of parallel reservoirs.  In total, 
four different types of reservoirs were considered: 
(a) Linear reservoir  
(b) Macropore reservoir (based on the leaky reservoir concepts, Chapman, 1999; Moore, 1999) 
(c) Non-linear reservoir 
(d) Cubic reservoir  
 
These routing reservoirs were combined to produce five alternative structures (shown in Figure D. 
2) to route the quick and slow flow generated by the effective rainfall generators.   
 
Figure D. 2: Schematic representation of the five alternative routing functions tested in this 
section (columns).   
 
The equations of the linear reservoirs are derived by combining a storage discharge (S-Q) 
relationship and the continuity equation.  The four different routing reservoirs differ in their 
representation of the storage discharge relationships, which are given by the following equations. 
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Linear reservoir:  
K
SQ   Eq. D. 1 
























  Eq. D. 2 










  Eq. D. 3 











Eq. D. 4 
Where: 
 Q Outflow from the reservoir mm∆t-1 
 K Generic storage coefficient ∆t 
 S Reservoir storage mm 
 hmc Critical storage above which macropores are activated mm 
 Kmc Macropore storage coefficient ∆t-1 
 n general non-linear coefficient - 
 
The continuity equation for the routing reservoirs in Figure D. 2 is described by:  
inQQdt
dS
  Eq. D. 5 
Where: 
 t Time ∆t 
 Qin Inflow to the reservoir (in this case either quick or slow) mm∆t-1 
 
The S-Q relationships can be combined with the continuity equation to make an estimate of dQ/dt, 
which can be solved for Q through integration.  For the general non-linear reservoir this integration 
requires a numerical procedure, whereas an analytical solutions exist for the linear (Moore, 1999) 
and cubic reservoirs (Moore and Bell, 2002).  The outflow for a given time-step is taken as the 
cumulative outflow from that time-step rather than an instantaneous estimate, thus ensuring mass 
balance.  
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D.3. Identification of Optimal Metamodel Structure Using 
Monte-Carlo Simulations 
In order to identify an optimal metamodel structure the three soil moisture accounting modules are 
combined with each of the five different runoff routing to define 15 different metamodel structures 
(see Table D. 3 for naming convention).  Sources of the metamodel inputs (Rainfall and PE) are 
described within the main text (Section 7.2).  
 
Table D. 3:  Naming convention used for the 15 different possible 
metamodel structures. 
  Routing module 
  1 2 3 4 5 
PDM 1 2 3 4 5 

















CMD (B) 11 12 13 14 15 
 
For each metamodel structure the best possible parameter set was identified for each of the physics 
based simulations through Monte Carlo methods.  The performance of the best fit was evaluated 
using the NSE.  Following some initial tests of the various combinations of soil moisture 
accounting and routing modules, where the performance of the best possible prediction by each 
metamodel of each physics based simulation was evaluated, a number of consistent behaviours 
were observed that were taken advantage of in order to reduce the computational burden of the 
tests performed to identify an optimal model structure. These included: 
1) The rank of the physics based models (determined based on the NSE produced by the best 
metamodel for each simulation) is approximately the same, regardless of the metamodel 
structure (i.e. all models struggled to replicate the same particular sets of physics based 
simulations and simulated well other particular sets). 
2) The simulations for the deciduous and coniferous trees, and the grazed and moorland plot 
scale scenarios showed similar performance between the different model structures 
(whereas strong differences in performance were noted between very different LULM 
simulations). 
 
As such, rather than examining the performance of each metamodel structure in replicating each of 
physics based simulations (recalling that there are 100 simulations for each of the 11 runoff classes,  
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Chapter 6), a representative subset of physics based simulations was taken to minimise 
computational demands.  25 of the 100 simulations for each runoff class were selected to represent 
parameter sets from the worst to best performance.  For the mineral soils, only the grazed and 
coniferous scenarios were sampled.  Furthermore, only a 150 day period was tested, rather than the 
complete one year period.  For each soil moisture accounting module and each routing module, 
50,000 parameter sets were sampled from the ranges shown in Table D. 4 and combined randomly 
to give 50,000 metamodel parameter sets. 
 
Table D. 4:  Metamodel parameter sampling upper and lower limits of sampling ranges 
  Parameter Lower limit Upper limit Units 
Cmax 0 500 mm 
PDM 
bm 0 0.5 - 
Dmax 0 0.2 mm 15min-1 
CMD 
hm 50 100 mm 

















αm 0 1 - 
Kf 1 30 15min 
1 
KL 30 1000 15min 
Kf 1 15 15min 
Km 15 60 15min 
KL 60 1000 15min 
2 
βm 0 1 - 
Kmc 1 15 15min 
Kf 1 60 15min 
KL 60 1000 15min 
3 
hmc 100 500 mm 
Kf 1 1000 15min 
KL 1 1000 15min 4 
n 0.2 2 - 










KL 30 1000 15min 
 
The performance of each of the 50,000 metamodel simulations (and for each of the metamodel 
structures) in replicating the flow time series of each of the selected physics based models was 
evaluated using the NSE.  When NSE=1, the metamodel is a perfect replication of the physics 
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based model and when NSE<0, the mean flow, pq , provides a better prediction than the 
metamodel. 
 
For each runoff class (soil type/LULM combination) the best NSE for each of the 15 metamodel 
structures for each of the 25 simulations was identified, leading to a 15x25 matrix of NSEs for each 
of the runoff classes.  In order to assess the suitability of each of the model structures, the 
likelihood (L) of each structure for each simulation of each runoff class was calculated as: 
   










,,,,,  Eq. A. 12 
Where: 
NSE(Mm,Θt,Ss,LUl) The NSE of the mth metamodel structure, for the tth 
parameter set, the sth soil type and the lth LULM type 
 
 N the total number of metamodel structures  
 i metamodel index  
 
Likelihoods for the runoff classes omitted from the original sample (for both mineral soil types, 
moorland and deciduous scenarios), were approximated by the similar runoff class (i.e. deciduous 
by coniferous and moorland by grazed).  In this way, all runoff classes were equally represented in 
the following analysis.   
 
Of the subsample of simulations and runoff classes, no single metamodel structure was found to 
simultaneously produce the maximum NSE for all realisations of all runoff classes.  The likelihood 
for each model structure, for each soil and land use type, across the 25 realisations, is calculated as:  





















,  Eq. A. 13 
Where: 
 n simulation number index  
 
To investigate whether there are any patterns as to which metamodel structure is identified as 
optimal, likelihoods for soil types (across LULM types) and for LULMs (across soil types) were 
calculated.  The likelihood of each metamodel structure given physics based models of one LULM 
type is calculated as: 
























 Eq. A. 14 
Where: 
 Ns total number of soil types  
 j soil index  
 
Figure D. 3 shows the metamodel likelihoods for each LULM type.  The coniferous forest 
simulations are most sensitive to the metamodel structure, as evidenced by the greater variance in 
likelihood.  The forest simulations are particularly poorly represented by the PDM moisture 
accounting modules (models 1-5); the peatland performance has a consistent trend toward higher 
performance for the routing module that includes a cubic store. 
 
Figure D. 3: Metamodel structure likelihoods (L) for different land use types. 
 
The likelihood of each model structure for any one soil type is defined as: 




















 Eq. A. 15 
Where: 
 Nl total number of LULM types  
 k LULM index  
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Figure D. 4 shows the metamodel likelihoods for each soil type.  The same pattern of likelihoods 
for the forest scenarios is echoed in both the Belmont and Wilcocks likelihoods, although less 
strongly for the Wilcocks soil series.  The variability of the likelihoods of Winter Hill (peat) is much 
lower than for the mineral soil types. 
 
 
Figure D. 4: Metamodel structure likelihoods (L) for different soil types. 
 
In order to asses the overall best performing metamodel structure, the likelihood of each 
metamodel structure, given all of the physics based simulations is calculated: 
 
 
   
 
  




















 Eq. A. 16 
 
Figure D. 5 shows the combined metamodel likelihoods.  The likelihoods are strongly influenced by 
the performance of the metamodels for the coniferous-planted Belmont soils.   
 
Figure D. 5: Metamodel structure combined likelihoods (L) 
across all soil and LULM types. 
 
Based on the likelihoods demonstrated in Figure D. 5, the final metamodel structure used in this 
Thesis is #7, a combination of the CMD soil moisture accounting module with three parallel linear 
reservoirs. 




Limitations related to this model selection approach include:  
1) The total number of model parameters is not taken into account in the model selection, as 
it is in some model evaluation procedures.  However, it could be argued that the models 
with the greater number of model parameters are already penalised based on the sampling 
procedure, which samples the same number of parameters for each model structure 
regardless of the total number of model parameters; the models with a greater number of 
parameters will have a greater distance between points sampled from the parameter space 
hypercube.   
2) The range of model structures is limited.  Many other potential equally plausible structures 
exist in the literature.  The sample is limited primarily due to computational concerns. 
3) The parameter sample ranges (shown in Table D. 4) may have biased the modelling 
procedure.  This could be improved if a secondary sample was also conducted where 
parameter ranges could be altered (restricted or extended as the optimal parameter sets 
would suggest). 
4) The run time was not accounted for in the evaluation of the model structures.   The 
computational time of the non-linear reservoir is approximately twice as long as that of the 
linear reservoirs, and the cubic store approximately 1.5 times.  While this does not affect 
the current model selection, computational efficiency is a particularly desirable 
characteristic for the metamodels, and should normally be accounted for in the selection 
procedure. 
5) The calibration procedure is conditional on a short period of data and was not validated 
against further observations.  Further testing on this point is carried out in the 7.2.1 for the 
optimised model structure. 
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Appendix E : Supplementary Figures for 
Chapter 7 
 
Figure E.1 : Plots of partial R2  values (with sign based on the sign of the regression 
coefficients) from stepwise regressions of  rq  for each of the potential plot scale 
LULM parameters. X axis is the model type (P: Physics based, MM: metamodel).  
Letters in parentheses indicate LULM type where necessary (g: grazed, m: moorland, 
c: coniferous, d: deciduous).  Total regression R2 values are shown at the top of the 
plot. Partial R2 values provide an estimate of the fraction of the observed variance that 
can be explained by a linear relationship with a given physics based model parameter.    




Figure E. 2:  Summary of regression analysis between each metamodel parameter (as the predictor) and the physics based model parameters (as 
regressors).   For each square plot, x-axis is metamodel parameter names, y-axis is physics based model parameters (see 6.3 for definitions) included in the 
stepwise regression.  The colours indicate the magnitude of the standardised regression coefficient (standardised by both the variance of the regressor and 
the predictor).  Values along the top axis are the R2 values of the regressions. 








Figure E. 3: Summary of percentage areal extent of each runoff class for the seven scenarios 
(baseline plus 6 different land use scenarios) for each of the four stream flow gauges within the 
catchment .  
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Scenario 2 – Whi-mid Scenario 3- Whi-mid 
G:↓1.4%,  M:↓23.2%, D:↑26.9%,  I: ↓2.4% G:↓0.3%,  M:↓9.5%, D:↑10.4%,  I: ↓0.8% 
Scenario 4 – Whi-mid  
 
G:↓1.4%,  M:↓23.2%, C:↑26.9%,  I: ↓2.4%  
Scenario 6 – Whi-mid Scenario 7 - Whi-mid 
Dr: ↑10.1%,   B:↓10.1% I: ↑10.1%,  B:↓10.1% 
Scenario 6 – Bre-rhw Scenario 7 Bre-rhw 
Dr: ↑12.6%,  B:↓12.6% I:↑12.6%,  B:↓12.6% 
Figure E. 4: Increase in peak flow following scenario LULM change for the Whi-mid and Bre-rhw 
gauging points. Notes as per Figures 7.19 and 7.20 









Figure E. 5: Plots of partial R2  values from stepwise regressions of  rq  for each of the 
catchment scale LULM scenarios (calculated against the baseline scenario).  The sign of the 
partial R2 values is determined based on the sign of the regression coefficients. The x axis is 
the gauge number (1: Footholme, 2: Bre-sap, 3: Bre-rhw, 4: Whi-mid).  Numbers in 
parentheses indicate soil type (1: Belmont, 2: Wilcocks, 3: Winter Hill).  Letters in 
parentheses indicate LULM type where necessary (g: grazed, m: moorland, c: coniferous, d: 
deciduous).  Total regression R2 values are shown at the top of the plot.   
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Scenario 2 – Whi-mid Scenario 3- Whi-mid 
G:↓1.4%,  M:↓23.2%, D:↑26.9%,  I: ↓2.4% G:↓0.3%,  M:↓9.5%, D:↑10.4%,  I: ↓0.8% 
Scenario 4 – Whi-mid 
 
 
G:↓1.4%,  M:↓23.2%, C:↑26.9%,  I: ↓2.4%  
Scenario 6 – Whi-mid Scenario 7 - Whi-mid 
 
Dr: ↑10.1%,   B:↓10.1% I: ↑10.1%,  B:↓10.1% 
Scenario 6 – Bre-rhw Scenario 7 Bre-rhw 
 
Dr: ↑12.6%,  B:↓12.6% I:↑12.6%,  B:↓12.6% 
Figure E. 6: Increase in peak flow following LULM change scenarios for the Whi-mid and Bre-rhw 
gauges based on 14 years of simulated flows.  
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Scenario 2 – Whi-mid Scenario 3- Whi-mid 
  
G:↓1.4%,  M:↓23.2%, D:↑26.9%,  I: ↓2.4% G:↓0.3%,  M:↓9.5%, D:↑10.4%,  I: ↓0.8% 
Scenario 4 – Whi-mid  
 
 
G:↓1.4%,  M:↓23.2%, C:↑26.9%,  I: ↓2.4%  
Scenario 6 – Whi-mid Scenario 7 - Whi-mid 
Dr: ↑10.1%,   B:↓10.1% I: ↑10.1%,  B:↓10.1% 
Scenario 6 – Bre-rhw Scenario 7 Bre-rhw 
 
Dr: ↑12.6%,  B:↓12.6% I:↑12.6%,  B:↓12.6% 
Figure E. 7: Plots of estimated return period versus percentage change in peak flows for LULM 
scenarios at gauging locations Whi-mid and Bre-rhw.  Notes as per Figure 7.23. 






Figure E. 8: Plots of partial R2  values (with sign based on the sign of the regression 
coefficients) from stepwise regressions of  rq  for each of the LULM parameters, for 
different scenarios and different gauging locations.  Total regression R2 values are 
shown at the top of the plot.  Only partial R2 values greater than 0.1 are shown in the 
plot 
 
 
